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ABSTRACT 
A study of vacuum deposited films of the charge transfer 
complex (TTF) (TCNQ) and several polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 
is described. Fluorescence techniques have been used to investigate 
the annealing behaviour of low temperature deposits of anthracene, 
pyrene, perylene and tetracene, in order to establish the cause of 
the structural optimum, or singularity which is known to occur when 
films of some of these materials are deposited onto substrates 
maintained at one third their normal boiling points (0.33 T5 ). 
Evidence is presented for the formation of a metastable state in the 
vicinity of 0.33 T5 in the case of anthracene, pyrene and perylene. 
A detailed study of the topography of (TT.F) (TCNQ) films has 
revealed a pronounced structural singularity at a deposition 
temperature of 213K which was accompanied by an apparent reduction 
in the activation energy fo~. conduction. However, it was shown that 
this apparent optimisation of electrical properties was associated 
with crystallite orientation effects rather than a reduction in the 
influence of grain boundaries. 
In-situ infrared absorption spectroscopy has confirmed that 
films of (TT.F) (TCNQ), either deposited at, or annealed to 213K adopt 
a neutral lattice structure with no evidence of charge transfer between 
donors and acceptors. Annealing experiments have established that this 
neutral lattice possesses short range order and has a metastable, 
glass-like, structure. Furthermore, conclusive evidence is presented 
for the formation of a disordered phase of (TT.F) (TCNQ) below 0.33 T5 
which exhibits anomalous infrared activity of the totally symmetric 
vibrational modes of both (TT.F) and (TCNQ) . This observation is 
considered to be analogous to the formation of excimers in disordered 
films of the aromatic hydrocarbons, prepared below 0.33 T5 • On the 
basis of this evidence a model is discussed in which the observation 
of an optimum substrate temperature effect in ~vaporated films of 
molecular solids is attributed to the formation of a dense metastable 
state which has a thermodynamic stability intermediate between 
the crystalline and disordered state of materials. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
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Vacuum evaporation and related techniques, such as sputtering(l) 
and chemical vapour deposition(2 ) are used extensively both by 
Industry and Academia for the preparation of supported thin films and 
surface coatings. They make an important contribution to many areas 
of material research and technology and have applications ranging 
from the preparation of new materials( 3), dispersion hardening of 
metals (4), coating of machine tools and turbine parts (S), decorative 
coating(G), solar control film(?), and so on. The list is already 
long and over the last ten years has grown steadily, so that vacuum 
deposition techniques now form the basis of a large and rapidly 
expanding industry. 
The main advantages of vacuum deposition as compared to other 
methods of preparing thin films are that they are able to provide a 
high purity product with reproducible properties, and equally 
important in the case of solid state electronics applications, are 
fully compatible with modern methods of producing solid state devices 
and microelectronic circuits. However, like all thin film 
techniques they suffer from one important disadvantage which often 
precludes their use in certain applications, for example, the prepar-
ation of primary semiconductor substrates for microprocessors. Because 
of the nature of the growth process, films prepared by vacuum depos-
ition are polycrystalline and consist of small crystallites, separated 
by grain boundary regions within which the normal lattice of the 
crystalline phase is disrupted. Consequently, in most respects the 
properties of evaporated films are inferior to those of bulk single 
crystals. Electrical properties, for example, which involve charge 
carrier transport between grains are strongly influenced by film 
topography, often to the point where carrieL scattering at grain 
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boundaries dominates the conduction process(B) and reduces electrical 
conductivity by orders of magnitude compared to that of bulk single 
crystals. Much of the technology of thin film growth, particularly 
in the area of solid state electronics is, therefore, devoted to 
minimising grain boundary effects so as to achieve levels of performance 
approaching that of bulk material. 
A procedure often employed for growing high quality films 
involves epitaxial growth under conditions of low supersaturation, 
approaching thermodynamic equilibrium. The method of Hot Wall 
Epitaxy(9 ) has been used, for example, to grow films of PbTe which 
have carrier mobilities as high as good quality single crystals. 
Such techniques are, however, only ~uitable _ for coating areas of a 
2 few em • A more practical approach must be adopted in depositing 
film for applications involving the use of large area supports, such 
(10) 
as photovoltaic cells for solar energy conversion , or electro-
luminescent panels(ll) for illumination purposes. For applications 
such as these,grain boundary scattering of carriers plays a crucial 
role in reducing the overall efficiency of vacuum deposited thin film 
devices, and in preventing them competing successfully with more 
conventional technology. In order to achieve adequate processing rates 
for large area applications it is usually necessary to work ath1gher 
supersaturations, at the expense of film quality, but to carry out 
a process of optimisation which involves changing experimental para-
meters in a systematic way. The two most important parameters for a 
single component material are the effective pressure of the evaporant, 
or deposition rate, and in particular the temperature of the substrate 
onto which a film is grown. Clearly a process of optimisation covering 
a wide range of deposition rates and substrate temperatures is both 
time consuming and costly, and one that could be telescoped if a 
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microscopic theory of film growth were available to enable the 
influence of both parameters on film topography and properties to be 
quantitatively predicted. 
In the absence of a quantitative microscopic theory a number of 
so called empirical rules have been established which relate film 
topography to certain physical properties such as melting point (T ) . 
m 
Perhaps the best known of these empirical structure/property 
relationships, is that developed by Movchan and Demchishin(l 2) which 
for thick films of metals and oxides predicts the existence of three 
zones as a function of redUced temperature T /T where T is the 
s m s 
substrate temperature during growth and T the melting point of the 
m 
substance. Each of these zones has its own characteristic structure 
and physical properties, ranging from tapered crystals with domed 
tops separated by void boundaries at T /T <0.3, to columnar grains 
s m 
with dense well defined boundaries between (0.3 < T /T < 0.5) and 
s m 
equiaxed grains for Ts/Tm > 0. 5. The Movchan-Demchishin 
model is based upon a considerable body of work carried out in Russia 
over twenty years prior to 1974. It has been reviewed in a recent 
(13) paper by Thorton . 
A more recent study has established the existence of an 
empirical relationship between substrate temperature and the normal 
boiling point (T5 ) of a material. Thus, Vincett, Barlow and Roberts 
(14-16) (VBR), in a series of papers , have shown that when a range of 
materials are deposited under vacuum onto a surface maintained at a 
temperature equal to one third of their normal boiling point (0.33 T5 ), 
certain properties are optimised. Furthermore, this optimum coincides 
with a structural singularity which manifests itself as a minimum in 
surface roughness. T is perhaps the most critical and easily 
s 
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controllable parameter responsible for determining the structure 
and properties of vacuum deposited films, and because this observation 
enables the optimum substrate temperature for growth to be accurately 
located with reference to an easily measurable microscopic property 
of materials, it is clearly of importance, both scientifically and 
technically, to establish the cause of the effect. This is the main 
objective of the present study. 
(VBR) have proposed that the optimum substrate temperature (OST) 
effect is associated with re-evaporation from disordered regions of 
condensed films. Because of its obvious relevance to the present work 
their proposal will now be considered in more detail. 
1.1 The aptimum Substrate Temperature Effect in Vacuum Deposited Films 
(VBR) (lG) were able to identify sharply optimised properties 
in films of a number of materials deposited in a narrow range at 
0.33 of their respective boiling points. Films of anthracene, for 
example, exhibited a pronounced minimum in surface roughness at the 
OST. Their list of materials and the corresponding optimised 
property of each are reproduced in Table (1.1). Remarkably, the OST 
effect applies to materials with very different properties, from 
organic hydrocarbons such as anthracene and pyrene, which crystallise 
with molecular lattices, to materials with ionic lattices such as ZnO 
and CdS. Furthermore, the former retain their molecular identity on 
evaporation whereas the latter dissociate in the vapour phase and must, 
therefore, recombine on the substrate after impingement. On the basis 
of these and other observations, for example, the insensitivity of 
the OST to deposition rate, VBR concluded that surface diffusion of 
adsorbed species was not responsible for the OST effect, but that 
Table l.la Summary of the OST effect for a variety of vacuum-deposited materials 
TosT is the substrate temperature at which the property listed in column 2 was optimised. 
The OST is expressed as a fraction of the normal boiling point Ta in column 4 
Material 
Phthalocyanine 
Anthracene 
Pyrene 
Se 
ZnO 
ZnSe 
ZnTe 
CdS 
CdTe 
PbS 
PbTe 
SnTe 
PbSe 
Optimised Property 
Smoothness 
Smoothness 
Smoothness 
Electrophotographic performance, 
homogeneity 
Smoothness, light scattering 
Epitaxial order 
Electrical Conductivity 
optical absorption 
Photovoltaic effect 
ultrasonic generation 
Photo-emf 
Charge mobility 
Charge mobility 
Charge mobility 
Charge mobility 
Optimum Temperature 
TosT (K) 
285 
213 
187 
335 
768-793 
566 
643 
473 
540 
495 
496 
518 
553 
(a) See reference (16) for full details, including references to the original papers 
(b) Corrected for deposition rate according to the VBR theory 
b 
(TosT/Ta)corrected 
0.33 
0.35 
0.31 
0.32 
? 
0.31 
0.33 
0.30 
0.34 
0.32 
0.31 
0.32 
0.34 
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re-evaporation probably was. 
An examination of Table (1.1) reveals that all of the properties 
which are optimised are likely to be structure sensitive and should 
therefore be strongly influenced by the grain boundary distribution 
within condensed films. Because the extrapolated vapour pressure 
data of the crystalline phase of materials at their respective OST's, 
are many orders of magnitude below the effective pressure exerted by 
the incoming evaporant flux, (VBR) concluded that re-evaporation 
takes place from disordered or 'liquid-like' regions of condensed 
films. The location of the OST is then the point at which the 
effective vapour pressure of the incoming flux is equal to the vapour 
pressure exerted by this 'liquid-like' phase. 
(VBR) estimated the vapour pressure of this liquid-like phase 
. (17) . -from the Claus~ us-Clapeyron ..:. _ - equati,on __ ( 1.1) 
= ( 
-0 (1.1) 
-2 Where PB is the vapour pressure (1 N.M 760 torr) at TB and POST 
that at the OST (0.33 TB). ~Hv/l is the molar latent heat accompanying 
the liquid/vapour phase change. If ~Hv/l is assumed to.remain constant, 
then invoking Trouton's Rule(l8 ) (~Hv/1 a constant ~88 kJ mole-1) and 
Tb 
putting TOST = 1/3 TB, the vapour pressure at the OST is estimated to 
-9 -2 -5 be about 10 N.M (~ 10 Torr). 
Assuming ideal gas behaviour, the effective pressure (Peff) of 
(19) . 
the impinging flux can be calcualted from the Hertz-Knudsen equation 
(1. 2) 
R 
22 -~ -2 -1 
3.5 x 10 (MTs) Peff em sec (1. 2) 
14 15 2 -1 For typical impingement rates of between 10 - 10 molecules em .sec 
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-6 -5 
a (P f) for anthracene (M = 1781 T = 400K) of 10 - 10 Torr 
ef source 
is estimated. (VBR)noted that for the materials listed in Table l the 
rates of deposition used corresponded to effective pressures of 
-7 -4 between 5 x 10 Torr and 5 x 10 Torr, which would cause TOST to 
vary between 0.33 T8 and 0.4 T8 , respectively and does, of course, 
explain the weak dependence of the OST on deposition rate. 
These estimates serve to emphasise the point that at the OST 
the rate of re-evaporation from a disordered phase, which is assumed 
to have the same thermodynamic properties as the liquid phase, is 
of the same order as the rates of deposition typically used to prepare 
films by vacuum evaporation. In other words films deposited at the 
OST are grown under quasi-equilibrium conditions. However, a 
substrate temperature of 0.33 T8 wilL, in general, be much lower than 
the melting point of a material so that the OST falls in a region of 
the phase diagram where the solid is thermodynamically the most stable 
state. Thus, in order to explain the OST effect,VBR proposed that 
during deposition small disordered regions form within the film when 
a number of molecules become trapped in non-crystalline configurations, 
for times at least as long as the time taken to deposit a monolayer. 
They considered that this disordered material might be concentrated 
in grain boundary regions between crystallites and should interfere 
with the proper growth of crystals within the film. Since this 
would result in a decrease in the perfection and size of crystallites 
and an increase in the concentration of disordered material it 
clearly would have an effect on those properties, such as carrier 
mobility, which are markedly effected by scattering centres within a 
film. 
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VBR envisaged that the opt~um substrate temperature, in non-
dissociable compounds, is that at which a balance between molecular 
diffusion, which is necessary to promote crystal growth, and re-
evaporation from disordered regions, is established so that material 
in the disordered regions can just crystallise. They postulated that 
an increase in free volume occurred within disordered regions near the 
OST, which enabled sufficient diffusion to allow crystallisation and 
was, therefore, responsible for the abrupt improvement in film 
properties observed at the OST. Vincett( 20) has since shown that 
Trouton's Rule can be generalised to include materials which evaporate 
associatively or dissociatively, so that the above proposals should 
also apply to this class of materials. 
Amorphous Condensates 
If (VBR's) proposals are correct then the formation of amorphous 
condensates on substrates cooled below 0.33 T8 should be a general 
phenomena, at least for those materials which are known to undergo 
a transition to give the glassy(2l) state. In fact, because of the high 
1 . (22 ) h' d d . d . . 1 d coo ~ng rates ac ~eve ur1ng vacuum epos1t1on onto coo e 
substrates, this method has been used to prepare a very wide range of 
materials in the amorphous state~ However, there have been very few 
systematic attempts to examine the effect of substrate temperature 
during deposition upon the 'amorphicity' of films produced in this 
way. Gutzow and Avrimov( 23 ) have derived a mechanism for the formation 
of amorphous condensates from the vapour phase and were able to show 
that amorphous state is produced by condensation onto substrates below 
the glass transition temperature T • They:.identified· the..::conditions 
g 
for direct formation of the amorphous phase as being related to the 
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melting point T , such that T = 2!3 T • In support of this mechanism 
m g m 
(24) they were able subsequently to show that glassy thymol is produced 
at condensation temperatures lower than -65°c (~2 /3 T ). However, 
m 
. (25) Ha~da et.al. , have shown that for chloroform condensed from the 
vapour phase at 20K, T /T = 0.4, which is outside the range (1/2 - 2/3) g m 
normally observed for glasses prepared by rapid cooling of liquids. 
(26) They found that a better correlation exists between T and normal g 
boiling point Tb. With few exceptions they were able to show that 
Tg/Tb had a value between (1/4 - 1/3) Tb for a range of organic compounds 
including methanol, methylene chloride and cyclohexene. Turnbull and 
C h 
(27) 
o en have also pointed out that a good correlation exists between 
Tg and Tb in agreement with the result of Haida et.al (26). 
. (27-29) A number of stud~es have shown that amorphous condensates 
are produced when water is deposited onto low temperature substrates. 
The temperature at which crystallisation of these amorphous conden-
sates began was found to be dependent upon the temperature of the 
substrate and varied between ll3K( 27 ) and 153K(2S) (0.3- 0.41 Tb). 
(29) Condensation temperatures of SOK , or lower, were needed to ensure 
that the film produced was entirely amorphous. (30) Koverda et.al. have 
determined the effect of condensation temperature upon the rate of 
crystallisation of amorphous films of; water, dichloroethane and 
chloroform, prepared by vapour deposition. From this work they 
conclude that the concentration of crystalline nuclei decreases with 
decreasing condensation temperature and that on annealing these act 
as ready-made centres for crystallisation. At the lowest condensation 
temperature (80K) films did not crystallise significantly until they 
were annealed to 165K, when the number of nuclei increased by a 
4 factor of 10 in less than one degree. This phenomena is referred 
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to as 'shock' crystallisation(30) and is discussed in more detail in 
Chapter 6. 
Similar behaviour has been reported for amorphous films of other 
(31) . (32) . (33) 
materials such as germanium and ~ts alloys , sele~um , 
antimony( 34), SnTe( 3S), cd
3
As
2 
(36 ) and InSb(3?). In each of these 
materials electrical conductivity has been used to monitor the annealing 
process. On annealing above some critical transition temperature 
they alL~exh.iJ.bited a large irreversible decrease in resistance. 
Although in certain cases e.g. germanium and SnTe, the resistance 
decrease was associated with the onset of crystallisation, in others, 
such as cd3 As 2 and InSb, crystallisation did not occur until higher 
temperatures. In the case of selenium films the decrease in resistance 
was accompanied by continuous growth of trigonal crystallites. DTA 
experiments (3S) on selenium show that in addition to an endothermic 
change in the vicinity of T (320 - 330K) a second exothermic 
. g 
anomaly also occurs between 390K and 420K, depending upon annealing 
rate, which may also be associated with crystallisation. Haida also 
reported an endothermic anomaly followed by an exothermic peak 
~which they ascribed to a glass transition and crystallisation res-
pectively. 
Zdanowicz( 39 ) et.al. have proposed that the mechanism of crystal-
lisation of amorphous Cd3As 2 films involves two steps; the first 
gives a metastable state which is then able to crystallise at higher 
temperatures. A similar mechanism has been proposed by Burton and 
(40) Ray for Pd-Si alloys • Moreover, VBR ( 15 ) ( 16 ) have shown, with the 
aid of electroabsorbance measurement on anthracene films, that films 
deposited below the OST contain a significant proportion of disordered 
material even after annealing to room temperature, while those 
- 10 -
deposited above the OST do not. (41) Since Perkampus et.al. have also 
shown that disordered films of anthracene deposited at 77K undergo a 
transition in the vicinity of 200K QT t "' 213K) , it is possible that 
op 
a two step mechanism of crystallisation is of general applicability. 
The absence of an endothermic glass transition anomaly in amorphous 
films of materials like germanium and antimony may be due to 
continuous crystallisation on nuclei which are precipitated during 
film growth, or as proposed by Haida et.al. for some organic glasses 
. (26) 
to their small configurational heat capac~ties • 
It would appear that other work on amorphous or glassy conden-
sates prepared by vapour deposition, supports the main hypothesis of 
VBR that the OST effect is associated with the formation of the 
disordered phase. However, it also raises questions about the nature 
of this disordered phase and suggests rather than being a disordered 
amorphous phase, it may in fact be a metastable state with glass-like 
properties; unlike a disordered phase which is thermodynamically 
unstable, a glass is a solid in internal equilibrium, in which there 
exists a definite set of equilibrium positions and about which each 
molecule or atom oscillates, but it lacks the translational symmetry 
of the solid state. It is a reasonable assumption that in many of 
its properties this metastable state would behave like a liquid. 
In fact, it has been suggested( 42 ) that a glass and its supercooled 
liquid could form a single, metastable thermodynamic phase that is 
in local equilibrium. Thus, the formation of a metastable glassy 
state with liquid-like properties could provide a natural explanation 
for the relationship between the OST effect and T • 
B 
(30) The work of Koverda et.al. and others provides a strong indication 
that in order to obtain the disorder phase of a material free of 
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incipient nuclei of the crystalline phase, it is necessary to deposit 
films at substrate temperatures much lower than T • If, as suggested, g 
T and the OST are identical, any study of the OST effect must, g 
therefore, take growth of the crystalline phase, both during ~eposition 
and subsequent annealing, into consideration. VBR, moreover, proposed 
that films deposited at the OST are comprised of crystalline nuclei 
separated by small disordered regions. An adequate description of 
the formation of the growth of crystallites from the vapour phase 
must,therefore,be incorporated into an explanation of the'OST effect. 
A semi-quantitative description of film growth is contained within 
the Theory of Nucleation. Since this forms the basis of much of the 
work described in the main body of the thesis, a brief account of 
heterogeneous nucleation on surfaces will now be given. 
1.2 Nucleation of Vacuum Deposited Films 
The various unit processes involved in the growth of films from 
the vapour phase are represented schematically in Figure (1.1). The 
first stage in the growth process involves adsorption of molecules 
onto a surface and these then diffuse together to form nuclei of the 
condensed phase. This formative or 'nucleation' stage has a major 
influence upon topography and the properties of vacuum deposited 
films because it determines both the number density and size of 
crystallites and,therefore, ultimately controls the grain boundary 
distribution within condensates. Where the formation of more than one 
phase is thermodynamically possible their respective rates of nucleation 
also determine the relative proportion of each phase within the con-
dens ate. 
Vapour impingement 
~ 
Formation of an Adsorbed 
Layer and Surface 
Diffusion of Adatoms 
L 
Nucleus Formation 
~ 
Formation of Stable 
Nuclei with r > r* 
Monomer Addition ~ Growth of Stable Nuclei 
By Direct Impinge- L 
ment \High Super-
saturation) 
Particle Migration ~ Further Growth 
and Coalescence 
Secondary Nucleation 
~ Re-evaporation of 
Ada toms 
--7 Decay of Unstable 
Nuclei r < r* 
~ Monomer Addition by 
Surface Diffusion 
(Low Supersaturation) 
~ Ostwald Ripening 
Figure 1.1 The various unit processes involved in heterogeneous 
nucleation and growth of films from the vapour phase 
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Theoretical models of heterogeneous nucleation and thin 
film growth have been reviewed on numerous occasions. An excellent 
(43) bibliography of the subject is provided by Neugebauer in The 
Handbook of Thin Film Technology and the interested reader is referred 
to this article for further information and references. Both~the 
Classical ' 44 ) and the Atomistic(4S) models of nucleation make use of 
the concept of a nucleus of critical size r*, above which a particle 
is stable and is able to grow, and below which it is unstable and 
dissociates. The idea of a critical nucleus arises because, as 
shown in Figure (1.2), the free energy of formation ~G goes through 
a maximum (~G*) for a nucleus of size r*. This corresponds to a 
minimum in aggregate stability and for a spherical nucleus, 
= (1. 3) 
where cr is the surface energy of the critical nucleus. 
If a metastable equilibrium is established between adsorbed 
monomers and aggregates of various sizes, the concentration (n*) 
of critical nuclei i~ in the Classical mode~ given by, 
* n = (1. 4) 
where n1 is the concentration of adsorbed monomers. The rate j 
at which adsorbed monomers are incorporated into the growing nuclei 
depends on the surface concentration of adsorbed monomers, their jump 
frequency v and their jump distance: 
0 
j (1. 5) 
C is a constant which contains the size of the critical nucleus and 
other geometric factors, and ~Gsd is the activation free energy for 
........ 
(.!) 
<J 
......., 
>-(.!) 
0::: 
UJ 
z 
w 
UJ 
UJ 
0::: 
u... 
l 
* r PARTICLE RADIUS 
Figure 1.2. The free energy of formation of a particle as 
a function of radius (r) . The stability of 
the particle is a minimum at a critical radius * r . 
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surface diffusion. 
The concentration (n) of surface adsorbed monomers is given by 
n = ' a 
n == R ' a 
R 
\) 
0 
exp (f~Gd /kT) 
es 
(1.6) 
(1.6a) 
f~Gd is the free energy change accompanying the desorption of 
es 
monomers from the surface, 'a is the residence time of an adsorbed 
monomer on the surface and R is given by equation (1.2). Combining 
equations (1.4) (1.5) and (1.6) gives the frequency of formation of 
* critical nuclei (I ) • 
* I == jn* == CR exp (f~Gd -fiG d- fiG*)/kT es s (1. 7) 
Using the equations given in this section it is possible to 
make certain qualitative predictions about the influence of substrate 
temperature upon the topography of vacuum deposited films. 
1.2.1 Films deposited at low substrate temperatures 
At low substrate temperatures (f~Gsd » kT) equation (1.5) 
predicts that rate of diffusion of adsorbed monomers on the surface 
will be very much reduced, and according to equation (1.7) this should 
also decrease the rate of nucleation. Within the atomistic theory of 
nucleation the critical nucleus may, in fact, be a single atom, at 
low substrate temperatures or very high supersaturations. Thus, a 
supercritical nuclei is formed when two atoms (or molecules) form a 
pair, whose stability is determined by a single bond. This occurs at 
a substrate temperature given by 
-Esd + E2 
k ln(R/v1N0 ) 
(1.8) 
where Esd is the activation energy for surface diffusion. E2 the 
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dissociation energy of the pair, v1 the desorption energy of the 
monomer and N
0 
the density of monomer adsorption sites. Below T1_2 
adsorbed monomers are stable entities and need not be incorporated 
into nuclei to remain on the substrate. In this event the film will 
have a disordered structure. 
At slightly higher substrate temperatures (~Gsd ~ kT < ~G*) 
it is possible for films to contain both disordered material and 
nuclei of the crystalline phase as proposed by VBR. Now at a constant 
rate of impingement, 
(a~G*) > 0 
aT R 
and from equation (1.7) the rate at which critical nuclei are created 
will decrease very rapidly with increasing temperature. Therefore, as 
surface diffusion increases, allowing nucleation to take place, the rate 
of nucleation will increase to a maximum and then decrease again at 
(kT = ~G*). On the basis of VBR's model this would be the region of 
the OST effect. 
1.2.2 Film growth at higher substrate temperatures 
If nucleation is assumed then the size of a crystal face 
in the high temperature (low supersaturation) regime is, according 
to the theories of Burton, (46) Cabrera and Frank , determined by 
the rate of advance of steps upon the face. This latter rate is 
proportional to the mean displacement (X) of molecules on the face, 
which is given by the Einstein equation (1.9) 
(1. 9) 
X is the distance an adsorbed monomer diffuses on the surface of a 
crystal prior to desorption. The temperature dependence of the 
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surface diffusion coefficient Dsd is given by, 
(1.10) 
2 
where a is the jump distance between adsorption sites and vsd is 
the speed with which adsorbed monomers migrate. T is given by 
a 
equation (1.6). Combining equations (1.6), (1.9) and (1.10) and 
(47.) putting vsd = v0 gives; 
(X) = 2~ a exp (~Gd - ~G d)/2kT es s (1.11) 
At high substrate temperatures (~Gd ~ 2kT) the rate of 
es 
desorption according to equation (1.6) becomes appreciable, causing 
a reduction in (X) and therefore in the .. average size of crystallites. 
Surface roughness should also increase at this point. At lower 
substrate temperatures (~G d ~ 2kT) surface diffusion rate is reduced 
s . 
according to equation (1.5) and both (X) and crystallite size are 
again reduced. Thus, equation (1.11) predicts a maximum in crystallite 
size between ~Gd < kT > ~G d" Furthermore, since a decrease in 
~ s 
surface diffusion should also cause increased surface roughness, 
films deposited at substrate temperatures within the temperature 
range defined above, might be expected to exhibit a smoothness 
optimum with large well formed crystallites growing in the plane of 
the film. However, this structural optimum will definitely occur 
well within the region of the phase diagram where the crystalline 
phase is thermodynamically the most stable. It is not associated with 
the formation of the disordered phase, but could be mistaken for the 
OST effect if film topography were investigated at only a few 
substrate temperatures. 
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On the basis of nucleation and surface diffusion theory 
structural optima are expected ,to occur in films deposited at least 
two substrates temperatures. The predicted high temperature optimum 
is, according to equation (1.11), caused by a maximum in (X) and should 
lead to a reduction in grain boundary effects, but there is no 
reason, a-priori, why this should be associated with the formation of 
a disordered phase or, indeed, why it should be related to T8 • On 
the other hand the low temperature structural optimum predicted at 
maximum nucleation rate (equation (1.7)), also corresponds to the point 
at which reduced surface mobility is expected to result in the 
formation of the disordered phase, and appears to provide the best 
fit to (VBR's) criteria for the OST effect. However, in this case, 
it is difficult to understand why those properties which are most 
influenced by grain boundary scattering, such as carrier mobility, 
should be optimised at the OST; the effect of scattering would, under 
normal circumstances, be directly proportional to the number of 
crystallites per unit surface area, because, as the average crystallite 
dimension decreases the boundary concentration will automatically 
increase. In an attempt to resolve this issue, an in-depth study 
has been carried out of both the topography and electrical conduc-
tivity of vacuum deposited films of the charge transfer complex 
tetrathiafulvalene-tetracyanoquinodimethane (TTF) (TCNQ). The results 
of this study are described in Chapters 4 and 6 respectively. 
The choice of (TTF) (TCNQ) for this study was largely dictated 
by the pronounced anisotropy which it displays in both its structure 
and many of its electrical properties. As discussed in the introduction 
to Chapter 6 it was hoped that this would facilitate an investigation 
of the structure/property relationship. A full account of the 
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structure and electrical properties of this unusual material can be 
found at the beginning of Chapters 4 and 6, respectively. 
An alternative explanation for the OST effect and one which is 
supported by previous work on amorphous condensates, is that it 
coincides with the glass transition temperature of a material and 
is, therefore, associated with the formation of a metastable rather 
than unstable disordered structure. Since neither phase possess 
long range orde~diffraction techniques, with the possible exception 
of Radial Distribution Function Analysis(4S), are unable to differen-
tiate between these two alternatives. Optical phenomena on the other 
hand, and in particular those associated with vibronic effects(49 ), 
often provide detailed information about molecular interactions; in 
favourable circumstances they can be used to make quantitative 
determinations of molecular interaction potentials(SO.). Fluorescence 
. (Sl) teChniques, for example, have been used extens~vely to monitor 
changes in the local environment of molecules in the excited state 
and polycyclic aromatic compounds which are generally intensely 
fluorescent, are frequently used as probes for this purpose. Since 
VBR have already established the existence of a structural optima in 
the case of anthracene and pyrene, fluorescence techniques have been 
used to investigate the possibility that the OST in these materials 
is associated with a metastable state. This work is described in 
Chapter 3, which also contains the results of a study of the other 
~ 
aromatic hydrocarbons, perylene and tetracene. A resume of previous, 
related work on the fluorescence propreties of vacuum deposited 
aromatic hydrocarbons is given in the introduction to Chapter 3. 
Vibronic effects have also been shown to be important in 
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(52) . (52) 
charge transfer complexes 1n general and (TTF) (TCNQ) in 
particular. Since charge transfer occurs in the ground state, 
absorption spectroscopy and more specifically infrared vibrational 
spectroscopy have been used to study vibronic effects in these 
materials. Changes in the local environment of molecules which 
modify the degree of charge transfer are detected by their effect 
upon the vibrational properties of both the donor and acceptor. 
Since electron transfer in (TTF) (TCNQ) is known (S4 ) to be 
extremely sensitive to molecular interactions, infrared spectroscopy 
was used to investigate changes in the local structure of films both 
in the as-deposited state and during the annealing process. The 
results of this study are described in Chapter 5 which also contains 
an account of vibronic effects in charge transfer complexes. 
A summary of the main conclusions arising out of the work 
discussed in Chapters 3 to 6, inclusive, is given in Chapter 7. 
This final Chapter also contains a section devoted to a preliminary 
study of substrate temperature effects in oxide supported metal 
films. This section is included to ~ate potential applications 
of the techniques described in the main body of the thesis, to the 
study of sintering in heterogeneous catalysts. 
Vacuum equipment and thin film deposition techniques are 
described in Chapter 2, which also includes a description of the 
instrumental techniques used to study the properties of films. 
Materials preparation and purification are discussed in the Appendix. 
- 19 -
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Thin films examined in the present study were deposited under 
-5 
so called high vacuum conditions at pressures less than 10 torr 
-3 (~10 Pa). They were characterized using a combination of structural, 
electrical and spectroscopic techniques. The purpose of this chapter 
is to provide a description of the equipment used for their preparation 
and characterization. The conditions used for the growth of films 
of specific materials are dealt with at the beginning of the appropriate 
chapter, that is 3, 4, 5 and 6. 
Section 2.1.1 contains a description of the Birvac vacuum 
system used for the growth of TTF TCNQ and discontinuous metal films 
on cooled substrates. Films prepared with this equipment were 
characterized by structural and electrical measurements. Low temperature 
spectroscopic studies on organic films were carried out on films 
deposited inside a continuous flow cryostat which is described in 
section 2.1.2. Since residual water condensation occurs on cooled 
surfaces under high vacuum conditions it was important to establish 
the temperature at which this occurred for the pressure range used in 
the present study. This was done using infrared spectroscopy and the 
results are presented in section 2.1.3. This first section also 
contains a description of the reactive electron beam evaporator, which 
was constructed for the preparation of oxide films used as substrates 
in the study of discontinuous metal deposits, described in ch. 7. 
Techniques used for the characterization of films are organised 
into three separate sections dealing with electrical, spectroscopic 
and microscopic or structural methods, respectively. Section 2.2 
contains details of the four and two probe circuits used for in-situ 
measurement of the electrical resistivity of TTF TCNQ and, discontinuous 
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metal films. Vibrational spectroscopy, that is, infrared 
was used to examine thin films of TTFTCNQ, whilst 
aromatic hydrocarbon films were studied with the aid of spectrofluoro-
metric and fluorescence lifetime measurements. A brief description of 
the operation of these spectrometers is given in section 2.3. 
Morphology and structural studies were carried out using scanning and 
transmission electron microscopy. X-Ray diffraction was also used to 
examine the effect of substrate temperature on the structure of 
annealed films of TTFTCNQ. A description of the image analyser used 
in the treatment of transmission electron microscope data is included 
in this final section on structure determination. 
2.1 Vacuum Deposition- Equipment and Techniques 
2.1.1 The Birvac evaporator 
Evaporation of organic solids and pure metals was carried 
out inside a 30 em. cylindrical glass chamber which was evacuated to 
-6 
a base pressure of 10 torr, using a liquid nitrogen trapped, 10 em. 
oil vapour diffusion pump, backed by a single stage mechanical pump. 
The main frame, base plate and liquid nitrogen trap were part of the 
original system, built by Birvac Ltd., but the remaining accessories 
were purchased from Edwards Vacuum or were purpose built. All valves 
were manually operated. A sorption trap was installed between the 
backing pump and the remainder of the vacuum system, to prevent back 
diffusion of oil vapour below 10 torr. A by-pass was used for pumping 
at pressures above 10 Torr to prevent saturation of the absorbant with 
atmospheric moisture. -2 A backing pressure of 5 x 10 torr was routinely 
obtained with an Edwards ES200 (ll M3 .h-1 .) pump. The diffusion pump 
-1 
was an Edwards type E04 which had a pumping speed of 600 l.s. at the 
throat. This was reduced to about 200 l.s:1 by the liquid nitrogen 
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trap and baffle valve (Edwards type H74B) , which was used to isolate 
the work chamber from the diffusion pump. All 'O' rings were Viton, 
including the two 30 em. seals on the sample preparation chamber. 
Substrate holders, rotary feed throughs, were installed in inter-
changeable work chamber lids constructed from DURAL. System pressure 
was monitored using Penning and Pirani gauges. A Centronics AIGSO 
quadrupole mass spectrometer, capable of measuring to 60 a.m.u. was 
used for monitoring the partial pressure of residual gases. 
Resistance heated evaporation sources 
Metals were evaporated from resistance heated foil and wire 
sources constructed, from either molybdenum or tungsten. Foil sources 
were used for evaporating copper, silver and gold and a coil of 
tungsten wire for aluminium. Evaporation of metals for nucleation 
studies, which are described in Chapter 7, was also carried out in 
a unit similar to that described above but used exclusively for this 
purpose. This reduced the extent of surface contamination by organic 
materials, but for all practical purposes results were identical to 
those obtained using the Birvac evaporator. Organic materials were 
evaporated from fused silica or stainless steel crucibles using a 
Da Silva(l) type tubular source made from molybdenum foil. A rotating 
turret source was used for sequential evaporation of different materials 
during the same pump down cycle. This is shown in Figure 2.2. It was 
suitable for three types of source described above. It was 
rotated manually by a chain drive, operated from outside the vacuum 
system, bringing each source into the evaporating position in sequence, 
and allowing the evaporation of up to four different materials to be 
carried out without letting the system up to atmospheric pressure. 
Figure 2.1. The Birvac Evaporator with the CF104 Cryostat installed, 
and associated equipment for in-situ electrical 
conductivity measurements. 
a) Chessel x-t recorder 
b) Keithley 610C electrometer 
c) Vacuum gauges 
d) PAR 135 electromet~r 
e) Keithley microvoltmeter 
f) Oxford Instruments DTC-2 temperature controller 
g) Edwards film thickness monitor and rate meter 
h) Keithley 227 constant current source 
i) Keithley high voltage power supply 
j) Bryan's x-y recorder 

Figure 2.2. The work chamber of the Birvac evaporator with the 
turret source (A) and Oxford Instruments CF 104 cryostat 
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Power to the evaporation source was provided by a thyristor 
controlled 1 K.VA (100~, lOv) transformer with maximum current input 
regulated by a Variac control. Evaporation of metals was normally 
carried out using manual control of the current output of the 
transformer, since the temperature of the source was not monitored. 
When evaporating organic solids the temperature of the crucible was 
monitored using a Chromel/Alumel thermocouple, referenced to room 
temperature (25°C), and cemented into the base of the crucible in 
close proximity to the sample. The signal from this thermocouple was 
fed to a three term Eurotherm temperature controller. Power output 
was regulated via the thyristor, which was connected to the secondary 
of the transformer. Controlling power to the crucible in this way 
prevented surges as the controller switched on and off and cause~ less 
interference to electrical measurements. With this arrangement it Wa$ 
possible to control the temperature of the crucible to within 1°C at 
temperatures in the range 100°C to 300°C. There was a tendency for the 
temperature to overshoot if the initial heating rate was too high due 
to a thermal lag between the heater and the crucible. Heating rate was 
proportional to the difference between the set temperature and the 
measured temperature of the crucible. To avoid overshooting the 
desired temperature the normal heating procedure involved setting the 
temperature on the Eurotherm controller approximately 20°C below that 
required. After this lower setting had been reached the temperature 
was then increased to the desired value over a period of 5 mins. A 
setting of 30 to 40% maximum power at the variac gave satisfactory 
control for crucible temperatures between l00°C and 300°C. 
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2.1.2 Low temperature substrate holders 
Two methods of cooling substrates were used for the 
growth of films at low temperatures. Experiments requiring accurate 
control of temperature, for example, in studying the effect of 
substrate temperature on the electrical properties of films, were 
carried out using a continuous flow cryostat(CFC)modified for use in 
the Birvac evaporator. This cryostat was used for in-situ spectre-
scopic measurements. In addition films were prepared for morphology 
studies by deposition onto a substrate with a temperature gradient 
along its length. This latter substrate holder provided a convenient 
method of studying changes in film morphology over a wide range of 
temperatures in a single run. 
The continuous flow cryostat 
The CF104 continuous flow cryostat is a commercial instrument 
manufactured by Oxford Instruments (O.I.) for use between 2.5K and 
room temperature. 0 The temperature range can be extended to 500 K by 
the use of gold seals. In the present work it was used in conjunction 
with an (O.I.) DTC 2 three term digital temperature controller, which 
has a four digit display accurate to 0.1 K. The temperature of the 
cryostat sample block was measured using an (O.I.) cryogenic linear 
temperature sensor (CLTS). This is a surface thermometer consisting 
of three thin alloy sensing grids laminated into an epoxy resin matrix 
and connected in series in the form of a printed circuit. 
The two alloys are special grades of nickel and manganin 
processed for equal and opposite non-linearities in their temperature 
dependent resistance. The printed circuit is bonded to a copper base, 
bolted in position on the heat exchanger block, which is shown in 
Fig. 2.9. Because it has a low thermal mass and large surface in 
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contact with the block it responded rapidly and accurately to 
temperature changes. The sensor resistance was measured by the 
--temperature controller using a 4 probe measuring circuit, it was 
then linearized, and converted into a digital readout. The CLTS 
was factory calibrated at 4.2K, 77K and 273K but periodic checks of 
the circuit output were carried out at 77K and 273K. 
Sample block temperature was controlled to an accuracy of ±O.lK, 
using a 39Q resistance heater, located on the heat exchanger, to 
balance out the heat lost to the coolant. The output from the heater 
was controlled by the DTC-2. In addition to providing a controlled 
temperature the DTC-2 output could also be manually set to give a 
constant heating rate. Fine control of temperature was achieved by 
altering the coolant flow rate, which was either liquid nitrogen or 
helium, pumped from a 17t. dewar, via an (O.I.) CFS300 evacuated 
transfer tube. Although designed specifical~y for use with helium, 
the CFS 300, was also used for transferring nitrogen. When used 
for nitrogen, it was necessary to evacuate the transfer tube to a 
-5 pressure of <10 torr., using a take~off line from the Birvac work 
chamber and also to pump the gas to the cryostat with a small vacuum 
pump (lOOt.min-1 , Edwards Speedivac 2) capable of reaching a base 
-1 pressure of 10 torr. The majority of experiments were in fact carried 
out using liquid nitrogen as coolant because of the expense and 
inconvenience of using liquid helium. The greater thermal capacity 
of liquid nitrogen, coupled with the fact that the cryostat was 
designed for operating with liquid helium, meant it was only possible 
to control the sample temperature to within ±0.2K, which was regularly 
achieved. With the pumping pressure of the coolant as low as 10-l torr, 
a base temperature of about 70°K was possible when using liquid 
nitrogen, which is some way below its normal boiling point of 77.4K. 
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When liquid helium was used as a coolant, the flow rate through the 
cryostat was controlled using a needle'valve in conjunction with a 
flow meter, which was included as part of the temperature controller 
unit.. Because the flow rate of nitrogen through the transfer tube 
was much lower than that of helium it was not possible to regulate it 
in this way. In this event course control of nitrogen flow rate was 
achieved by altering the valve located at the point where the transfer 
tube enters the cryostat. 
The cryostat was located centrally in the lid of th( Birvac 
evaporator, directly above the evaporant source. A 10 em. flange, 
fitted during manufacture to the top of the cryostat, was seated on 
an 'O' ring seal in the lid of the evaporator and held in position by 
three brackets. The body of the cryostat was electrically earthed via 
the lid to the evaporator base plate except when carrying out certain 
types of electrical measurement (see chapter 6.2). The source to 
substrate distance was 10 em. in the case of the organic evaporation 
source and 15 em. when depositing metals. Rotary feed throughs in 
the lid operated masks which were used to interrupt the evaporant flux 
and also to define the area of film deposition. A photograph of the 
complete system, with the cryostat installed in the work chamber of the 
Birvac evaporator is shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.2. 
All electrical leads entered the cryostat via two ten pin feed-
throughs. Internally, all leads were bonded to the body of the cryostat 
with GE varnish, type 7032, in order to minimize conduction of heat from 
external sources to the sample. The sample holder was surrounded by 
a gold plated cylindrical radiation shield which was connected to the 
centre tube through a copper thermal link flange and cooled by the 
out-going refrigerant. When used for preparing films for structural and 
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electrical measurements, the radiation shield had a single hole 2 em 
in diameter, in the bottom, with two slits (2 em x 0.2 em) in the side, 
to take a sliding evaporation mask which was located 0.1 em from the 
front surface of the sample substrate. 
When used for spectroscopic measurements a radiation shield, 
with four, 2 em. optical window~was used. The cryostat was installed 
in an outer vacuum jacket which had five optical ports. This outer 
jacket was evacuated either through a valve in the top flange of the 
cryostat or for higher pumping speeds through one of its unused optical 
ports. -6 A base pressure of 5 x 10 torr was achieved by a 5 em air 
cooled diffusion pump (E02) backed by a sorption trapped rotary pump. 
The pumping system was mobile allowing it to be used with a number of 
spectrometers. The method of film deposition when using the cryostat 
for spectroscopic measurements is described in section 2.3.1. This 
mobile pumping station was also used for purifying TTF TCNQ and 
hydrocarbons by sublimation as described in Appendix 1. 
The Temperature Gradient Substrate 
Deposition onto a substrate with a temperature gradient maintained 
along the length was found to be a very effective way of examining,film 
structure across the whole range of substrate temperatures in a single 
evaporation experiment. Temperature gradient experiments were carried 
out using the Birvac evaporator. A photograph of the apparatus 
installed on an evaporator lid is shown in Figure 4.4. 
It consists of a strip of stainless steel (8 em x 2.5 em x 0.2 em) 
clamped to a copper cold finger, with a Minco strip heater bonded in 
position at the other end. The cold finger was located off centre in 
the lid of the evaporator at a vertical distance of 17 em from the source. 
The minimum temperature obtainable with liquid nitrogen in the cold 
6 finger was about -100 C. The Minco strip heater was self adhesive and 
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consisted of a metal foil heater sandwiched between two strips of 
polymer films (6 em x 2.5 em). AlA, 25V mains operated power supply 
(Weir, Minireg) was used to provide current to the heater. The 
temperature gradient was controlled by altering the current to the 
heater and was monitored by 10 chromel/alumel thermocouples spot welded 
to the stainless steel strip, located at intervals of approximately 
0.5 em along its length. Flat thermocouple wires about 1 mm wide 
were spot welded one on top of the other. Their position on the 
stainless steel strip could be determined to within 0.1 em. For ease 
of dismantling the thermocouple wires were fed to a terminal strip 
screwed onto the lid of the evaporator, all the chromel leads being 
fed to a common terminal. Whilst it was recognized that differential 
heating of these terminals during the course of an evaporation was a 
possible source of error in measuring temperature, junctions generally 
registered a variation of only 1 or 2°C during an evaporation. This 
was considered to be acceptable, since the resolution of a thermocouple 
was of the same order, that is 1 to 2°C/m.m. for a temperature gradient 
of 70°C from end to end. Thermocouple signals were taken out ,through 
a multipin feed through in the lid of the evaporator to a ten position 
switching box and were referenced to ice (0°C). Each thermocouple 
e.m.f. could be referenced in turn using a digital voltmeter. With 
this apparatus it was possible to establish a temperature gradient 
which was stable to within ±2°C, during the course of an evaporation 
lasting 1 to 2 hrs. The temperature sensed by each thermocouple was 
measured repeatedly during an evaporation. There was a small 
deviation from linearity at the high temperature end. 
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When studying visible changes in film structure as a function of 
substrate temperature it was sufficient to deposit materials directly 
onto the metal strip and determine their position using a ruler. In 
the case of films of TTFTCNQ (Chapter 4) changes in structure were quite 
marked and could easily be determined to within 0.1 em, but for electron 
microscopy experiments, film thickness measurements etc, material was 
deposited onto a glass microscope slide (7.5 x 2.5 x 0.2 em), or onto 
freshly cleaved carbon coated mica. During deposition the glass slide 
was held in position against the metal strip used for producing the 
temperature gradient, by two strips of glass filled PTFE. Apiezon T 
vacuum grease was used to provide thermal contact between the slide 
and the metal strip. It was shown that good thermal contact was 
established by covering only part of the metal strip with a glass slide 
and evaporating TTFTCNQ onto both simultaneously. The characteristic 
change in visible properties, which were observed for TTFTCNQ films, 
occurred at precisely the same position, and therefore the same 
temperature, on both the glass slide and stainless steel substrate. 
2.1.3 Water Condensation in Vacuo at Low Temperatures 
The condensation of water vapour is an important consider-
ation when depositing films at low temperatures under high vacuum 
di ' A di hb (2 ) th . 1 . b ' con t~ons. ccor ng to Was urn e eq~ ~ r~um vapour pressure 
of ice is described by the following equation 
log10p(torr) =A T 
+ + CT + DT2 + E 
where Tis absolute temperature, A= -2445.57, B = 8.2312, 
C = -1677 X l0- 5 , D = 120514 X 10-lO, E = -6.7572. 
The major constituent of the residual gas in an unbaked 
2.1 
(3) 
vacuum system is water vapour -6 At a partial pressure of 10 
Torr of water equation 2.1, shows that condensation of ice will 
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commence at about 160K, because at this temperature the vapour is 
supersaturated with respect to the solid phase. The sticking 
coefficient of water vapour is likely to be extremely low in the 
vicinity of the equilibrium vapour pressure consequently the rate 
of deposition will be small. However, it is calculated (equation 
2.1) that a temperature of only 20K ~ower, that is about 140K, 
corresponds to a vapour pressure of approximately 10-9 torr. 
Consequently in a vacuum chamber operating with a base pressure in 
-6 the region of 10 torr, significant amounts of water vapour are 
expected to condense out on any surface cooled below about 150K. 
-6 (4) A pressure of 10 torr of s2o at 300K corresponds to an impingement 
1014 -2 -1 rate of approximately 5 x molecules em. sec. . For a sticking 
coefficient of unity this corresponds to a deposition rate of about 
15 12 monolayers per minute, assuming 2.5 x 10 molecules of water is 
equivalent to monolayer coverage. These figures are only very 
approximate since condensation rate will depend upon sticking 
coefficient. They are intended to illustrate the point that co-
condensation of water vapour is almost certain to occur in films 
deposited at low temperatures. It is also of interest that at a 
temperature of lOOK the vapour pressure of water has fallen to about 
-16 -8 10 torr, consequently the use of near U.B.V. (ca. 10 torr) 
conditions, without bake-out, to deposit films at liquid nitrogen 
temperature will not necessarily prevent water from being deposited 
with the material of interest, albeit a·t a much lower rate. Clearly 
it is necessary to ensure that water vapour is absent from films 
deposited at low temperatures if a study of their annealing behaviour 
is to be at all meaningful. 
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When using the CF104 cryostat to study the spectroscopic properties 
of organic films, as described in Chapter 5, the condensation of water 
vapour was monitored by observing the increase in intensity of the 
-1 0-H s~retching vibration, which is located at 3240 em , as a function 
of time and temperature. Above a substrate temperature 150K no band 
was observed at 3240'cm-l after a period of 1 hr at a pressure of 10- 5 
torr. On cooling below this temperature, however, a band was observed 
to grow rapidly at the 0-H stretching frequency. When the sample was 
cooled rapidly to 120K and the intensity of the 0-H band recorded as 
a function of time, the data shown in Fig. 2.3 were obtained. Because 
of the approximate nature of the experiment no significance is attached 
to the fact that the graph in Fig. 2.3 appears to have two straight line 
portions. However, it is·clear that at this temperature water is 
condensing at a high rate onto the cooled NaCl substrate. 
When depositing TTFTCNQ films for infrared studies (Chapter 4), 
a further complication arose. 
- -5 
At l50K and a total pressure of 10 torr 
in the cryostat, there was no evidence of water vapour condensing onto 
the substrate for a period of an hour prior to deposition of TTFTCNQ. 
However, films deposited at this temperature contained considerable 
amounts of water, which was removed by heating above lSOK. The 
inference being that water vapour was effectively trapped by the TTFTCNQ 
as it was deposited onto the cooled substrate. The results of 
experiments carried out much below lSOK, even at pressures in the region 
-8 
of 10 torr in unbaked vacuum systems must therefore be interpreted 
with caution. Films deposited above 160K did not contain detectable 
amounts of water vapour. 
Once water has condensed, even onto a clean substrate, it was 
found to be necessary to increase the substrate temperature to about 
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1BOK in order to remove it. The decrease in intensity of the 0-H band 
(3240 cm-l) at lBOK, is plotted against time in Fig. 2.3b. Clearly any 
intrinsic change in the structure of films, occurring in this 
temperature region may be distorted by a simultaneous loss of water 
by evaporation. If, for example, this were to result in a film with 
a larger internal volume it might cause an increase in molecular 
diffusion within the film,possibly stnrting the transformation. 
The above observations indicate the advisability of carrying 
out film deposition experiments onto low temperature substrates inside 
-9 baked UHV chamber at background pressures of 10 torr or less. At 
this pressure the impingement rate is equivalent to monolayer coverage 
occurring in 10 hours. Such equipment was unfortunately not available 
for the present study, therefore it was necessary to minimize the 
rate of water deposition onto substrates in other ways. When carrying 
out spectroscopic and electrical measurements on films using the CF104 
cryostat the sample was almost totally enclosed within a cooled 
radiation shield as described earlier, in section 2.1.2, which 
intercepted impinging water molecules and reduced the number reaching 
the substrate surface. When the CF104 cryostat was used in conjunction 
with the Birvac evaporator films were deposited through a hole 2 em in 
diameter located in the bottom of the radiation shield. This hole was 
closed off by a spring loaded copper disc, in thermal contact with the 
radiation shield, which was only removed to deposit the film and then 
immediately replaced. In addition, the vast majority of films were 
deposited above 160K, but when films were deposited below this 
temperature it was automatically assumed that they contained occluded 
water and due consideration of this fact was given when discussing the 
results. 
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2.1.4 The electron beam reactive evaporator 
The preliminary TEM study of supported metal films 
described in Chapter 7 involved the preparation of thin oxide films 
which required the development of an electron beam reactive evaporator. 
This technique has been described in detail by Bunshah( 4a). Briefly 
it consists of high power electron beam (e.b.) source inside a 
differentially pumped vacuum system, which allows a high pressure 
of reactive gas to be introduced into the. evaporation chamber, whilst 
maintaining a low operating pressure (c.a. 10-5 Torr), essential for 
its operation, insid~ the e.b. generator. When evaporating oxides, 
i 
such as alumina (Al2o3), they dissociate in the vapour phase, which 
results in the formation of oxygen deficient deposits. The presence 
-3 -4 
of oxygen in the evaporation chamber (c.a. 10 to 10 Torr) 
suppresses this dissociation so that stoichiometric deposits are 
obtained. A schematic diagram of the evaporator showing its more 
important features is given in Figure 2.5. The conditions employed 
to grow films of Al2o3 used in the present study are described in 
Chapter 7. 
The electron beam gun 
The e.b. source was manufactured by Leybold-Hereaus. It is a 
self accelerated Peirce type source, operating at a nominal negative 
voltage of. 12 kV, with a maximum cathode emission current of 500 mA. 
The filament cathode was heated by a current of 200A. The source was 
operated with the anode at ground potential, and located very close 
to the filament cathode. Electrons emitted from the cathode were 
accelerated by the field through a hole in the anode, 0.4 em in 
diameter. The electron beam was focussed and bent through an angle 
of 90°, using a system of magnetic lenses, and impinged on the evaporant, 
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contained in a water cooled copper crucible. The minimum beam spot 
size was about 0.4 em. at the sample. The copper cruicble was supported 
on two electromagnetic pole pieces which allowed the beam to be scanned 
over the sample. This facility also enabled the beam to be magnetically 
deflected between two positions on the crucible at a rate of between 
1-100 Hz, which was continuously variable. The evaporation of two 
materials could therefore be carried out simultaneously. The relative 
rates of evaporation of both materials was controlled by varying the 
time spent by the electron beam and hence the heat supplied at each of 
the two positions. This dwell time ratio was also continuously 
variable, between 0-100%, using a ten turn potentiometer. 
Differential pumping 
As discussed earlier, reactive evaporation is normally 
-4 
carried out at pressures in excess of 10 torr. This pressure is tob 
high for e • .b. guns of the present design, operating in the normal 
mode, because of the occurrence of voltage discharge. In order to 
overcome.this problem the gun was operated in the differentially 
pumped mode, that is by pumping the gun and vacuum chamber separately. 
The pressure differential between the chamber and the e.b. generator 
was maintained by the low conductance of the anode hole, which provided 
the only connection between them. 
The conductance of gas through an orifice in the molecular flow 
regime is given by equation (2.1) (6 ) 
F where vA = BRT 
'ITM 
(2 .1) 
A is the cross sectional area of the orifice and Va is the mean 
molecular speed. The other symbols have their usual meaning. With 
2 -1 A measured in em , T in degrees K and M in g.mole 
F = 3. 64 A ( ~ ) ~ 
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-1 l.s (2. 2) 
At 300K, a 0.4 em diameter anode hole has a conductance of approxi-
-1 
mately 1.5 l.s for air. Therefore, in order to maintain a pressure 
of 10-5 torr inside the e.b. generator, while operating at 10-3 torr 
in the main chamber requires a pumping speed (S total) at the anode of 
-1 150 l.s . The e.b. generator was evacuated through a 10 em right 
-1 
angled valve (VG type) of conductance (F valve 400 l.s ) using 
an Edwards E04 diffusion pump (10 em diameter) with a pumping speed 
-1 (S ) of 600 l.s . The combined pumping speed of the pump, plus pump 
(7) -1 
valve was calculated, using equation (2.3) , to be 200 l.s 
1 
5total 
1 
F 
valve 
+ 
1 
s pump 
(2. 3) 
assUming molecular flow conditions. Table (2.~) shows the pressure 
observed in the beam generator compartment at various pressures of 
oxygen inside the main chamber, measured under static conditions with 
the electron beam gun switched off. Table 2.1 demonstrates that the 
beam generator can be operated satisfactorily at a pressure as high 
as 10-2 torr with this pumping arrangement. 
-7 The base pressure inside the e.b. generator was 10 torr, when 
using Edwards type 704 diffusion pump fluid. Although a liquid 
nitrogen trap interspersed between the gun and the diffusion pump 
would have reduced contamination, by eliminating back diffusion of 
oil vapour, it was not possible to fit one with the present arrangement. 
The diffusion pump was backed by a sorption trapped ED200 two stage 
-2 
rotary pump, at a pressure of 5 x 10 torr. 
Table 2.1 
Measured Pressures (torr) 
Beam Generator Main Chamber 
8 X 10-6 10-4 
3 X 10-6 4 X 10-4 
6 X l0-5 5 X 10-J 
1 X 10-4 l0-2 
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vacuum system and evaporation chamber 
The main vacuum system was manufactured by Vacuum Generators 
(V .G.). Both the main chamber and services well were 30 em in diameter, 
made from stainless steel and were water cooled. Although the system 
was built to U.H.V. specification, demountable Viton seals were fitted 
to the two main chamber flanges because of the need for frequent 
sample changes. The electron beam gun flanges were also fitted with 
Viton seals. All other flanges on the system were fitted with copper 
gaskets compressed between stainless steel knife edges. The copper 
evaporation crucible was cooled during evaporation with a water flow 
-1 
of 6 l.min • The e.b. generator was fitted onto a 14 em flange in 
the service well. A resistance heated molybdenum foil source was 
also located in the services well, adjacent to the copper crucible 
(not shown in Fig. 2.5) I supported on two sao Amp feed throughs. 
Power to this source was provided by a 3 phase, 5 kVA transformer 
which was controlled by a Zenith variable transformer. Because of 
high voltage pick-up from the electron beam gun it was necessary for 
safety reasons, to earth or encase all exposed vacuum feed-throughs. 
Gases (oxygen, nitrogen or argon) were fed into the system from 
a flange on the service well via a V.G. MD7 UHV leak valve. Pressure 
in the main chamber was measured with a V.G. TCS8 ion gauge. Back-
ground pressure was measured at intervals with a quadrupole mass 
spectrometer (V.G. type QX.200). Water was the main residual gas at 
-6 
a total pressure of 10 Torr and there was little evidence of 
hydrocarbon contamination at this pressure. A Pirani gauge was 
-3 
used for measuring pressures in excess of 10 Torr, during reactive 
Figure 2.5. Differentially Pumped Electron Beam Reactive Evaporator 
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evaporation. The chamber and service well were pumped by a 15 em 
-1· (1300 l.s ) oil (Santovac-5) vapour diffusion pump (Edwards E06) 
through a V.G. liquid nitrogen trap (type CCT 150) mounted on a 
24 em flange in the side of the services well. A titanium sublimation 
(V.G. TS2) pump powered by a 7V, 50A power supply (SPS4) was also fitted 
inside the services well for increased pumping speed at pressures 
-5 below 10 Torr. A liquid nitrogen baffle was fitted above the 
sublimation pump. -3 The diffusion pump was backed at 10 torr by a 
3 -1 20M hr , two stage ED330 rotary pump and was protected from back-
streaming by a bakeable foreline (VG RT2) sorption trap. When 
operating at high chamber pressures (>lo- 3 Torr) during an evaporation, 
the sorption trap was by-passed using a high conductance line in 
order to increase its pumping speed. The base pressure in the main 
-9 
chamber, was less than 5 x 10 Torr; without bake.-out and with the 
gun flange sealed, using both the diffusion and titanium sublimation 
-7 pumps. With the gun in position the system base pressure was 10 Torr. 
A number of accessories were fitted into the chamber and lid on 
UHV flanges including; a motorised rotary feedthrough (VG type 
for a rotating substrate holder, high current (200 Amps) electrodes 
for substrate heating and a water cooled quartz crystal oscillator for 
monitoring deposition rates. The use of quartz crystal film thickness 
monitors is discussed in 2.1.5. A large observation port 15 em in 
diameter was installed in the chamber for monitoring the position of 
electron on the evaporant souxce during deposition. 
2.1.5 Film thickness measurement 
Quartz crystal micro-balances were used to measure film 
thickness during deposition in both the Birvac and electron beam 
evaporators described in section 2.1. In the case of TTFTCNQ (Chapter 4) 
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independent measurements of thickness were also made, using either 
thin film interference techniques or by UV/visible absorption 
spectroscopy. 
Quartz crystal film thickness monitors 
A detailed account of the application of quartz crystal micro-
balances to the study of thin film deposition is given in the aand-
book of Thin Film Physics(S). The unit used to follow deposition in 
the Birvac evaporator (section 2.1) was an Edwards FTM 2 film thickness 
monitor and rate meter. The FTM 2 makes use of an AT cut quartz 
crystal, oscillating in the shear mode at 6 M.Hz. The drive circuit 
for the monitoring crystal was located under the base plate outside 
the vacuum chamber and its output compared to a reference crystal 
oscillating at a fixed frequency of 6.5 M.Hz inside the main unit. 
A difference frequency is generated from the monitoring and reference 
crystals which is then mixed with a signal from a variable frequency 
generator to produce a final difference frequence of between 0 and 
150 kHz. The mass of material deposited causes a reduction of the 
natural resonance frequency (fo) of the monitoring crystal, which for 
AT cut crystals operating in the shear mode is given by(S) 
fo N 
where N is 1.67 x 106 Hz mm and dq the crystal thickness. 
For a mass ~ of material deposited the change in frequency of the 
crystal is given by 
M -K fo ~ 
N Pq Am 
where K % 1 -3 Pq is the density of quartz (2.65 g em ) and Am is area 
of the electrode used to drive the crystal. For TTFTCNQ with a 
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-3 2 density of 1.6 g em and an electrode area of 0.25 em , ~f is %0.1 
o-1 Hz. A • For a metal deposit such as silver which has a density of 
10.9 g/cm3 this increases to% 1 Hz R-1 . 
A de signal proportional to the final difference frequency 
actuates a frequency shift meter, which could be read to an accuracy 
of 1 Hz. Since the de signal could be attenuated by an amount which 
was proportional to the density of.the material being deposited, 
the film thickness was determined directly from the meter. 
Because the stray feeds generated by the electron beam source, 
used in the evaporator described in section 2, interfered with 
deposition monitoring, a different type of crystal oscillator was 
used. In this case a unit manufactured by M. Rhodes & Company Limited 
was used, which employs a specially shaped plane convex circular 
crystal oscillating at 5 M.Hz. The only important difference between 
th~s unit and the FTM 2 is that the crystal was encased in a water 
cooled stainless steel housing. The receiving face of the crystal 
made contact with the case which was maintained at ground potential. 
A spring loaded second contact held the crystal in position against 
the case. This type of housing was found to be unaffected by the 
electron beam gun, and to provide much more efficient cooling which 
was essential due to the intense heat from the evaporant source. 
There are a number of reasons why the mass of material deposited 
onto the monitoring crystal is in general different from that laid 
down onto the support. In the present work the temperature of the 
substrate during film deposition was different from that of the crystal 
oscillator. Since the sticking coefficient is dependent on substrate 
temperature, and in the case of TTFTCNQ was found to be less than one 
in the region of room temperature (see Chapter 4), an additional 
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method involving the use of UV/VIS absorption for thickness determin-
ation was used. The positioning of the monitoring crystal with 
respect to the substrate was also an important consideration. 
Angular distribution of the evaporant source 
The angular distribution of evaporant flux depends upon the 
geometry of the source used. For example the spatial distribution 
of material from a Knudsen cell obeys a cosine law(g). The source 
used for evaporating organic solids in the present work was a small 
silica cylinder, 0.5 em in diameter. The theoretical angular 
distribution from this source is to a good approximation(lO) (<1% 
error) the same as that for a single-surface element source, which is 
plotted in Fig. 2.6(ll). The thickness ratio, d/do, is the thickness 
of film deposited at a distance 1 from the centre of a plane surface, 
parallel to the surface of the source and whose centres fall upon the 
same ~traight line, divided by the thickness at 1 = 0, that is the 
centre thickness; his the:distance between centres of the source and 
receiving surface. It is clear from Fig. 2.6 1 that at a ratio of - = h 
0.3, the mass of material deposited begins to decrease rapidly. In the 
present case h = 10-20 em, therefore a substantial difference between 
the amount of material deposited on the crystal monitor and the substrate, 
is expected, if the distance between them is greater than 3 to 6 em. 
When carrying out the evaporation of materials every effort was made, 
either to locate the crystal as close to the sample as possible, or 
place it in a position which, with reference to the source, was 
spatially equivalent to that of the substrate. When a series of 
similar evaporations were carried out the crystal was always placed 
in the same position for each run, therefore, results were comparable. 
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UV/visible absorption spectroscopy 
This method was used to make accurate determinations of TTFTCNQ 
film thickness and is discussed in Appendix 2. A description of the 
spectrophotometer used for this purpose is given in section 2.3.4. 
2.2 Electrical Conductivity Measurements 
2.2.1 Resistance measuring circuit for TTFTCNQ films 
The electrical conductivity of TTFTCNQ films was 
measured in the plane of the film, using a four point probe technique. 
The measuring circuit is shown schematically in Fig. 2.7 while the 
equipment used to make the measurements is shown in the photograph, 
Fig. 2.6~- A constant current was supplied to probes 1 and 4 with a 
Keithley Constant Current Source, type 227, and was monitored by a 
battery driven Phillips multimeter type PM 2503, capable of measuring 
a current of 1 micro amp, full scale deflection, to an accuracy of 
± 1%. The current source output was constant with an accuracy of 
-5 
± 1%, for a current of 10 amps. Continuous monitoring of sample 
conductance was normally carried out using a constant current of lO~A 
or less, in order to avoid effects due to Joule heating. The voltage 
generated at probes 2 and 3 by the passage of a current through the 
sample, was measured with a battery operated electrometer (Princeton 
Applied Research, Model 135) which was used in the floating mode. That 
is, the voltage difference between probes 2 and 3 was measured with 
respect to earth, using the triaxial facility which this electrometer 
provides. Operation in the floating mode avoided the introduction of 
earth loops, since there was a single earthing point in the circuit, 
which occurred at the constant current source. The cryostat containing 
the sample was also grounded at this point, which effectively placed 
the sample inside an earthed shield. Circuit low was connected to 
.. 1.. X-Y 
PAR 135 
r---·- ·--- ~- -
X-t 
I I 
I I I I--- -• ~--- I I 
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I 
- ---·-
---- ------, 1 """ rr----- -----1 2 3 4 ~-- - ---- l 
PM 2503 +ve 227 0 
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Figure 2.7. Circuit for four probe conductivity 
measurements 
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Figure 2.8. Four probe electrode configuration 
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ground at the constant current source. 
Electrical lead~ to the sample inside the CF104 cryostat which 
is described in section 2.1.2 were made from enamel insulated 
copper wire, terminated at a ten pin feed through (see section 
for cryostat details). Shielded multicore cable (~diospares) 
was used to carry the current and voltage leads to a grounded terminal 
box which was connected to the current supply and electrometer 
instruments using 50 ohm screened coaxial cable (polythene insulated). 
The voltage measured by the PAR electrometer could, when required, be 
monitored continuously using both a Bryans X-Y recorder to plot 
voltage against sample temperature, and a two pen X-t recorder for 
plotting voltage as a function of time (Chessel Instruments) . A 
connection between the electrometer case and the earth terminal on 
both of the above instruments was not included, to eliminate earth 
loops. In the 4 probe configuration the circuit was used to measure 
7 
resistances as high as 10 ohms. For higher resistances it was necessary 
to carry out two terminal measurements, using the electrometer in the 
ohmmeter mode. In this event the resistance of the film between 
terminals 2 and 3 was measured and the two outer terminals 1 and 4 were 
shorted through the constant current source, which was operated in the 
grounded position. This ensured the two outer electrodes were at earth 
potential and helped to prevent the build up of charge on the surface 
of the film. 
Electrode configuration for 4 probe conductivity measurements 
Conductivity measurements were carried out on TTFTCNQ films 
deposited onto fused silica discs, located on the bottom of the cold 
finger of the CF104 cryostat which is described in section 2.1.2. 
Film deposition is discussed in Chapter 6. The fused silica discs 
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were supplied by Heraus Quartz and were 1.5 mm thick and 2 em in 
diameter. They were subjected to a thorough cleaning procedure which 
is described at the end of this section, prior to deposition of the 
evaporated metal thin film electrodes. A diagram of the four probe 
electrode configuration is given in Fig. 2.8. Evaporated gold 
electrodes (500~ thick) were used to make contact to the TTFTCNQ 
film. Gold has been shown to provide satisfactory ohmic contacts to 
TTFTCNQ(l2 J. However, its adhesion to fused silica is poor, and so 
a keying layer of aluminium (100~ thick) was deposited first. Both 
metals were deposited sequentially through a mask in the same pump 
-5 down cycle at <10 torr, using a rotatable turret source which is 
described in section 2.1, 
Using the mask arrangement described in section 2.1.2, it was 
possible to deposit TTFTCNQ films in the same pump down cycle as the 
electrodes, so avoiding atmospheric contamination of the gold film. 
However, exposure of the electrodes to air prior to deposition of the 
TTFTCNQ did not have a significant effect on the measured film 
conductivity, substrates were prepared in batches of six and stored in 
separate sealed plastic containers until required. A number of 
difficulties were encountered when trying to put top electrodes onto 
TTFTCNQ. Under certain deposition conditions the surface roughness 
of the film resulted in the formation of non~conducting layers of 
metal at the film thicknesses used. Furthermore, electrodes deposited 
on top of TTFTCNQ films prepared at low temperature, were frequently 
disrupted presumably as a result of stresses introduced when annealing. 
Because of the difficulty in obtaining consistent results,four probe 
measurements on TTFTCNQ films were carried out using bottom electrodes, 
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that is, by depositing the TTFTCNQ on top of the gold electrodes. 
~e temperature of the disc was monitored using a gold, 0.05% 
Iron; Chromel P thermocouple bonded with silver paint to an aluminium/ 
gold contact pad deposited onto the substrate at the same time as the 
electrodes. Spots of conductive silver paint (Dotite) were also placed 
at the contact end of each electrode near to the edge of the disc. 
Phosphor bronze wires were used as springs to make contact with the 
thin film electrodes, and the silver blobs served as pressure pads to 
prevent mechanical damage to the metal films. Prior to use, each 
substrate with electrodes deposited was inspected for damage using a 
low power optical microscope (xlO magnification). 
Sample mounting procedure 
The substrate was cemented in place on the heat exchanger flange 
of the CF104 cryostat using Dotite silver paint. In order to improve 
the drying characteristics of the Dotite most of the solvent was 
removed by evaporation and replaced with tertiary butyl methyl ether. 
The substrate was located on the base of the cryostat heat exchanger 
by a glass filled PTFE annulus which carried the phosphor bronze 
wires used to make electrical contact with the film. The assembled 
arrangement is shown in Fig. 2.9. A shallow recess, the same 
diameter as the silica slide was cut out of the sample retaining 
block to a depth of 1 mm to aid in locating the contacts on the silver 
pads and to centralize the disc. The phosphor bronze springs were 
located in channels cut into the filled PTFE block and were held 
in position by the heads of four 6 BA screws, in holes drilled 
out of the block. Thin walls between these channels prevented 
electrical shorting of adjacent probes. The current and voltage 
leads were soldered onto tabs on the end of the 6 BA screws. 
Electrical continuity between the thin film electrodes and the leads 
Figure 2.9. The CF 104 cryostat heat exchanger with a substrate 
installed for four probe conductivity measurement . 
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and the absence of electrical shorts between probes and the body of 
the cryostat was established prior to installing the cryostat inside 
the vacuum system. The thermocouple was cemented in place at this 
stage. The junction was positioned well clear of the filled PTFE block 
to ensure that the surface temperature of the slide and not that of 
the block was measured. A channel cut into the block helped locate 
the thermocouple on the slide. 
Finally, a copper foil mask was positioned on the front surface 
of the block to define the area (2 em x 1 em) of TTFTCNQ film deposited 
onto the slide and also prevent material from being deposited between 
the electrical contacts on top of the block. The whole assembly was 
attached to the cryostat cold finger with four6 BA screws. 
2.2.2 Electrical measurements on discontinuous metal films 
Resistance measuring circuit 
The conductivity of discontinuous metal films was measured using 
a conventional two electrode technique. Similar to that described 
by Negabauer and Webb(lJ) and as recommended in the Keithley 610C 
Electrometer Handbook. The measuring circuit and a photograph of the 
equipment that was used are shown in Figs~ 2.10 and 2.1, respectively. 
A Keithley high voltage power supply was used to provide up to 
1200 volts to the sample. The current passing through the sample to 
earth was monitored using a Keithley 6lOC Electrometer which had an 
internal impedance of >1013~. The output from the electrometer was 
fed to one channel of a two pen recorder. The electrometer was used 
in the fast feedback mode when measuring resistances above 1010~, but 
samples generally responded sufficiently fast to enable the normal 
Screened 
switch 
box r----.---
1 I r--------------------+~------ I 
High 
Voltage 
I ', 1 Sample 
I ' I .AAA-A·A. 
I . ,__ -- .,. "'.., v v- - • -- , 
' I I I I I - I 
: If I I 
I I L---~-~ I 
_l 
610C 
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Figure 2.10. Circuit for two probe conductivity measurements 
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mode to be used at lower resistances. All leads used were SOQ 
copper shielded co-axial cable. 
The voltage was applied to the sample via a lead from a multi-
pen feed through in the evaporator lid. The current monitoring lead 
to the electrometer was taken out through a separate, specially 
adapted, vacuum feed-through which provided for a continuous length 
of co-axial cable between the sample and the electrometer. The screen 
from the current lead was connected to the body of the cryostat, 
which was in turn connected to earth via the evaporator lid. An earth 
lead was connected between the low binding post on the electrometer 
and the evaporator lid. This arrangement was found to be satisfactory 
. -14 
for measuring conductances as low as 10 Q, since it was limited only 
by the conductance of the current monitoring co-axial lead which has 
-16 
a leakage current of 10 A. A switch, housed in a screened box, was 
included in the circuit to enable the power supply to be disconnected 
from the sample, whilst at the same time connecting the high tension 
side of the sample directly to earth. This was originally included 
for the purpose of measuring very low conductances but in the event 
was not required. Bowever, it was left in the circuit as a convenient 
method of ensuring that both electrodes of the sample were grounded 
during film deposition, and to facilitate discharge of high resistance 
samples which were often observed to accumulate charge at high applied 
voltage. 
Substrate mounting and electrode configuration 
Two silver electrodes 1 em wide were deposited on top of a thin 
layer of a metal oxide supported on either fused silica or pyrex discs 
(2 em x 0.15 em). The preparation of the oxide layer and deposition 
of discontinuous metal films is discussed in Chapter 7. The electrodes 
were approximately 1000~ thick and were deposited from the resistance 
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heated source inside the electron beam evaporator described in section 
-6 2.1.4, at a pressure of 10 torr. A rotating substrate holder 
operating at 10 rpm was used to coat six substrates simultaneously. 
An electrode gap of 1 mm was used for the electrical measurements 
described in Chapter 6. This was produced by soldering 1 mm thick 
wires to the copper mask used to define the electrode deposition area. 
Samples with a 0.1 mm electrode gap were studied initially and although 
these gave similar results it was decided that the larger 1 mm gap should 
be used to reduce any influence that the electrode might have during 
subsequent growth of the discontinuous metal film. 
Samples were bonded with Dotite to the heat exchanger flange 
of the CF104 cryostat, as already described Fig. 2.20. The current sensing 
and high voltage leads were located in holes in the base of the 
cryostat. Contact to the electrodes was made by two thin copper wir~s 
soldered to these leads. The wires were bonded to the thin film 
electrodes with Dotite. Samples prepared in this way had resistances 
in excess of 1014~ prior to deposition of a discontinuous metal film. 
The sample was enclosed by a radiation shield as described in section 
2.1.2. 
A gold, 0.05% iron; chromel P thermocouple referenced to liquid 
nitrogen and bonded to the surface of the slide with Dotite was used 
to measure sample temperature. The output from the thermocouple was 
monitored on the second channel of the two pen recorder used for 
displaying sample current. 
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Substrate cleanirt9 procedure 
Initially an exhaustive fifteen stage cleaning procedure was 
employed for both glass and silica slides. The procedure was 
developed originally for cleaning slides for Langmuir-Blodgett multi-
d . (];4 ) h . ch . 1 1 d f layer stu ~es w ~ r~re extreme y c ean an grease- ree 
surfaces. However, it was inconvenient and a much shorter cleaning 
procedure was eventually used which gave satisfactory results. Slides 
were submitted to ultrasonic cleaning for 15 minute periods in 'Analar' 
methylene chloride, methanol, distilled water and finally rinsed in 
methanol and polished with a glass cloth until free of surface debris. 
Microscopic examination of cleaned slides, using top illumination 
and viewed against a dark background showed that slides not subjected 
to the final polishing stage, after either the exhaustive cleaning 
pr~cess or the shortened one, had a particulate deposit on the surface. 
This was removed by polishing. Good adhesion of evaporated metals 
and organics was obtained on slides cleaned in this way and there were 
very few pinholes when observed in an optical microscope. 
2.3 Spectroscopic Studies of Organic Thin Film Deposits 
2.3.1 Film deposition onto low temperature substrates 
The CF104 cryostat described in section 2.1.2. was used 
to carry out in-situ fluorescence and infrared studies of organic 
films. The substrate, which was either a fused silica or sodium 
chloride single crystal disc 1 em diameter) was cemented into 
position in a hole in the gold plated copper, sample holder, using 
Dotite conducting silver paint. The sample holder was fixed in place 
onto the bottom flange of the cryostat heat exchanger with six screws. 
A thin indium wire seal was compressed between the flanges to improve 
thermal contact between sample holder and heat exchanger. The 
Figure 2.11. Schematic of the CF104 cryostat as used for in-situ 
infrared and fluorescence spectroscopy of evaporated 
film. 
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temperature of the sodium chloride disc was monitored directly by a 
Gold/0.05% Iron, Chromel P thermocouple located in a small hole 
drilled into the disc. The temperature of the silica disc was not 
monitored directly but was taken to be the same as the CLTS. 
Thin films of the organic solids studied were deposited from 
a small silica capillary tube which was positioned inside the cryostat 
radiation shield, out of line of the optical path. The open end of 
the capillary tube was located at a distance of about 1 em from the 
substrate surface as shown schematically in Fig. 2.Il. It was 
supported in a small coil of nichrome heater wire which had a resis-
tance of 6 ohms/metre. The wire was attached to screw contacts on 
thick copper wires, which were cemented into a glass disc located in 
the bottom port of the radiation shield and served as current feed 
throughs. Thinner wires were soldered to each feed through and taken 
up the outside of the radiation shield to a second multipin connector 
in the lid of the cryostat. Current to the heater was provided by a 
Weir Minireg power supply which had a variable output up to lA. 
Using this arrangement it was possible to monitor the progress 
of thin film deposition although it wasn't possible to measure the 
source temperature. The substrate temperature increase, as a result 
of radiated heat from the source was observed to be less than ·1°C. A 
plug of silica wool was inserted into the neck of the capillary tube 
to prevent spitting of the contents and to improve the uniformity of 
the deposit. 
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2.3.2 The vibrational spectra of TTFTCNQ films 
Infrared Spectrometers 
Most of the infrared data presented in Chapter 4 was obtained 
using a Perkin Elmer 580 ratio recording spectrometer, over the 
-1 
wavelength range 4000-180 em Two important features of this 
spectrometer, as far as the present work was concerned were: its 
suitability for making quantitative measurements, and its repeated 
scan facility. With these facilities it was possible to accurately 
monitor changes in the relative concentration of a particular species 
during the annealing process. Unlike more conventional optical null 
spectrometers, ratio recording also provides for accurate location of 
the 0% transmission line in highly absorbing sample. This is partie-
ularly appropriate for studies of TTFTCNQ, because of its high 
reflectivity in the infrared region. Spectra were normally recorded 
using mode 2 operating conditions, which gave a scan time of 10 minutes 
for the full spectral range at a resolution of 2.8 microns and a 
relative noise level of 0.3. The spectrometer sample compartment was 
connected to a re-circulating pump through a molecular sieve trap to 
reduce interference from the presence of water vapour in the sample 
beam. 
Spectra were also obtained using a Perkin Elmer Grating 
Infrared spectrometer, which is an optical null machine covering the 
-1 frequency region 4000-600 em Because of the difficulties encountered 
with high absorbance samples only limited use was made of this spectro-
meter. Because the model 580 provides for greater accuracy, all infra-
red band frequencies quoted were obtained with this spectrometer 
which was calibrated against the C=O stretch of co2 located at 2335 cm-l 
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2.3.3 Determination of the fluorescence spectra of aromatic 
hydrocarbon films 
The Farrand Spectrofluorometer 
The fluorescence spectra of thin films of aromatic hydrocarbons 
were examined using a Farrand Mk 1, double grating spectrofluorometer 
in the spectral region 30o-700mlJ. Both monochromators were accurate 
to 2mll and slits corresponding to bandwidths of lOmll and lmll were 
normally employed in the exciting and analysing monochromators, 
respectively, unless otherwise states. This combination was found to 
give good resolution at minimum sacrifice of sensi.tivity in most 
cases. Appropriate filters were positioned as per the handbook in 
order to prevent unwanted radiation from entering the analysing 
monochromator.. A type 7-54 filter transmitting below about 400 nm 
was normally employed between the exciting monochromator and the lamp.· 
The choice of filter between the sample and the analysing monochromator 
was determined to some extent by the sample being studied and will 
be referred against the appropriate material in Chapter 3. 
In order to avoid possible re-adsorption of the emitted signal 
in the bulk of a deposited film, the fluorescence signal was taken 
from the front surface of the substrate, i.e. from the top surface of 
the film. 
Measurement of fluorescence decay times 
The fluorescence decay time of evaporated films of aromatic 
hydrocarbons, which are discussed in Chapter 3, was measured with a 
(15) TRW Instruments Model 75A Decay Time Fluorometer . The exciting 
signal was provided by a TRW model 35A Nanosecond Spectral Source 
which produces short duration light pulses (<lOns) using either a 
nitrogen or dueterium discharge lamp, capable of operating at 
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frequencies of up to 5000 Hz. Excitation pulses from the source, and 
the resulting fluorescent signal from the sample were monitored 
simultaneously, using two photomultiplier tubes (RCA type 931A), 
which were connected to the two inputs of a type C/A plug-in of a 
Tekronix 555 30 MHz bandwidth, dual beam, independent dual time base 
oscilloscope. Signals from the source and sample were displayed 
simultaneously on the oscilloscope screen using the same time base. 
A TRW model 32A Decay Time Computer was used to produce electronically 
simulated excitation and decay pulses. These were displayed on the 
other time base of the oscilloscope, using a second type C/A plug-in. 
To measure the fluorescence decay time of a sample, the 32A 
Computer was used to change the shape of the simulated excitation 
pulse so that it exactly matched that of the actual light pulse. 
Alth9ugh the real time duration of the electronically simulated pulse 
was of the order of 50 to 400~s, because of the dual time base 
facility it was possible to superimpose it upon the actual sample 
pulse, which has a width of less than 10 ns. This allowed exact 
matching of both signals. Having set up the computer in this way, 
the fluorescence signal from the sample was then matched with the 
simulated decay curve from the computer using only the amplitude and 
decay time controls. The decay time was read directly from the digital 
display on the computer. 
Full details of the equipment and its applications are given 
. (15) in the manufacturers handbook and in the open l~terature • 
2.3.4 The Ultra Violet/Visible Absorption Spe~trophotometer 
A Beckmann Model 25 double beam spectrophotometer was 
used to measure UV/visible absorption Spectra of films and solutions. 
The model 25 used, has an extended photocathode and was capable of 
0 
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measuring light at wavelengths from 190 to 900 nm. A tungsten lamp 
was used in the visible range and a deuterium source in the ultra-
violet region of the spectrum. A mirror bridge vibrating in the 
horizontal plane at a set frequency directs a monochromatic beam 
into both the sample and reference cells at the displacement frequency 
of the bridge, and allows for increased signal to noise ratio with 
a base line drift less than 0.009A over the whole range. A single 
grating-monochromator, with 1200 lines per mm, blazed at 250 nm gave 
a resolution of 0.2 nm with a slit width of 0.02 mm. OUtput from the 
photomultiplier was linearized to give a direct reading in absorbance 
units and was recorded on a Beckmann x-t single pen recorder with full 
scale sensitivity between O.lA and 2A. Further information about the 
use of the model 25 is given in Appendix 2. 
2.4 Structural Analysis Techniques 
2.4.1 Scanning electron microscopy 
The bulk of the work was carried out using a Jeol JSM 35 
microscope. It had a standard configuration, with a low resolution 
stage and a working distance of 3.9 em from lens to sample. This 
allowed large area samples (2.5 x 2.5 em) to be examined. A tungsten 
filament source was used for studies on TTFTCNQ, since the higher 
intensity lanthanum hexaboride source normally used appeared to be 
sensitive to contamination by TTFTCNQ, which resulted in a considerable 
reduction in image quality. An accelerating voltage of 35 kV was 
used, unless otherwise stated. On occasion films of TTFTCNQ were 
observed to suffer significant beam damage, however, this appeared 
to be limited to only a small number of samples and for the bulk of 
films studied there was no apparent change under the beam. In most 
cases, films of TTFTCNQ had sufficiently high conductivity to prevent 
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charge build up by the electron beam, and there was no need to deposit 
a thin layer of metal on the top surface. When studying films 
deposited at low temperatures, however, a metal film replication 
technique was _used which is described in Chapter 4. Because of their 
low conductivity it was necessary to coat films of aromatic hydro-
carbons with a surface layer of either aluminium or gold to prevent 
cha~ging effects. Substrates were bonded to the microscope sample 
stage with Dotite which was also used to provide electrical contact 
between the stage and the front surface of samples. A tilting 
microscope stage was used which enabled the orientation of the 
sample to be changed with respect to the electron beam. The sample 
holder was also rotatable through a full 360° in the horizontal 
plane, providing a different perspective of selected areas of a 
sample. 
The vacuum inside the microscope, which was liquid nitrogen 
-6 trapped was approximately 10 Torr. 
2.4.2 Transmission electron microscopy 
A Phillips EM 300 Transmission Electron Microscope 
operated at 100 KV was used to examine films of TTFTCNQ and to study 
ultra thin metal films prepared by vacuum deposition. The microscope 
was calibrated against an epitaxial film of gold, with a [loo] 
orientation, grown by vacuum deposition onto air cleaved rock salt at 
0 100 c, and was operated in the selected area diffraction mode. Studies 
of TTFTCNQ films were carried out on a low resolution goniometer stage, 
whilst a high resolution goniometer stage was used for work on thin 
metal films. A liquid nitrogen cold finger surrounded the sample 
in order to reduce contamination by adsorbed gases. A very large 
aperture setting was used in the case of TTFTCNQ. 
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Analysis of micrographs, of discontinuous metal film, that is 
the determination of particle size distribution, particle density 
etc., was carried out using a Joyce LoebJ. microprocessor based, 
Magiscan Image Analyser. The Magiscan had previously been programmed(lG) 
using either Fortran or MAGIC the latter being a specially adapted form 
of BASIC. Hardware consisted of a television camera, visual display 
unit (VDU), teletype and microprocessor. The television camera was 
used to display an image of the micrograph on the visual display 
unit. The Magiscan processed that part of the image with an optical 
density greater than a minimum level, which was pre~calibrated 
visually prior to analysis, to allow for differences in contrast 
between micrographs. An image of those areas of the micrograph 
selected for analysis by the microprocessor was then displayed on 
the VDU. FUrther editing was carried out at this stage using a light 
pen to add to or subtract from the displayed image. The results 
obtained were displayed in the form of a histogram on the VDU and 
printed out as hard copy at the teletype. 
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CHAPTER 3 
A FLUORESCENCE STUDY OF EVAPORATED FILMS OF POLYCYCLIC 
AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS 
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3.1 Introduction 
Among the various substances found by VBR (l) to conform to the 
optimum substrate temperature (OST) rule, anthracene was, as mentioned 
in Chapter 1, particularly notable for the pronounced structural 
singu~arity Tap:he _ (lil.}: observed in films deposited at substrate 
temperatures in the vicinity of 213K. Furthermore, electroabsorbance 
ts (2),(J) . d t f'lm f th d . d measuremen carr~e ou on ~ s o an racene epos~te 
between 173K and 253K detected the presence of a new absorption band 
located at 403 nm. The magnitude of this band for a constant electric 
field was shown to be a sensitive function Qf the substrate temperature 
employed during deposition. It underwent a rapid decrease in intensity 
between 203K and 223K, which is the region of the OST of anthracene. 
VBR assigned the band at 403 nm to a non-crystalline or 'disordered' 
phase, consisting of randomly oriented molecules of anthracene and 
considered that the rapid change in its intensity at the OST provided 
strong indirect evidence that a molecular re-arrangement was occurring 
at this temperature. This observation was in part responsible for 
the proposal that the OST effect is associated with re-evaporation 
from disordered or glassy regions of vacuum deposited films. However, 
the above mentioned electro-absprbance measurements were carried out 
on films which had been annealed at room temperature, after deposition, 
and as such the band at 403 nm was presumably caused by residual 
disorder located within grain boundary regions between crystallites. 
While it appears reasonable to assume that the residual disorder 
remaining after annealing should be proportional to initial degree of 
disorder incorporated during the deposition stage, an investigation 
of films in the as-deposited state could provide direct confirmation 
of the existence of a disordered phase at temperatures below the OST 
and lend additional support to the view that the OST effect is 
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associated with the phase boundary between the disordered and 
crystalline states of a material. This is the main purp<?se behind 
the study of evaporated films of polycyclic aromatic compounds. 
3 .1.1 Structure and Properties of Polycyclic Aromatic Compounds 
Polycyclic or polynuclear aromatics (PCA) constitute a 
large group of chemically and physically related molecules, which are 
characterised by their high thermal stability. They readily undergo 
sublimation or evaporation at reduced pressure, without decomposition 
and exhibit an additivity in their molar heats of sublimation ( 4 ) 
(~Hsub). InoKuchi et.al. (5 ) have determined the so called inner 
heats of sublimation 1(~Usub), which is defined as ( Hsub - RT), for 
a number of (PCA's) from which they established that each carbon atom 
-1 
contributes a value of 1.51 kcal.mole to ~usub ~Hsub is"the enthalpy 
of sublimation- They concluded that this additivity is due to the 
fact that (PCA's) typically crystallise in the form of a molecular 
lattice and that within such a-lattice intermolecular forces are 
derived almost entirely from dispersion effects. Now, because 
intermolecular forces in (PCA's) are predominantly van der Waals in 
nature, and the so called empirical relationships, such as Troutons 
rule, are known to provide a reasonably good approximation for such 
molecules, as outlined in Chapter 1, their OST's should according to 
VBR be located close to 0. 3 3 TB. As shown by VBR this is certainly 
true of anthracene (OST = 0.35 TB)' and should therefore be true of 
other (PCR's), since they form a closely related molecular series. 
The OST of (PCA's) may, therefore, be located with reasonable accuracy 
without the necessity of carrying out a detailed study of film 
topography as a function of substrate temperature. 
Fo>\lc (PCA' s) were examined in the course of this work and their 
molecular structures are given in Table (3.1). Their normal boiling 
Table 3.1 Physical and structural data of selected aromatic hydrocarbons. 
Their predicted OST's are listed in column 6. 
Ph;tsical Data 
Lattice 8 Molecular Normal 0.33 Compound Formula ~ Boiling Structure b.p. (See Fig Point 
3. (I)) (OK) 
Anthracene 
cl48 lo 0:::0 A 613 202.3 
Tetracene 
c188 12 (XX)) A (421 720 I 240 
Pyrene 
c168 1o 69 Bl 479 158 
Perylene 
'V673 222.1 
Figure 3.1 Aromatic hydrocarbon lattices viewed parallel to the 
molecular planes 
/--------/ 
: \ I 
Y-~----- ---1 
TYPE A TYPE B 
X 
(OK) 
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points are listed in column 5 while the predicted OST (= 0.33 TB) is 
given in column 6. Robertson(6 ) has classified (PCA) crystals 
according to the lattice types given in column (4) of Table (3.1). 
He pointed out(?) that planar aromatic hydrocarbons generally 
crystallise with one of two distinct lattice types according to their 
in-plane molecular dimensions. Thus, molecules like anthracene and 
naphthacene which possess both long and short.axes, adopt the 
lattice structure shown as type A in Figure (3 .1). Disc shaped 
molecules, such as pyrene/perylene on the other hand, prefer the 
lattice structures designated as type B, in Figure (3.1). Both 
diagrams represent views down the C axis parallel to the molecular 
plane. This difference in lattice structure has important consequences 
for the fluorescence spectra of (PCA's), as will now be discussed. 
3.1.2 Fluorescence Spectra of Polycyclic Aromatic Compounds(?) 
Because the b-axis periodicity of the A type lattice 
in Figure (3.1) is of the order of 6R and the angle of inclination 
of the molecular planes to the symmetry plane of the crystal is large, 
~ orbital overlap between adjacent parallel molecules is severely 
restricted. As a consequence coupling between molecules in the 
lowest excited singlet state is small compared to the intramolecular 
energy, which results in a fluo~escence spectrum similar to that of 
the isolated molecule (monomer) in solution. However, when a type B 
lattice structure is adopted, the lattice unit is a pair of almost 
completely overlapping parallel molecules with an interplanar spacing 
of the order of 3.SR and a reduced angle of inclination, approaching 
45°, with respect to the symmetry plane of the molecule. This has 
the effect of increasing ~ orbital overlap between molecules within 
each pair or dimer, and enables an electronically excited molecule 
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in the lowest excited singlet state to interact with an unexcited 
molecule in the singlet ground state(9). As a result of this 
increased interaction, the normal monomer fluorescence spectrum is 
replaced by a broad structureless emission which is shifted to 
considerably longer wavelengths than the corresponding molecular 
fluorescence. This type of emission is normally referred to as 
(9) 
'excimer' fluorescence and provides evidence of an increased 
intermolecular interaction in the excited state. An enthalpy_ of 
dissociation of 10 K cal mole-l has been found for the pyrene excimer, 
(10) for example, although Stevens and Ban have shown that the ground 
state C?f an excimer is unstable. 
In addition to the spectral changes referred to above, excimer 
formation also leads to an increase in the radiative lifetime of the 
excited state. As the radiative, or fluorescence lifetime (TF):'.is 
exponentially- dependent upon the difference ~E in energy between the 
ground and excited-states(ll), if the net effect of an increased 
intermolecular interaction is to reduce ~E(l2 ), as it is in the case 
of excimer formation, this leads to an increase- in 'F· On the other 
hand, excimers which are unable, for steric reasons, to attain an 
equilibrium state with D2h symmetry emit at higher frequency, and 
because of their disturbed symmetry, possess a higher transition 
h . ch d . . d t' (l3) moment, w ~ causes a re uction ~n ecay une • Both the fluor-
escence spectrum and lifetime are, therefore, able to provide 
detailed information about molecular interaction potentials and 
should in principle serve as probes of the local or short range 
structural order within films of aromatic hydrocarbons. There are, 
in fact, a number of previous studies described in the literature in 
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which fluorescence and other optical techniques have been used to 
examine the structure of low temperature deposits (PCA's). Because 
of their relevance to the present study these will now be discussed. 
3.1.3 Previous Studies of the Electronic Spectra of Thin Films 
of (PCA) Compounds 
(i) The use of Fluorescence to study disorder in films 
deposited at low temperatures 
Perkampus(l4-l6 ), with Pohl(l?-l9), Stichtenoth(13 ' 20), 
and Haller and Stichtenoth(2l) carried out what was probably the 
earliest systematic spectroscopic study of evaporated hydrocarbon 
films, between 1957 and 1974. The methods they used to prepare these 
films were the same as those employed in the present study and 
involved deposition onto substrate temperatures as low as 77K at 
-6 pressure of ~10 Torr. They were able to show that the degree of 
disorder incorporated into films of anthracene and perylene during 
growth was dependent upon the temperature of the substrate during 
deposition and upon subsequent annealing, both of which had a marked 
effect upon their fluorescence spectra and lifetimes. At low depos-
ition temperatures (77K) the spectrum of an anthracene film is quite 
unlike that of single crystal anthracene. It consists of a single 
broad unstructured emission which is red shifted in comparison to 
(17) the crystal spectrum . A similar spectrum was also observed in 
films deposited at 203K(lB). On annealing to room temperature this 
broad fluorescence band is replaced by the structured fluorescence of 
the crystalline form. 
An x-ray structure determination( 22 ) of similarly prepared 
anthracene films showed that an amorphous, glass-like structure was 
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obtained at low deposition temperatures and that this transformed 
into a polycrystalline structure on annealing. Thus, it was inferred 
that the broad structureless emission observed in as-deposited 
films of anthracene at low substrate temperatures, originated from 
amorphous or glass-like regions. Many observations suggest that 
excimer fluorescence is emitted preferentially by latti~e defects(lS-2l), 
because at such defects/molecules may be prevented from adopting 
normal lattice positions, and are for steric reasons forced into a 
configuration similar to that observed for pyrene or perylene 
lattices, Figure (3.1). Thus, in 'glassy' films of anthracene, which 
normally crystallises with a type A lattice, the introduction of 
disorder is thought to result in the formation of dimeric species in 
the ground state in which the molecular planes are situated parallel 
to each other at a distance of about 3.SR, which leads to a pertur-
bation of the first excited singlet state, as it does in excimers of 
pyrene and perylene. 
Although anthracene excimers have not been detected in solution, 
so called sandwich dimers of anthracene have been prepared by photo-
1 ti eli . . f di th (Z 3 ) . . 77 y c ss~cJ.atJ.on o an racene J.n a matrJ.x at K. Excimeric 
emission is observed from this dimer which corresponds to that of an 
anthracene film sublimed at low temperatures. However, the decay 
time of the excimeric emission from sandwich dimer is reported( 3S) to 
be approximately 220 nanoseconds which is about an order of magnitude 
longer than that observed for low temperature deposits of anthracene. 
Furthermore, decay time was found to be frequency dependent, which 
contrasts with the behaviour of monomer fluorescence from single 
crystal anthracene. This was taken(lJ) as evidence that the 
potential energy of defect centres is distributed in disordered films, 
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which causes them to have different decay times. The major contri-
bution to the t~tal fluorescence spectrum of low temperature deposits 
of anthracene was thought to derive from strongly disturbed emission 
centres rather than from excimers of the type produced by dianthracene 
dissociation. Confirmation of this view was provided by a time 
(21) 
resolved fluroescence study of low temperature deposits of 
anthracene. 
II 11 A similar conclusion was derived by Muller, Bassler and 
Vaubel ' 24 ) in respect of tetracene films deposited at low substrate 
temperature. Tetracene, like anthracene, does not exhibit excimer 
fluorescence when in single crystal form, however, like anthracene 
a broad excimer-like emission was observed from tetracene films 
deposited at 77K. They suggested that 'the emission spectrum of 
tetracene films deposited at low substrate temperatures is a super-
position of a large number of relatively narrow spectra, emitted by 
excited sandwich pairs whose molecular coordinates are subject t6 a 
statistical variation, yielding a gaussian distribution of pair 
binding energies in the excited state'. From the average half w~dth 
of the tetracene emission (1200 cm-1 > they calculated that a variation 
of only 0.12~ in the intermolecular pair distance is sufficient to 
account for the observed emission spectrum. However, their results 
did not allow them to distinguish between emission of a genuine 
excimer type or that originating from excited sandwich pairs forced 
by the surround matrix to adopt an excimer-like configuration even in 
the ground state. Because the rate constant for excited pair formation 
was low Muller et.al. ' 24 ) interpreted their results on the basis that 
only a certain fraction of lattice sites have a conformation allowing 
excimer or excited dimer formation. Energy transfer from originally 
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excited monomers singlet states may then be the rate determining step 
for excited pair formation. (25) . Maruyama et.al. arrived at a s~ilar 
conclusion based on the.results of their absorbance and fluorescence 
studies on low temperature deposits of tetracene films. 
Since both pyrene and perylene crystallise with a type B 
lattice, Figure (3.1), they exhibit excimeric emission even when 
deposited onto room temperature substrates. Like materials with type 
A crystal lattices both perylene and pyrene form glassy amorphous 
films when deposited at low temperatures and as expected they also 
exhibit excimer fluorescence. However, since the introduction of 
disorder causes disruption of the lattice, and introduces traps for 
excitons, in contrast to anthracene and tetracene, deposition of 
films at low temperatures should reduce the likelihood of excimer 
formation in type B materials rather than enhance it. (21) Haller et.al. 
have shown in the case of pyrene that this leads to a shift of the 
fluorescence spectrum to lower frequencies, compared to the single 
crystal spectrum. Time resolved measurements established an increased 
intensity on the low frequency side of the instantaneous spectra. 
Since the decay time of monomeric pyrene emission is about 400 to 
(26) . (27) 500 nanoseconds and that of pyrene exc~ers llo-180 nanoseconds 
the long-lasting decay processes were attributed by Haller et.al. to 
emission from deformed levels. (28) Kamura et. al. and Maruyama and 
Iwasaki (29 ) also observed a single broad emission band in the spectrum 
of perylene films deposited at 77K, which like that of pyrene was 
also shifted to higher frequency compared to the single crystal 
spectrum. Although neither group carried out a detailed study of the 
emission spectrum, Maruyama and Iwasaki reported weak bands on the 
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high frequency side of the excimer emission band which they associated 
with monomer fluorescence. 
Low temperature deposits of pyrene and perylene thus appear 
simi~ar in that disorder causes a decrease in the excimer contri-
bution. In general, however, molecules like pyrene and perylene 
which exhibit excimer emission in the crystalline form are less 
sensitive to their immediate environment than are anthracene and 
tetracene. The reason being that the pair of molecules which make 
up an excimer are so strongly bound in the excited state that the 
interaction with their immediate environment provides a relatively 
(30) 
weak perturbation • Despite this, fluorescence experiments do 
appear to provide a convenient and sensitive method of monitoring the 
ordering process which occurs when films deposited at low temperatures 
are annealed. 
(ii) The effects of annealing 
On annealing at room temperature, low temperature 
deposits of all four compounds undergo crystallisation, which is 
accompanied by changes in the fluroescence spectrum. The form 
which these changes take is determined by the type of lattice 
structure (A or B) adopted on crystallisation. Thus, anthracene 
and tetracene adopt the type A lattice; consequently on annealing the 
excimer-like emission observed at low temperature is replaced by the 
structured monomer emission of the crystalline phase. In the case of 
anthracene first visible signs of crystallisation begin to appear 
as monomer-like vibrational structure on the high frequency side of 
the broad excimer-like emission band, at temperatures in the vicinity 
of 200K(l3). Haller et.al. (2l) for example, first observed a small 
shoulder at 24,500 cm-l on annealing a film of anthracene deposited 
at 77 K, to 193K. Changes in the time resolved spectrum, however, 
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only became significant on annealing to 233K, while at room temperature 
the total spectrum was the same as that of crystalline anthracene. 
Similarly, when low temperature deposits of tetracene are annealed in 
in the vicinity of room temperature crystallisation becomes noticeable 
(21) 
after several hours • This is accompanied by an irreversible 
decrease in excimer emission intensity and the appearance of monomer 
emission bands. The fluorescence decay time of tetracene films was, 
(24) however, found to be independent of temperature • 
The effect of annealing on the fluorescence of low temperature 
(21) (28) . deposits of both pyrene and perylene has also been ex~ned. 
Since both compounds prefer to adopt a type B lattice, changes were 
not as marked as for anthracene and excimer emission predominated even 
at room temperature. (21) . In the case of pyrene anneal1ng caused a 
shift to higher frequency and excimer fluorescence intensity increased, 
which was taken as evidence for removal of lattice defects. 
(iii) Absorption studies of PCA films 
Electronic absorption spectroscopy has also been used 
to monitor the annealing process in (PCA's) deposited onto low 
ub tr t (29), (31) temperature s s a es . In general, annealing causes an 
increase in th d 1 . . tr'b . (2S) h' h . e Davy ov sp 1 tting con 1 ut1on , w 1c 1s very 
much reduced in films prepared at low deposition temperatures because 
of the effects of disorder. Since Davydov splitting is associated 
with the crystalline phase of materials this observation confirms the 
conclusions derived from fluorescence measurements, that annealing 
causes disordered films, obtained at low deposition temperatures, to 
crystallise. (32) In the case of anthracene, a recent study of the 
absorption spectra of very thin films deposited onto low temperature 
substrates has confirmed that the transformation from the disordered 
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to crystalline phase begins in the region of l90K, which agrees with 
(21) the results of the fluorescence study mentioned earlier. A 
detailed investigation of the location of the onset of the trans-
formation from the disordered to the crystalline phase, does not 
appear to have been carried out for tetracene, pyrene or perylene. 
This brief review of earlier work clearly shows that fluorescence 
techniques can be used to monitor the disorder ~ order transformation 
in vacuum deposited films of (PCA) compounds. Since VBR suggested 
that the OST effect is associated with just such a transformation, 
confirmation that it occurs in the vicinity of the OST would provide 
strong support for their proposal. Annealing experiments have, 
therefore, been carried out on low temperature deposits of the four 
compounds mentioned, viz. anthracene, tetracene, pyrene and perylene, 
by monitoring changes in their fluorescent properties as a function 
of temperature. The results of this study will now be described. 
3.2 Result of the Fluorescence Study of (PCA) Compounds 
Methods of material purification are described in Appendix 1. 
The absence of major impurities was established by fluorescence and 
absorption measurements on solutions of all four compounds. Thin 
films were prepared inside the Oxford Instruments cryostat, as 
described in Section (2.3.1). Film thickness was measured by 
absorbance, following removal of the film by dissolution and was in 
most cases found to be approximately 50,000~. Instrumental techniques 
are described in section (2.3.3). 
3.2.1 Films of Anthracene 
The fluorescence spectrum of an anthracene film deposited 
and measured at 77K is shown in Figure 3.2, curve (A). It consists 
of a single broad excimeric emission band with a peak maximum located 
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at 470 nm. The spectrum, changed on annealing so that by 265K, 
curve (B), a shoulder was observed on the high frequency side of the 
excimeric band, located at approximately 425 nm. Annealing to 305K 
produced further changes as shown by curve (C). Thus, the intensity 
of the 470 nm band was greatly reduced while the shoulder at 425 nm 
had increased in intensity and was resolved to give a peak with a 
maximum at 420 nm. A new peak was also observed at 442 nm in the 
spectrum of the film annealed at 305K. On cooling the film to 200K 
there was a small increase in band intensities, otherwise the spectrum 
was identical to curve (C). This latter spectrum resembles that of 
the crystalline form of anthracene, except that the shoulder at 
402 nm in curve (C) was of much lower intensity than is normally 
(33) 
observed • 
The spectrum of a film deposited at a substrate temperature of 
235K is shown in Figure (3.3). Curve (A) is the spectrum of the 
film in the as deposited state while curve (B) is a spectrum of the 
same film taken after annealing to 285K. Apart from a small increase 
in the relative intensity of the band located at 402 nm and a blue 
shift of 2-4 nm, both spectra are identical and moreover are very 
similar to that obtained for crystalline anthracene. 
Changes in the relative peak intensities of the 425 nm and 
470 nm bands were monitored during the annealing process, between 
77K and 305K. The results are shown in Figure (3.4). Changes in the 
peak ~ntensity of the 470 nm band was monitored at two different 
annealing rates of 2K min-l (CUrve (A)))and 4K min- 1 , (curve (B)) 
respectively. Relative intensities are plotted in arbitrary units. 
In both cases the 470 nm band, exhibited similar behaviour, decreasing 
Anthracene Films 
Figure 3.2. Changes in the fluorescence spectrum of an anthracene 
film deposited at 77K (Curve A), annealed to 265K and 
measured (CUrve B) and then annealed to 305K and 
measured (Curve C) . 
Figure 3.3. The spectrum of a film deposited at 235K and measured 
(Curve A) then subsequently annealed at 285K (CUrve B). 
Figure 3.4. Changes in the fluorescence intensity of films deposited 
at 77K as a function of annealing temperature. 
CUrve (A) and (B). The intensity at peak maximum for the 
band initially located at 470 nm. Annealing rate 2K 
-1 -1 
min and 4K min , respectively. 
CUrves (C) and (D) The intensity at the peak maximum for 
the band initially located at 425 nm and then annealed 
at 2K min-l and 4K min-1 , respectively. 
Figure 3.5. The effect of annealing upon the fluorescence lifetime 
(nanoseconds) of a film deposited at lOK. 
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at low temperatures and then increasing to a maximum in the vicinity 
of 230K, before decreasing again between 230K and 270K. Annealing 
at the lower rate (2K min-1 ) resulted in a much broader intensity 
maximum than was the case for the film annealed at 4K min -l. The 
intensity of the 425 run band only became significant above 200K. In 
the case of the film heated at 2K min-l two maxima were observed at 
255K and 305K. The intensity of the 425 nm band was not monitored 
between 210K and 270K in the case of the film annealed at 4K min-1 , 
although a small peak in intensity was observed at 302K, curve (D). 
The annealing process was also monitored by measuring the 
change in fluorescence lifetime (TF) as a function of temperature. 
The results shown.in Figure (3.5) were obtained from a film of 
anthracene deposited at a substrate temperature of lOK. Between 
lOK and 50K 'F fell by a factor of two and then increased again to a 
broad maximum between 125K and 175K. A small decrease in 'F above 
175K was followed by a second maximum at 200K. Above 200K 'F 
dropped sharply to a value of 5.5 n.secs, which is close to that of 
crystalline anthracene. The decrease in 'F above 200K coincided 
with the increase in intensity of the 470 nm band which was mentioned 
earlier. 
3.2.2 Films of Pyrene 
As with anthracene, the spectrum of pyrene films deposited 
at low temperatures (77K) consisted of a single broad excimeric 
emission located at approximately 475 nm. The spectrum of a film 
deposited at 77K is shown in Figure (3.6). Curve (A) is the spectrum 
of the film in the as-deposited state and curve (B) that obtained after 
annealing to 245K. The band maximum was blue shifted to 460 run on 
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annealing. Figure (3.7) shows the spectrum of a film deposited at 
200K, curve (A) and then annealed to 280K, curve (B) • Although the 
emission is still excimeric in character a shoulder had developed at 
420 run and a further blue shift of the peak maximum to 446 run was 
apparent when compared to the 77K deposit, although the band intensity 
remained almost unchanged between 200K and 280K as shown by curve (C) 
in Figure (3.8). 
Figure (3.8) contains annealing data for three films deposited 
at lOK, curve (A), 77K, curve (B) and 200K (curve (C)). The 
decrease in intensity between 20K and SOK which was observed when the 
film deposited at lOK was annealed was irreversible. Only a small 
intensity change was recorded on cooling the sample down again after 
annealing to SOK. Between 80K and 175K the relative intensity 
remained approximately constant for both the lOK and 77K deposits. 
Above 175K, however, the fluorescence intensity of former dropped 
away rapidly while that of the latter showed a marked increase, 
reaching a maximum at about 200K and then decreasing smoothly to 
room temperature. As mentioned above the intensity of fluorescence 
from the 2_00K deposit changed very little on annealing. 
The apparent difference between the annealing curves of the lOK 
and 77K deposits above 175K was partly resolved by plotting the total 
area under the excimeric emission band as a function of temperature 
f6r both films. The results are shown in Figure (3.9). In both 
cases intensity decreases rapidly above 200K although the position of 
the high temperature peak maxima differ by about 25K. It is possible 
that this difference was due to the fact that the lOK deposit was 
Pyrene Films 
Figure 3.6. The effect of annealing upon the emission spectrum of 
a pyrene film deposited at 77K (Curve A). Curve (B) is 
the spectrum of the same film after annealing to 245K and 
recorded at this temperature. 
Figure 3.7. The effect of annealing upon the emission spectrum of 
a pyrene film deposited at 200K (Curve A). Curve (B) is 
the spectrum of the same film recorded after annealing 
to 280K. 
Figure 3 .8. The change in intensity at the peak maximum as a function 
of annealing temperature for three films deposited at: 
lOK (Curve A), 77K (Curve B), and 200K (Curve C), 
respectively. 
Figure 3. 9. The change in total emission intensity as a function of 
annealing temperature for two films deposited at lOK 
(Curve A) and 77K (Curve B) • 
Figure 3.10. Simultaneous measurement of the change in fluorescence 
intensity (Curve A) and lifetime (Curve B) during 
annealing of a film deposited at lOK. 
FIGURE 3.6 FIGURE 3.7 
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annealed at 2K.min-1 , compared to 4K.min-l for the 77K deposit. 
However, measurements of fluorescence intensity carried out using 
the TRW decay time fluorometer suggest this is not the case. 
Since the maximum of the time dependent fluorescence decay 
curve is proportional to the measured intensity for a given excitation 
frequency it also was used to monitor changes in intensity which 
occurred on annealing, while simultaneously measuring fluorescence 
lifetime. The results are shown in Figure (3.10) curves (a) and (b), 
respe~tively. As before the measured intensity is a maximum between 
lSOK and 175K and decreases, although not monotonically, above this 
te~perature. At each point on the curve the intensity was measured 
at constant temperature, thus, it appears that heating rate is not 
responsible for the difference in location of the two maxima in 
Figure (38). 
As with anthracene the position of the high temperature maxima 
of the intensity and lifetime curves are located at different 
temperatures, the latter occurring at 200K and the former at about 
160K. A second maximum was observed in the fluorescence lifetime 
curve at 25K with weaker ones located at 85K and 150K, both of which 
coincided approximately with maxima in the intensity curve. 
3.2.3 Films of Perylene 
As with pyrene the fluorescence spectrum of perylene 
films deposited at 77K consisted of a single broad excimeric band 
located at 557 nm, as shown in Figure (3.11), curve (A). A small 
red shift (6 nm) was observed on annealing to 260K, curve (B) and 
fine structure was apparent in the vicinity of the peak maximum. 
Otherwise both spectra were very similar. As Figure (3 .12), curve (A) 
shows, the broad excimer emission also dominates the spectrum of a 
film deposited at 240K, although the peak maximum was located at 
Perylene Films 
Figure 3.11. Changes in the fluorescence spectrum of a film of 
perylene deposited at 77K (CUrve A) and subsequently 
annealed and measured at 260K (CUrve B). 
Figure 3.12. Changes in the fluorescence spectrum of a film deposited 
at 240K (CUrve A), annealed to 300K and recorded 
(CUrve B) and then cooled to 77K and recorded. 
Figure 3 .13. The effect of annealing upon the peak intensity of the 
excimer emission band for three films of perylene. 
CUrves A and B; Deposited at 77K and annealed at 2K and 
-1 4K min , respectively. 
CUrve C; Deposited at 240K. 
Tetracene Films 
Figure 3.14. The effect of annealing upon the fluorescence spectrum of 
a tetracene film deposited and recorded at 77K (CUrve B), 
after annealing and recording at 298K (CUrve B) after 
recooling and recording at 77K (CUrve C) . 
Figure 3.15. The shift in frequency (at the peak maximum) of the 
excimer emission from a film deposited at 77K, as a 
function of annealing temperature. 
Figure 3.16. The change in peak intensity of excimer emission from 
two films of tetracene deposited at 77K and annealed at 
2K min -l (CUrve A) and 4K min -l (CUrve B), respectively. 
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540 nm with a shoulder visible at about 570 nm. On annealing to 
300K the shoulder increased in intensity which resulted in the 
formation of a single broad band and the peak max~um was shifted to 
552K as shown in curve (B). This was accompanied by a small 
increase in band width. However, as curve (C) shows, on cooling 
the annealed film to 77K the single broad emission previously 
observed was resolved into two peaks located at 540 nm and 580 nm, 
with the intensity of the latter decreasing relative to the former 
with decreasing temperature. A threefold increase in intensity of 
the 540 nm band was observed on cooling between 300K and 77K .. 
Ghanges in peak intensity of the excimer band which occurred 
as a result of annealing are recorded in Figure (3 .13), J • Curves (A) 
and (B) were obtained from films deposited at 77K and annealed at 
2K and 4K per minute, respectively. Curve (C) is the annealing 
curve for the' 240K deposit. Both films deposited at 77K exhibited 
similar annealing behaviour, i.e. a monotonic decrease in intensity 
between 77K and 200K, followed by a pronounced increase in intensity 
-1 -1 to a peak at 236K (2K min ) and 250K (4K min ·). The intensity 
then fell sharply, although in the former case it increased again 
slightly above· 270K. In the case of the 240K deposit the peak 
intensity of the excimer band had decreased to about 3; 4' .of its qi:.iginal 
value by room temperature. 
3.2.4 Films of Tetracene 
The spectrum of tetracene films deposited at 77K also 
consisted of a single broad featureless excimeric emission band 
centred at 590 nm and shown as curve (A) in Figure (3.14). On heating 
to room temperature the intensity change recorded in Figure (3.16) was 
observed for two films annealed at 2K min-1 , curve (A) and 4K min-1 , 
FIGURE 3.14 FIGURE 3.15 
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curve (B) • This change in intensity was accompanied by a shift in the 
peak maximum to the b1ue which first began to occur at about 190K 
and then accelerated above 234K as shown by the-;data· in Figure (3.15). 
At 298K the peak maximum had blue shifted to 560 nm as shown by 
spectrum (B) in Figure (3.14). On cooling the annealed film to 77K 
the original intensity was restored, however, the shift in band 
frequency observed on annealing was irreversible as shown by spectrum 
(C) in Figure (3.14), which although much narrower than spectrum (b) 
still has a maximum located at 560 nm. The solid lin~s ~~wn t.hrottgh 
the experimental points in Figures (3 .15} and _(1.16). are~-included simply to 
indicate that a change in rate has occurred. 
3.J Discussion 
3.3.1 The OST effect in films of Polycyclic Aromatic Compounds 
The observation of a peak in the emission intensity 
from excimer-like centres, during the annealing of low temperature 
deposits of; anthracene, perylene and pyrene, has important implications 
for the optimum substrate temperature effect. On comparing the curves 
in Figures (3.4}, ·Q3.8) and (3.13) with the physical data listed in 
Table 1, column 6, it is clear that for all three compounds the 
excimer emission intensity first began to increase at temperatures 
that correspond closely to their respective OST's (0.33 T5 ). This 
apparent correlation between excimer emission intensity and annealing 
temperature is remarkable because as will now be discussed, it 
provides strong evidence for·the existence of a metastable state, 
intermediate in stability between the disordered and crystalline 
state in the vicinity of the OST, for these three materials. In 
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order to understand why it is that fluorescence intensity goes 
through a maximum on annealing, it is necessary to consider how 
disorder is introduced into films during deposition at low tempera-
tures. 
(i) The Formation of Disordered Films at Low Deposition Temperatures 
In the gas phase 1molecules are able to rotate freely about all 
three of their principl~ axes at all reasonable temperatures. However, 
when a large anisotropic molecule such as anthracene impinges onto 
a surface, or is incorporated as part of a condensed phase, inter-
action with the surface or surrounding molecules causes a decrease in 
its rate of rotation. In general the rate of rotation about each of 
its three principle axes is different and varies with temperature, 
according to an equation of the form 
rrot = 
l 
'rot = v0 exp 
-E 
rot 
kT 
Where E t is an activation energy associated with rotation about one 
ro 
of the molecular axis, v0 is the rotation frequency of the molecule 
in the condensed phase as l + 0 and T t is a relaxation time for T ro 
rotation. 
Molecules impinging onto a surface from the gas phase, unless 
reflected, are known( 34 ) to lose their excess kinetic very rapidly 
and equilibrate within the timescale of a few lattice vibrations. 
-13 (~10 sec). Thus, after impingement the rotation rate of molecules 
about each of their three principfe axes is a function of substrate 
temperature, rather than their kinetic energy prior to impingement. 
As in the crystal the activation energy for rotation about each 
axis will, in genera·l, be different even for an isolated anisotropic 
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ad-molecule because its potential energy is determined by its 
orientation relative to the surface. Numerous studies have shown 
that large planar aromatic molecules adopt an orientation in which 
their. plane is parallel to the surface when deposited at low substrate 
temperatures. . (32) Sek~ and Itch , for example, have demonstrated that 
this type of orientation is adopted by anthracene molecules even when 
deposited onto substrate temperatures at 7K. Quateryllene <36 ) and 
. (37) phthalocy~nes give a parallel orientation at room temperature. 
At higher substrate temperatures even large molecules, for example 
quateryllene (3oo0c), are able to adopt a perpendicular orientation 
which usually results in a parallel alignment of the ab plane of 
crystallites relative to the surface. The substrate temperature at 
which the transition from an in-plane to out-of-plane orientation 
occurs, will of course depend upon ~e magnitude of the anisotropic 
molecule/surface interaction potential relative to kT. The influence 
of substrate temperature on crystallite orientation in vacuum 
deposited films is discussed in more detail in Chapter 4. 
Since our study of PCA' s is primarily concerned with the 
annealing behaviour of films deposited at 77K or less, on the basis 
of what has been said, it is reasonable to assume that such films 
initially contain a large proportion of molecules oriented parallel to 
the surface, in the as-deposited state. Furthermore, molecules which 
subsequently impinge onto a layer oriented in this way should also 
preferentially adopt a parallel configuration; so that deposition 
at low temperatures facilitates an out-of-plane interaction between 
adjacent layers of molecules, which is, of course, the main requirement 
for excimeric emission in the excited state. Thus, it is possible 
to understand why even in the absence of molecular rotation films of 
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molecules such as anthracene and tetracene, which prefer to adopt an 
A-type crystalline lattice, should exhibit excimer emission when 
prepared at low deposition temperatures. Pyrene and perylene, of 
course, stack as dimers in single crystals so that it is hardly 
surprising that they prefer to stack in this way in films formed at 
low temperatures. Clearly not all molecules will lie flat on the 
surface after impingement, some will be forced to adopt out-of-
1 i ti F I ( 37 ' h' h 1 • 1 t • p ane or enta ons. ryer s ~g reso ut~on e ec ron ~croscopy 
studies of phthalocyanaines and the work by Seki and Itoh(32 ) on 
low temperature deposits of anthracene does, however, confirm that a 
large proportion of molecules have a parallel orientation. 
Transforming a film in which molecules are initially lying 
flat on the surface, to give one of the two structure types shown 
in Figure (3.1) requires considerable molecular re-organisation, 
particularly for type A and B, lattices. Although, as discussed in 
Chapter 6, the axis perpendicular to the molecular plane is normally 
the easy axis of rotation in crystalline (PCA's), .the fact that there 
is a good correlation between the predicted OST and the temperature 
at which excimer emission intensity increases, implies a redis-
tribution of the bonding between molecules and not just re-orientation 
about a single axis. Molecular rotation is of course a necessary 
prerequisite for such a re-organisation and the lack of rotation in 
condensates produced at low deposition temperatures is undoubtedly 
the main cause of disorder. However, the present annealing experiments 
and those of others indicate that despite evidence for substantial 
molecular motion in PCA deposits, crystallisation does not begin to 
occur in earnest until near room temperature, which raises the question; 
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if molecular diffusion is possible why is it that nucleation of the 
crystalline phase does not occur at low temperatures? In answering 
this question it is important to realise that in addition to the 
kinetic barrier associated with molecular motion, the ordering process 
requires a change in the molecular configuration, which may involve 
an increase in the repulsive part of the interaction potential and 
lead to the formation of a metastable state. 
(ii) The Metastable State in (PCA) Condensates 
As discussed in Chapter 6, if a film deposited at low substrate 
' 
temperatures is initially disordered or amorphous, and contains no 
nuclei of the crystalline phase then the disorder ~ crystalline 
transformation must proceed via states of intermediate thermodynamic 
(39) 
stability short range order must be established before crystal!-
isation can proceed. The disorder ~ crystalline transformation is, 
therefore, envisaged as proceeding via a two step mechanism involving:-
a) the establishment of short~.range order over a relatively 
small distance about the size of the unit cell. 
b) Nucleation of the crystalline phase within this intermediate 
phase. 
In the absence of nucleation the intermediate phase is thermo-
dynamically metastable and, as will be shown in Chapter 6, is able to 
exist over a surprisingly wide temperature range. It is proposed 
that the transient increase in excimer emission which occurred in 
the vicinity of the OST in pyrene, perylene and anthracene is 
associated with the formation of this metastable state. Evidence 
consistent with this proposal will now be reviewed in respect of each 
of the five aromatic hydrocarbons studied. 
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Anthracene Films 
Although no attempt was made to locate precisely the maximum 
substrate temperature at which the disordered phase of anthracene is 
first observed in as-deposited films, this should be possible in 
principle since the observation of excimer fluorescence apparently 
provides a sensitive indicator of the onset of disorder. However, 
on comparing the present results with the electroabsorbance measure-. 
ments (2) ,(3) of VBR a l~nk b t th d" d d f i • e ween e ~sor er ~ or er trans ormat on, 
as monitored by changes in the fluorescence spectra of films, and the 
OST effect in anthracene is readily established. Thus, the pronounced 
decrease in the intensity of the electroabsorbance band (403 nm) 
which VBR assigned to the disordered phase of anthracene was in the 
present case paralleled by a change from an excimer-like to monomer-
like fluorescence specimen for two films· deposited at 190K and 235K, 
respectively. 
The spectra in Figure (3.2) show that anthracene films deposited 
at 77K, curve (A), are still highly disordered even after annealing 
to 265K, curve (b), and that the broad excimeric emission charac-
teristic of the disordered state of anthracene is not reduced 
significantly until annealing is carried out in the vicinity of room 
temperature. It is suggested, therefore, that the rate of crystall-
isation remains low even after annealing to temperatures appreciably 
higher than those needed to produce the crystalline phase during 
deposition i.e. 235K (see Figure (3.3)). 
The 'sandwich dimer' of anthracene is inherently unstable in 
the ground state and if permitted by the surrounding matrix to 
undergo relaxation( 40), it loses its 'sandwich' configuration. In 
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fact, Morris( 4l) has shown that atomratom potential calculations 
incorrectly predict that the 'sandwich' configuration is-the most 
stable form of the anthracene dimer. The repulsive interaction, which 
is dominated by the quadrupole-quadrupole term, determines the 
structure of the dimer. The most stable configuration appears to 
be one in which the long axes of a pair of anthracene molecules are 
approximately parallel but the in-plane short axes are inclined at 
an angle of 55° to each other, hence the term 55° dimer (or stable 
dimer). 
It is suggested that films deposited at 77K contain a substantial 
proportion of dimers which do not have a sandwich configuration and 
may, therefore, be 55° dimers. As Figure (3.2) shows, only a small 
blueshift occurred on annealing the 77K deposit to 265K, whereas, 
intensity Figure (3.4) and lifetir.ue Figure (3.5), measurements 
provide evidence of marked irreversible changes occurring within the 
film during annealing. Furthermore, the excimer-like band peaked at 
470 nm in the 77K deposit, which represents a blue shift of ~100 nm 
compared to the emission from anthracene sandwich dimers produced by 
photolysis of dianthracene. This and the short lifetime suggests 
that sandwich dimers, if present at 77K, are strongly perturbed. 
If the initial decrease in fluorescence lifetime observed on 
annealing a film deposited at lOK, Figure (3.5), is associated with 
dissociation of sandwich dimers into monomers then it is possible to 
account for the increase in l~fetime between 75K and 150K as being 
due to the formation of stable dimers, as proposed by Seki and Itoh( 32 ). 
However, the rapid decrease in lifetime above 200K coincides with an 
increase in the intensity of the band at 425 nm previously assigned 
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to the 55° dimer, which peaks at about 256K. Since a further 
increase in 55° dimer concentration should have resulted, in either 
no change, or an increase in fluroescence lifetime, these results 
do not appear to be consistent. 
A reasonable explanation of these results is provided if the 
band at 470 run is assigned to the 55° dimer and that at 425 run to the 
metastable state of anthracene. In the spectrum of the 235K deposit, 
Figure (3.4) a band located at 416 run is apparent. This may simply 
be the 425 run band shifted to higher frequency, since a strong band 
was also observed at 420 run on annealing the 77K deposit to room 
temperature, curve (C), Figure (3.3). A continuous blue shift of this 
band would be consistent with a gradual increase of long range order 
via a metastable state, with a structure intermediate between the 
55° dimer and the crystalline phase. -This would also explain why the 
intensity of the 470 run band (55° dimer) increased to a maximum at 
230K and then decreased. again and would suggest that 230K is the 
upper limit for the formation of metastable films of anthracene 
during deposition. 
Tetracene Films 
Like anthracene, single crystals of tetracene have an A-type 
lattice structure. However, unlike anthracene, excimer fluorescence 
still dominated the spectrum of films even after annealing at 298K 
for several hours, which suggests that crystallisation of low temp-
t d i h . h . kn (24 ) t . t era ure epos ts, w ~.c ~s own to occur a room tempera ure, 
does so at a slow rate. Although, as Figure (3.15), curve (A), shows, 
the fluorescence intensity decreased by about an order of magnitude 
when films deposited at 77K were annealed, the intensity was fully 
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restored on re-cooling to 77K, Figure (3.14), curve (C) indicating 
that the change was reversible, and that,crystallisation had not 
occurred. However, the shift in band frequency recorded in Figure 
(3.15), was not reversed on cooling which suggests that 
even in the absence of crystallisation an irreversible change had 
occurred on warming the film. The shift in band frequency increased 
sharply above 234K, but a change was first observed at about l80K, 
which coincides approximately with the temperature at which the rate 
of change of intensity decreased, as shown by curves (A) and (B). 
" (24) Bassler et.al. also observed a change in slope of the excimer 
emission intensity vs temperature curve in the vicinity of 200K for 
tetracene films deposited at liquid nitrogen temperatures. Their 
initial interpretation of this behaviour, which was given in the 
Introduction (3.1.4), was that it is associated with a change in the 
rate of an energy transfer process rather than a change in the 
tr f th f 'lm . ub t paper n!!ssler et.al. (4la) s ucture o e ~ • However, ~n a s sequen oa 
found with the aid of thermally stimulated current measurements, 
that on annealing, charge carriers are released from traps within 
tetracene films. For films deposited below l30K the measured 
thermally stimulated current increased to a maximum in the vicinity 
of 180K and then decreased at higher temperatures. According to 
Ba"ssler et.al. (4l9-la di 'b · f 1 1' d · · 1 str~ ut~on o oca ~se states ex~st ~ ow 
temperature deposits (T ~ 130K) and for films deposited at 180K the 
centre of the trap distribution is located at 0.07 eV above the valence 
band. If the fluorescence process corresponds to a transition between 
the conduction band of tetracene and this distribution of traps 1 and 
annealing causes these traps to be removed, this should lead to an 
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irreversible shift in excimer emission to higher frequency, as was 
actually observed, Figures (3.14) and (3.15). The magnitude of the 
-1 . 
shift, as measured at the peak maximum, was ~30 nm (1090 em ), 
which is about twice that expected for traps located 0.07 eV 
..;.1 (570 em- ) above the valence band, and is therefore in reasonable 
agreement with the results of Bassler et.al. Frequency shift 
measurements were made on a film deposited at 77K. 
Since removal of traps which are responsible for non-ra9iative 
decay is unlikely to change the number of emission centres, only 
their energy, it is possible to understand why the change in fluorescence 
intensity was reversible while the shift in band frequency was not. 
Although BAssler et.al. interpreted their results on the basis of an 
optimum quasi-amorphous structure formed at deposition temperatures of 
lBOK and possessing short range order there was no evidence of a 
maximum in fluorescence intensity of the type observed for anthracene, 
from either of the 77K deposits on annealing, Figure (3.15). It is 
possible that the removal of traps responsible for the frequency 
shift observed on annealing tetracene films, was caused by restricted 
. , 11 (42). d 
rotation of molecules, s1nce Vaubel and Bassler have presente 
evidence for some molecular re-arrangement within the unit cell above 
lBOK in crystalline tetracene. . (43) Turlet and Ph1lpott have also 
reported the observation of a discontinuous change in the Davydov 
splitting near 186K, which tl1ey associate with the occurrence of a 
first order phase transition. In view of these earlier observations 
and since lBOK corresponds to 0.25 Tb rather than 0.33 Tb it is 
concluded that the changes observed in the fluorescence intensity of 
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tetracene films were not associated the OST effect or with the 
formation of a metastable precursor of the crystalline phase of the 
type observed for anthracene. 
Perylene Films 
Low temperature (77K) deposits of perylene exhibited the 
broad structureless excimer emission which is characteristic of 
a-perylene. However, this emission was blue shifted by about 60 nm 
to 556 nm, as compared to excimer emission from single crystal 
perylene, at the same temperature. On the other hand the observed 
emission coincides almost exactly with that from crystalline 8-
perylene(44), which at 293K is located at 550 nm. The 8-crystal 
has a structure similar to that of anthracene (A-type) and is monomeric 
rather than dimeric, but exhibits a broad excimeric emission at high 
temperatures. On cooling, the emission spectrum of the 8-form 
develops monomer-like structure at temperatures above 77K. When 
the crystal examined was grown from material which had not been zone 
refined Von Freydorf et.al. (44 ) observed an intense band at 540 nm, with 
a shoulder at 570 nm. Now, for the film deposited at 240K the spectrum 
Figure (3.12) was excimer like after annealing to 299K, although a 
small amount of structure was discernible at the deposition tempera-
ture. Furthermore, on cooling the annealed film to 77K two peaks 
were observed at 540 nm and sao nm which coincide with those observed 
in the 8-form at low temperatures. The low temperature emission 
spectrum from the non-zone refined 8-form is very similar to the 
(44) Y type of fluorescence observed when a-perylene is cooled to low 
temperatures. However, Y-type emission is only observed in crystals 
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cooled below about 50K, unlike the film deposited at 240K. It is 
concluded, therefore, that the S-form of perylene (type A lattice) 
is obtained at deposition temperatures ~240K. 
The lack of structure in the spectrum of the 77K deposit 
Figure (3.11) suggests that dimeric rather than monomeric species 
predominate in low temperature deposits, although the fact that the 
spectrum is blue shifted by 6oR compared to that of a-perylene 
crystals infers that the excimer emission centres are strongly 
perturbed. As discussed for pyrene, the origin of the blue shift 
may be an increase in the intermolecular distance, or alternatively 
the molecular centres may be shifted laterally with respect to each 
other. (30) (•-. .:-;') Michel-Beyerle and Vakhot and Cohen et. al. -· have 
shown that both types of perturbation combine to decrease the binding 
energy of the perylene excimer, relative to the completely overlapped 
configuration, which leads to an increase in the excimer emission 
frequency and eventually to Y-type emission at low enough temperatures. 
The S-phase of perylene undergoes a transformation to the a-
phase above 430K(44). Crystallisation of disordered low temperature 
deposits should, therefore, proceed via the S-phase, which, having 
an A-type lattice, implies that the annealing behaviour of perylene 
will be similar to that of anthracene. Thus the pronounced peak in 
fluorescence intensity observed on annealing a 77K deposit in the 
vicinity of the predicted OST, is thought to be due to the formation 
of a precursor state similar to that of the 55° dimer of anthracene, 
although without further experiments it is not possible to be more 
specific about the structure of this precursor state. Furthermore, 
a substrate temperature of 240K appears to be the upper limit for the 
formation of the metastable state of perylene. 
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Pyrene Films 
Pyrene has a much stronger tendency toward dimer formation in 
both the crystalline state and in solution, than does anthracene 
or even perylene. It crystallises with the type B lattice and single 
crystals are known to exhibit excimer fluorescence at all temperatures 
between lK and 400K. Since the bonding between pairs of molecules in 
the excited state is strong (lO) the pyrene excimer is only weakly 
effected by perturbations, such as might occur as a result of a 
change in its immediate environment. It is therefore, hardly surprising 
that the broad featureless excimer band characteristic of pyrene was 
observed from films deposited at both 77K and 200K, Figures (3.6) 
and (3.7). For single crystal pyrene a shift from 476 nm to 471 nm 
is observed(l2) between 77K and 250K, respectively. A blue shift of 
14 nm was observed on annealing the 77K deposit to 245K, Figure (3.6) 
which suggests a slightly la~ger relaxation of the molecular 
interaction has occurred than that normally observed for single 
crystals. A much la~ger blue shift of 30 nm (compared to single 
crystal pyrene) was observed for the film deposited at 200K, Figure 
(3.7), curve (A). The spectrum of this film changed very little on 
annealing to 280K, curve (b), which suggests that whatever the internal 
structure it was relatively stable. 
One explanation of the larger blue shift observed for the 200K 
deposit is the possibility that molecules interact less strongly in 
the ground state in films deposited at this substrate temperature. 
This would have the effect of increasing the intermolecular spacing 
of the dimer in the ground state relative to the excited state, which 
would result in a blue shifted emission. An increase in the inter-
molecular spacing of only o.osg would be sufficient to account for 
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a shift of "-30 (12) run . The unsymmetrical shape of the emission from 
the 200K deposit, with the shoulder at 420 run, also suggests that 
the excimer emission centre is strongly perturbed in this film; 
(45) pyrene monomer exhibits a band at 420 run. 
Excimer emission from pyrene single crystals has a lifetime 
of 180 ns at 77K, falling to 70 ns at 293K(4?). Thus it appears, 
that the results of Figure (3 .10), curve (A), where '.:the maximum 
lifetime observed, even at the deposition temperature (lOK), was only 
of the order of 90 ns, falling to 60 ns at room temperature, support 
the above proposal, that the dimer binding energy in low temperature 
deposits is less than in the crystal; as argued in Section (3.1.3) 
an. increase in the energy difference between the ground and excited 
state should lead to a decrease in the radiative lifetime(ll). A 
particularly interesting feature of the annealing curve in Figure (3.10), 
curve (A), is the pronounced maximum in fluorescence lifetime at 200K. 
The lifetime began to increase at 170K, which is just lOK above the 
predicted OST for pyrene and provides strong evidence of an increase(ll) (l2 ) 
in the intermolecular binding energy, within dimers, as discussed 
for anthracene. Curve (B) in Figure (3.10) depicts the change in 
fluorescence intensity of the same lOK deposit, as determined from 
the maximum height of the fluorescence decay curve. It is netable ~ 
that the emission intensity peaked between lSOK and 170K, some 30K 
to 50K below the lifetime maximum located at 200K. Furthermore, the 
decrease in emission intensity above 170K coincided with the sharp 
increase in lifetime. 
Since the increase in emission intensity between 125K and lSOK 
was accompanied by a small change in lifetime it is proposed that 
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annealing causes the removal of traps which act as centres for non-
radiative decay; quantum yield (~F) (fluorescence intensity) is 
determined by the relative rates of radiative (kF) and non-radiative 
(48) (~) ·processes , according to 
~F = and 1 
However, the decrease in emission above l70K cannot be associated with 
an increase in ~ because this would lead to a decrease in 'F rather 
than an increase. The increase in lifetime (TF) implies, therefore, 
an increase in the repulsive interaction between molecules. In 
the vicinity of the OST, followed by a decrease in this interaction 
above 200K. 
The results given in Figure (3.8) provide support for the above 
proposaL The effects of annealing on the intensity of emission from 
the lOK deposit are similar although less pronounced than the changes 
recorded in Figure (3.10), CUrve (B). An improved coincidence between 
the two sets of data was obtained when the integrated intensity, 
Figure ( 3. 9) curve (a) , was plotted rather than the peak intensity. 
In the case of the film deposited at 77K (curve (B)), Figure (3.8) 
the emission intensity did not begin increasing until 175K and peaked 
at 200K suggesting that the precise location of the transition 
temperature is dependent on substrate temperature during deposition. 
Summary of Fluorescence Properties of PCA's Films 
Annealing experiments with evaporated films of PCA compounds 
have established that an increase in fluorescenc~ intensity occurs 
in the vicinity of the predicted OST (0.33N B pt) for anthracene, 
pyrene and perylene. This observation is consistent with the proposal 
that the OST effect is associated with the formation of a metastable 
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state, possessing only short range order. An increase in fluorescence 
lifetime was observed during the annealing of anthracene and pyrene 
films, prior to the increase in excimer emission intensity, which 
is thought to indicate an increased repulsion between molecules in 
the ground state at the OST. It is proposed that this increased 
repulsive interaction is responsible for the observation of the 
I 
metastable state, since it cons~stutes an energy barrier to crystal-
lisation of the amorphous or disordered phase produced at low 
substrate temperatures. Although the activation barrier to rotation 
within disordered films is thought not to be responsible for 
preventing crystallisation, in the case of anthracene, pyrene and 
perylene, it may be important in the case of tetracene, which did 
not exhibit increased fluorescence in the vicinity of its predicted 
OST (~240K) • 
A more exhaustive study of the changes which occur in both the 
fluorescence lifetime and the total fluorescence spectrum, in the 
vicinity of the predicted OST, is necessary in order to verify the 
above proposals. In particular, an experimental estimate of the 
relative magnitude of repulsive interaction potentials between 
molecules could be provided by observing changes in both the frequency 
and the lifetime of excimer emission in a series of pyrene and 
perylene films deposited close to the predicted OST; detailed 
calculations, relating to excited and ground state potentials to 
intermolecular distance which are available for both pyrene and 
perylene dimers would facilitate such a study. Experimentally 
determined interaction potentials are of interest in connection with 
the mechanism of glass formation and the role of the pair potential 
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(49) in stabilising metastable states . 
Emission often occurs preferentially from trapping centres or 
defect sites and if ex~ton migration or energy transfer takes place 
after excitation, traps can have a disproportionately large effect 
upon the fluorescence properties of films. Since films produced at 
low temperatures have a high concentration of such traps the observed 
excimer-like emission characterises disordered regions. It is 
difficult therefore to distinguish between films which are homogeneously 
disordered and those in which disorder occurs at the boundary between 
microcrystals on the basis of fluorescence measurement although the 
disappearance of the Davydov splitting in low temperature deposits 
does support the former. Furthermore, because fluorescence emission 
is characteristic of the excited state population it serves only as 
an indirect probe of the ground state which may have a different 
configuration and almost certainly has a reduced binding energy 
compared to the former, as Stevens and Ban(lO) have shown for 
excimers. Absorption techniques, however, characterise the ground 
state population and should, therefore, provide a means of distin-
guishing between homogeneous and heterogeneous disorder within films 
and of probing directly the interaction between molecules within low 
temperature condensates. This was the object of the infrared study 
of (TTF) (TCNQ) described in Chapter 6. 
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CHAPTER 4 
THE TOPOGRAPHY OF (TTF) (TCNQ) FILMS 
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4.1 Introduction 
4.1.1 The Crystal Structure of (TTF) (TCNQ) 
(TTF) (TCNQ) is a (1:1) charge transfer complex of the 
donor 2,2'-bis 1,3-dithiole, commonly referred to as tetrathia-
fulvalene ('I'TF), and the acceptor 7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane 
(TCNQ). It has the molecular structure given in Figure (4.1). The 
crystal structure of the complex has been determined by several 
(1) . groups and is shown in Figure (4.2), which is taken from the paper 
by Kistertmacher et al. Figure (4.2a) is a view down the (OlO) 
direction of the crystal, normal to the ac plane whilst Figure (4.2b) 
is· an alternative view down ( 100) normal to the ab plane. Crystals of 
('I'TF) (TCNQ) are monoclinic with space group P2 1/c, their most notable 
feature being the way in which molecules of TTF and TCNQ are arranged 
in the form of homologous, or segregated !-dimensional (1-d) stacks, 
parallel to the crystallographic b-axis. Within these stacks there 
is considerable overlap between the ~ orbitals of adjacent molecules, 
so much so that the interplanar spacings are, (TTF); 3.47R and (TCNQ); 
3.17R, which are somewhat less than the expected van detWaals distance 
of 3.6R( 2). 
The amount of charge transferred from TTF to TCNQ in the ground 
state has been determined by a number of techniques(J) to be less than 
unity. The generally accepted value is 0.59 ± 0.02, which was 
(4) . (5) 
_estimated from neutron and elastic X-ray scattering measurements • 
As a result of this charge transfer, the (1-d) donor and acceptor 
stacks contain open shell radical cation and anions, respectively. 
Because of the strong interaction between the ~ electron orbitals on 
Figure 4.2a. A view normal to the ac plane 
of the crystal packing in 
1 5(1) 
(TTF) (TCNQ) . The shaded 
molecules have their centroids 
at y = ~-
·-
H 
H 
Figure 4.1. Molecular structure of (TTF) (TCNQ) 
H 
H 
l y 
Figure 4.2b. A view down [100] of the crystal packing in (TTF) (TCNQ). 
The shaded molecules have tiheir centroids at x = ~-
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adjacent molecules, these extra ·~lectrons' and 'holes' are delocal-
ised within a given stack forming partially filled 1-d bands. (TTF) 
(TCNQ) is therefore a highly anisotropic or 'quasi 1-d metal' (6 ), 
with a high electrical conductivity along the b-axis of the crystal 
and much lower values of conductivity in the a and c directions. As 
a consequence the complex exhibits unique electrical and optical 
properties which have been the subject of intense theoretical and 
experimental investigation since its discovery in 1972( 7). The 
electrical properties of (TTF) (TCNQ) are discussed in more detail 
in Chapter 6. 
VBR's(S) study of vacuum deposited anthracene films revealed 
a structural optimum which manifested itself as a definite but barely 
perceptible minimum in surface roughness in the vicinity of 213K 
A similar investigation of perylene(9 ) failed to reveal any struc-
tural optimum, although it appears from the results of the previous 
chapter that an OST effect is expected for this substance. Since an 
investigation of the OST effect was a main aim of the work described 
in this and subsequent chapters, the observation of a structural 
optimum was considered to be of primary importance in determining the 
choice of a suitable material for this in depth study. Evaporated 
films of (TTF) (TCNQ), with its highly anisotropic properties would, 
it was reasoned, exhibit marked topographical and morphological 
changes as a function of growth conditions and so increase the 
probability of observing and accurately locating an OST effect. 
It was concluded from the study of aromatic hydrocarbon films, 
presented in the previous chapter, that short range or nearest 
neighbour interactions play a crucial role in the observation of 
an OST effect in these materials. As will now be discussed these 
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same forces are important in determining the morphology of molecular 
crystals. In the case of (TTF) (TCNQ) these intermolecular forces 
are dominated by the out-of-plane interaction i.e. they are 1-
dimensional. As will now be shown this leads to a particularly 
simple picture of crystal growth which is readily applied to the 
preparation of polycrystalline films from the vapour phase •. 
4.1.2 Periodic Bond Chain Theory 
The morphology of a crystal can be considered to be the 
result of a growth process involving the formation of bonds between 
atoms or molecules which go to make up the lattice. A 'Periodic Bond 
Chain' (PBC) theory of crystal growth was developed some years ago by 
(10) . Hartmann and Perdok which emphasised the ~mportance of the 
interaction potential, or bonding strength between molecules, in 
determining morphology. Central to their theory is the assumption 
that strong bonds form more readily than weak bonds. The growth 
rate of a crystal in a given direction is, therefore, proportional 
to the bonding strength between molecules in that same direction. 
Hence, to a good approximation, PBC theory predicts that when a 
crystal is grown under equilibrium conditions, its morphology is 
determined by the anisotropy of the molecular interaction potential. 
Planar aromatic compounds and (TTF) (TCNQ) in particular 
with its 1-dimensional lattice, provides a particularly striking 
example of the essential correctness of the above statement. As 
already mentioned, in the case of (TTF) (TCNQ), molecules interact 
most strongly in a direction perpendicular to the molecular plane, 
consequently the crystallographic b-axis is the direction of most 
rapid growth, and under equilibrium conditions the most prominent 
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crystal faces are those containing the b-axis. Furthermore, from 
the unit cell dimensions{l) the bonding strength between molecules 
along the three principal axis' scale as b > a > c and the relative 
rates of growth of the corresponding faces are:- ab > be > ac. This 
prediction is borne out by experiments(ll) with evaporated thin films, 
as will shortly be discussed, and by the solution growth results of 
(12) Sherwood et al • The latter have made a systematic examination 
of the conditions of supersaturation and growth rate which are required 
in order to produce crystals of {TTF) (TCNQ) of extremely high 
perfection. 
In the present stud~ growth of films was carried out by vapour 
phase deposition onto low temperature substrates, which corresponds 
to conditions of high supersaturation. Now, Coleman(lJ) has shown 
from his extensive study of solution grown crystals of (TTF) (TCNQ), 
that at low supersaturations growth along the a axis dominates, which 
results in the formation of a transverse habit crystal. At higher 
supersaturations, however, the growth rate along the b-axis accel-
erates, in line with the predictions of PBC theory, and the normal 
crystal habit, i.e. elongated in the b-direction, results. Growth in 
the c direction was found to be slow and uniform under different 
conditions of supersaturation. Similar considerations should extend 
to growth from the vapour phase, thus at low substrate temperatures 
(high supersaturation) b-axis growth should be the predominant 
feature, with the contribution from growth.in the a direction 
increasing at higher substrate temperatures (lower supersaturation). 
Armed with this information it should be possible in the case of 
(TTF) (TCNQ) to establish the existence of a correlation between the 
morphology of crystallites contained within a film and the OST effect 
far more readily than could be achieved for less anisotropic 
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molecules. 
4.1.3 Parameters which Influence the Topography of Films 
Crystal morphology is only one of a number of parameters 
which determine the topography of vapour deposited thin films. 
Other parameters of equal or greater relevance include~ the size and 
number density of crystallites, and the orientation of their crystal-
lographic axis, relative to the substrate surface. The latter is a 
particularly important factor in determining the properties of films 
of highly anisotropic molecules, like (TTF) (TCNQ), in a given 
measurement direction. The influence of substrate temperature on 
these various topographical features must, therefore, be incorporated 
into any model of film growth from the vapour phase. 
All three parameters, i.e. crystallite size, density and 
oreintation are a function of; 
a) the rate of nucleation (J') of the crystalline phase during 
film deposition, and 
b) the average distance (X) which a molecule travels on the 
surface prior to desorption. 
These are in their turn determined by the activation free energies 
associated with; surface diffusion (~G d), desorption (~Gd ) and 
s es 
nucleation (~G*) processes, as outlined in the section on nucleation 
in Chapter 1. 
It would appear, therefore, that a qualitative picture of the 
influence of deposition temperature on film topography may be 
developed within the framework of the theories of nucleation and the 
periodic bond chain. Such an approach, while satisfactory at higher 
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substrate temperatures and low supersaturation, requires modification 
when applied to the deposition of films at substrate temperatures low 
enough to prevent nucleation of the crystalline phase. Under these 
conditions, although the considerations of the PBC theory still 
apply, in that nearest neighbour interactions play a vital role in 
determining short range order (SRO) within films, it is necessary 
also to take into account that in the absence of the stabilising 
influence of LRO there is the possibility that intermolecular inter-
actions may be repulsive, rather than attractive which would lead to 
thermodynamic instability. Furthermore, molecular relaxation rate, 
particularly of large planar aromatic molecules is known(l4 ) to be 
reduced significantly at low temperatures. Thus, if an ad-molecule 
is prevented by a kinetic barrier from undergoing relaxation to give 
a minimum energy configuration relative to nearest neighbours this 
will result in the formation of films with disordered structures as 
discussed in Chapter 3. It will be shown that both SRO and molecular 
relaxation rate have an important bearing upon the OST effect. 
In previous work on evaporated films of {TTF) (TCNQ) the 
emphasis has been placed on studying the electrica~ properties of 
samples deposited at room temperature and above. However, because of 
its relevance to the present study, a brief resume of the structural 
aspects of previously published work will now be given. 
4.1.4 Earlier Studies of (TTF) (TCNQ) Films 
(i) Film morphology 
Several groups have carried out structural studies of 
vacuum grown TTFTCNQ films. . (15) In the original work by Chaudhar~ et.al. 
the complex was deposited onto the (100) and (112) facesof NaCl. 
Films deposited at a substrate temperature of 70°C had all 
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epitaxial relationship (OlO)FO I I (llO)s' where the subscripts refer 
to the compl~x and substrate respectively. Because of the equivalence 
of the ( 110) s and (llO) substrate directions, their films exhibited 
s 
double positioning, i.e. 'a mosaic' of (OlO)FO jjCllO)s and (OlO)FO 
1/ (llO)s when deposited on the (100) face of NaCl. When deposited 
onto the (112) face a singly positioned film was obtained, since this 
face of the crystal contains only the (llO) direction. The (010) 
direction of(~~corresponds to the crystallographic b-axis, 
i.e. the films were oreinted with the ab plane of crystallites 
parallel, and the c-axis perpendicular, to the substrate. In a 
subsequent paper Simonyi et al (lG) produced singly positioned films 
on (100) NaCl substrates subjected to compressive stress, along (110), 
as well as on polar (010) faces of ferroelectric triglycine sulphate. 
They determined that the best conditions for growth of epitaxial 
films were; a substrate temperature of around 70°C, and a .. ·high 
deposition rate, of the order of 1oi s-1 , and observed that the b-axis' 
of crystallites were parallel to the film plane. Above a film thickness 
of lSooi, even under the best conditions for epitaxial growth, random 
overgrowths were observed, which were thought to be associated with 
the lattice mismatch between (~CN<j and the substrate. 
(17) . (18) Chen and Schectman and more recently Re~nhardt et al 
have deposited films onto substrates maintained near room temperature. 
Using X-ray diffraction, Chen and Schectman observed that the preferred 
crystallite orientation was one in which the ab plane was parallel 
to the film surface, when deposited onto fused silica substrates. 
Reinhardt et al made the same observation using transmission electron 
microscopy for films deposited onto both NaCl (100) and glass. Chen 
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and Schectman found that films deposited at 195K and 77K showed only 
two anomalous assymmetric peaks in the X-ray diffraction pattern, 
at 28 = 24 and 25.6°. On removing the film from the substrate the 
diffraction pattern obtained on the powder gave lines which could 
all be attributed to TTFTCNQ, except for the anomalous peaks at 
28 = 24 and 25.6°, which remained. These authors also noted that 
films deposited at 195K had a different growth habit, with the 
direction of most rapid growth, which they assumed to be the b-axis, 
perpendicular, rather than parallel to the substrate. 
(ii) Vapourisation of (TTF) (TCNQ) 
In general TCNQ charge transfer complexes are sensitive 
to thermal decomposition and most decompose before melting. However, 
there are a number of TCNQ complexes, particularly those involving 
organic donors, such as the quinolines and N-methyl[Pbenazinium1 19 ) 
salts which have been observed to sublime in vacuo. (TTF) (TCNQ) was, 
(15) for example, observed to sublime unchanged at temperatures above 
-3 350K and pressures less than 10 torr to give (1:1) stoichiometric 
deposits. This conclusion was based upon measurements of the optical 
and infrared spectra and transmission electron diffraction patterns 
of thin films (l 5). Chen and Schectman also concluded that (TTF) (TCNQ) 
sublimed unchanged, primarily as the associated complex rather than 
as individual neutral components, on the basis of optical absorption 
measurements obtained by dissolving films in acetonitrile. The 
infrared data of Wozniak et al( 20) and the UPS measurements of 
Lin et al( 2l), however, indicated that the complex dissociated to 
some extent on vapourisation since both TTF0 and TCNQ0 as well as 
complex were observed in their films deposited at low temperatures. 
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This latter observation is supported by the mass spectroscopy study 
of (TrircNQ) carried out by Siedle and Hertz (22 ). They found only 
(M+H)+ species in the methane chemical ionization mass spectrum with 
no evidence of higher molecular weight aggregates and concluded that 
the complex dissociates on volatilization into TTF and TCNQ. Because 
of this conflicting evidence it was considered important to re-
establish that(~CNQ)does in fact sublime intact in vacuo. 
The procedures used to prepare and purify the (TTF) (TCNQ) used 
in this work are described in Appendix 1. Purification involved 
repeated sublimation of the complex and the results of analysis 
carried after each purification step are listed in table (A.l.l). 
It is clear from the table that within the error of the analytical 
technique the composition is essentially unchanged after three 
sublimations, which supports the earlier observations. This conclusion 
is somewhat surprising in view of the large difference between the 
0 (23) (24) 
vapour pressures of the two neutral precursors, TTF and TCNQ0 , 
at the temperatures used to vapourise (TTF) (TCNQ). The formation of 
associated species in the vapour phase as proposed by Chen and Schectman 
would thus appear to be a strong possibility. However, in a very 
. (2 5) 
recent paper, de Kru~f and Govers have measured the enthalpies 
of sublimation of TTF0 , TCNQ0 and the (1:1) complex, using mass loss 
and applied torsion effusion techniques. Simultaneous measurement 
of the vapour pressure (p) of the complex, using both techniques, 
gave values for p(t) (torsion) and p(w) (mass loss). These authors 
have argued that ~)depends upon the mean molecular mass (M) of 
the vapour and it can be shown that 
~ = p (t) 
where M1 is the molecular formula mass, taken to be 204.3, i.e. the 
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molecular weight of the complex divided by two. When M is different 
from M1 the ratio p(w)/p(t) will not equal unity. Since the torsion 
effusion experiment gives the total pressure, while the mass loss 
experiment provides a weighted mean molecular mass of the vapour, 
association of molecules in the vapour phase should give a value of 
p(w)/p(t) greater than unity. The results of de Kruif and 
Govers' 25 ) demonstrated very convincingly that p(w)/p(t) was unity 
for TTF0 , TCNQ0 and (TTF) (T~Q) and on the basis of their data it 
must be concluded that the vapour above all three compounds consists 
almost entirely of monomeric species. 
They further showed, with the aid of a quadrupole mass spectra-
meter, that the complex evaporates stoichiometrically and obtained a 
value of 130 kJ mole-l for its sublimation enthalpy. Their experi-
-1 
mental value for heat of sublimation of TTF (95.3 kJ mole ) agrees 
with the result of Sandeman et al ' 23 ) (92 kJ mole-1 ), but that of 
-1 . (24) TCNQ (126.1 kJ mole ) was somewhat h~gher than obtained by Boyd 
(104.8 kJ mole-1 ). 
It should be remembered that de Kruif and Govers define the 
enthalpy of sublimation of the complex ( 1:1) as "the enthalpy 
difference per 204.3g between the vapour and crystalline phases in 
which the vapour phase consists of 0.5 mol TTF and 0. 5 mole TCNQ". 
For 1 g.mole of complex, i.e. 408.6g therefore, the value is 260 kJ 
-1 
mole • It is possible on the basis of their measurements to 
speculate about the species present in the vapour phase. 
(26) Using data from the paper by Metzger combined with that 
(27) 
obtained by de Kruif and Govers, a Born-Haber cycle was constructed 
for TTFTCNQ and this is shown in Figure ( 4. 3) • Since de Kruif and 
Govers showed that only monomeric species were formed on evaporation, 
the two possible modes of dissociation of the complex at equilibrium, 
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which need to be considered are:-
TTF+ + TCNQ g g 
The partial vapour pressures of the four monomeric species depends 
upon the two heats of dissociation ~H1 and ~2 which are given in 
Figure (4.3) and are 658.4 kJ mole-land 258.4 kJ mole-1 , respectively. 
Integration of the van't Hoff equation( 29 ) gives 
ln K1 
~1 
= RT + 
I I (4 .1) 
and ~H2 
ln K2 = -- + I" RT (4. 2) 
also Kl = p TTF 
+ 
. p TCNQ 
K2 = p TTFO p TCNQO 
p is partial pressure; ideal gas behaviour is assumed 
Assuming the constants of integration are equal (I' = I") and 
combining equations (4.1) and (4.2) gives 
log. ( 0) p.TTF p.TCNQ+ 
2 
= 
~H2 - ~1 
2.303 RT 
0 0 + + 
where p TTF = p TCNQ and p TTF = p TCNQ • 
. = 51.9 (4. 3) 
Substitution for ~a2 and ~a1 in equation (4.3), with T equal to 400K 
demonstrates that the partial pressure of ionic species in the vapour 
phase, above the TTFTCNQ complex, is many orders of magnitude less 
than the partial pressure of neutral species. This conclusion is 
borne out by the sublimation enthalpy of 260 kJ mole-l of TTFTCNQ 
obtained de Kruif and Govers which is almost exactly that calculated 
Figure 4.3. Born-Haber cycle for (TTF) (TCNQ) 
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+ 
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liH£ is the heat of formation and liHsub that of sublimation; Ip is the 
ionization potential of TTF and EA the electron affinity of TCNQ; the 
subscripts c and g refer to the crystalline and gas phase respectively; 
-1 the quantities quoted .are measured in kJ mole and o is the degree 
of charge transfer in the complex. 
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-1 for ~H2 (258.4 kJ mole ) from Figure (4.3). On the basis of this 
simple analysis it would appear that the vapour phase above TTFTCNQ 
complex is composed entirely of the neutral molecules TTF0 and TCNQ0 • 
Two important conclusions can be drawn from previously 
published work which have implications for the results of the present 
structural study of thin films of TTFTCNQ. 
a) Film morphology is sensitive to deposition parameters, and in 
particular substrate temperature during growth. The orientation 
of the b-axis with respect to the film plane is dependent on 
substrate temperature in line with the predictions of PBC theory. 
b) The available thermal and vapour pressure data confirm that 
the complex dissociates in the vapour phase to give almost 
0 0 
exclusively TTF and TCNQ • Since molecular associates are 
not present in the vapour phase, formation of the complex can 
only take place if the diffusion of adsorbed precursor 
molecules occurs after impingement onto a surface. 
Both conclusions are also relevant to an analysis of the results 
obtained from infrared and conductivity measurements, which are 
described in Chapters (5) and (6), respectivel¥. 
The results of the structural study, which will now be 
described, were obtained using X-Ray Diffraction (XRD), Transmission 
Electron Microscopy (TEM) and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). 
Because of the highly disordered nature of films deposited at low 
temperature it was not possible to carry out a systematic study of 
film structure over the whole temperature range, using XRD or TEM 
and the results presented in sections (4.3.2) and (4.3.3),respectively, 
were largely confined to samples prepared above 250K. SEM was, 
however, employed for films deposited over the entire substrate 
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temperature range from about lOK to 300K and the results are presented 
in section (4.3.1). The results section is preceded by a short 
experimental section devoted to film preparation and surface 
replication techniques. 
4.2 Experimental 
4.2.1 Film Preparation 
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and X-Ray Diffraction 
(XRD) were carried out on samples prepared either by deposition onto 
fused silica sl~des at.constant substrate temperature, using the 
CF104 cryostat, or by the temperature gradient substrate (TGS) method 
described in section 2.1.2. Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 
was also carried out on films prepared by tbe TGS method, although 
in this case the substrate was cleaved mica sheets coated with a 
thin (l00-2ooR) carbon release layer. For TEM, films were- removed 
from the mica substrate by immersion in distilled water and then 
picked up onto copper grids from the water surface. The uppermost 
layers of mica supporting the (TTF) (TCNQ) film wer.e removed .by 
cleaving, prior to immersion in water, to prevent contamination by 
the grease used to improve thermal contact t6 the cryostat. Films 
were not removed from the substrate for SEM and XRD studies. 
Film thicknesses of up to lo,oooR were deposited for SEM and 
XRD studies, at rates of between lR;second and lOR/second although 
most of the present work was carried out on films deposited at the 
lower rate. For TEM studies a layer 300R thick was deposited at 
li/sec. Films were examined down to a thickness of soR and although 
it was possible to observe crystallites of (TTF) (TCNQ) in these 
thinner films, diffraction patterns obtained using TEM were too weak 
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to allow an analysis of the early stages of growth. 
4.2.2 The Surface replication technique 
SEM of films deposited below room temperature could not 
be carried out in-situ because a cold stage was not available. 
However, a study of films in the as-deposited state was possible 
with the aid of a surface replication technique. This consisted 
simply of the evaporation of a thin layer of metal, approximately 
3ooR thick, onto the surface of the TTFTCNQ film after deposition, 
prior to annealing. The metal, either gold or aluminium, was 
evaporated onto the deposit of TTF TCNQ at high rate (3ooR min-1 ), 
to reduce the exposure time to the evaporant source. Samples were 
cooled about 20K below their deposition temperature to minimise 
thermal damage ~d avoid surface annealing during the evaporation 
of the metal. 
The purpose of the metal layer was to prevent the loss of 
material from the TTFTCNQ film on warming, and to stop surface and 
grain boundary migration, which might otherwise lead to crystallisation 
and growth, on annealing to room temperature. Because of this 
protective metal layer films retained their as deposited structure 
even after annealing for several weeks at room temperature. Experi-
mental verification of the efficacy of the technique is given in 
Figure (4.15). Plates c and d, are micrographs (mg's) of the same 
film of TTFTCNQ deposited at 120K onto a silica substrate. Plate (c) 
is a micrograph of a region of the film coated with a layer of gold 
prior to annealing. Plate (d) is a different area of the same film 
which was not coated prior to annealing. Crystallite growth is 
clearly apparent in the micrograph of uncoated film, but was entirely 
absent in the gold coated region. Similar observations were made on 
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numerous other films deposited between lOK and 230K which testify to 
the effectiveness of the replication technique in preserving the 
as-deposited structure of films. Other examples are also given 
in Figure (4.15), for films deposited at 13K (plates (a) and (b)) and 
160K, (plates (e) and (f)). In both cases the micrograph on the left 
is the metal coated area of the film. Further discussion of these 
micrographs is left until the section dealing with the SEM of low 
temperature deposits. 
4.3 Results 
4.3.1 Film TOpography using SEM 
It was possible, using the TGS technique, to examine a 
substrate temperature interval of approximately 90K in a single 
evaporation experiment. Differences in topography were easily 
discernible with the naked eye, due to marked changes in visible 
:appear~ce, particularly ;o reflected light, along its length. 
These changes are very apparent in Figure (4.4) which is a photograph 
of a film evaporated directly onto a (TGS) at a deposition rate of 
7oR/min. A schematic drawing of this sample is given in Figure (4.5). 
The temperatures at which changes in the visible appearance of the 
film occurred are indicated. The characteristic feature of each 
region is described in the diagram. No deposit was observed above 
a substrate temperature of 276K for this particular example. 
The characteristic descriptions given in Figure (4.5) refer 
to the sample after annealing at room temperature for several hours. 
Immediately after deposition and prior to annealing, films had a 
somewhat different appearance. The most interesting region of the 
sample was that corresponding to a substrate temperature of between 
207K and 220K which is indicated in Figure (4.4). Prior to annealing 
it was canary yellow and transparent, and remained so for about one 
• 
Figure 4.4. A photograph of the temperature gradient substrate 
apparatus, with a film of (TTF ) (TCNQ) deposited along 
its length, showing the marked changes which occur 
in the visible appearance of films as a function of 
substrate temperature. The yellow band marked with an 
arrow is the region of the OST • 
Figure 4.5. Schematic drawing showing the change in visible appearance 
of a film of (TTF) (TCNQ) deposited onto a TGS as a 
function of substrate temperature 
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hour at room temperature, before becoming greeny blue. The change, 
when it began, spread from the colder end to cover the whole r~gion 
between 207 and 220K in about 30 mins. It was monitored using the 
Beckmann 25 UV/visible spectrometer and the corresponding change in 
the UV/vis spectrum is given in Figure (4.6). After 24 hrs this 
same region of the film had a metallic glance and was highly 
reflecting. Less pronounced changes were observed up to about 240K, 
but beyond this deposition temperature the film did not appear to 
change upon annealing. Further discussion of the significance of 
these changes is deferred until Chapter 5. 
4.3.2 The Influence of Deposition Rate on Film Topography 
From the discussion in Chapter l the effective pressure, 
or deposition rate, if the evaporant was expected to influence the 
growth of films, although as pointed out earlier, its effect is likely 
to be much less pronounced than that produced by a change in substrate 
temperature. The TGS technique was used to examine the influence of 
deposition rate on film topography in the range 0.3R sec-l to loR 
-1 
sec Since the change in the visible appearance of films, in 
going from one topographical type to another, was so marked, it was 
hoped that it would be possible to determine the influence of depo-
sition rate by observing the substrate temperature at which these 
changes occurred. In general, an increase in the rate of deposition 
did, in fact, cause a shift in the position of the various regions 
shown in Figures (4.4) and (4.5), to higher substrate temperatures, 
although the pattern of changes in the visible appearance of films 
remained the same. Unfortunately, the technique was not sufficiently 
sensitive, or reproducible, to enable a quantitative assessment of the 
effect of deposition rate to be carried out. It was observed, however, 
that the region of film which remained yellow for the longest period 
J 
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of time, after annealing to room temperature, corresponded to a 
substrate temperature of between 215K and 220K which was apparently 
relatively insensitive to changes in the rate of deposition. 
SEM revealed some differences in the topography of films 
prepared at higher deposition rates. In particular there was a 
tendency for needle-like crystals to form at low substrate temper-
atures as shown in Figure (4.7) m.g (a). At higher substrate 
temperatures (268K) there was evidence of needle-like dendritic 
growth such as that shown m.g(bl in Figure (4.7). Both micrographs 
were obtained from a film deposited at the highest rate employed, 
_o -1 i.e. lUA sec • These dendrites consist of fine needle-like crystals, 
indicated by~ in m.g. (b), growing from large flat surfaces of 
crystallites, which are themselves oriented out of the film plane. At 
the slightly higher temperature of 274K, for the same film, dendritic 
growth was not immediately apparent, although secondary growth centres 
were observed as shown in m.g. (e) of Figure (4.7). All three micro-
graphs were obtained from a part of the film which had not been 
coated with metal prior to annealing. Needle-like growth was not 
observed at the corresponding substrate temperature for those parts 
of the film which had been coated with metal prior to annealing as 
demonstrated by the three micrographs given on the R.H.S. of Figure 
( 4. 7) • 
4.3.3 The Influence of Substrate Temperature upon Film Topography 
To avoid the complications of needle-like growth at higher 
deposition rate the topographical studies and the electrical conduc-
tivity measurements of Chapter 6 were normally carried out on films 
.o -1 deposited at LA sec • Topographical changes are, therefore, for 
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most part described with particular reference to samples prepared under 
these same conditions. Where a different deposition rate was used it 
is referred to in the appropriate plate. Micrographs included in 
this section are all representative of the various substrate tempera-
ture regions indicated in Figure (4.5), although many were specially 
selected because they provide a good illustration of a particular 
topographical feature. It is emphasised, however, that these 
examples were chosen from many hundreds of micrographs which were 
taken of ('l'TF) (TCNQ) films. For example, when carrying out SEM on 
a sample prepared by the TGS method the film was normally examined 
every 2 mm along its length. Therefore, the interpretation of the 
SEM results is based upon a very much larger body of data than it 
was possible to present here. 
The micrographs included in Figures (4.8) to (4.15) which follow 
were considered to be representative of the substrate temperatures 
indicated on the page immediately preceding each plate. The magni-
fication used is also indicated. Unless otherwise stated a voltage 
of 35 KV was employed. Characteristic topographical features of films 
deposited within various substrate temperature zones will now be 
described. 
(i) Films deposited above 265K 
This region was highly reflecting to visible light and exhibited 
interference colours. M.g.(d) in Figure (4.10) was taken of a film 
deposited at about 261K, and shows a pronounced tendency toward 
growth in the plane of the film. Crystallites were very thin in the 
perpendicular direction. At higher deposition temperatures the average 
size of crystallites decreased as can be seen in m.g. (f) of Figure 
(4.10), however, at this temperature growth was still largely confined 
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to two dimensions. As discussed in the following sections this 
region corresponds to that which gave the O,O,n reflections in X-Ray 
diffraction i.e., the ab plane of the crystallites is parallel to the 
substrate. 
In films deposited at higher deposition rates it was possible 
to observe the growth of crystallites out of the film plane at 
substrate temperatures above 270K as shown, for example, in a film 
0 -1 deposited at SA sec in Figure (4.8). Although in plane growth is 
still very much in evidence in all the micrographs of Figure (4.8) 
the number of crystals growing out of the film plane increased with 
increasing temperature, reaching a maximum at 282K (m.g(b)). At this 
point crystals growing out of the plane were large with a high degree 
of perfection and had an ab plane aspect ratio approaching unity and 
were very thin in the c direction. To one side of each of these 
crystallites the underlying film was depleted. This effect is more 
easily observed in m.g.(d) which is a lower magnification shot of 
m.g(c). 
Figure (4.9) which is a low magnification (x2000) study of a 
film deposited at 10R sec-1 , between 260K and 274 provides striking 
evidence for the rapid increase in the concentration of crystals 
growing out of the film above about 265K. 
(ii) Films deposited between 265 and 240K 
Below 260K films ·which were highly reflecting at higher temper-
atures, began to exhibit surface roughness and to the naked eye 
appeared very dull and grey. At the high temperature end of this 
region, in the vicinity of 265K, in-plane '2-d' growth still 
predominated, as for example in m.g's(e) and (f), Figure (4.10), but 
SEM micrographs of (T'l'F) (TCNQ) films 
Figure 4.7. Films deposited at higher deposition rates (loR sec-1 ) 
(a) & (c) Deposited at 228K x 20,000 
(b) & (a) Deposited at 268K x 40,000 
(e) & (f) Deposited at 274K x 40,000 
Micrographs (a), (b) and (e) were not coated with metal prior to 
annealing while (c), (d) and (f) were coated with metal prior to 
annealing voltage: 35 KV 
0 -1 Figure 4. 8. Film deposited at SA sec , at substrate temperature 
above 270K 
(a) 272K X 10,000 (b) 282 X 10,000 
(c) 286 x 10,000 (d) 286 X 4,800 
(e) 289 x 10,000 (e) 291 x 10,000 
0 -1 Figure 4.9. Film deposited at lOA sec , at substrate temperature 
between 260K and 274K 
(a) 260K (b) 262K 
(c) 264K (d) 268K 
(e) 27lK (f) 274K 
Magnification: x 2,000 (l em 5o,oooR> 
Figure 4.10. Film deposited at lR sec-1 , at substrate temperatures 
between 255K and 270K 
(a) 255 (b) 257K 
(c) 258 (d) 261K 
(e) 264 (f) 268K 
Magnification: x 20,000 (l em 5, oooR> ; vel tage 30KV 
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crystallites began to exhibit roughness below this temperature 
as in m.g(c). By 255K the pattern of growth had changed again to one 
of out-of-plane growth m.g's (a) and (b). However, unlike films 
obtained in the region above 260K the underlying '2-d' growth was 
disrupted and the surface of the films became very irregular and 
poorly reflecting. As the substrate temperature decreased further 
this irregular pattern of growth was maintained, but crystallites 
decreased in size, as shown in m.g(e) of Figure (4.11) of a 240K 
deposit. 
(iii) Films deposited between 240K and 220K 
The disordered structure apparent in m.g(e) of Figure (4.11) 
for the film deposited at 240K gave way to a pronounced out-of-plane 
alignment of crystallites, which was a characteristic feature of 
films deposited in the vicinity of 235K, and is also shown in Figure 
(4.11) m.g's(c) and (d). The surface density of crystallites was 
also a maximum for films deposited at 235K. Below 235K, the concen-
tration of crystallites with an out-of-plane orientation decreased 
with decreasing substrate temperature. When compared to the above 
mentioned micrographs it is clear from m.g's(d) and (b) that gaps 
have developed between the vertically oriented crystallites, the 
latter having taken on a stalagmite-like appearance growing out of 
an underlying fine grained disordered film. 
The series of micrographs referred to above were taken of a film 
which had not been coated with metal prior to annealing. This 
unusual pattern of growth was examined in more detail by the repli-
cation technique referred to earlier which was used to establish if 
the structure was formed during deposition or as a result of annealing. 
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The micrographs shown in Figure (4.12) were obtained from the 
same film between 229K and 239K using the TGS technique. M.g's (b) 
(d) and (f) in Figure (4.11) were obtained from the film coated with 
metal prior to annealing and therefore corresponds to the film in 
the as-deposited state, while m.g's(a), (c) and (e) were taken of the 
uncoated film at the same substrate temperatures, (b) (d) and (f), 
respectively, after annealing at room temperature. Despite the 
difference in the magnification factor for the two sets of micro-
graphs it is obvious that a pronounced change in the structure of the 
film occurred on annealing. The as-deposited film had a fine grained 
disordered structure with what appears to be small crystalline 
regions dispersed within it, in the form of small clumps. The number 
density of these crystallites first increased with temperature to a 
maximum at 233K (micrograph 3) and then decreased, until they had 
all but disappeared by 240K. The annealed film on the other hand 
contains thin lath-like crystals and has a very much more open 
grained structure than those of Figure (4.11). It is also apparent 
that, like the film in Figure 4.7), material has either been lost 
from the film on annealing or extensive restructuring has occurred. 
Micrographs (a) and (b) in Figure (4.11) also suggest that re-
evaporation has taken place from film deposited at temperatures down 
to 220K. 
Further suppo~t for re-evaporation from films deposited between 
240K and 220K comes from micrographs (a) and (b) of Figure (4.7). 
Micrograph (a) was taken from a film deposited at high rate (loR 
-1 
sec ) 229K and then annealed, while (b) is the same film coated with 
metal prior to annealing. Again considerable restructuring of the 
former is evident in the form of needle-like growth and larger neonatal 
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11 . (l3) h' h 1 h d lt f 1' crysta ~tes w ~c can on y ave occurre as a resu o annea ~ng. 
By 245K the topography of the annealed and unannealed portions of 
the film were practically identical. 
(iv) Films deposited between 220 and 190K 
The region between 220K and 190K is believed to include the 
OST and consequently was studied in some detail, in an attempt to 
establish the existence of a structural optimum. Samples were 
prepared by deposition onto a constant temperature, rather than a 
gradient temperature substrate. The micrographs in Figure (4.13) 
(a) to (f) were obtained from deposits prepared at 197, 210, 213, 
215, 217 and 222K, respectively. All samples were prepared at a 
deposition rate of ~ sec-1 • With the exception of (a) (xlO,OOO) all 
micrographs have a magnification factor of x2o,ooo. 
It is apparent from the micrographs that there is a ttend away 
from the randomly oriented crystallites of the 222K (micrograph f a) 
sample toward a film with oriented crystallites at 197K (m.g (a>).. Films 
deposited between 197K and 210K (m.g(p) __ and a veD'c._similar-structure 
with what is presumably the b-axis of well formed prisms oriented 
out of the film plane, particularly at 197K. By 210K the crystallite 
grain boundaries were becoming less well defined and had all but 
disappeared at 213K. In the region between 213-217K (Figures c to 
e ) films, when viewed from the top, had very little structure and 
crystallites were poorly defined. Figures 14a and 14b are micro-
graphs of a thicker (3o,oooRl film deposited at 213K, showing a view 
from the top and a section through the film, respectively. It is 
obvious from these micrographs that films deposited in the region of 
SEM micrographs of (TTF) (TCNQ) films (continued) 
Figure 4.11. Films deposited at 1~ sec-1 , at substrate temperatures 
between 240K and 220K 
(a) 
(c) 
222K 
232K 
(b) 
(d) 
226K 
235K 
(e) 240K (f) 245K 
Magnification: x 20,000 (1 em = 5,000~); voltage: 30KV 
0 -1 Figure 4.12. Films deposited at lA sec , at substrate temperatures 
between 229K and 239K 
m.g's (a) & (b) deposited at 229K 
m.g's (c) & (d) deposited at 233K 
m.g's (e) & (f) deposited at 239K 
(b), (d) and (f) are of films coated with metal prior to annealing, 
Magnification: x 10,000. Voltage: 35 KV. 
(a), (c) and (e) are of uncoated film. Magnification: x 40,000 • 
. o -1 Figure 4.13. Films deposited at LA sec , at substrate temperatures 
between 197K and 222K 
m.g. (a) 
Voltage: 35 KV. 
(c) 
(e) 
197 X 10,000 
213 X 20,000 
217 X 20,000 
(b) 210K X 20,000 
(d) 
(f) 
215K X 20,000 
222K X 20,000 
0 . -1 Figure 4.14. Film deposited at SA ~n , at a substrate temperature 
of 213K 
(a) section through the film at 45° tilt 
(b) top view of the film 
Magnification: x 2,000 Voltage: 30 KV 
Figure 4.15. Films deposited below a substrate temperature of 190K 
m.g's (a) & (b) deposited at lOK 
(c) & (d) 
(e) & (f) 
II 
II 
II 
II 
l20K 
160K 
(b), (c) and (e) were taken of films coated with metal prior to annealing 
(a), (d) and (f) were taken from the uncoated film 
Magnification: x 2,00, except for (b) (x 5000) 
Figure 4.11 
Figure ~- .12. 
Figure 4.13 
Figure 4.14 
Figure 4.15 
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213K consist of highly oriented, densely packed crystallites. 
(v) Films deposited below 190K 
Films deposited below 190K were referred to briefly in the 
section dealing with the surface replication technique. Examples of 
films deposited in this substrate temperature region are given in the 
micrographs in Figure (4.15). The pattern of growth is very different 
below 190K, the major change being that growth and restructuring 
appears to occur on annealing. Those areas of film covered with 
metal prior to annealing were fine grained and had a poorly defined 
crystallite structure, for example, m.g(c). Although the film 
deposited at 160K m.g. (e) contains a large number of the cauliflower-
like structures in the as deposited state, which are presumably 
regions of crystallite growth, there was little evidence of growth 
in the as deposited film at 120K m.g. (c). On annealing the amount 
of crystalline material present in the film increased in both cases 
although comparatively few crystallites had grown from the 120K 
deposit m.g(d). In both cases, however, it is definitely established 
that growth of crystalline material occurs from the underlying film, 
although it is possible that the crystalline phase was nucleated 
during deposition. 
At very low deposition temperatures, viz. <20K, films were 
extremely fine grained and exhibited a somewhat unusual growth 
behaviour on annealing. Even after annealing at room temperature for 
several weeks there was no evidence of the cauliflower-like growth 
which was observed in films deposited at 120K and 160K. However, 
circular regions of between 25-So,oooR in diameter were observed and 
these were evenly distributed across the whole surface of the film. 
An example of this structure is shown in m.g(a) in Figure (4.15). 
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Higher magnification micrographs revealed that each circular disc was 
separated from the main body of the film by a deep trough. When the 
film was coated with metal prior to annealing, as for example in 
m.g(b), the circular discs were still observed, and in the same 
concentration. However, significant changes had obviously occurred 
during the annealing process resulting in the formation of a network 
of cracks in the metal film. These cracks appeared to originate from 
the circular discs suggesting that growth was occurring in these 
areas. Neither the size nor e1e number density (ca. l06 /cm2 ) of 
circular discs was changed by the presence of the metal film. 
Apparently then, minor changes do occur in the low temperature 
film of (TTF) (TCNQ) after deposition of the metal surface layer, 
presumably because of considerable stresses generated on annealing. 
Despite protracted attempts it wasn't possible to determine if the 
disc like structures were formed during deposition or during the 
annealing process. They were not observed in films less than lSooR 
thick, or at temperatures of deposition above 30K. Their cause was 
not established, although a number of possible explanations were 
considered including: nucleation and growth of the crystalline phase 
of (TTF) (TCNQ), resulting in a decrease in the molar volume within the 
area of the disc; differential thermal expansion of the TTFTCNQ film 
and the substrate on annealing; or re-evaporation of co-deposited 
water vapour which will almost certainly be present in films deposited 
at these low temperatures. However, since the study of (TTF) (TCNQ) 
was mainly concerned with films deposited above about l60K, further 
examination of these very low temperature deposits to determine the 
cause of the unusual disc-like structures was not carried out. 
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4.3.4 X-Ray Diffraction of TTF TCNQ Films 
The X-ray diffraction patterns of annealed films of 
TTF TCNQ were obtained using the spectrometer described in Chapter 2. 
Copper K~ radiation was used., The diffraction pattern obtained for 
a film deposited at 273K is shown in Figure 4.16. There were three 
reflections at 6: 9.8°, 18.6° and 39.6° corresponding to the (002), (004) 
(17) 
and po~ (hkl) planes of the complex • 'd' Spacings were determined 
from the single crystal data of Kistenmacher(l) and these are listed 
in Appendix 3. The (008) reflection was shifted by about 3° from the 
position predicted from the single crystal data. 
(17) Chen and Schectman also observed a strong (o,o,l) orientation 
in films deposited at 210K and reported a diffraction pattern identical 
·to that given in Figure (4.16). It corresponds to an orientation in 
which the ab plane of crystallites is parallel to the film plane. A 
scanning electron micrograph of a film deposited at this substrate 
temperature was given in Figure (4.10) in Section (4.3.3) and clearly 
shows the large ab face of the crystallites. This orientation 
persisted until a substrate temperature of 250K, however, between 
273K and 250K the intensity of the (o,o,2) reflection diminished 
rapidly to zero as shown in Figure (4.17). Below a deposition 
temperature of 250K there were no prominent reflections, although 
0 0 
several very weak ones were observed at 15.1 , 24.4 and 
25.6° in separate films. Very weak reflections at 24.4° and 25.6° 
(17) 
were reported for films of (TTF) (TCNQ) deposited at 77K but remain 
unassigned. In the present study no reflections distinguishable from 
the background were obtained from films deposited below 235K. 
Figure 4.16. X-Ray diffraction pattern of a (TTF) (TCNQ) film 
deposited at 273K showing 0,0,1 reflections. 
Diffraction angle 6 
Figure 4.17. Decrease in intensity of the (0,0,2) reflection as 
a function of substrate temperature 275K and 250K. 
= 
= 
= 
= 
245 250 255 260 265 270 275 
Deposition Temperature K 
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4.3.5 Electron Diffraction of (TTF) (TCNQ) Films 
Diffraction data obtained from a film deposited using 
the gradient technique are collected in Table 4.1. The substrate 
temperature during deposition is given in column 1 and corresponds to 
the point on the gradient (±2.5°) from which the diffraction data were 
taken. Lattice 'd' spacings were determined from the experimental 
diffraction patterns and are listed in column 2. The final column 
contains the most probable Miller indices assignmentr which is based 
upon a comparison with 'd' spacings given in Appendix 3. When more 
than one assignment was possible both are given. Bracketed numbers 
refer to the calculated 'd' spacings of the corresponding indexed 
plane. 
With the exception of the 275K deposit, all films exhibited a 
(h,o,l) orientation. Deposits intermediate in deposition temperature 
between those given in Table (4.1) also showed similar diffraction 
behaviour. The diffracting planes in the 275K deposit were predomin-
antly (o,o,l), which corresponds to a crystallite orientation in which 
the ab planes -are parallel to the substrate surface. This was the 
orientation observed in x-ray diffraction from thicker films. 
Transmission micrographs of four areas, corresponding to depos-
ition temperatures of; 270K, 260K, 250K and 228K, are shown in 
Figure (4.18) a to d respectively. The film deposited at 270K is very 
similar in appearance to the SEM micrographs in Figure (4.10),in that 
it consisted of large (ca. 20,000~) well defined crystallites elongated 
along one axis (presumably the b-axis), with large areas of the film 
free of crystallites. This mode of growth is consistent with 
appreciable diffusion of ad-molecules on the surface prior to 
Table 4.1. Crystallite Orientation as a Function of Substrate 
Temperature for (TTF) (TCNQ) films as determined by TEM. 
Deposition Observed Probable Miller Indices 
'd' S§acing Assignment and Calculated Temperature 
'd' Spacings 
275K 5.80 003 (5.93) 
3.58 oos (3. 56) 
2.98 006 (2.97) 
270K 5.1 201 (5.24) 
2.53 402 (2.62) 
2.04 108 (2 .09) 
260K 6.55 102 (6. 44) 
3.89 104 (3.87) 300 (3.95) 
3.34 302 (3. 32) 
2.68 106 (2. 72) 304 (2. 64) 
2.05 108 (2 0 09) 
250K VERY WEAK DIFFRACTION PATTERN 
228K 6.36 102 (6 .44) 
3.92 104 (3.87) 300 (3.95) 
3.64 301 (3. 66) Io5 (3.67) 
3.24 302 (3.31) lOS (3.20) 
2lOK 6.45 102 (6.44) 
3.92 104 (3.87) 300 (3.95) 
3.28 302 (3. 31) 
UNSTABLE IN THE BEAM 
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desorption. However, with decreasing substrate temperature, surface 
area coverage increased, until by 260K the unusual structure shown 
in Figure (4.18(b)) was obtained. Crystallites were also much 
smaller in the b-axis direction at 260K, although apparently growth 
was still predominantly 2-dimensional and controlled by surface 
diffusion. The product of surface area coverage and crystallite 
size was a maximum in the vicinity of 265K. Below this temperature 
crystalline size began to decrease. 
Below 260K, deposits consisted of small needle-like crystallites 
as shown in Figure (4.18) (c) and (d). The 210K deposit was similar 
to Figure (4.18) (d) except that crystallites were smaller. Although 
apparently quite unlike the micrographs obtained using the scanning 
electron microscope, it should be remembered that Figures (4.8) (a) 
to (d) were obtained for much thinner films and will therefore reflect 
the earlier stages of growth. They were also viewed in transmission 
at 90° to the film phase and there is consequently no perspective, 
i.e. they are essentially 2-dimensional images. Nevertheless the 
same general trends were observed in both the scanning and transmission 
modes. 
In general the diffraction patterns obtained consisted of a 
series of rings, which is normal for polycrystalline samples. Areas 
of the film deposited in the high temperature region at 260K and 
above did, however, snow some tendency for the diffraction rings to 
break up, suggesting that crystallites adopted a preferred alignment 
with respect to the undiffracted beam. The diffraction pattern in 
Figure (4.19) shows this most clearly. It was obtained for the 260K 
deposit and corresponds to the micrograph shown in Figure (4.18) (b). 
Figure 4.18. The effect of deposition temperature on the structure 
of (TTF) (TCNQ) films as shown by TEM 
(a) Film deposited at 270K 
(b) Film deposited at 260K 
(c) Film deposited at 250K 
(d) Film deposited at 228K 
Magnification X 20,000 (1 em = 5,000~) 
Figure 4.19. Transmission electron diffraction pattern for a 
(TTF) (TCNQ) film deposited at 260K. 
Figure 4 . 18 
Figure 4.19 
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In addition to the diffraction spots, an unusual striation of the line 
corresponding to the 104 (or 300) plane was observed. A similar, 
but less pronounced effect was observed for areas of the film 
deposited between 260K and 275K. Linear structure of this kind may 
be caused by samples which are extremely thin in the diffraction 
direction( 29 ). 
4.4 Discussion 
It is apparent from the SEM results that the temperature of the 
substrate during deposition has a marked influence on the topography 
of (TTF) (TCNQ) films. Because of the strong, preference for growth 
along the b-axis, changes in topography were very pronounced and it 
was possible to identify transition points between various modes of 
growth with reasonable accuracyo Five substrate temperature regimes 
were thus identified which had the following characteristics. 
a) Films deposited above 255K 
Large well formed platelets with their ab planes oriented out 
of the film plane were observed above about 265K. At lower substrate 
temperatures the angle at which these crystallites were inclined to 
the surface was reduced, culminating in crystallites growing with 
their ab planes parallel to the film surface. 
b) Films deposited between 235K and 255K 
The pattern reversed in that the predominant trend was to out 
of plane growth, with the concentration of crystallites increasing at 
lower substrate temperature. At 235K a pronounced alignment of 
crystallites was observed with their long axis oriented out of the film 
plane. The lack of XRD reflections and weak electron transmission 
intensities suggests that films deposited below 250K were strongly 
disordered. 
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c) Films deposited between 235K and 220K 
There was considerable evidence for re-evaporation from 
'disordered' regions of films deposited in this regime during annealing. 
This was accompanied by pronounced changes in their topography. The 
relative proportion of crystalline to disordered material decreased 
at lower temperatures and there was a marked decrease in the thickness 
of deposits. 
d) Films deposited between 220K and 190K 
An increase in film thickness occurred reaching a maximum 
between 210-215K. A pronounced out of plane alignment of the long-
axis of crystallites was also observed in this substrate temperature 
regime. Between 2lo-215K films had a dense columnar structure with 
a smooth surface. At lower temperatures well formed square prismatic 
crystallites were observed, with an out of plane orientation. 
e) Films deposited below 190K 
Films initially had a disordered structure particularly at low 
temperatures with the number of crystalline centres increasing with 
increasing substrate temperature. On annealing, further crystallites 
were formed, although their concentration in the fully annealed film 
was dependent on deposition temperature. At low deposition temper-
atures very few larger crystallites were formed even after annealing. 
The topographical spectrum observed for (TTF) (TCNQ) films 
provides a classic example of the changes which occur when progressively 
non-equilibrium conditions of growth are employed. Thus, under 
essentially equilibrium conditions, such as occur at high substrate 
temperatures and low supersaturation, film topography and crystal 
morphology are largely determined by thermodynamic considerations. 
The morphology of crystals will, under these circumstances, approximate 
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to the equilibrium form which is subject to the condition(30): 
minimum 
where cri is the specific surface free energy of the ith face and Ai 
its area. On the basis of PBC theory the ab face of (TTF) (TCNQ) is 
expected to predominate at low supersaturation and this was shown 
by XRD and TEM to be the case for films deposited above 260K. At low 
substrate temperatures and high supersaturations on the other hand 
kinetic considerations, for example the surface mobility of ad-
molecules, become importanto Under these conditions b-axis growth 
should predominate, since this is the strong growth direction. This 
accounts for the pronounced out of plane b-axis growth observed for 
films deposited at 235K (Figure (4.11)). In general, therefore, it 
is possible to provide an adequate description of the topography of 
films deposited at 235K. in terms of nucleation and PBC theories·. 
However, since it is the substrate temperature regime below 240K which 
is of primary interest, vis a vis the optimum substrate temperature 
effect, a detailed discussion of the topography of films deposited 
above 240K is left until Section (4.4.2). 
4.4.1 Films Deposited Below 240K 
(i) Evidence for re-evaporation 
The micrographs of Figures (4.11) and (4.12) suggests that 
the rate of nucleation of the crystalline phase, during deposition, 
reaches a maximum in the vicinity of 235K. Below this temperature, 
nucleation rate decreases, presumably because of a decrease in the 
surface mobility of ad-molecules, as predicted by equation (1.7 ). In 
the absence of nucleation, molecules may either re-evaporate or, 
alternatively, become trapped by the impinging flux before they have 
time to re-evaporate from the surface, as discussed in Chapter 3. 
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Re-evaporation should, of course, cause a reduction in the mass of 
material deposited relative to films prepared above 235K. Figure (6.13) 
Chapter 6 does, in fact, show that a marked decrease in the thickness 
of films did occur for deposition temperatures between 235K and 220K, 
although it increased again below 220K. However, on closer examination 
of Figures (4.7) and (4.12) it was definitely established that re-
evaporation took place as a result of annealing. This does not, of 
course, exclude the possibility that re-evaporation also took place 
during deposition. 
The amount of material which re-evaporates from disordered 
regions on annealing does appear to depend upon the concentration of 
crystalline centres present is as-deposited films. The micrographs 
in Figure (4.12) show this clearly. The concentration of stalagmite-
like crystals growing out of the plane of the film which are inter-
preted as sites of nucleation in the as-deposited film, decrease with 
decreasing substrate temperature between 235 and 220K. It is proposed 
that on annealing these nucleation centres act as sites for further 
growth by capturing molecules as they re-evaporate from disordered 
regions of the film. Since re-evaporating molecules will have a large 
component directed out of the film plane this would explain the 
unusual mode of growth observed in Figure (4.12). The amount of 
material retained in this way will depend upon the relative rates of 
re-evaporation from disordered regions and growth of these nuclei. It 
is possible to understand, therefore, why film thickness increases 
rather than decreases in going from 220K to 235K. Although the 
occurrence of nucleation is possible within the disordered phase as a 
result of annealing, as will be shown in Chapters 5 and 6, this does 
not take place until films are annealed above 270K, whereas re-
evaporation and growth of existing nuclei begin immediately above the 
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temperature of deposition. 
(ii) Location of the OST for (TTF) (TCNQ) 
The observation of re-evaporation is important because 
it appears to substantiate VBR's proposal that the OST effect is 
associated with loss of material from disordered regions of the film, 
whether it be during deposition or annealing. This makes 235K a 
possible candidate for the OST in (T'l'F) (TCNQ) films. The pronounced 
out-of-plane b-axis alignment observed at this temperature gives way 
to a more disordered crystallite array at higher temperatures, which 
is reminiscent of VBR's observations of the OST in anthracene. Their 
SEM results for anthracene, and those for phthalocyanine (J?) show 
a finer grained structure at the OST, which would be consistent with 
a maximum in nucleation rate, such as was observed for (TTF) (TCNQ) 
films at 235K. It is not immediately apparent, however, why the 
location of a maximum in nucleation rate of the crystalline phase 
should be related to the boiling point of a liquid rather than the 
sublimation of a solid. 
It was not possible to determine the normal boiling point of 
(TTF) (TCNQ) because it decomposes prior to melting at atmospheric 
pressure. However, comparing it with other aromatic compounds of 
. 
similar molecular weight helps to define a fairly broad substrate 
temperature interval between 180K and 240K within which the OST for 
(TTF) (TCNQ) might be expected to occur, i.e. assuming the OST is 
located at one third of the normal boiling point. Within this 
temperature regime there is, in fact, a second possible candidate for 
the OST, located at approximately 213K. Since films deposited at 
both 235K and 213K exhibited similar topographical features, i.e. a 
pronounced columnar type of growth with densely packed crystals 
oriented out of the film plane, it is not possible to state categorically 
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which of these two temperatures is the OST, on the basis of the SEM 
results alone. Furthermore, XRD and TEM both failed to give any 
l:lSeful information about film structure in this temperature regime, 
on which to base a decision abbut its location. Hence the need to 
carry out infrared and electrical measurements, which are discussed 
in Chapters 5 and 6, respectively. Certain features of the SEM 
results do, however, allow an educated guess about the location of 
the OST in (TTF) (TCNQ) • 
The study of aromatic hydrocarbons presented in the previous 
chapter strongly suggests that the OST effect is associated with a 
transition between disordered and ordered phases of these compounds. 
Similar arguments should .also extend to (TTF) (TCNQ). For example, 
a reasonable interpretation of the micrographs in Figure (4.15) is 
that films deposited below about 200K are initially obtained with a 
highly disordered structure which only crystallises on annealing. 
Thus the. results obtained for the film deposited at. 120K m.g's(c) and 
(d) are consistent with a small concentration of nuclei in the as-
deposited film which act as centres for growth on annealing. The 
concentration of such nuclei in these thicker films increase at higher 
substrate temperatures to reach a maximum in the region of 213K. At 
this temperature crystallites are most densely packed resulting in 
the structure shown in Figure (4.14a) which is a cross section through 
the film. Unlike the region between 220K and 235K, growth which occurs 
as a result of annealing in films prepared below 213K appears to 
involve the formation of new nucleation centres within the disordered 
regions, rather than re-evaporation and subsequent growth on nucleation 
centres introduced into the film during deposition. Although Figure (6.13) 
shows that there was a small decrease in film thickness below 213K 
there was very little visual evidence to suggest that substantial 
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re-evaporation had taken place. Further evidence to support this 
conclusion was obtained from annealing experiments, which are 
discussed in Chapter 6. 
On the basis of the SEM evidence it is inferred that there are 
two substrate temperature regimes; between 235 and 220K, and below 
210K, respectively, within which deposition produces films containing 
both the disordered and crystalline phases of (TTF) (TCNQ). At inter-
mediate substrate temperatures (210K to 220K), however, an as yet 
unspecified ordering process leads to an increase in film thickness 
and is responsible for the ~ely packed structure observed after 
annealing to room ·temperature. This, it is proposed, is the region 
of the OST for (TTF) (TCNQ), because as will now be discussed it appears 
to coincide with the boundary line between the liquid and vapour phase 
and should therefore be related to the nominal boiling point. 
(iii) An explanation of the OST effect 
An explanation of the OST effect is provided with 
reference to Figure (4. 20) , which is a generalised phase diagram for 
a solid/liquid/vapour system, with effective pressure or deposition 
rate plotted against substrate temperature. The solid lines (AB), 
(BC) and (BD) represent the thermodynamic boundaries between the three 
phases, while the dashed line (BE), dividing regions (1) and (4), is 
an extrapolation of the liquidus line (BC) into the region of the 
diagram were crystalline solid is thermodynamically the most stable 
phase. The line (BE) implies the existence of a metastable 
equilibrium between the liquid and vapour phase in the absence of 
crystallisation. Because of the very high quenching rates achievable 
with vapour deposition onto cooled surfaces it is a most effective 
method of by-passing the crystalline state and has been used exten-
(31) 
sively to prepare amorphous or glassy solids • 
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Figure 4.20. Idealised phase diagram for a solid/liquid/vapour 
system showing the formation of a metastable liquid 
phase below the melting point (line BE) 
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At constant impingement rate, the influence of temperat·ure on 
the nature of the condensate can be followed by traversing a line 
PP'. Beginning at high substrate temperatures, where the line P P' 
crosses J\B,nucleation of the crystalline phase is thermodynamically 
possible anqthe rate of nucleation increases with decreasing 
substrate temperature to a maximum at T • This region corresponds 
max 
to substrate temperatures above 235K for TTF TCNQ. Below T the 
max 
rate of nucleation decreases for kinetic reasons and individual 
molecules are stable entities under the conditions of deposition and 
comprise the first disordered phase. Thus, although the crystalline 
phase of the complex is thermodynamically the most stable phase below 
T its nucleation is prevented by the low mobility of ad-molecules. 
max 
Within disordered regions of the condensate, molecules presumably 
adopt a random orientation. Without the stabilising influence of 
lattice formation the net interaction energy between molecules must, 
of course, be repulsive since only the crystalline phase is stable in 
this substrate temperature regime. The disordered phase is therefore 
thermodynamically unstable, which would explain the tendency to·re-
evaporate during annealing. 
At the point T8s were the line PP' crosses the extrapolated liquid 
equilibrium line (BE) the liquid phase is in true metastable equilibrium 
with the vapour phase, despite the fact that substrate temperature is 
several hundred degrees below the melting point. Films deposited at 
Tos are therefore properly described as liquid-like rather than solid 
or disordered, because although they do not possess long range order 
(LRO) they do possess short range order (SRO) as does a liquid. 
Although this may appear to be a subtle dis tinction to make, it is, 
in fact, crucial for understanding the OST effect since it provides a 
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straightforward explanation for the generality of relationship between 
Tos and the normal boiling point of the liquid phase of materials in 
terms of fundamental forces of attraction and repulsion which exist 
between molecules, as will now be discussed. 
(iv) (32) The Principle of Corresponding States 
The properties of a non-ideal gas may be treated approx-
imately in terms of the well knoWn Van der Waals equation 
(P + ~) (V - b) 
v2 
RT (4.1) 
where the term a/v2 is a measure of the attractive interaction between 
molecules; for a given gas a is a constant and V is the molar volume; 
b, the effective volume of a molecule is approximately four times the 
measured volume. .b is related to both the repulsive and attractive 
interaction between molecules. The other symbols have their usual 
meaning. 
The pressure,volume and temperature may be expressed in terms of 
the critical pressure,volume and temperature, respectively. 
P = 'lfPc v = 
and it is then possible to write the Van der Waals equation in terms 
of the reduced pressure rr, volume cp and temperature 8. 
('If + .;) (3cp 
cp 
1) = 88 (4.2) 
In its reduced form the Van der Waals equation is perfectly general, 
and represents qualitatively the behaviour of all substance in both 
the liquid and gaseous states. Thus substances with the same reduced 
pressure 1r when at equal reduced temperatures 8 have the same reduced 
volumes Vc, which is a statement of the Law of Corresponding States. 
While equation ( 4.2) is perfectly general for VDW type molecules it 
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suffers from the same limitations as the VDW equation with regard to 
molecular association. 
A consequence of the Law of Corresponding States is that the 
normal boiling point is a corresponding temperature, i.e.,it is a 
constant fraction (0.6) (33 ) of the critical temperature. This is 
approximately true for a variety of substances, normal as well as 
associated. By the same token all points on the liquidus curve (CE) 
including the portion (BE) in Figure (4.20) can be considered to be 
corresponding temperatures, thus the optimum substrate temperature 
Tos which is one third of the normal boiling, has a value of 0.2 T 
crit 
(0.6/3). The same will be approximately true for all substances whose 
molecules interact substantially through VDW forces. Neutral organic 
substances, which includes aromatic molecules such as anthracene, 
(TTF) and (TCNQ), fall into this category although electronic effects. 
are clearly important in the complex (TTF) (TCNQ). 
The reason for drawing attention to the VDW equation and the Law 
of Corresponding states is to emphasise~ a) that the significant 
relationship is that between Tos and Tcrit rather than that between 
T08 and TB, and b) that Tcrit and hence T05 are determined by the 
relative magnitudes of the repulsive and attractive interactions 
between molecules, since 
Sa 
27Rb and 
At the point where PP' crosses th~ thermodynamic boundary line 
(BE) in Figure (4.20) the net interaction potential will change sign, 
becoming attractive on the LHS of (BE). It is proposed therefore that 
films deposited in the vicinity of the boundary line owe their additional 
stability to a net short range attractive interaction between molecules 
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and it is this which is responsible for the OST effect. 
The situation envisaged during deposition at the OST is one in 
which molecules are able to relax by rotation, relative to their 
nearest neighbours. This enables us to maximise short range attractive 
forces and so establish a structure which possesses short range order. 
At higher temperatures short range repulsive forces will begin to 
dominate, presumably because of the increase in the effective volume 
of molecules( 33 ), which will prevent them adopting a minimum potential 
energy configuration. At the same time their severely curtailed 
translation freedom prevents molecules from undergoing nucleation 
until a deposition temperature of 235K, in the case of (TTF) (TCNQ) 
films, rendering them thermodynamically unstable. Below the OST, on 
the other hand, the rate of. rotational relaxation of molecules (Trot), 
whiqh is an activated process, normally obeying an equation of the 
same form as equation ( 1.6), i.e. 
= 
1 
v 
rot 
exp 
-E 
rot 
kT (4.3) 
will decrease. v t is a molecular rotation frequency and E t is 
ro ro 
the activation energy associated with the process of rotation. At 
temperatures sufficiently low to cause a significant reduction in 
T t molecules will be prevented from adopting a minimum energy 
ro 
configuration, with respect to nearest neighbours leading to a second 
region of disorder and a reduction in SRO. The temperature at which 
this occurs,which is designated T tin Figure (4.20),defines the 
ro 
lower limit of existence of the metastable liquid phase, for a given 
deposition rate. From the SEM data obtained for (TTF) (TCNQ) films 
deposited at about lR sec-l the apparent range of existence of the 
metastable liquid phase in the as-deposited state extends from about 
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l90K up to 213K. 
The existence of an SRO phase in the vicinity of the OST, also 
infers that films deposited below 190K consist of a disordered phase, 
containing regions of SRO rather than crystallites. However, the 
film deposited at 160K (m.g 4.15(d)) for example, appears to contain 
crystalline regions in the as-deposited state. In order to explain 
these apparently conflicting results it is necessary to consider that 
bonding between nearest neighbours in the SRO state is similar to that 
in the crystalline phase of (TTF) (TCNQ) and is largely determined by 
the out-of-plane interaction between molecules. This may still result 
in a preference for molecular stacking, even in the absence of LRO 
and would explain the striking similarity between films deposited at 
235K and those deposited at the OST. Thus it is envisaged that in 
the metastable state segregated stacks may still be formed but within 
these stacks positional or orientational disorder prevents the 
establishment of SRO o Furthermore, it is likely that on annealing 
the metal replication technique would not prevent crystallisation of 
these disordered stacks so that they appear as crystallites in metallised 
films. 
(v) Dependence of the OST on deposition rate 
Since the OST falls on the extrapolated liquidus line 
its dependence on deposition rate, or effective vapour pressure, should 
be given by the Clausius-Clapeyron equation. However, the substrate 
temperature range over which it is possible to observe the OST effect 
will have an upper limit, which coincides with T and a lower limit 
max 
determined by T t" Above T , nucleation of the crystalline phase 
ro max 
will occur during growtho Furthermore, in the regime T - T t 
max op 
nucleation should still be possible, albeit at a lower rate so that 
in this co-existence region both the crystalline and metastable liquid 
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phase will be formed at higher deposition rates than P P', it is assumed 
that at this deposition rate, the nucleation rate of the crystalline 
phase is negligible. Below T t of course condensed film will always 
ro 
contain a proportion of the disordered phase in the as-deposited state 
because of the reduced relaxation rate of molecules. Thus, although 
there is not a unique value for the OST the range of existence of the 
metastable liquid phase covers a relatively small substrate temperature 
interval, which in the case of {TTF) {TCNQ) falls between about 190K 
and 235K, depending upon the rate of deposition. 
T t and T in Figure {4.20) are shown as being independent 
ro max 
of deposition rate {R) for the sake of clarity. The latter should, 
in fact, be depicted as exhibiting a weak dependence, as outlined in 
Section { 1.2 ) . The influence of R on T t has not been ascertained, 
ro 
but since it is likely to influence only the pre-exponential term in 
equation {4.3) and T t is dominated by the exponential term, it is 
ro 
likewise thought to be relatively weakly dependent on R. 
{vi) Summary of the study of films deposited below 235K 
Films deposited above about 235K were essentially 
crystalline in the as-deposited state and were considered not to be 
relevant to the main theme of this thesis, which is concerned with a 
study of the OST effect. Thus the following section, while of · 
interest in connection with the mechanism of crystal growth from the 
vapour phase, at relatively low supersaturations, may be safely 
omitted if the readers main purpose is to gain further insight into 
the OST effect. A summary of the conclusions derived from the SEM 
study of {TTF) {TCNQ) films deposited at 240K and below will therefore 
be given at this point, so that the reader may proceed directly to 
Chapter 5 is desired. The important conclusions were:-
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a) A maximum in the rate of nucleation of the crystalline phase 
occurred in film depssited in the vicinity of 235K, which marks 
the boundary between the high temperature crystalline phase and 
low temperature disordered state of (TTF) (TCNQ). 
b) In the substrate temperature regime between 235K and 220K both 
crystalline and disordered regions were formed during deposition. 
Re-evaporation of disordered material, which occurred on 
annealing, was considered to be responsible for a reduction in 
the thickness of films deposited between 220K and 235K. 
c) It was proposed.that a metastable liquid-like film possessing 
SRO was deposited below 220K and, furthermore, it was concluded 
that this was the cause of the OST effect. The OST for (TTF) 
(TCNQ) films deposited at Ji sec -l was located at 213K. 
d) Below 190K a reduction in the molecular relaxation rate was 
considered to be responsible for an increase in the degree of 
disorder .. incorporated into films during deposition. Crystal-
lisation was observed to occur within disordered regions of low 
temperature condensates on annealing. 
e) The pronounced out-of-plane b-axis alignment of crystallites 
observed at 235K, which coincided with a maximum in film thickness, 
was ascribed to a. high rate of nucleus formation during deposition. 
These acted as centres for further growth when material was 
re-evaporated from disordered regions of a film on annealing. 
f) Films deposited in the vicinity of 213K showed characteristics 
similar to those prepared at 235K but crystallites were, if 
anything, more densely packed and the surface was smoother in 
the former case. This latter structural optimum is thought to 
be associated with establishment of SRO at the optimum substrate 
temperature • 
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Since XRD and TEM failed to provide any useful information 
about the structure of ~ilms deposited below 250K the conclusions given 
above are largely based on conjecture, which although not unreasonable 
is not entirely satisfactory. Thus for the moment they should be 
considered as proposals rather than conclusions. However, an important 
objective in carrying out a study of the topography of (TTF) (TCNQ) 
films was to establish the existence of a structural optimum, and 
its location, and this objective has almost certainly been realised. 
In the process a number of highly pertinent questions have been raised 
in respect of the nature of films deposited below 235K. For example, 
proposals concerning the reasons for the observation of an OST in 
vacuum deposited films hinge upon the formation of a disordered phase 
below 235K and the consequent loss of LRO, and in particular upon . 
the possibility that a metastable liquid-like phase possessing SRO is 
formed in the vicinity of a structural optimum. Clearly in order to 
establish the existence of both the disordered and metastable phases 
it is necessary to investigate the properties of films in the as-
deposited state. This is then the main theme of Chapter 5 which is 
devoted to an infrared study of (TTF) (TCNQ) films. 
Having established the existence of a structural optimum in 
(TTF) (TCNQ) films it becomes necessary to demonstrate that it leads 
to an optimisation of film properties. This was the main purpose for 
carrying out the electrical conductivity measurements, which are 
described in Chapter 6. 
4.4.2 Films Deposited at Substrate Temperatures Above 235K 
On crossing the solidus line (AB) in Figure (4.20) 
nucleation of the crystalline phase will occur, the concentration of 
nuclei increasing with decreasing substrate temperature, as predicted 
by equation ( 1.7). Substantial re-evaporation is expected in this 
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region, as determined by equation (1.6 ), coupled with a high relative 
surface mobility whose temperature dependence is given by· equation 
(1.5 ). Thus, in the substrate temperature regime above 250K film 
topography can be explained qualitatively by combining equations (1.6 
and ( 1.5) i.e. the relative rates of surface migration andre-
evaporation, as will now be discussed. 
(i) Films deposited at substrate temperatures above 255K 
The mean displacement (X) of an ad-molecule on a surface after 
impingement, but prior to desorption, is given by equation (1.9 ) which 
is repeated here for convenience 
x = In ' I~ a a 
As outlined in Section (1.2.2 ) Da and 'a have opposite temperature 
dependencies hence equation (1.9 ) predicts that X goes through a 
maximum at a temperature determined by ~Gdes - ~Gsd assuming that the 
barrier to nucleation ~G* is negligible by comparison. As outlined in 
Chapter (1) the rate of growth of a crystal face depends upon the 
rate of advance of steps upon that face. Since the latter rate is 
proportional to (X) the dimensions of crystallites growing in the 
film plane should also go through a maximum. Experimental evidence 
for this maximum is given m.g(a) to (e) in Figure (4.10) for a film 
deposited at a rate of 70~/min. This is the deposition temperature 
regime in which the ab plane of crystallites was shown by XRD to be 
parallel to the substrate i.e. the strong growth 'b' direction is 
oriented in the film plane. This is consistent with PBC theory. 
Because of the high degree of supersaturation at the surface the 
strongest growth direction should be oriented in the film plane. The 
maximum in the size of the ab face of crystallites growing in the 
film plane occurred at 258K to 261K i.e. m.g's(b) and (c) of 
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Figure ( 4. 10 l • 
Two other features of Figure (4.10) require further comment. 
At low temperatures, m.g. (a) (257K), there is evidence of out-of-
plane growth, although the underlying surface film has a smooth 
appearance with poorly defined grain boundaries. At high temperatures 
(268K), on the other hand m.g. (e) shows that the in-plane crystallite 
aspect ratio is much closer to unity, and that grain boundaries are 
more clearly defined than in the low temperature deposits. These 
changes infer that as deposition temperature increases re-evaporation 
becomes the dominant influence on film topography rather than surface 
diffusion, and this is supported by the .results for films deposited 
at high temperatures. 
At higher substrate temperatures ~Gsd' which is generally much 
1 
(34) 
ess than ~Gd , can be neglected and the latter determines X 
es 
through equation ( 1. 9). Since the average nufnber (n1 ) of adsorbed 
molecules is given by equation ( 1.6 l 
exp (~Gd /kT) es 
where R1 is rate of impingement, when n/T ~ R. a significant proportion a ~ 
of ad-molecules will desorb before they are able to diffuse to a site 
of attachment and become incorporated into growing crystallites. 
When the situation is such that the rate of desorption (Rd) approaches 
Ri the concentration of molecules in the vicinity of the surface is 
determined by both Ri and Rd. If ad-molecules are assumed to leave 
th f 'th 11' di 'b t' f 1 'ti (3S) th e sur ace w~ a Maxwe ~an str~ u ~on o ve oc~ es. , en 
the re-entrant flux will decrease with distance (d) from the surface 
as <
1/d) 2Rd. The effective concentration (C) of mo~ecules as a function 
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of distance above the surface is then given approximately by 
= ( 4. 4) 
This corresponds to an increase in supersaturation above the surface 
when compared to a situation where Rd << Ri. PBC theory would predict, 
therefore, that the strongest bonding axis of crystallites should have 
Rd 
an out-of-plane component at high temperature, i.e. when the ratio 
Ri 
becomes appreciable. Therefore, the angle which the b-axis adopts 
relative to the surface should increase with increasing substrate 
temperature. A comparison with the experimental results for films 
deposited above 270K (Figure (4.8)) bears out this prediction. Crystals 
which grow out of the film plane, as can be seen in Figure (4.8(b)) 
have large well formed ab faces and are very thin, often transparent 
in the c direction which is reminiscent of solution grown crystals 
produced under the equilibrium conditions. 
The topography of films deposited above 270K is exemplified by 
the micrographs given in Figures (4.8) and (4.9). The background 
network of crystals growing in the plane of the film is clearly visible 
in all six micrographs of Figure (4.8). On average the in-plane 
dimensions of these crystallites increase with temperature by a factor 
of two or three in going from 272K (m.g(a)) to 291K (m.g(f)). This 
increase in crystallite size presumably reflects the higher surface 
mobility of ad-molecules predicted by equation ( 1.5 ) • However, in 
spite of the fact that considerable out of plane growth appears to be 
occurring at 282K, as is evident from m.g(b), the predicted decrease 
in size of crystallites growing in the film plane had not materialised 
by 292K. It is possible that the absence of a maximum is due to the 
very high rate of deposition, used {loR sec-1 ) to produce the film, 
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from which the micrographs of Figure (4.8) were taken. Certainly it 
is apparent from m.g(f) that the underlying film began to break up at 
higher substrate temperatures. Furthermore, there was a trend away 
from a film with a smooth appearance, such as m.g(a) with its poorly 
defined grain boundaries, to a situation were grain boundaries became 
pronounced, as in m.g's(e) and (f), which again is consistent with 
an increased rate of desorption at higher substrate temperatures. 
In m.g's(c) to (f) closer observation shows that to one side of 
each of those crystallites growing out of the film plane, the under-
lying in plane growth is depleted, as if the incoming molecular flux 
has been prevented from impinging onto the substrate. These depleted 
areas are very sharply defined by the outline of the associated 
crystallite. The effect is more easily discernible in the lower 
magnification micrograph (d) in Figure (4.8). Evidence for this 
shadowing effect was sometimes observed at lower substrate temperatures. 
In such cases, however, the outline of the crystal as projected onto 
the underlying film, had rounded edges and was much less well defined 
than that in m.g(a). These results are interpreted, therefore, in 
terms of a decrease in the residence time (T ) of ad-molecules on the 
.a 
surface, after impingement, with increasing substrate temperature. 
The larger diffusion distance of ad-molecules at the lower temperature 
of 261K is responsible for poorer definition of the depleted area 
observed in Figure (4.8 )a. 
The results of Figure (4.9) provide further evidence for the 
importance of desorption in determining film topography in the region 
above 270K. These low magnification micrographs show very clearly, 
the dramatic increase in the out-of-plane contribution which occurs 
in the vicinity of 270K. Micrographs (b) to (f) represent a 
deposition temperature increase of only l2K, from 262K to 274K. The 
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temperature at which this change took place is somewhat lower than 
expected, in view of the high deposition rate used (loi sec-1 ) to 
prepare the film. The film depicted in the previous Figure was 
prepared at a deposition rate of only si sec-land yet the transition 
to out-of-plane growth did not begin until 272K i.e., some ten degrees 
higher. However, as stated earlier, although the same general pattern 
of growth was observed, irrespective of the deposition rate, it was 
not possible to quantify the effects of deposition rate because of 
the difficulty encountered in making a meaningful comparison between 
different samples. 
Desorption Free Energy of ad-molecules 
The temperature T. - at which the transition from in-plane to 
~ -+ 0 
out-of-plane growth occurs, thus signifies the onset of re-evaporation 
and as such is a function of ~Gdes' wh±ch itself is determined by the 
strength of the interaction between ad-molecules and the sites of 
attachment on a crystal surface. 
A crude estimate of the magnitude of ~Gd can be made from 
es 
equations ( 1.6) and (1.6a) if it assumed that T. (270K) corresponds 
~ -+ 0 
Rd 14 2 - -1 
to the temperature at which ~-+ 0.1. If Ri ~ 10 molecules em sec 
~ 
and v is of the order of a molecular vibrational frequency i.e. 1o14 
0 
sec -l, ~ -+ 0.1 if 'd rv 10 sec. Substituting into equation. (1.6 ) 
~ 
gives a value of approximately 70 
a factor of four smaller than the 
-1 kJ mole for ~Gd , which is nearly 
es 
ubl . ti" th 1 (26 ) (260 kJ s ~ma on en a py 
-1 
mole ). This result infers that ~Gdes in the present case does not 
correspond to removal of molecules from kink sites, but is determined 
by a van der Waals type interaction between ad-molecules and the 
surface onto which they impinge. 
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As remarked earlier both XRD and TEM showed that films deposited 
above 260K contained crystals which were oriented with their ab planes 
parallel to the substrate surface i.e. corresponding to the type of 
growth exemplified by the micrographs of Figure (4.10). Hence, ad-
molecules may in such cases be envisaged as diffusing over the.ab face 
of crystallites previously formed. Reference to the crystal.structure 
of (TTF) (TCNQ) in Figure (4.1) shows that the ab face contains molecules 
of TTF and TCNQ which have their long axis' parallel and their short 
in-plane axis perpendicular to the ab plane, i.e. their strong bonding 
direction is parallel to both the ab face and to the plane of the film. 
Therefore, at low supersaturation, when the mechanism of growth is 
such that one layer of the crystal is completed before the next layer 
(36) . is nucleated , imping~ng molecules must diffuse to steps on a face, 
or to its edge, in order to attach themselves to growing crystallites. 
Since the energy of interaction in the b-direction is much larger than 
that in the a or c direction the attachment energy is to a reasonable 
approximation simply that between first nearest neighbours and may be 
equated with the energy of vapourisation per molecule. Since 
-6 
vapourisation of the crystalline complex at 10 torr does not become 
appreciable until around 400K it would appear that the rapid increase 
in out-of-plane crystal growth at 270K does not involve the removal of 
molecules from kink sites. 
In view of the observation made earlier that the diffusion 
distance of ad-molecules on the surface is very limited in the vicinity 
of 270K it is probable that T is very short and that molecules desorb 
a 
before reaching a kink site. The activation energy for desorption 
~Gd is likely, therefore, to be determined by the strength of the 
es 
interaction between ad-molecules and the ab face of crystallites onto 
which they impinge, in the same way as ~Gsd" However, because 
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desorption involves complete removal of molecules from the surface 
~Gdes > ~Gsd' Although unlike the situation for metals, for which 
~Gdes ~ 4~Gsd( 3 S) it is probable that in the case of (TTF) (TCNQ) 
~Gdes and ~Gsd are of similar magnitude since they are both determined 
by the interaction energy between ad-molecules and the ab plane. 
(ii) Films deposited between 235K and 255K 
At lower substrate temperatures, when T -+ 00, X in equation 
a 
(1.9 ) is determined by the diffusion coefficient Dsd according to 
equation (1.10). Because of the r~duced surface mobility of ad-
molecules at low temperatures, out-of-plane growth once again begins 
to dominate over in-plane growth, as shown in the series of micro-
graphs given in Figure (4.10), which cover the temperature interval 
between 268K and 255K. A major difference between the last two 
micrographs (e) and (f) in Figure (4.10) and those taken of films 
deposited at higher substrate temperature (i.e. m.g's(a) to (d), is 
the apparent disruption of the underlying in-plane growth. This 
probably occurs because of an increase in the rate of nucleation brought 
about by the increased supersaturation, which when coupled with a 
reasonable surface mobility encourages the growth of poorly oriented 
crystallites. The change to columnar growth, which is most marked 
in micrograph (c) of Figure (4.11) is a characteristic feature()g) of 
films grown at low deposition temperatures and particularly of amorphous 
f 'lm (40) ~ s • 
The substrate temperature interval between 255K and 235K is 
thought to correspond to the region of Figure (4.2al between T. and 
~ -+ 0 
T , the maximum rate of nucleation. According to equation (1. 7 ) the 
max 
rate of nucleation increases with supersaturation reaching a maximum 
at Tm and then decreases again because of the low surface mobility of 
ad-molecules. An examination of the m.g's in Figure (4.12) reveals 
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what appear to crystalline inclusions in the as-deposited film 
prepared between 230K and 240K. These inclusions reached a maximum 
concentration in the vicinity of 233K (m.g.(c)). The dramatic change 
in film structure which took place when this same film was annealed, 
can be seen by comparing the micrographs in Figure ( 4.12) with those 
of Figure (4.7). The lath-like crystals which are observed to be 
growing out of the film plane in Figure (4.12) also reach a maximum 
in concentration and it is inferred therefore that inclusions present 
in the as-deposited film are active sites for subsequent growth, 
which occurs when molecules begin to re-evaporate from disordered 
regions on annealing. A discussion of the significance of the obser-
vation of re-evaporation was given in the previous section. So, for 
the present it is sufficient only to stress the point that it (re-
evap?ration) appears to take place primarily on annealing and not 
during film deposition. 
As explained earlier the re-entrant molecular flux leads to a 
high supersaturation in the vicinity of the surface, with a large out-
of-plane component, which promotes growth along the strong bonding or 
b-axis direction. Thus it is proposed that the highly characteristic 
columnar type of growth observed at deposition temperatures in the 
vicinity of 235K consists of crystallites oriented with their b-axis 
directed out of the film plane. Furthermore, it is also proposed that 
the maximum in both crystallite concentration and film thickness (Figure 
(4.12) ) observed at this deposition temperature is due to the fact 
that 235K was also the location of Tm, the position of the maximum rate 
of nucleation. 
As the rate of nucleation decreases at high substrate temperature 
and surface diffusion rate increases,the probability that molecules 
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will encounter a nucleus before desorbing will also decrease, leading 
to thinner films above 235K as found in Figure ~-1~. The increased 
surface mobility of molecules also increases the tendency toward 
growth in the plane of the film as shown by the change from an 
oriented to a disoriented structure in m.g's(e) of Figure (4.IV. This 
leads eventually to the (o,o,l) type of growth observed at substrate 
temperatures above 255K. 
Unfortunately, both TEM and XRD failed to provide any useful 
information about the structure of films deposited in the substrate 
temperature region between 250K and 235K with which to corroborate the 
evidence obtained from SEM. Below 250K only a weak electron diffraction 
pattern was obtained which coincided with the disappearance of the 
(o,o,1) reflection observed in films deposited at higher substrate 
temperature. Both observations are consistent with the random nature 
of crystal growth observed by SEM between 240K and 255K. 
In conclusion, the SEM study of (TTF) (TCNQ) films prepared above 
a substrate temperature of 250K have shown that crystallisation and 
growth occurs largely during deposition and that the changes which 
occur on annealing to room temperatUre are relatively minor. Signifi-
cant desorption of ad-molecules takes place during the deposition 
process at substrate temperatures above 270K and is probably respon-
sible for the observed out-of-plane crystallite growth. Between 265K 
and 255K in-plane growth predominates due to the a balance between the 
surface mobility of ad-molecules and their tendency to desorb. 
Between 255K and 235K an out-of-plane re-alignment of the b-axis 
of crystallites was observed, as a result of reduced surface mobility, 
which culminated in a maximum in nucleation rate at 235K. This 
maximum was marked by a pronounced structural singularity in the 
vicinity of 235K. It is proposed that at the lower temperature end of 
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this substrate temperature interval significant topographical changes 
took place due to re-evaporation from disordered regions of the film 
which were incorporated during deposition. 
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CHAPTER 5 
INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY OF (T'I'F) (TCNQ) FILMS 
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5.1 Introduction 
Chen & Schectman (l) pointed out that films of Tl'FTCNQ deposited 
at 77K had a metastable structure and were only converted to the 
stable state on annealing near room temperature. Evidence for this 
(2) 
metastable state has also been obtained by Lin et al. who used 
ultraviolet photoemission (UPS) measurements to monitor the effect of 
annealing on the surface composition of TTFTCNQ films. Changes in the 
UPS spectra were observed at 195K and between 249 to 265K. Between 
195 and 249K the spectra remained virtually unchanged. To account for 
these changes Lin et al. proposed a model which postulates that 
during sublimation TTFTCNQ dissociates to some extent, so that 
condensates formed at liquid nitrogen substrate temperatures contain 
a percentage of uncomplexed TTF0 and TCNQ0 , as well as the associated 
complex TTF-TCNQ. As the sample temperature was increased, above 
195K molecular re-orientations were thought to take place, resulting 
0 in an enrichment of the surface layer of TTF , which has the highest 
vapour pressure. TTF0 was the most prominent emission in UPS spectrum 
in the region above 195K. It was shown that the electron escape depth 
from Tl'FTCliiQ was less than 10~. Therefore, UPS samples only the 
surface layers, so that the increase in TTF0 emission was thought to 
be consistent with surface enrichment of this species. The change at 
higher temperatures, i.e., above 265K, was thought to be associated 
with changes in the electronic structure of TTFTCNQ and it was 
postulated that in films deposited at liquid nitrogen temperatures the 
associated pairs of TTFTCNQ involved only slight charge transfer, and 
that this charge transfer increased upon warming to give the ionized 
complex. 
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The changes observed in the UPS spectrum were confirmed by 
differential thermal analysis (DTA) of films deposited at liquid 
nitrogen temperatures, although the transformations took place at 
223 and 258K and not 195 and 249K as observed for UPS. A further 
peak in the ~T vs T data was observed at 273K which was thought to be 
due to condensed water undergoing melting. All three peaks were 
endothermic. Both DTA and UPS experiments established that the 
transformations observed were irreversible. The DTA results also 
indicate that the transformations observed occur in the bulk of the 
film as well as on the surface. 
Further evidence for the existence of a metastable form of 
TTFTCNQ has been reported by Wozniak et al. (3) who examined the 
infrared spectra of films of TTFTCNQ deposited at low temperatures. 
Using matrix isolation techniques they observed that both TTF0 and 
TCNQ0 were present in films deposited at lOK and suggested that they 
might also be present in crystalline TTFTCNQ at room temperature, 
which, they conjectured, might account for the variation in conduct-
ivities observed by many workers. There were a number of bands in the 
spectrum of the matrix isolated material which they assigned to the 
complex, but no rationale for the assignment was given. Wozniak et al. 
also observed that the spectrum of thin films depositetl at liquid 
nitrogen temperature, changed on annealing at 233 and 263K, which agrees 
approximately with the UPS observations of Lin et al. discussed 
earlier. 
Interestingly, the structural studies of Chapter 4 showed that 
a pronounced alignment of microcrystallites occurred in (TTF) (TCNQ) 
films deposited in the vicinity of 200 and 235K, i.e. at temperatures 
which were coincident with certain of the transformations mentioned 
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above. Furthermore, the study of aromatic hydrocarbons described in 
Chapter 3 provided evidence that the structural optimum in films of 
anthracene was associated with a transformation from a metastable to 
a stable state. The inference is then that the optimum temperature 
effect is, in some way, associated with a disorder-order transition, 
which is consistent with the model of film growth already outlined in 
Chapter 4. This model emphasises the importance of short range 
intermolecular, or nearest neighbour, interactions in determining 
film structure. Since the vibrations of molecules in the condensed 
state are often sensitive to these same interactions, infrared 
spectroscopy has been used to probe the 'local' structure of (TTF) (TCNQ) 
films in the as-deposited state. Changes in the molecular interaction 
potential have also been monitored as a function of annealing 
temperature, to provide further information about how the structure of 
films evolve after deposition. 
The interpretation of the infrared spectra of films of the 
complex requires a knowledge of the vibrational spectrum of the 
precursor molecules TTF and TCNQ, consequently, before proceeding 
with the presentation of the experimental results the rationale for 
the band assignments given is briefly discussed. This first section 
also contains a review of 'vibronic effects' in charge transfer 
complexes which is essential for understanding the spectra of low 
temperature deposits. 
5.1.1 Band Assignments in TTF and TCNQ 
The assignment of vibrational bands in the infrared 
spectra of (TTF) (TCNQ) films is based upon the work of Bozio et al. (4) 
who have made an extensive study of TTF and TCNQ and their compounds. 
When assigning bands the normal convention was adopted to denote the 
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molecular symmetry axis, and this is shown with reference to both 
molecules in Figure 5.1. The in-plane long and short axis are labelled 
blu and b2u respectively, whilst b 3u is the axis normal to the 
molecular plane. The (ag) band notation refers to totally symmetric 
vibrational modes, which in the present context have an out of plane 
polarisation. Polarisation and charge effects are two important 
factors for determining band intensities and frequencies as will now 
be discussed. 
Polarisation Effects 
Since the transition moment for a given vibrational transition 
is in general different for each of the three principle molecular 
axis, (5) the relative intensities of infrared bands are dependent upon 
the orientation which a molecule adopts with reference to the electric 
vector of the incident light beam. Using an oriented gas mod~l, 
Bozic et al. (4b) were able to predict band intensity ratios for light 
polarised parallel and perpendicular to the b-axis of a monoclinic 
crystal of TTF. Table (5.la) lists the proportionality factors for 
the infrared intensities of the (102) face of a monoclinic crystal of 
TTF. From Table (5.la) it can be seen that bands of b 2u symmetry are 
of weak intensity when using light polarised parallel to either the a 
or b axis. Similarly, with light polarised parallel to the c-axis, 
any contribution from bands of blu or b 3u symmetry will also be weak. 
When a sample consists of randomly oriented polycrystallites however, 
bands of all symmetries will be observed since crystals of all 
orientations will be present. Similar arguments can also be extended 
to vibrations of TCNQ, (G) for which the proportionality factors are 
given in Table (5.lb). 
Changes in the weighting of a particular molecular orientation 
within deposits of (TTF) (TCNQ), which are induced by changes in the 
Table 5.1. Proportionality Factors for Band Intensities 
a) . (4b) TTF 
z y X 
Crystal Direction blu b2u b3u 
a 
(1) 0.79 0.04 0.17 
b 0.19 0.00 0.81 
c 
(2) 0.02 0.96 0.02 
(1) (2a-c) crystal direction, perpendicular to the 
'b' axis 
(2) normal to the 102 crystal face 
b) TCNQ (6) 
z y X 
Crystal Direction blu b2u b3u 
a 0.43 0.56 0.00 
b 0.07 0.09 0.84 
* (lab) 0.49 0.35 0.16 c 
a* (..L b c) 0.58 0.42 o.oo 
b 0.07 0.09 0.84 
c o. 35 0.49 0.16 
* electric vector parallel to designated crystal direction 
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substrate temperature of deposition, or as a consequence of annealing, 
should alter the relative intensities of bands with different 
symmetry axis' • In principle , therefore, it should be possible to 
identify substrate temperature dependent molecular orientation effects 
from an analysis of band intensity ratios. 
The Effects of Charge 
Since the dipole moment change accompanying a vibrational 
transition determines both the intensity and frequency of an infra-
red vibrational band, (?) the spectra of TTF and TCNQ are changed upon 
ionisation by an amount which is dictated by the precise details of 
the charge distribution around the molecule. For example, using the 
simplifying assumption that the relation between the charge present 
on a molecule and the Raman line shift was linear to first order, 
Kuzmany and Stulz(B) have estimated that the average degree of charge 
transferred from TTF to TCNQ in the· complex (TTF) (TCNQ) is o.s. This 
is in reasonable agreement with the value of 0.59 obtained from 
diffuse X-ray scattering(g) and X-ray diffraction data(lO). In 
the peculiar time scale of molecular vibrations (v ~ lo-13 sec-1) 
. (11) 
electrons are considered to be localised on a g~ven molecule, 
during the period of a single vibration, i.e. in the absence of 
vibronic effects of the type discussed below. The relative concentration 
of the various charged species present in films of (TTF) (TCNQ) , even 
in the presence of each other, can therefore, be determined from an 
analysis of their respective vibrational frequencies. 
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5.1.2 Vibronic Effects 
In 1975 Anderson and Devlin(ll) showed that many of the 
dominant bands in the infrared spectrum of K TCNQ had no counterpart 
in the spectra of either TCNQ0 or TCNQ • ·They we:re able to show with 
the aid of single crystal :reflectance studies that. all of these 
anomalous bands displayed an intense polarisation in a direction 
perpendicular to the plane of TCNQ molecules in the complex. 
Furthermore, they were located at frequencies which corresponded 
closely with the totally symmetric (ag> molecular vibrations of 
neutral TCNQ. Under normal circumstances these are infrared inactive. 
Anderson and Devlin proposed that the ag vibrational modes were 
rendered infrared active by a vibronically based charge oscillation 
between neighbouring TCNQ molecules in a way which is analogous to 
vibronic effects in halogen complexes of aromatic hydrocarbons in 
(12) . (13) 
solution. Hinkel and Devl~n had previously established that 
vibronic effects were responsible for each of the dominant features 
observed in the infrared spectrum of the planar tetracyanoethylene 
(TCNE) anion in the solid state. 
The origin of vibronic effects 
In the model originally proposed(l4) and (l5 ) to account for the 
(16) 
observation of vibronic effects in weak charge transfer complexes, 
the increased intensity and shift in frequency of bands was considered 
to arise as a result of coupling between; intramolecular bands on the 
donor (D) and acceptor (A), and the highest occupied molecular orbital. 
Just how this accounts for increased infrared activity of the Ag 
vibrational modes is best explained in terms of charge transfer 
th (17) eory. 
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A charge transfer complex is considered to be a resonance hybrid 
(18) between two states; a lower energy no bond state ~ (D,A), and a 
higher energy ion pair state, ~(D+A-), which arises as a result of a 
one electron transfer from D to A. Mixing of the two states produces 
a stabilised ground state ~N and an excited state ~E. 
= a~(D,A) 
= -b~ (D,A) 
+ 
+ + -a~(D ,A ) 
(5.1) 
The magnitude of the coefficients a and b determines the degree of 
charge transfer, for a weak complex a » b. The ground state ~N. will, 
in the case of a weak complex,have primarily the character of the 
no-bond (D,A) state while the excited state has an ion-pair character 
+ -( D , A ) • Consequently, in undergoing a transition from the ground 
state to the excited state an electron displacement from D to A 
occurs. The difference in energy between the no-bond E(D,A) and 
d . E . i (lg) b at~ve (D+A-) states ~s g ven y: 
E(DA) = 1 - A - C D A (5.2) 
C is the difference in stabilisa~on energy between the excited 
state and the ground state of the complex. 
To a first approximation intramolecular vibrations do not change 
the distance between the donor and acceptor, and c is relatively 
insensitive to these vibrational coordinates. However, Ferguson and 
Matsen (F-~) (l4 ) and Friedrich and Person(l2) have pointed out that 
totally symmetric (ag) vibrations can produce a change in the 
vertical ionisation potential of the donor or the acceptor, or both. 
It can be seen from equation (5.2) that a change in either 10 or AA 
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will alter E(o+,A-) - E(D,A)" This in turn alters the mixing 
coefficients for the no-bond and dative states causing a modulation 
of the amount of charge transferred from D to A. The oscillation in 
transition dipole moment is directed along a line joining D and A, 
causing an out of plane polarisation of totally symmetric modes and 
resulting in anomalous infrared activity. 
Modes which exhibit anomalous infrared activity 
The intensity of the ith vibrational mode is given by(l4), (20) 
2 
(~) (5. 3) 
where N is the Avogadro number, Qi is the normal coordinate of the 
ith vibrational mode and JJ is the dipole moment. In the present case 
only linear coupling between electrons and intramolecular vibrations 
need be considered. These interactions result from a modulation 
of the molecular orbital eigen values, or transition state energies, 
by the intramolecular vibrational modes. . (21) According to Duke terms 
linear in the normal mode coordinates must be associated with totally 
symmetric (ag) (infrared inactive) vibrations for non-degenerate 
electronic states. Linear coupling to a non-totally symmetric mode 
leads to a change of symmetry of the molecule in that state and is 
f b . dd th b . f th . ( 22 ) or ~ en on e as~s o group eoretic symmetry arguments. 
Consequently coupling to vibrational modes which are normally infrared 
active, does not occur, because in order to be infrared active they 
require a change in dipole moment and are therefore non-totally 
symmetric by definition. 
(23) . Ferguson has po~nted out that vibrations which change the 
overlap integral between donor and acceptor orbitals, that is inter-
molecular vibrations, change the relative magnitudes of the coefficients 
a and b in equation (5.1) and will also have increased infrared 
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activity. However, intermolecular vibrations normally occur at low 
-1 frequencies ( <400 em ) and fall outside the spectral range examined 
in the present study. 
It is emphasised at this point that the totally symmetric 
vibrational modes are infrared 'inactive' in both the donor and the 
acceptor, in the uncomplexed state. Their presence in the infrared 
spectrum must, therefore, signify an increased intermolecular 
electronic interaction. Although the molecular orbital couples to 
the ag vibrational modes which are normally Raman active, Girlando 
(29) 
et al. have pointed out that this coupling is out of phase rather 
than in phase. Consequently, the frequency of the anomalous infrared 
band will not occur at the same position as the frequency shift of the 
analogous Raman band. 
A further feature of vibronically coupled charge oscillations 
is that their transition dipole is directed along a coordinate joining 
donor and acceptor, which in the case of planar aromatic compounds 
corresponds to an out of plane polarisation. This is precisely what 
. (11) + - + -Anderson and Devhn . observed for K (TCNQ) • In K (TCNQ) as in 
many other TCNQ compounds, the aromatic molecules are arranged in 
columnar stacks, in which the planes of adjacent molecules are parallel. 
As discussed in Chapter 4 (section 4.1.1) this is also the configuration 
adopted by both TTF and TCNQ in the charge transfer complex. It is 
responsible for its highly anisotropic properties because it 
facilitates electron transfer between molecules in the stack. The 
situation is analogous to that observed in aromatic/halogen charge 
transfer complexes because, although neighbouring molecules in the 
stack are identical, it is the oscillation of electronic charge between 
them that is responsible for the activation of the ag vibrational modes. 
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The original ideas of Ferguson and Matsen have been modified 
and extended to explain the infrared properties of TCNQ and TTF salts, 
. (24) 
and have been included in a descript~on of electrical conduction 
and Charge Density Waves (COW's) in TTFTCNQ. In a series of papers, 
Rice(2S) and his co-workers have discussed two mechanisms which 
describe the infrared properties of TCNQ salts. The first of these 
mechanisms( 2G) considers phase oscillations of intramolecularly 
stabilised COW's. It is appropriate for organic linear chain semi-
+ -conductors of the type R. (TCNQ) in which the semiconducting state 
is due to an intermolecular Peierls distortion. (27 ) The second 
(28) + -
approach has been applied to complexes of the type M TCNQ and 
is referred to as the dimer charge transfer oscillation mechanism. 
It is relevant to isolated radical ion dimers such as occur in 
. (29) solut~on, or for linear chain structures of interacting dimers 
of the type found in K-TCNQ. It is the solid state analogue of 
the (F-M) model discussed earlier. 
The consequences of both mechanisms are very similar and 
either can be used to provide a qualitative explanation of the infra-
red spectra of TCNQ and TTF compounds. Like the F-M model they both 
consider that it is the (ag) vibrational modes of parent neutral 
molecules, in our case TTF and TCNQ, which couple to the appropriate 
non-degenerate molecular orbital, i.e. a2g(~) and a1u(~),( 30) 
respectively. The analysis of the infrared spectra is simplified by 
the fac·t that, of the 54 normal vibrational modes of TCNQ, only 10 
are ag modes, and of the 36 modes of TTF there are only 7 ag 
modes. These are shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 and in the parent 
molecule occur at the frequencies indicated. 
Figure 5.2~ (30) Schematic Diagram of the normal mode amplitudes for the 
ten ag symmetry vibrations of TCNQ, showing their 
dominant character and respective coupling constant (g) 
Vl; 3052, g: 0.01 
C-B stretch 
V2: 2230, g: 0.19 
C : N stretch 
V3: 1602, g: 0.66 
C=C ring stretch, C-B bend 
V4: 1453, g: 0.27 
C=C wing stretch 
V5: 1207, g: 0.19 
C-B bend, C=C ring stretch 
V6: 932, g: 0.25 
c-c ring stretch 
V7: 726, g: 0.37 
c-c ring stretch 
v8 : 6oo 
C(CN)2 scissor, c-c wing deformation 
V9: 338, g: 0.58 
ring deformation 
v 10 : 126, g: o.49 
c-c = N bending 
Figure 5.3. (2l) Schematic diagram of the normal mode amplitudes 
for the seven ag symmetry vibration of TTF, showing 
their dominant character and respective coupling 
constant (g) 
Vl: 3099, g: 0.03 
C-H stretch 
v2: 1559, g: 0.23 
c-c stretch 
V3: 1518, g: 0.62 
c-c stretch 
v4: 1077, g: 0.16 
S-C-H bend 
a) after Duke, reference 21 
b) after Bozio et.al., reference36 
c) after Rice and Lipari, reference32 
v5: 740, g: 0.49 
s-c stretch 
v6 : 472, g: 1.33 
c-s stretch e-s-c bend 
v7 : 253, g: 0.16 
s-c-s bend e-s-c bend 
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Anomalous mode intensities 
Rice( 2G) has expressed the electron-vibrational interaction in 
terms of the notion that the energy -E, of the molecular orbital which 
accommodates the radical electron, is a function of the instantaneous 
nuclear geometry of the molecule. For sufficiently small nuclear 
displacements E is given by, 
E = E 0 + (5.4). 
where E
0 
is the equilibrium molecular orbital energy, gi, the linear 
electron vibrational coupling constant (e-mv) is the partial derivative 
of E with respect to Qi the normal mode coordinate of the ith ag 
vibrational mode. (gi) is· a measure of the strength of coupling 
between the molecular orbital and the ith vibrational mode and has 
been calculated for each of the ag modes of TI'FTCNQ. Their values 
are shown alongside the corresponding mode in Figures 5.2 and 5.3. 
Bozic et al. (3l) have shown that the intensity gain which occurs 
as a result of the electron molecular vibrational interaction for a 
radical cation dimer is given by 
-+-(j.i del) = 
n 
4thw 
n (5.5) 
where t is the electron transfer integral, U ~; U0 - V is the 
effective coulomb interaction where U
0 
is the intramolecular Coulomb 
repulsion energy between two electrons on the same TTF molecule and 
-+-
v is the Coulomb repulsion energy between adjacent molecules, J.iCT is 
the transition dipole moment of the electronic charge transfer 
+ 0 
absorption, W , g and g are the frequency of the n-th totally 
n n n 
symmetric mode and its e-mv coupling constants for the half and fully 
occupied molecular orbital of the parent molecule. A similar expression 
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will apply for TCNQ radical anion dimers. For a given transition 
equation (5.5) shows that the gain in intensity,as a result of 
electron vibrational coupling, depends upon the sum of the electron 
vibrational coupling constants for the half and fully occupied 
molecular orbital. These have been calculated by Rice and Lipari (32 ) 
for TTF and TCNQ. The last column in Table (5.3) gives the sum of 
the two coupling constants from which it is possible to rank the 
relative intensities of the ag modes in the radical ion dimers of TTF 
and TCNQ. Of the TTF modes, v1 to v6 fall in the region of the infra-
red spectrum examined in the present work and of these, bands v 3 v 5 
and v6 should exhibit the strongest coupling to the blu(~) orbital 
and show appreciable intensity in (TTF+) 2 • Bands v1 to v9 for TCNQ 
fall into the region studied and similarly of these v2 v 3 v 4 v 5 v6 v 7 
and v9 are expected to exhibit appreciable intensity in the infrared 
spectrum of the (TCNQ-) 2 dimer. A detailed discussion of the theory 
of electron, molecular vibration interaction is given in references (24) 
and (26). 
Evidence for Vibronic effects in TCNQ and TTF compounds 
The ideas outlined above have been confirmed by a number of 
experimental studies. (26) Rice et al. calculated the spectrum of 
KTCNQ using the charge transfer oscillation theory and has shown 
excellent agreement with the infrared reflectance results of 
Tanner et al. (33 ) and Anderson and Devlin. (ll) Similar agreement has 
been established between the data for [triethyl ammonium]+(TCNQ)2 <34 ) 
and the phase oscillation theory of Rice. (28 ) Strong coupling between 
TCNQ intramolecular vibrations and molecular orbitals has been 
observed in (methyltriphenylarsonium)+ (TCNQ2>-( 3S). Solution 
studies of TCNQ salts also point to the importance of vibronic effects. 
LiTCNQ for example is known to undergo self dimerisation in concentrated 
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solution, (36 ) which is accompanied by an enhancement of the ag modes 
of TCNQ. Sozio et al. (3G) have also shown from a study of two 
polymorphic forms of Rb TCNQ that the intensity of vibronic features 
is sensitive to different types of anion stacking in the two 
structures. 
Polarised single crystal data for TTF(Cl04 ) (
3J) and the 
infrared powder spectrum of TTF Brl.O are thought to exhibit effects 
(46) 
which are vibronic in origin. Furthermore, infrared solution 
studies( 4G) of TTF+(Cl04 )- have shown that dimerisation of TTF+ which 
. kn . 1 . 1 t t (JS) . . d ~s own to occur ~n so ution at ow empera ures ~s accompan~e 
by the observation of new bands which have been assigned to 
vibronically enhanced ag vibrational modes. It would appear therefore 
that the experimental studies of radical cation salts are completely 
analogous to the situation existing in TCNQ compounds, and that 
vibronic effect must be taken into account when considering the infra-
red spectrum of (TTF) (TCNQ) films. 
5.2 Experimental Results 
5.2.1. The Spectra of Films in the As-deposited State 
Films of the complex were deposited at substrate 
temperatures between BOK and 300K using the techniques described in 
section 2.3.1. Their spectra were recorded in the as-deposited 
state prior to annealing. Because of their somewhat different 
vibrational properties, films deposited below 190K are considered 
separately. Results for films deposited above 190K are presented 
first. 
Films Deposited above l90K 
The four spectra given in Figures 5.4 to 5.7 are representative 
of film deposited above 190K. The main bands observed in the spectra 
of these four films are listed in columns 1 to 4 of Table 5.2. 
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Figure 5.4. Infrared absorption spectrum of a (TTF) (TCNQ) film deposited and recorded at 205K 
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Figure 5.5. Infrared absorption spectrum of a (TTF) (TCNQ) film deposited and recorded at 230K 
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Figure 5.6. Infrared absorption spectrum of a (TTF) (TCNQ) film deposited and recorded at 240K 
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Figure 5.7. Infrared absorption spectrum of a (TTF) (TCNQ) film deposited and recorded at 2SOK 
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Absorption band frequencies from the spectra of the four precursors 
i.e. (TTF) 0 , (TTF)+, (TCNQ) 0 and (TCNQ) are also listed in Table 5.2 
in columns 5, 6, 8 and 9 respectively. Frequencies listed for (TTF)+ 
are taken from the results of Girlando et al. (46) for (TTF)+ Br1 _0 . 
The other spectra were obtained using KBr dispersions of the 
appropriate compound. + -Li (TCNQ) was considered to be representative 
of TCNQ radical ion species. Columns 7 and 10 of Table 5.2 list 
the most probable assignments of TTF and TCNQ absorptions observed 
in the spectra of the four films. With very few exceptions bands 
present in each of the four films could be assigned to one of the 
four precursor molecules. Those bands which had no counterpart 
amongst the precursors were generally vibronic in origin and are 
discussed in the following section. Three substrate temperature 
regimes were identified for film depesited above 190K which were 
characterised by marked differences in their infrared spectra. 
195 - 230K 
Films deposited at 205 and 230K were representative of this 
deposition temperature interval. 
Several infrared vibrations are diagnostic of differently 
charged TCNQ and TTF molecules. 
TCNQ Species 
Thus for (TCNQi TCNQ-) Girlando( 39 ) has determined that bands 
at the following frequencies indicate the amount of charge on a 
molecule. -1 b 3u v 50 : 859, 823 em • Bands 
-1 
of medium to strong intensity were present at 468 and 837 em , in 
the 205K deposit. Because of possible overlap with the ag v6 mode 
of TTF the band at 468 em-l could not be positively assigned to 
b 3u v52 • The presence of the band at 837 cm-l suggests that TCNQ 
may be present as a partially charged species. However, a band at 
Table 5.2. The most probable assignment of the vibrational bands 
observed in the infrared spectra (Figures 5.4 to 5.7) of 
(TTF) (TCNQ) films deposited at 205, 230, 240 and 250K, 
respectively 
Film Deposition Temperature Assi1n- Assi1n-
TTFO +· ment a) TCNQ0 - ment b) T.I'F TCNQ 
205K 230K 240K 250K TT.F TCNQ 
~ 
3119 (w) 3115 (w) 
3100 (m) 3100(m) 
dimer * 
3084(s) 3085(s) 3083 ag vl 
3073 b2uv22 
3078 (s) 3078 (s) 3079 bluvl3 
3070 (sh) 3070(w) 
2228(vs) 2225(s) 2225(w) 2229 (vs) b1uv19 
b2uv33 
2212(sh) 2208(m) 2205 (vs) 2206(vs) 2210(vs)dimer* 
ag v2 
2185(m) 2185(vw) 2181 b1uv19 
2068(m) 2065 (w) 
1545(s) 1543 (s) 1540(w) 1542(w) 1542(s) 1580 b2uv34 
b1uv2o 
1526(w) 1527(s) 1478 blu\114 
1518(m) 1518(m) dimer * 1518 b2uv34 
1507(m) 1503(m) 1504 bluv20 
1377 (w) 1377 (w) 1388 b2uv35 
1363(vs)bluv21 
1361 (m) 1360 (m) dimer * 1355 (m) 1345 (vs) b2u v 35 
1340 1340 (w) dimer * 
(br.s) 
dimer * 
1265(w) 1263(m) 1260(m) 1260(m) 1258 b3g\)29 
1246(w) 1246(w) 1250(m) 125l(m) 1255(s) 1237 b2uv23 
1185 1180 (w) 1180(w) 1185 (s) dimer * 
(w.br) b3gv45 
l090(s) 1090 (s) l093(s) l090(m) l089(w) 1072 bluvl5 
l05l(m) 
out of 
plane 
C-H 
865(w) 870(m) b2uv24 865(vs) 823 b3uv50 
829 
LiTCNQ 
Table contd. 
837 (s) 835 (s) 836 bluvl6 836 b3uv5o 
820 (s) 822(m) 825 b2uv25 812{vw) 
798 {s) 796(vs) 791 {s) 795 (s) 798 (vs) 825 b2uv25 
c - s 780(vw) 780(vs) 836 bluvl6 
dimer * 733 {m) 732{w) 735 (w) 73l(vw) 736{m) 751 
bluvl7 
678 (s) 678(s) (665) b2uv26 
649(vs) calc C-H out 
650(s) 637(vs) 705 
plane 
b3uv34 
dimer * 468(m) 463(w) 470 
* 47a(s) b3uv52 ag v6 
436(w) 435(vw) 436 (w) bluvl8 
Footnotes 
dimer* refers to bands which can also be assigned to infrared 
inactive fundamentals for the reasons discussed in 
Section (5 .1. 2) 
the letters in brackets after a given band frequency refer to its 
relative intensity; vs, very strong, s, strong, m, medium, 
w, weak and vw, very weak, sh, shoulder, br, broad. 
a) Frequencies quoted for TTF+ were taken from reference (46) 
b) Frequencies quoted for 'ICNQ- were taken from reference (36) 
Band assignments are as given in references (46~· and (6) respectively. 
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-1 . (39) 837 em ~n the spectrum of c52 (TCNQ) 3 has been assigned to 
TCNQ0 • Furthermore, since this band corresponds to an out of plane 
C-B band it is likely to be sensitive to intermolecular interactions 
which could be the reason for it being red shifted by 20 cm-l from 
its position in (TCNQ) 0 • Further discussion of this point is given 
in section 5.3. 
Further evidence for neutral TCNQ was provided by the presence 
-1 
of a single band in the C=C stretching region at 1547 em , in both 
the 205K and 230K deposits. In neutral TCNQ, the ring and external 
C=C bands vibrate at the same frequency (1548 em-1 > whereas in TCNQ-
-1 they are shifted to 1510 and 1580 em respectively, as for example 
in LiTCNQ. (]G) 
Absorption bands in the c:N stretching region at 2228 em -l and 
2210 em-l are 1 di · f th f ch f th 1 1 a so agnost~c o e state o arge o e mo ecu e. 
-1 There is, for example, a single strong band at 2228 em in both 
the 205 and 230K deposits which by comparison with the spectra of 
the neutral_compound can be positively assigned to (TCNQ) 0 • The 
band due to TCNQ at 2212 em -l in the 205K deposit was extremely 
weak, while that at 2208 em-lin the 230K film was only slightly 
longer. In fact all bands associated with (TCNQ) were either 
entirely absent or of very low intensity in both films and those bands 
which were observed could be readily assigned to (TCNQ) 0 or, as will 
now be discussed, to (TTF) 0 • 
TTF Species 
Although a judicious assignment of bands to either (TTF) 0 or 
(TTF)+ was less straightforward than for TCNQ species the band at 
798 em-l has been positively assigned(4G) to (TTF) 0 and was present 
with high relative intensity in the 205 and 230K deposits. However, 
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other strong bands which are present in neutral TTF, notably those 
-1 
with blu symmetry, located at frequencies of 1527 em Cb1uv14 > and 
-1 780 em Cb1uv16> were either very weak or completely absent from the 
spectra of these films. Although of different symmetry to the band 
-1 
at 798 em (b2uv 25 >, all three bands are polarised in the molecular 
plane. 
A crystallite orientation is possible in which bands of blu 
symmetry are low in intensity compared to those with b2u symmetry 
from Table 5.l.this corresponds to light polarised in the crystal C 
direction, i.e. normal to the 102 crystal face. This orientation 
is consistent with the results of the electron diffraction study in 
Chapter 4 which showed that films deposited below 260K had a (102) 
crystallite orientation (see Table 4.1), i.e. with the 102 plane 
parallel to the surface of the film. 
There was a strong absorption present in the spectra of all 
-1 four films at 1090 em which also has blu symmetry (b1uv15J. This 
band corresponds to the C-H in plane bonding mode of 'I"l'F and its 
observation suggests that factors other than molecular orientation 
effects are important in determining the spectra of films, since under 
normal circumstances it might have been expected to have a much 
reduced intensity in films with a (102) orientation. Similarly the 
band at 670 cm-l in the 205 and 230K deposits, which is assigned to 
the b 3uv 34 C-H out-of-plane bending mode, was much stronger than 
expected. Both of these vibrations are likely to be sensitive to( 4c) 
intermolecular interactions and it is possible that this is 
responsible for their higher frequency compared to crystalline TTF. 
All remaining bands in the spectrum of the 205 and 230K spectrum were 
consistent with (TTF) 0 • 
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Since all bands of appreciable intensity in the spectra of 
films deposited in the region of 195-230K could be assigned to (TTF) 0 
and (TCNQ) 0 it is concluded that charged species, if present, have 
a very low concentration. Bands of very weak intensity, for example, 
-1 that in the C:N stretching region at 2208 em were observed in the 
film deposited at 230K and infer that (TCNQ) is present, but in low 
concentration. 
230 - 250K 
Bands assigned to neutral TCNQ in the previous samples were 
either absent or very much diminished in the spectrum of the 240K 
deposit. There were several new bands located at 2205, 2185, 1580, 
-1 . -1515 and 1507 em , which were assigned to (TCNQ) • The band observed 
-1 
at 820 em may be assigned to either TTF (b2uv25 > or TCNQ Cb 3uv50> 
although the former is more likely since the b 3uv 50 vibration is 
-1 0 -1 + -
shifted from 865 em in TCNQ to 830 em in Li (TCNQ) • A further 
downward shift in frequency in the 240K deposit is unlikely, in view 
of the smaller degree of charge transfer in the complex. 
An addi tiona! feature of the 240K spectrum was that the band 
assigned to the b 3uv 34 mode of TTF (650 cm-
1) was located very close 
to its frequency in neutral TTF. -1 This is a shift of 30 em compared 
to the lower temperature deposits and is in a direction opposite to 
that expected in going from (TTF) 0 to (TTF)+ since the latter is 
-1 (4b) 
reported to possess an absorption band at 705 em • The intensity 
of this band was also diminished relative to the band at 798 cm-1 · 
On the basis of the infrared spectrum it was concluded that the 
24,01< deposit contained substantial amounts of the radical ions 
i.e. + -(TTF) and ) TCNQ) , although the evidence for the former is not 
substantive. 0 In fact bands due to (TTF) were, by comparison with 
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those of (TCNQ) 0 still intense. For example the band located at 
2228 cm-1 , which was the most intense absorption in the spectrum of 
TCNQ0 , was completely absent, whilst that due to TTF0 at 798 cm-l 
has not greatly diminished in intensity when compared to lower 
temperature deposits. Therefore, in addition to (TCNQ)- and (TTF)+ 
the film depsoited at 240K also contains (TTF) 0 • 
There is, in addition to bands associated with intramolecular 
vibrational modes, a very broad absorption in the 1300 - 1400 em -l 
region of the spectrum. A very intense band was also observed at 
this position in films deposited below 190K and is thought to be 
'vibronic' or electronic in origin. 
250K deposit 
The trend observed in the film deposited at 240K, i.e. an 
increase in concentration of the radical ion species and a decrease 
in the intensity of absorptions due to TTF0 and TCNQ0 , was continued 
in the 2SOK deposit. The background absorbance was, however, much 
stronger than for previous films, indicative of electronic excitations. 
Bandwidths were generally narrower, and the intensities of all bands 
were reduced compared to the background absorbance. 
-1 Two bands at 1580 and 1504 em , previously attributed to 
TCNQ , were no longer present in the spectrum of this film, and the 
broad absorbance between 1300 - 1400 em -l observed in the spectrum 
of the 240K deposit was resolved into three weak bands at 1378, 
1360 and 1337 cm-l Two of these bands were assigned to TCNQ- (1361, 
-1 b 1uv 21 ; 1388 em , b 2uv 35>. Thus, although it is clear that the film 
deposited at 2SOK contains primarily charged species, it is not 
possible, on the basis of the absorption spectrum, to distinguish 
between the presence of free TCNQ- molecules or charge transfer 
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complex. A comparison of the 250K spectrum with that obtained in 
reflection from a film annealed at higher substrate temperatures 
(Figure 5.8) however, indicates that the film is substantially in 
the form of the charge transfer complex. The reflectance spectrum 
was obtained from a film deposited onto conducting tin oxide coated 
glass at 130K and then annealed to room temperature. 
Films Deposited below 190K 
The Spectra 
The interpretation of the spectra of deposits formed at 
temperatures below 190K is based upon the assumption that vibronic 
effects play a significant role in determining the vibrational 
properties of both TTF and TCNQ in these films. Compare, for example, 
the spectra in Figures 5.9 and 5.10 for the 85K and l60K.deposit 
with that in Figure 5. 4 for the 205K deposit. It is immediat~ly 
apparent that band widths are on average 3 or 4 times greater in the 
spectra of low temperature films, several absorptions at 2210, 1355 
-1 
and 1182 em being particularly broad and intense. In addition, many 
of the bands observed in the film prepared at 85K were not present 
in the spectra of those deposited above 190K and cannot be assigned 
to vibrational modes of the parent molecules. A comparison of the 
frequencies of these bands with those of the ag vibrational modes 
of TTF and TCNQ, given in Figures 5.2 and 5.3, suggests these bands 
are "vibronic" in origin. 
In addition to bands of vibronic origin there were also a 
number of absorptions which have previously been assigned to neutral 
TTF and TCNQ. The ratio of vibronic to neutral band intensities 
increased with decreasing substrate temperature indicating a decrease 
in the relative concentration of neutral molecules. This can be 
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Figure 5.8. Infrared reflectance spectrum, taken at glancing angle (c. 45°), of a film of (TTF) (TCNQ) 
deposited onto conducting tin oxide coated glass at l30K. The spectrum was recorded after 
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Figure 5.9. Infrared absorption spectrum of a film of (TTF) (TCNQ) deposited and recorded at 85K. 
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Figure 5.10. Infrared absorption spectrum of a film of (TTF) (TCNQ) deposited and recorded at 160K. 
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readily seen by comparing the spectra of 85K (figure 5.9) and 160K 
(Figure 5.10) deposits. 
The Interpretation of the Spectra of Low Temperature Deposits 
-1 Bands located at 2210, 1595, 1183, 960, 710 and 605 em were 
assigned to the v 2 v 3 v 5 v6 v 7 and v8 ag modes of TCNQ, while those 
-1 
at 1480, 740 and 468 em are thought to be derived from the 
corresponding ag vibrations of TTF, that is v2 v5 v6 , respectively. 
The rationale behind the assignment of the above bands to the 
totally symmetric vibrations of the two parent molecules was 
discussed in Section (5.1.2). Bozic et al. have studied the infrared 
spectra of TTF Cl04 (4b) and LiTCNQ(
36 ) in solution as a function of 
concentration. At high concentrations both salts form charged 
dimeric species in solution which results in an intensity enhancement 
of their respective ag vibrations. In the case of LiTCNQ, two bands 
at 1595 and 1183 cm-l exhibited pronounced enhancement with increased 
concentration, while a third at 1371 em-l was only weakly effected. 
The frequencies of all three bands coincided exactly with absorptions 
observed in the spectra of low temperature deposits. A similar 
enhancement of three bands located at frequencies of: 1360, 749 and 
492 cm-l was observed in the solution spectra of TTF+ (Cl04)-; while 
in the infrared spectrum of TTF (Brl 1 _0 <
46 ), which is known to form 
dimers in the solid state, three bands in the low temperature 
-1 
spectrum (20K) at 1450-1350, 742 and 470 em were assigned to the 
totally symmetric v3 v 5 and v6 modes of TTF. The fact that both TTF 
and TCNQ show increased vibrational intensity in the 1360 cm-l 
region of the spectrum could account for the extremely broad and 
very intense band observed at this frequency in the spectra of low 
temperature films. However, solid alkali metal salts of TCNQ which 
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are known to contain dimers, also exhibit a very broad intense 
absorption in this region of the spectrum. This band has previously (36 ) 
been assigned to the v 4 totally symmetric mode of TCNQ. 
-1 The band at 1360 em in the spectrum of TTF salts was 
(4b) -1 
assigned by Bozic et al. to the v 3 (1515 em ) mode of TTF. 
However, an additional low intensity peak was present in the low 
-1 temperature spectrum at 1480 em • Since all of the ag vibrations 
of TCNQ in this region of the spectrum have been accounted for, it 
is presumably derived from one of two possible TTF ag modes, that is 
(1555 em -l) -1 view of the earlier assignment v2 or v3 (1515 em ). In 
of the band at -1 mode the most likely candidate 1360 em to the v 3 ag 
-1 for the peak at 1480 em is TTF <v 2>. 
The other bands present in the low temperature spectrum, which 
are assigned to totally symmetric vibrations are given in Table 5.3. 
-1 The broad absorption in the -c:N stretch region centered at 2210 em 
was resolved on annealing into two bands at 2227 and 2210 em -l. The 
latter was observed to decrease in intensity as a result of annealing 
(Figure 5.11) and for reasons which will be discussed is therefore 
assigned to the TCNQ ag v 2 mode. The frequency of the band at 
710 em-l coincides almost exactly with that expected for the ag v7 
mode of TCNQ. The only other possible candidate is the band at 
1 . ( 46) 740 em- but this is unlikely in view of its earlier ass~gnment 
to TTF, ag v5 in TTF (Br) 1 •0 . The work of Bozic et al. also supports 
the assumption that the band located at 468 em-l originates from TTF, 
ag v6 • 
Band intensities 
With the exception of the v1 and v4 modes all of the observable, 
totally symmetric vibrations of TTF are present in the spectra of 
films deposited at low temperatures. The v1 mode which corresponds 
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-1 to the totally symmetric C-H stretch.ing vibration (3083 em ) is 
according to Rice et al. ' 24 ) only weakly coupled to the electron 
molecular orbital (g ~ 0.01 meV) and is not expected to show a 
pronounced anomalous infrared activity. Therefore, although several 
bands are present in the C-H stretch region, it is not possible to 
assign these to the v1 mode with any confidence. Similar considerations 
-1 
apply to the v1 mode (3048 em ) of TCNQ (g ~ 0.01). However, 
according to Rtce the v4 mode of TTF should be strongly coupled and 
-1 
although a band was observed at 1091 em , which is close to the 
-1 frequency expected for the v4 mode of TTF (1094 em ) , it did not 
show the annealing behaviour (see later) expected for an ag vibration. 
It is probable that this absorption belongs to the normally infrared 
active C-H in plane bending (b1uv15 > mode of TTF, and the ag v4 
mode remains unaccounted for. 
-1 The two weak bands located at 960 and 605 em complete the 
assignment of observable TCNQ ag vibrations. Both are absent from 
the spectra of films deposited above 190K. The latter originates 
from ag va, its low in~ensity possibly being due to a small value of 
the coupling constant (g ~ 0.03 meV). In view of the somewhat higher 
value of the coupling constant of the v 6 totally symmetric vibration 
-1 (948 em , g ~ 0.25 meV) a greater intensity was expected for this 
band. However, there appears to be very little correlation between 
the calculated values of the coupling constant listed in column 7 of 
Table 5.3 and the observed band intensities of the spectra of films 
deposited at low temperature. 
If it is assumed that the anomalous infrared activity is derived 
entirely from the electron vibrational interaction then the intensity 
gain should be directly related to the sum of the coupling constants 
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by equations (5.4) and (5.5). According to this simple analysis the 
electron, vibrational coupling strength for the bands observed in the 
spectra of low temperature deposits, should scale as v5 ~ v2 > v3 > 
v7 > v6 > v8 for TCNQ and as ~6 > v5 > v2 for TTF. Since the band 
centered at 1360 probably consists of the v3 and v4 modes of TTF and 
TCNQ, respectively, it was not possible to determine the relative 
coupling strengths of these·two vibrational modes. 
5.2.2 Annealing Studies 
Annealing at low te~peratures 
The changes which occur when a film of TTFTCNQ is 
deposited at substrate temperatures below 190K and then subjected 
to annealing were referred to in passing in section 5.2.1. The 
infrared spectra of a film deposited at 160K, and then annealed 
stepwise at progressively higher temperatures are shown in Figure 
(5.11). It was pointed out earlier that films deposited above a 
characteristic temperature, which in the case of TTFTCNQ appears to 
be about 190K, did not contain any anomalous infrared absorption 
bands associated with a vibrational modes. It is clear from g 
Figure (5.11) that annealing is also instrumental in reducing the 
intensity of bands assigned to a vibrational modes which were present g 
in the spectra of films deposited onto substrates below 190K. The 
intensities of all bands assigned to totally symmetric a vibrational g 
modes of TTF and TCNQ which are listed in Table 5.3 were progressively 
reduced as the temperature was increased, although the more intense 
absorptions at 2210, 1595, 1183 and 468 cm-l were still very much 
in evidence at 240K. 
In addition to those bands which were associated with the 
totally symmetric vibrations of TTF and TCNQ, the spectra of films 
deposited below 190K also contained absorptions which are normally 
Figure 5.11. Stepwise annealing of a film deposited at 160K. 
Spectra were recorded at 160, 215, 240 and 298K. 
CM-t 
2000 1500 500 1000 
160K 
215K 
240K 
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infrared active. All of these additional absorptions are thought to 
derive from neutral TTF and TCNQ. The basis for their assignment 
has already been discussed in connection with the spectra of films 
deposited at temperatures above 190K. A further point to consider 
is that while annealing causes a reduction in the intensity of a g 
vibrational modes it also results in an increase in the strength 
of those absorptions which have been assigned to neutral TTF and 
TCNQ. The absorptions bands which increase in intensity are readily 
located in Fig. S.lL For reasons which will be discussed, a modes g 
are thought to originate from the charge transfer interaction between 
TTF and TCNQ, i.e. the formation of a charge transfer dimer (CTD). 
An approximate value for the relative amounts of dimer and monomer 
present in the l60K film was obtained from the change in the 
intensities of their respective absorption bands. On annealing from 
160K to 240K the absorption band at 1595 em-l decreased from an 
initial relative intensity of 64 to 7, while that at 1545 em-l 
increased from 42 to 64 over the same temperature range. Assuming 
-1 that the loss in intensity of the CTD band at 1595 em was due to 
0 -1 dissociation, resulting in the formation of TCNQ (1545 em ) the 
-1 band intensity ratio, i.e. 1595: 1545 em was approximately 2.5 1. 
Since the initial ratio of the two band intensities was 3 : 1, 
respectively, the ratio of CTD to TCNQ0 at 160K was estimated to be 
0.6 : 1. A similar ratio was found when the intensities of TCNQ 
-1 0 bands in the CTD at 1183 and 710 em were compared with the TCNQ 
absorption at 1545 em-1 • 
Unfortunately, the only band of appreciable intensity which 
could be definitely assigned to TTF in the CTD was that at 468 cm-l 
0 -1 (ag v6) and this overlapped with a TCNQ band (b3uv32 , 478 em ). 
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Consequently it was not possible to make an accurate determination 
of the ratio of CTD to neutral TTF on the basis of TTF vibrational 
modes. However an approximate value was obtained by comparing the 
-1 -1 intensity of the bands at 468 em (ag v6 > and 797 em Cb2u v25 > 
the latter having already been assigned to TTF0 • The small contri-
bution from the b 3uv 32 mode of TCNQ was ignored. The relative 
concentration (normalised to that at 160K) of CTD, based on the ag v 3 
-1 -1 
mode of TCNQ (1595 em , curve a) and the ag v6 of TTF (468 em 
curve b), is given in Figure (5.12), as a function of annealing 
temperature, for a film deposited at 160K. The lack of coincidence 
of the two curves in the high temperature region is presumably due 
to the presence of the b 3uv 32 mode of TCNQ. The data given in 
Figure 5.12 illustrates very clearly the rapid decrease in concen-
tration of CTD above 200K, with the maximum rate of dissociation 
close to 215K, in both cases. 
The data shown in Figure 5.12 were obtained by annealing the 
film deposited at 160K in a stepwise manner. At each stage in the 
annealing process the film was annealed at constant temperature for 
at least 30 mins during which time the intensity of bands in the 
-C:N stretching frequency region (2300 - 2100 em-l) was monitored 
using the repeated scan facility of the model sao spectrometer. The 
results are given in Figure (5.13) in which the absorbance intensity 
of the band at 2210 em-l relative to that at 205K is plotted as a 
function of time, for each of the temperatures indicated. At 
temperatures up to 215K the rate of decay was effectively constant, 
i.e. temperature independent and the absorbance (concentration) 
decreased linearly with time. Between 215 and 220K the rate of 
dissociation of CTD increased becoming non-linear but then returned 
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Table 5.3 
Infrared bands which decrease in intensity when films deposited below 
l90K are annealed 
Frequency of Intensity (a) ag vibrational modes (cm-1) 
observed band reduction 
TCN<tb) TCNQ-(c) Tl'F (d) TTF+ 
g (meV) (e) 
(cm-1 ) 
2205 (vs) 4/5 2229 (v2) 2210 - - 0.19 
1595 (s) 6/7 l602(v3) 1580 - - 0.66 
1540 (sh) - - - - - -
1480 (w) - - - 1555(v2> 1505 0.23 
1515(v3) 1420 0.62 
1360 (vvs) 4/5 1454(v4) 1370- - -~ 0.27 1330 
1183 (vs) 4/5 l207(v5 > 1185 - - 0.19 
960 (w) - 948 (v6) 978* - - 0.25 
740 (m) - - - 735 <v5J 758 0.49 
710 (m) 7/8 7ll(v7) 723 - - 0.37 
605 (vw) - 602(v8) 613* ...; - 0.03 
468 (s) ~ - - 468 (v6) 501 1.33 
(a) On annealing from 160-227K. The non-Gaussian shape and low 
intensity of many bands prevented a meaningful determination of the 
reduction in their intensities. 
(b) ref ( 36) (c) taken .. from th~ spectra of Li TCNQ 
Frequencies marked with * were taken from ref (36) 
(d) ref ('l6) (e) re:e 02) 
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to the initial rate. 
It appears from Figure (5.13) that the rate of dissociation 
was, apart from the region between 215 and 220K, independent of 
temperature. This is shown convincingly in Figures (5.14(a) and (b)) which 
shows data obtained from films deposited at 85K and 185K, respec-
tively. In both cases a change in slope was observed in the vicinity 
of 215K, but above and below this temperature the rate of decrease 
of CTD concentration was constant. Data in Figure (5.14) was obtained 
by annealing both films at a constant rate of temperature increase 
0 -1 (0.5 C. min ) • The relative absorbance of the TCNQ (a v2) band at g 
2206 em -1 is plotted a and that of TCNQ (a v5J at 1185 em -1 as curve g 
as curve b. Both absorption bands are associated with the CTD as 
discussed earlier. 
5.2.3 Annealing in the high temperature region 
When films deposited below 190K were annealed beyond 
the point at which a mode intensities were reduced to zero, further g 
chang.es in their vibrational spectra were observed. Figure ( 5 .15) 
illustrates the dramatic change which occurred between 267K 
(spectrum a) and 270K (spectrum b) in the spectrum of a film deposited 
at lOOK and then annealed. Bands due to mol.ecular vibrations almost 
entirely disappeared into the background and the film became strongly 
absorbing across the whole of the spectrum, above a frequency of 
-1 
about 1000 em • Below this frequency the transmittance of the film 
increased to a maximum at approximately 400 em-l and then decreased 
rapidly. For films deposited at other substrate temperatures, 
particularly above 190K, this change was less dramatic, as illustrated 
in Figure (5.16) for a sample prepared at 214K. Spectrum (a) was 
obtained for the film in the as-deposited state, whilst spectrum (b) 
was that of the same sample after annealing to 300K. The main bands 
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Table 5.4. The assignment of bands in the spectra of Figure 5.16. 
214 K (a) 300 K (b) A . (c) Relative Relative ss~gnment 
Frequency Intensity Frequency Intensity 
(cm-1) (cm-1) 
3118 19 TTFol b1uv13 
3102 28 ) 
) ? 
3090 45 ) 
3080 49 TTF+I bluv13 
3070 (Sh) TCNQ0 1b1uv18TTFib2uv22 
2228 82 TCNQ0 1b1U\119 
b2u\133 
2210 21 2210 100 TCNQ-, ag \12? blu\119 
2184 10 TCNQ-~ 
.b1uv19 b2uv33 
2166 10 TCNQ- I b2uv33 
1547 66 TCNQo b2u\134 
b1u\120 
1527 9 ~I b1uv14 
1521 24 TCNQ-1 b2uv34 
1507 14 TCNQ-~b1u\120 
1381 10 TCNQ-1b2uv35 
1363 19 TCNQ-~b1u\12l 
1342 10 TCNQ-~b2u\13.5 
1265 5 TTF0 
1255 27 TTF+~ b2uv23 
1249 10 TTF0 ) 
1093 56 1095 22 ~;TTF+ 1 blu\115 
865 7 )TTFolb2uv24i 
837 79 837 3 lTCNQOib3u\150 
825 1 824 22 TTF+I b2uv25 
798 100 TTFol b2uv25 
737 14 T~~ blu\117 
712 3 712 8 ag \17 
680 56 ~I b2uv26 
600 4 600 5 ag \18 
467 14 467 3 )TCNQ0 b3uv52 
455 3 ~ I 
437 7 TTFol blu\118 
a) Relative to the band at 798 cm-1 • b) Relative to the band at 2210 em -1 
c) Based upon the analysis of references (4b) and (36) 
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in both spectra of Figure (5.16) are listed, in columns 1 and 3 of 
Table 5.4 and their relative intensities in columns 2 and 4, 
respectively. The final column contains the most probable assignments 
. . (4b) and (36) 
of bands, based upon the analys~s of Boz~o et al. 
Almost without exception, those bands present in the low 
temperature spectrum (a), belonged exclusively to neutral TCNQ or 
TTF species and exhibited a marked reduction in intensity on annealing 
to 300K. Furthermore all bands present in the high temperature 
- + spectrum (curve b) could be assigned to charged (TCNQ) and (TTF) 
species. -1 With the exception of the band at 2210 em , all bands 
which were previously assigned to totally symmetric modes are either 
very weak (712 em -l and 600 em -l) or completely absent. Weak broad 
features which were observed at 1300- 1400 em-l and 1180 em-l in 
the 214K spectrum, were probably due to totally symmetric vibrations. 
Both had disappeared at 300K. Since the c=:N stretching band in the 
dimer was located at a slightly different frequency (2205 em-l) it is 
possible that the band observed at 2210 em -l can be assigned to a 
normally infrared active band (b1uv19> and not to ag v2 • 
The two main bands in the c=:N stretching region (TCNQ0 , 
-1 - -1 2210 em ; TCNQ , 2210 em ) were extremely narrow and intense and 
were easily resolved. Figure 5.17 shows the region between 2250 and 
2150 em-l for a film deposited at 195K. On annealing, the band due 
0 -1 -to TCNQ at 2228 em was seen to decrease, while that due to TCNQ 
at 2210 em-l increased in intensity, above a temperature of 275K. 
This change was accompanied by an increase in the background absorbance 
which was remarked upon earlier. In Figure (5.17) the effect of the 
increased background absorbance was to reduce the intensity of both 
bands simul tan eo us ly. Both processes, i.e. the increase in background 
absorbance and the change in band intensity in the c=:N stretching 
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Figure 5 .17. Expanded spectrum of the 
-C:N stretching frequency region 
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rate (3°C min-1) 
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region, were monitored with the aid of the repeated scan facility 
of the model 580 spectrometer. The region between 2300 and 2100 
-1 
em was scanned once every 25 seconds. The decrease in intensity 
0 -1 
of the TCNQ band at 2228 em , which occurred as a result of 
annealing, is shown in Figure (5.18) for a series of films deposited 
at 85, 195, 214 and 222K, respectively. Annealing rates of between 
0 1 and 2 /min were used. Band intensity, relative to that at maximum 
absorbance, is plotted on the ordinate axis. Similar curves are 
plotted in Figures (5.19} and (5.20} for. the observed increase in 
-1 -the 2206 em (TCNQ ) band intensity and decrease in background 
transmittance, respect! vely. The temperature of deposition and the 
annealing rate used are given in the diagrams alongside the appropriate 
curve. 
It would appear from the data in Figures (5.19} to (5.21) that 
all three processes are related, i.e. the increase in background 
absorbance exhibits the same temperature dependence as the conversion 
0 -
of TCNQ to TCNQ , for a given film. This point is emphasised by 
the curves plotted in Figure (5.21) for a film deposited at l60K and 
then annealed at a constant temperature of 265K. The time dependence 
of all three processes are practically identical. Both the relative 
intensity and one minus this quantity for the 2228 cm-l band (TCNQ} 0 
are plotted in order to illustrate that all three processes have the 
same time dependence in the film deposited at l70K. 
Two films deposited at 155K and 224K showed somewhat different 
annealing behaviour than those deposited at other substrate temperatures. 
In the case of the 224K film the increase in the background absorbance 
and the process of ionisation i.e. TCNQ0 ~ TCNQ-, both began at 
about 230K, lower than observed for other films, which only began 
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to change around 260K. Similar behaviour was observed when the 
annealing process, for films deposited at 222K and 235K, was monitored 
electrically. As already remarked earlier, films deposited between 
220K and 235K often showed irreproducible annealing behaviour, with 
films deposited at nominally the same substrated temperature displaying 
both types of behaviour, i.e. a gradual change beginning just above 
the deposition temperature. The pattern of annealing of the 155K 
deposit was similar to that observed for alloys of metals. (40) It 
is indicative of a two stage ordering process; (4 l) the first involving 
the establishment of short range order at low temperatures which 
corresponds to the rapidly decreasing portion mf the film at low 
temperatures, followed by a constant rate long range ordering process 
at higher temperatures. This behaviour was only exhibited by the 
155K deposit. 
5.3 Discussion 
The infrared results have shown that the nature of the inter-
action between molecules within films is a function of the substrate 
temperature during deposition. From the infrared spectra three well 
defined substrate temperature regimes were identified with the 
following characteristic features. 
a) Below 190K 
The observation of anomalously active a vibrational modes g 
signifies the existence of electron-vibrational coupling and provides 
evidence for a strong intermolecular interaction. 
b) l90K to 230K 
The only infrared bands of appreciable intensity could be 
assigned to either neutral TCNQ0 or neutral TTF0 • The absence of 
bands due to radical ion species is consistent with the formation of 
a 'neutral lattice' in this substrate temperature regime. 
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c) Above 230K 
The concentration of neutral species diminished and the 
intensity of bands due to radical ions increased with increasing 
substrate temperature. Absorptions due to electronic transitions 
were observed to increase in intensity as the concentration of radical 
ion species increased and eventually dominated the spectrum of films 
deposited above 250K. 
One important conclusion to be derived from these results is 
that at low deposition temperatures films are formed with non-
equilibrium structures. Only above 250K does the molecular type 
spectrum observed at low temperatures give way to that normally 
observed for the crystalline complex. A typical example of the 
s~ctrum of the complex, which is dominated by electron transitions, 
was shovn in Figure (5.8). This spectrum was obtained using the 
reflectance method described in section (5.2.1). A number of 
'molecular' features are apparent, but of low intensity. The strong 
electronic transitions have their origin in the metallic nature of 
the complex as will now be discussed. 
5.3.1 Electronic Transitions in TTFTCNQ 
(TTF) (TCNQ) is a highly anisotropic 1-d metal, with a 
high conductivity along the b-axis. As with normal metals its 
frequency dependent dielectric function E(w), is given by the semi-
. (42) 
classical Drude express~on. 
E(W) = (5.6) 
Where w2 = 4nNe2/m*, Ecore is the residual dielectric constant at p 
high frequency arising from the core polarisability, Te is the 
electronic relaxation time, N is the electron density, w the plasma 
. p 
frequency and m* the effective optical mass of the conduction 
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electrons. Dividing the RHS of equation (5.6) by Ecore gives 
e: (w) = (5. 7) 
For simplicity it is assumed that for TTFTCNQ the free electron 
(43) . gas model appl~es. Equation (5.7) reduces to, 
E(w) = 1 - 2 w 
__£_ 
2 
w 
(5. 8) 
where the effective mass is replaced by m, the mass of a free 
electron. 
At frequencies below w , E(w) in equ~tion (5.8) is negative. p 
As there are no wave-like solutions for electromagnetic waves when 
E(w) is negative incident photons of frequencies less than w cannot p 
propagate within a crystal, and are reflected. 
The plasma edge of TTFTCNQ is located at i,3~m( 44 ),( 4S) so 
according to this simple analysis the infrared region.should be 
obscured by intraband electronic transitions. Consequently, the 
observed intensity of simple intramolecular vibrations is substantially 
reduced. Previous studies of single crystals have, for this reason, 
failed to provide information of a molecular nature. Although weak 
(~6) 
molecular bands were observed, these could not be assigned with 
any certainty. In a recent study, reported sometime after the present 
work was completed, Bozic and Pecile(~/) have presented a complete 
assignment of vibrational fine structure observed in the infrared 
spectra of the semiconducting phases of (TTF) (TCNQ) single crystals 
which are formed at low temperatures. They identified a number of 
features in the spectrum with the interaction between conduction 
electrons and intramolecular modes of both TTF and TCNQ. They also 
observed a number of Fano-like( 47.) antiresonance dips ~hich disappeared 
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above the metal-insulator phase transition temperature. Many of 
these antiresonance dips were assigned to the same a vibrational g 
modes, observed in films deposited below 190K in the present study 
and were discussed within the framework of the phase phonon mechanism. 
(26) . While it appears certain that the phase phonon mechan~sm, 
referred to in section (5.1.2) is appropriate for the highly 
conducting form of the complex, with its regular one-dimensional 
lattice, an alternative explanation of anomalous infrared activity 
(aia) is required for what is very much a molecular lattice, such 
as that obtained in films at low deposition temperatures. 
5.3.2 The Origin of Anomalous Infrared Activity in Films 
Deposited Below 190K 
The poor electrical conductivity (see Chapter 6) and 
the lack of electronic absorptions in the infrared, support the view 
that low temperature deposits have a disordered rather than a well 
ordered one-dimensional structure. This suggests that either the 
(14) 
charge transfer mechanism of Ferguson and Matsen or the charged 
di '11 . th (26 ) . 1' abl f th films mer osc~ ation eory ~s app ~c e or ese . Both 
mechanisms are appropriate for a situation involving a strong inter-
molecular interaction between pairs of molecules, or dimers. 
It is possible to rule out the interaction of identical 
neutral molecules as the origin of the observed anomalous infrared 
activity, because a mode enhancement requires the oscillation of g 
electron density and the disproportionation reactions, are energetically 
2 TI'Fo 
-
+ TI'F- + TTF 
TCNQ- + TCNQ + 
unfavourable at ordinary temperatures and pressures. However, this 
still leaves a number of other possibilities. If stronqly inter-
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acting pairs of molecules are treated as dimers then (aia) may 
+ 
originate from either homomolecular dimers, such as (TTF2) , 
2+ - 2-(TTF2) , (TCNQ2) and (TCNQ 2) or from the isolated heteromolecular 
charge transfer complex (TTF0+ TCNQ0-). Since all of these species 
are expected to show ag mode enhancement at similar frequencies, 
fris not possible to determine unequivocally which of them is 
responsible for the observed (aia) • On the basis of the available 
theoretical and experiMental evidence it appears however that it 
originates from the complex, i.e. the heteromolecular species 
o+ o-CTTF , TCNQ I ) • 
An examination of Figure (5.12) shows that the intensity of 
both TTF and TCNQ ag vibrations decreased simultaneously, with the 
I 
maximum rate of decay occurring at 2l5K. Had TTF and TCNQ been part 
of separate homomolecular dimers different rates of decay might have 
been expected, although simultaneous decay of both types of dimer 
cannot be entirely discounted. However, the formation of charged 
homomolecular dimers on film deposition obviously requires the presence 
of charged molecules, either as dimers or monomers, in the vapour 
phase,. The former is ruled out by the effusion experiments of de-. 
( 48) 
Kruif and Govers who established that the vapour above (TTF) (TCNQ) 
contains only monomeric species. This conclusion is supported by 
theoretical calculations( 49) which indicate that whilst the formation 
of charged homomolecular dimer is ene~getically favourable at low 
temperatures, the intermolecular interaction is not sufficiently 
strong to prevent dissociation at the temperature of vapourisation 
(ca. 430K). It was also concluded from the simple analysis outlined 
in Chapter (4) that in a situation where the vapour phase is made up 
+ -
of monomers, the concentration of charged (TTF) and (TCNQ) is 
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negligible. 
There is then no mechanism for the formation of homomolecular 
dimers, either in the vapour phase, or as a result of diffusion on 
the substrate after impingement. By a process of elimination it 
is concluded that the (aia) observed in films deposited below 190K 
is due to heteromolecular charge transfer dimers (CTD), which are 
presumably formed on the substrate after impingement as a result of 
the interaction between TTF0 and TCNQ0 • 
A possible structure of the CTD is one in which the donor and 
acceptor adopt a configuration with their molecular planes parallel, 
since it provides for maximum overlap of their rr electron orbitals and 
the strongest possible non-bonded interaction. There is no direct 
+ -experimental evidence of a 1 sandwich 1 structure of (TTF TCNQ ) , 
however, molecular orbital calculations of Berlinskii et al. (49), 
Silverman(50) and Govers, (5l) for (TTF2 > and (TCNQ 2) dimers, suggest 
that a sandwich structure is energetically the most likely config-
0 f th CTD A 0 1 1 1 ° ( 52 ) d uration or e • tom-atom potent~a ca cu at~ons, an 
(53) fluorescence measurements on planar aromatic molecules also 
indirectly support this configuration. 
Experimental evidence from the present work which supports such 
a structure is the observation of anomalous infrared activity of the 
ag vibrational modes, which are polarised in a direction perpendicular 
to the molecular plane. Their very existence is indicative of a 
strong out of plane electronic interaction such as occurs in planar 
charge transfer complexes, in which the transition moment for charge 
transfer is directed along a line perpendicular to the molecular 
plane. It is possible that rather than adopting a structure in which 
the molecular planes are parallel,pairs of molecules in the 1 dimer 1 
are inclined at an angle, such as occurs in the 55° dimer of 
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(54) 
anthracene. This structure would still allow for partial overlap 
of rr orbitals on adjacent molecules. In reality, because films have 
a disordered structure a distribution in th~ angle between planes 
of adjacent molecules is probably obtained, which would introduce a 
variable degree of charge transfer between molecular pairs. This 
could account for the annealing behaviour of films, which as discussed 
in section (5.3.4) appears to reflect a distributed activation energy 
for the disappearance of a vibrational modes. g 
The Formation of Charge Transfer Dimers 
Both TTF and TCNQ form aggregated one-dimensional stacks in 
many of their compounds, including (TTF) (TCNQ) , therefore, it is 
natural to assume that the attractive interaction between like 
species is greater than that between donor and acceptor. To some 
extent this assumption conflicts with the results of molecular 
b . 1 1 1 . (49) or ~ta ca cu ations, from which it was concluded there was 
no net attractive interaction between monomers within neutral homo-
molecular dimers of either TTF or TCNQ. However, non-bonded 
van der Waals interactions, which ~re responsible for binding in 
closed shell systems were neglected in these calculations. When such 
effects are included, as for example in the atom-atom potential 
calculations of Silverman(SO) and Govers(Sl) and the method of close 
(50) packing of van der Waals hard spheres, a minimum energy config-
. (50) 0 
uration was pred~cted for a (TTF) 2 dimer with slipped geometry 
and for (TCNQ) 2° with fully eclipsed geometry. 
(50) Although no such calculations have been carried out on a CTD, 
it was established from annealing experiments that they are unstable 
above 215K. For example Figure (5.11) shows that a decrease in the 
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intensity of ag vibrational modes is accompanied by an increase in 
those infrared active modes assigned to neutral TTF and TCNQ. This 
infers that CTD's dissociate to give neutral molecules, which is 
consistent with the observation that no a modes were observed in 
·g 
those films deposited above 190K. Since CTD's are unstable, their 
formation provides clear evidence that kinetic rather than thermo-
dynamic considerations are responsible for determining the structure 
of films deposited below 190K. In other words the observation of 
(aia) is an indication of the formation of a disordered phase which 
for kinetic reasons is unable to relax to give a thermodynamically 
more stable phase. A consideration of the short range interaction 
between molecules shows why, in the case of (TTF) (TCNQ) films, 
disorder should manifest itself as CTD formation. 
Inter-Molecular Interactions 
Despite the absence of Long Range Order (LRO) within amorphous 
1 . ds d 1 di 1 . ib ' ' (RDF) 1 · (SS) so ~ an g asses, Ra a D~str ut~on Funct~on ana ys~s 
has shown that such materials are ordered at a microscopic level, i.e. 
there is some Short Range Order (SRO). On average each molecule or 
atom has the same distribution of nearest neighbours and it is only 
when the second, third and subsequent coordination shells are analysed 
that disorder becomes apparent. The reason for this is that the 
tendency to minimise atom-atom interaction potentials plays a crucial 
role in determining the nearest neighbour configuration and thus 
the SRO of solids. 
(56) 
By analogy with binary alloys, the role of intermolecular 
potentials in films of (TTF) (TCNQ) can be represented by the equation 
v = 
1/2 (V + VAA) V DD - AD (5.9) 
where VDD' VAA and VAD are the molecular interaction potentials between 
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donors (D), acceptors (A) and donor/acceptor, nearest neighbours, 
respectively. 
The significance of equation (5.9) is that it predicts that 
when V is negative, i.e. when the attractive interaction between 
like species (v00 + VAA) is greater than that between donor and 
acceptor, then it is energetically favourable for the number of AA 
and DD nearest neighbour pairs to increase at the expense of AD 
nearest neighbour pairs. The opposite is true when V is positive. 
If these are the only interactions which need to be considered, 
then it would appear that V in equation (5.9) is in fact negative, 
since CTD's were observed to dissociate on annealing. If this is 
so then an activation energy barrier must exist for diffusion of 
molecules either translational" or rotational, which prevents them 
from adopting a minimum energy configuration with respect to nearest 
neighbours. The nature of this barrier is discussed in Section (5. 3. 4). 
In a two sub-lattice system there is equal probability that a 
molecule which impinges randomly from the vapour phase will be 
initially located on either the TTF or TCNQ sub-lattice. Thereafter, 
molecular relaxation will occur at a rate (T) which is determined by 
substrate temperature according to 
-E 
rel 
T vo exp kT (5.10) 
where E 1 is the activation energy for the relaxation process and re 
v is an attempt frequency of the same order as the frequency of 
0 
a molecular vibration and is approximately lh (kT) • Because of the 
exponential term in equation (5.10) the rate of relaxation is a 
rapidly varying function of temperature. With a value of 0.35 ev for 
9 E~T decreases by a factor of 10 between 200K and lOOK and has a 
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value of the same order as the time taken to deposit a monolayer 
(at lR/sec) between about 160K and 190K, assuming v 
0 
12 -1 ~ 10 sec • 
Although very approximate,. these values indicate the possibility 
of molecules becoming trapped in non-equilibrium configurations 
during film deposition at temperatures which correspond to the 
observation of (aia) in (TTF) (TCNQ) films. 
If a face-to-face molecular configuration is adopted on 
deposition then the number of nearest neighbours is _two for both 
TTF and TCNQ. In the absence of relaxation processes there is then 
a 75% probability that each TTF molecule will have one or more TCNQ 
nearest neighbours, and vice-versa, immediately after deposition. 
There is also a 25% probability that either AAA or DOD interactions 
will occur. Since (aia) is the result of interactions between TTF 
and TCNQ it is apparent that even at the very lowest temperatures, 
bands due to neutral molecules will still be observed. 
Because V in equation ( 5.9) is negative, an increased tendency 
toward AAA and DOD type interactions is predicted at higher substrate 
temperatures, and this is what is observed in Figures (5.9 and 5.10). Although 
the ratio of the intensities of a vibrational modes compared to g 
normal infrared vibrational modes, tends towards a maximum at low 
temperatures the latter are still very much in evidence at a deposition 
temperature of 85K. The matrix isolation studies of Wozniak et al. (J) 
also showed that bands which could be assigned to the normal infrared 
active vibrational modes of TTF and TCNQ were present in films 
prepared at deposition temperatures at low as lOK. 
Summarising, the situation envisaged for films of (TTF) (TCNQ) 
deposited below 190K involves the interaction between molecules of 
TTF and TCNQ which are trapped on adjacent sites. The steric inter-
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action between neighbouring molecules prevents them from relaxing 
to give a more stable configuration at low temperatures. As the 
deposition temperature is increased there is a tendency to increase 
the number of AA and DO interactions because of the sign of the 
interaction potential in equation (5.9). 
When donors and acceptors are trapped on adjacent sites in a 
face-to-face configuration the overlap of ~ orbitals enables 
charge transfer to occur. The degree of charge transfer is modulated 
as a result of an intermolecular vibration in a direction perpen-
dicular to the molecular plane, and it is this which is responsible 
for the (aia) of a vibrational modes, as explained in section g 
(5.1.2). 
During deposition at substrate temperatures above l90K, or as 
a result of annealing above 215K, molecules are able, by relaxation, 
to minimise their nearest neighbour interaction potentials. Conse-
quently, ag modes are no longer observed, or are reduced in intensity 
on annealing. However, the highly conducting phase of the complex 
is not formed until deposition temperatures above 235K, which raises 
a number of questions regarding the nature of those films deposited 
between 190K and 235K. 
5.3.3 The Formation of a Neutral Lattice Between 190 and 230K 
Films deposited at substrate temperatures between 190 
and 230K consisted almost entirely of neutral TTF and TCNQ with very 
little evidence for the presence of charged species. This result 
is all the more remarkable when it is considered that molecules of 
TTF and TCNQ are in such close proximity, and yet, charge transfer 
does not occur. Reference to the energy cycle for (TTF) (TCNQ), which 
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is given in Figure 4.2, provides a reasonable explanation of why 
charge transfer is not observed. 
Transfer of charge from TTF to TCNQ is a net energy consuming 
process, which in the absence of crystallisation does not occur. 
(57) Using the arguments advanced by Metzger if; 
E 
c 
+ 
then an ionic crystal is observed, but if 
< 0 (5.11) 
(5.12) 
then the crystal is not ionic and must exist as a van der Waals 
solid. E is the theoretical Made lung energy given by; 
c 
E = 
c 
z.z. 
l.. J 
i.e. a double lattice sum over all ions of a unimolecular crystal at 
lattice positions ri, rj (excluding the ones on the same ion) 
carrying formal electric charges z. and z., respectively. 10 is l.. J 
the ionisation potential of TTF and AA is the electron affinity of 
TCNQ. (5 'Z) Metzger has calculated E for (TTF) (TCNQ) and finds that 
c 
it fails to explain the ionici ty of the complex for all uniform values 
of the charge transferred, i.e. equation (5.12) above applies. He 
concluded that 1 the crystal must obviously maximise a binding energy 
other than just E 1 and listed the following possible contributions: 
c 
a) partial charge transfer, b) polarisation effects, c) random-phase 
charge-density waves, d) and exchange coulomb effects which reduce 
the true Coulomb energy below the value of Ec. 
The absence of long range order (LRO) should exclude some of 
these additional contributions to the crystal binding energy, viz., 
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random-phase charge density waves, and exchange interactions along 
the linear stacks of TTF ~d TCNQ. Even the most favourable 
(58) 
calculations, for a charge transfer of 0.5, which include 
reliable estimates for polarisation effects and conduction electron 
contribution to the binding energy, 
(59) 
experimental crystal binding energy 
fail to account for the 
(U = -4.88 eV/molecule) by 
exp 
almost 3 eV. This suggests that the additional factors listed above 
make a considerable contribution to the stabilisation of an ionic 
lattice and in the absence of LRO it is possible to understand why 
charge transfer does not occur. Films deposited between 190 and 
2 30K are, therefore, characterised by the lack of LRO although the 
small half width of their infrared bands suggests there is significant 
short range order (SRO). 
Without lattice formation to compensate for the increase in 
energy associated with the transfer of charge, molecules will retain 
their neutral oxidation state. In this event the film must be held 
together by van der Waals forces i.e. short range non-bonded inter-
actions, which determine the magnitude and sign of the potential v in 
equation (5.9). The configuration which molecules adopt with respect 
to each other, i.e. whether there is a repulsive or attractive inter-
action between molecules is a' matter for conjecture. The absence of 
ag vibrational modes in films deposited above 190K is consistent 
with there being no interaction between ~-orbitals on TTF and TCNQ, 
however, an attractive interaction between neutral molecules of the 
same species cannot be discounted in films deposited between 190K 
and 230K. Indeed the observation that the C-H out-of-plane bending 
vibrations of TCNQ (b3uv50> and TTF (b 3uv34 > are located at the same 
frequency, in films deposited between 190K and 230K, and in those 
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deposited below 190K, suggests that the interaction between molecules 
is similar in both cases. 
Neutral Dimers 
Since a mode enhancement is associated with the interaction g 
between intramolecular vibrational modes and a fluctuating charge 
density, 'neutral dimers' are not expected to exhibit (aia). However, 
eximer fluorescence from films of aromatic hydrocarbons (Chapter 3) 
established that charge transfer between molecules in the ground 
state is not a pre-requisite for a strong intermolecular interaction 
in films deposited at low temperatures. Thus, by analogy with aromatic 
hydrocarbons, 'neutral dimers' should also be formed at low 
temperatures in films of (TTF) (TCNQ). 
The evidence for 'neutral dimers' of TTF and TCNQ is somewhat 
limited.. It is derived mainly from shifts in the frequency of the 
C-H out-of-plane bending vibrations, relative to their positions in 
the pure parent compounds. Because of their out-of-plane symmetry 
the respective vibrational mode on both TTF and TCNQ should be 
relatively sensitive to interactions with neighbouring molecules and 
should provide a good indication of the strength of intermolecular 
forces. This is also true to a lesser extent for in-plane bending 
vibrations. In the monoclinic crystal form of TTF, for example, the 
in-plane and out-of-plane C-H vibrational modes i.e. b 1uv15 , b 3uv 34 
both show large Davydov or factor group slittings of 10 (1079; 
1089 cm-1) and 20 cm-l (634; 654 cm-1) respectively, which, it was 
suggested, (37 ) is related to short intermolecular hydrogen-hydrogen 
distances. 
In films deposited below 230K the out-of-plane C-H bending modes 
of TTF and TCNQ exhibit opposite frequency shifts when compared to 
spectra of the parent molecules. The b 3uv50 mode of TCNQ is shifted· 
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to lower frequency (865 to 835 cm-1 ) while that of TTF (b 3uv 34 > is 
shifted c.a. 650 cm-l to the higher frequency of 680 cm-1 , the latter 
mod~ showing considerable asymmetry on the low frequency side, 
which may be caused by increased intermolecular interaction. (J?) 
The shift to lower frequency in the case of the b 3uv50 mode of 
TCNQ is presumably due to a decrease in the repulsive interaction 
between neighbouring molecules, when compared to crystalline TCNQ, 
which reduces the energy of the excited state relative to the ground 
state. The shift to higher frequencies implies that the opposite 
is true for TTF, i.e. there is an increase in the repulsive inter-
action. The behaviour of the b 3uv50 mode of TCNQ is consistent with the 
fact that in crystalline TCNQ there is a short N---H intermolecular 
contact, although it is difficult to reconcile the blue shifted 
b 3uv 34 mode of TTF with the known crystal structure of TTF, which 
has been shown to contain strongly interacting ~~mers'. 
Without additional information it is futile to speculate 
further about the nature of the interaction between neutral molecules. 
Particularly since there is likely to be a distribution in the inter-
molecular interaction potential because of the lack of LRO within 
these films, although it is possible that this disorder is reflected 
in the width and asymmetry of the b 3uv 34 vibration of TTF. 
SRO between 190 and 230K 
The absence of ag vibrational modes in films deposited between 
190K and 230K suggests that TTF and TCNQ form separate sub-lattices 
even in the absence of LRO. It is possible that these separate 
sublattices segregate to form orientationally disordered one or 
two dimensional structures, which would also explain the lack of 
charge transfer bands in the UV/visible spectrum of the film deposited 
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at 214K (Figure (5.16(a). Indeed it is difficult to envisage an 
alternative molecular arrangement which does not allow for some 
overlap at the boundary between adjacent TTF and TCNQ sub-lattices, 
and the consequent observation of charge transfer bands or (aia). 
Such a structure could also provide a precursor state for the 
formation of the one-dimensional lattice of the metallic phase of 
the complex. 
It is concluded on the basis of the discussions so far, that 
the amount of disorder incorporated into a film during growth decreases 
with increasing deposition temperature, becoming zero above 190K, 
• U.l 
(68) 
when defined in terms of the SRO parameter S which is given by 
(5.13) 
where qR and qw are the number of right and wrong nearest neighbour 
pairs counted over all lattice pairs. The ratio of intensities for 
ag and normal infrared modes which essentially refl~cts the change 
in the SRO parameter with deposition temperature dropped rapidly 
above 185K. Since a vibrational modes were not observed in the g 
infrared spectra of films deposited between 190K and 230K, it is 
inferred that qR = 1 and qw = 0. Therefore, from equation (5.13) 
s = 1 for films deposited in this temperature interval. A deposition 
temperature of l90K would thus appear to represent the boundary line 
between the disordered and SRO state of (TTF) (TCNQ). Further insight 
into the nature of the disorder ~ SRO transformation was provided by 
a study of the annealing behaviour of low temperature deposits which 
will now be discussed. 
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5.3.4 The Disorder- SRO Transformation in (TTF) (TCNQ) Films 
It was shown in Figure (5.11) that when films deposited 
below 190K are annealed there was a decrease in the intensity of 
a vibrational modes and a corresponding increase in the intensity of g 
normally infrared active modes. The maximum rate of change of the 
ag mode intensities occurred at 215K for both TTF and TCNQ, but the 
change did not begin to occur un.til above about 200K. This was true 
of all films deposited below 190K, irrespective of deposition 
temperature. 
It is obvious from the previous discussion that these changes 
correspond to the dissociation of CTD's, leading to an increase in 
the SRO parameter. Since no ag vibrations were observed in films 
deposited above 190K it would appear that the activation energy for 
the disorder + SRO transformation is associated with the relative 
ease with which molecules are able to move on the surface after 
deposition. Once molecules are incorporated into a growing film, for 
steric reasons the activation energy for molecular relaxation 
increases, hence the observation of a vibrational modes at annealing g 
temperatures as high as 255K. 
The value of the activation energy E 1 is indicative of the re 
mechanism of the elementary ordering process. A crude estimate 
of E 1 can be obtained from the temperature of the transition, which re 
di W h (60) . . b accor ng to aug LS gLven y 
E 
rel 155 T m mole-
1 j 
Tm is the temperature at which the maximum rate of charge occurred. 
According to Figure (5.12) Tm for the disorder+ SRO transformation 
occurred at 215K, which gives a value forE 1 of 32 Kj mole-
1
• This 
re 
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rules out a relaxation process involving bulk translational diffusion, 
which in organic molecular crystals occurs with activation energies 
of about twice the sublimation energy(6 l) and corresponds to about 
260 Kj mole -l (57 ) for (TTF) (TCNQ). Although translational diffusion 
along grain boundaries~2 ) often occurs with much lower activation 
energies, a comparison with data for other molecular solids favours 
a relaxation mechanism involving molecular rotation. 
Rotation in Molecular Solids 
Numerous theoretical and experimental studies have established 
that molecular rotation in organic solids occurs with activation 
energies similar to that estimated for the disorder + SRO transformation. 
Pyrene for example re-orients between equivalent sites at room 
temperature with an activation energy of 56 Kj mole -l. (63 ) With 
th . d f t . 1 1 1 . (64 ) th. h e a~ o po en t~a energy ca cu a tions - ~s was s own to · 
correspond substantially to rotation about an axis perpendicular 
to the molecular plane, but with additional rotation about other axes. 
Similarly, an NMR determination(75 ) of the molecular relaxation rate 
-1 gave an activation energy of only 25 Kj mole for the in-plane 
(64) (66) 
rotation of Coronene. Other measurements, on charge transfer 
complexes of naphthalene and pyrene with tetracyanoethylene and 
trinitrobenzene gave values of between 40 and 60 -1 Kj mole • 
The atom-atom potential energy calculations of Gavezzotti & 
(77) Simonetta have shown that the in-plane rotation of a large number 
of aromatic compounds should occur with activation energies of 
similar magnitude to those listed above. By way of contrast 
t 1 
(61) (68) Sherwood e a • and Labes et al. have shown experimentally 
that the activation energy for translational self-diffusion within 
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organic molecular solids are typically 80-240 Kj mole-1 , which as 
already stated, corresponds to approximately twice the sublimation 
energy. 
Although attempts were made to determine the activation energy 
for the transition from the disordered to the SRO state from a 
measurement of relaxation rate (T) as a function of temperature, 
these were not successful. The data of Figure (5.14) shows that the 
relaxation process does not follow normal behaviour(4l) i.e. an 
exponential temperature dependence. However, an upper limit of about 
-1 40 Kj mole can be assigned to the activation energy of the 
disorder ~ SRO transition from the experimental determination of the 
activation for the high temperature transition in Chapter 6, and 
from the infrared data in section (5.2.2), Figure (5.18) of this 
chapter. Calculation of the activation energy from infrared data is 
deferred until Chapter 6. 
It is concluded that there i.s a barrier to molecular rotation, 
which is responsible for the formation of disordered films at 
~eposition temperature below 190K. Since rotation about an axis 
perpendicular to the molecular plane generally occurs with _a lower 
activation energy than rotation about the other principle axis, it is 
assumed that the former is the mechanism of relaxation. It is 
envisaged that relaxation involves restricted, rather than free, 
rotation between potential energy minima, resulting in the formation 
of a metastable state. Restricted rotation also occurs in aromatic 
(64) hydrocarbons. Since the transformation was shown experimentally 
to be irreversible, it is apparent that once this metastable state 
has been achieved, further rotation does not occur until high 
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temperatures, otherwise CTD's would have been reformed on cooling and 
this was not observed. 
Kinetics of the Disorder + SRO Transition 
The straight line behaviour of Figure (5.13) indicates that the 
rate of disappearance of a vibrational modes, on annealing above g 
200K, is zero order, i.e. remains constant with time under isothermal 
annealing conditions. On increasing the annealing temperature the 
rate remained constant until 215K when it increased suddenly and 
then returned to its initial value, d~spite further increases in 
temperature. This sudden increase in rate in the vicinity of 215K 
was always observed when low temperature deposits were annealed. The 
data in Figure (5.14) was obtained from films deposited at 85K and 
185K curves (a) and (b),respectively, which were annealed at a 
constant rate of temperature increase of 0.5°/min. In both cases an 
increase in the rate of disappearance of a modes was observed around g 
215K, whilst either side of this temperature it remained constant. 
At this point attention is directed to the results of the 
structural and electrical studies, which are described in Chapters 4 
and 6, respectively. Scanning electron microscopy showed that a 
pronounced alignment of crystallites occurred in films deposited 
immediately below this temperature, whilst electrical conductivity 
measurements indicated that crystallites were aligned with their 
b-axis perpendicular to the plane of the film. The obvious implication 
is that 215K is the optimum deposition temperature for (TTF) (TCNQ) 
films and that the effect is connected with a rapid increase in the 
rate of the disorder + SRO transformation. 
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If, as previously argued, there is an activation energy for 
rotation associated with the transformation, then the temperature 
dependence of the rate of reaction should obey an Arrhenius type of 
expression. (G 9 ) 
rate Aexp 
-E 
rel 
kT (5.14) 
In general this equation is accurately obeyed by all chemical reactions. 
Apparently the rate of disappearance of a modes does not exhibit an g 
exponential temperature dependence. With the exception of the region 
around 215K, for example, the rate remains virtually constant over a 
temperature interval of 55K for the film deposited at 185K, shown as 
curve bin Figure (5.14). Furthermore, at constant temperature, the 
rate of approach to equilibrium is normally assumed(?O) to be 
exponential and is given by 
= (5 .15) 
where o is the devaition from equilibrium and o its value at t = 0. 
0 
T is the relaxation time. Again it is clear from Figure (5.13) that, 
with the possible exception of the 215K annealing curve, the above 
relationship is not obeyed. 
The disorder + SRO transformation involves an increase in the 
degree of order within a film, i.e. the change in entropy (~S) for the 
system is negative. As ~S = ~H, where ~H is the enthalpy change 
T 
accompany the reaction, the transformation is exothermic., If ~H ~ E 
rel 
in equation (5.14), and the heat liberated during the ordering process 
is re-adsorbed, this would promote further dissociation of CTD's, 
resulting in an apparently zero-order process. When ~H » E 
1
, the 
re 
normal exponential temperature dependence of the reaction rate would 
be dominated by the enthalpy change associated with the ordering 
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process, which provides a possible explanation of the temperature 
independence of the disorder + SRO transformation. Of course, when 
carried out under ideal isothermal conditions, the rate of the 
transformation should obey equations (5.14) and (5.15). However, 
since infrared experiments were carried out in high vacuum, on NaCl 
or KBr substrates, which have poor thermal conductivity, it is 
likely that isothermal conditions were not established and that 
re-adsorption of the heat of transformation occurred. 
A more detailed explanation of these experimental observations 
cannot be given at the present time • However, in a number of ways they 
are analogous to glass transition phenomena, such as occur on warming 
glass forming liquids above their glass transition temperature (Tg). 
The crystallisation process of glasses normally takes place in two 
steps(?l), involving an initial pseudo-second order phase transition 
at Tg, followed by crystallisation at some higher temperature, such as 
was observed by Haida( 72 ) et.al. for chloroform. On warming, both the 
entropy and the volume change continuously, although a small endo-
thermic anomaly usually occurs at Tg followed by a larger exothermic 
anomaly on crystallisation. The former may be associated with a change 
in the heat capacity (Cp), which should exhibit a discontinuity at 
Tg (73) of the glass transition were a true second order reaction. 
Furthermore, the kinetics of the glass transition do not generally 
obey an Arrhenius relation (equation 5.14). Diffusion in glasses, for 
example, is often best described by a simple empirical modification 
of the Arrhenius relation of the type( 74 ) 
D - A' exp -E = A' exp -B 5.16 R(T - T0 ) T- To 
in which Tg ~ 1.1 to 1.3 To and the other terms have their usual 
meaning. Equation (5.16) implies an apparent activation energy which 
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varies with temperature according to 
E = R d ln D d(l/T) 
2 
= B T T- T0 
and increases exponentially with decreasing temperature. 
Both equations (5.16) and (5.17), however, infer that the 
5.17 
diffusion coefficient should increase very rapidly above some temperature 
T which will be determined by the activation energy distribution. This 
is, in fact, contrary to what was observed when annealing in the 
vicinity of 215K. (Figures 5.13 and 5.14), unless the discontinuity 
observed at this temperature constitutes the entire glass transition 
region. Thus, there would appear to be no satisfactory explanation 
of the results contained within Figures 5.13 and 5.14, within the 
f k f th th f 1 t . t. (75) ramewor o e eory o g ass rans~ 1ons • It is worth 
emphasising, however, that the discontinuity which occurred in both 
sets of data was located at about 215K, which structural studies 
suggest is the location of the OST for (TTF) (TCNQ). 
5.3.5 The SRO ~ Crystalline Transformation 
It is possible that the rapid increase in diffusion 
coefficient predicted by equations (5.16) and (5.17) is responsible 
for the characteristically sharp transition which occurred in the_high 
temperature regime above 260K (Figures 5.17 to 5.21). This transition, 
however, is probably associated with the formation of the crystalline 
state of the complex, rather than a glass transition. As discussed 
in section 5.3.1, the crystalline form of (TTF) (TCNQ) is highly 
reflecting below the plasma frequency wp, so that the decrease in 
transmittance which accompanied the reduction 
(TCNQ) 0 + e ;:::::==? (TCNQ) 
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is probably associated with the increased reflectance brought about 
by crystallisation of the SRO lattice. The fact that both processes 
showed the same time dependence infers that formation of the charge 
transfer complex is occurring with simultaneous oxidation of TTF, 
according to the reaction 
Now, it was argued in section 5.3.3, that tQe reaction, 
was energetically unfavourable in the absence of crystallisation. 
It would appear, therefore, that all three of the above reactions are 
related and that the rate determining step in the process is diffusion 
of molecules to give a lattice structure which is then able to undergo 
crystallisation. 
An apparent activation energy (Ea) for the process of about 
48 kJ mole-l was obtained from the annealing curve for a film deposited 
at 224K as shown in Figure (5.22), which shows the decrease in 
-1 0 intensity of the 2226 em • C:N stretching vibration of TCNQ as 
a function of annealing temperature. The theoretical points on the 
. (76) 
curve were calculated using a procedure due to S~th & Aranoff , 
·and assuming the reaction was first order in TCNQ. A value for Ea 
of 48 kJ mole-lis about 10 kJ mole-l higher than that obtained when 
using electrical conductivity changes to monitor the crystallisation 
process, as discussed in Chapter 6. It is, however, consistent with 
a process involving in-plane molecular rotation, as outlined in 
Section (5.3.4). Further discussion of this point is deferred until 
Chapter 6. 
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Molecular orientation in films of (TTF) (TCNQ) 
The results of Figures (5.15) and (5.16) point to a difference 
in the annealing behaviour between a film deposited at lOOK and that 
deposited near the proposed OST i.e., 214K, respectively. In the 
former case hardly any molecular features remain after the trans-
formation, in that the spectrum appears to be dominated by electronic 
transition. Whereas, in the case of the 214K deposit intramolecular 
vibrations are extremely strong and hardly diminished, despite the 
fact that the transformation of neutral species to give the complex 
is essentially complete after annealing at 300K, as shown by Table 
5.4. Reference to Figure (5.1) provides a probable explanation for 
this difference in behaviour in terms of molecular orientation 
effects. 
Electronic transitions in (TTF) (TCNQ) have a large component 
directed out of the molecular plane and,as discussed in the Introduction 
to this chapter, couple most effectively to a
9 
intramolecular modes. 
Therefore, crystallites in which the high conductivity b-axis 
(molecular b3- axis) is aligned parallel to the electric vector of u 
the exciting radiation will be highly reflecting as discussion in 
section (5.3.1). Thus, in deposits containing randomly oriented 
crystallites electronic transitions will dominate the infrared spectrum 
at all angles of incidence. On the other hand, it was shown in 
Chapter 4 that crystallites in films deposited in the vicinity of 
213K are oriented with their b-axis directed out of the film plane, 
i.e. perpendicular to the electric vector for a normal angle of 
incidence of the exciting radiation. In this event the in-plane 
(blu and b2 ) molecular vibrations will predominate and as these do not 
. .u 
couple effectively to the conduction electrons the infrared spectrum 
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will be essentially molecular in nature. These results would appear 
to confirm the proposals of Chapter 4 and are consistent with a 
molecular orientation more-or-less parallel to the substrate at the 
OST. 
Reflectance and Conductivity 
It was assumed earlier that the decrease in transmittance 
accompanying the formation of the complex was associated with the 
increased reflectivity of the crystalline phase as compared to the 
SRO lattice. According to the Hagen-Rubens(77 ) relation the increased 
reflectivity is associated with an increase in the DC conductivity 
(cro), i.e. 
5.18 
for wT << 1. The observed changes in the infrared spectrum should, 
therefore, be accompanied by a sharp increase in.conductivity as 
crystallisation of the SRO phase commences. This aspect of the 
annealing process has been dealt with in detail in Chapter 6, however, 
it is worthwhile just emphasising the point that the infrared results 
show that the increase in conductivity of films when annealed above 
about 280K, is associated with a fundamental change in their structure 
and is not simply due to a reduction of grain boundary e££ects. 
A Summary of the Infrared Study of (TTF) (TCNQ) 
The infrared study of (TTF) (TCNQ) films has provided confir-
mation of many of the ideas outlined in Chapters 3 and 4. In partie-
ular it has shown; 
a) that an intermediate phase of (TTF) (TCNQ), which does not 
possess LRO, but does nevertheless possess SRO and is metastable, 
is formed at deposition temperatures in the vicinity of the OST, 
i.e. 213K. 
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b) that crystallites are aligned with their molecular planes 
parallel to the plane of the film in' deposits prepared at 
214K. 
c) A disordered phase of (TTF) (TCNQ) is formed at deposition 
temperatures below 190K, which is characterised by anomalous 
infrared activity of the Ag vibrational modes, due to an 
enforced interaction between donors and acceptors in the 
ground state. 
d) Crystallisation of this disordered phase proceeds via the 
metastable state and does not occur until near room temperature 
in films deposited below 21SK. 
e) The rate of the disorder ~ metastable transformation reaches 
a maximum in the vicinity of the OST. 
In addition, the observation of a neutral lattice, between 
195K and 230K, provides experimental confirmation of the proposal 
(57) (58) . put forward by Metzger and others , based on lattice energy 
calculations, that charge transfer in (TTF) (TCNQ) is only made 
energetically possible by the intervention of lattice stabilisation 
effects. 
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CHAPTER 6 
The Electrical Conductivity of (TTF) (TCNQ) Films 
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6.1 Introduction 
6.1.1 Electrical Conductivity in (TTF) (TCNQ) Single Crystals 
At the time of its discovery, (TTF) (TCNQ) was shown (l) 
to have the highest electrical conductivity of any organic material 
then known. At room temperature the b-axis conductivity of crystals 
-1 
was found to vary between 200 and 600 (Q.cm.) • It increased on 
cooling to a maximum value of 3000 - 15000 (S'L em.) -l near 60K, 
i.e. some 10 to 20 times the room temperature value. Below 60K the 
conductivity was found to be activated and decreased rapidly, with 
an activation energy of about 0.01 eV. The temperature dependence of 
the b-axis conductivity of a typical crystal, normalised to the value 
(2) 
at room temperature, is given in Figure 6.1 (curve b). 
Shortly after the results of Ferraris et al. were reported, 
Coleman et al. (3) published b-axis conductivity data on what they 
regarded as highly perfect single crystals of (TTF) (TCNQ), which had 
conductivities at room temperature of 1800 cn.cm.)-1 , increasing by 
6 -1 
a factor of 500 to a value of the order of 10 cn.cm.) ' at the maximum 
near 60K. If a tight binding model (4) of conduction is assumed the 
low temperature value of the conductivity corresponds to a mean free 
path for electrons of the order of 2oooR, or several hundred lattice 
spacings. Such a high value is not consistent with a single particle 
scattering mechanism(5 ) and a collective mode contribution to the 
conductivity i.e. fluctuations toward a superconducting state was 
(6) proposed. However, despite many attempts the original results of 
1 1 d b d Th 
. . (7) _s Co eman et a • coul not e reproduce • ere ~s now a concensus 
that their data was probably wrong and was due to an experimental 
artefact, such as misalignment of electrical contacts. (8 ) 
Figure 6.1. Normalised four probe de conductivity measurement as measured for several different single 
crystals of (TTF) (TCNQ) along the three principle axes of the crystal Room Temperature 
values Oa ~ 1 n-lcm-1; Ob % 500 n-lcm-1; Oc.~ 5 0,-lcm-1 
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The b-Axis Conduction Mechanism 
The mechanism of conduction in (TTF) (TCNQ) has been extensively 
reviewed in a number of recent publications and further information 
can be found in the papers listed in reference (9) • A detailed 
treatment of the conduction mechanism falls outside the scope of 
the present work, ~erefore, the summary given below is of necessity 
brief and rather superficialo 
The mechanism of conduction in (TTF) (TCNQ) which finds general 
. (10) 
acceptance is based upon ideas originally developed by Pe~erls, 
u (11) (12) Frohlich and Kuper • As a result of electron coupling to the 
intramale cular vibrational modes (!3) of TTF and TCNQ a periodic 
distortion known as the Peierls distortion(lO) is introduced into the 
1-d lattice causing a gap of magnitude 2~ in the electronic spectrum. 
Above the metal-insulator transition temperature this distortion of 
the lattice is dynamic. Coupling to phonons causes the conduction 
electrons to move through the lattice and a charge density wave (CDW) 
of wavevector 0.295b* is established, where b* is the reciprocal 
lattice vector along the chain direction. 
(6) Bardeen proposed that the conductivity peak in (TTF) (TCNQ) 
resulted from fluctuations towards Frohlich (1-d) superconductivity, (ll) 
i.e., from a sliding CDW of finite correlation length. Qualitatively 
the metal to insulator transition can be considered to arise as a 
result of a transformation from a dynamic to a static distortion. 
However, because a 1-d chain is theoretically prevented from undergoing 
a phase transition, (l4 ) this is not the complete picture. In order 
to account for the observed properties of (TTF) (TCNQ), Lee et al. (lS) 
included in their model the contribution of an interchain interaction 
between neighbouring CDWs, which increases as the wavelength of the 
CDW grows. At the transition this interaction causes the phase of the 
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CDWs on neighbouring chains to adjust so that a static disto~ion in 
three dimensions becomes energetically favourable, leading to the 
insulating state. (16) . Work on organic alloys ~n which a proportion 
of the TTF molecules in (TTF) (TCNQ) are replaced by the selenium 
analogue TSeF has established that the metal-insulator transition 
in the complex is driven mainly by the CDW on the TCNQ chain. 
Anisotropy of the Conductivity 
The band width along the b-axis (stacking) has been estimated(l?) 
to be of the order 0.5 ev for both the TTF and TCNQ stacks, whereas 
in the a-axis direction it has a value of only 0.01 ev. (18) 
b-axis (crb) conductivity is, therefore, several hundred times greater 
than that along the a-axis (cra) at room temperature, with the ratio 
crb increasing to as much as 3000 at low temperatures. The temperature 
a 
a 
dependence of the conductivity along the three principle axis is 
compared in Figure (6.1). In contrast to the 'metallic' properties 
of the b-axis, transport perpendicular to the stacking axis is 
diffusive, being severely limited by phonon thermal disorder. (lg) 
This view is supported by the estimate of the mean free path (A <o.oli) 
for the a and c dir~ctions. (20) 
A simplistic view of conduction in (TTF) (TCNQ), therefore, is 
one in which electrons (holes) are able to travel with relative ease 
in the 'b' direction i.e. within seggregated stacks, but on meeting a 
defect or impurity must hop to an adjacent chain. This transverse 
hopping is limited by the weak interchain coupling and by a strong 
intrachain electron phonon interaction. 
An important aim of the present study of (TTF) (TCNQ) was to 
investigate the role of substrate temperature in determining the 
measured electrical properties of thin films. Because of the anise-
tropy of (TTF) (TCNQ) it is an ideal material for this purpose. Its 
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pronounced preference for growth in the crystallographic b-direction 
coupled with highly anisotropic electrical and optical properties, 
would, it was hoped, greatly facilitate the experimental correlation 
of film topography and electrical properties. 
In Chapter 4 it was shown that the direction of rapid crystallite 
growth relative to the film plane was a sensitive function of substrate 
temperature during deposition. Because of the marked difference in 
conductivity of the b-axis compared to the a and c axis' these changes 
in crystallite orientation as a function of substrate temperature should 
result in a change in the film resistance, in a given direction. In 
principle, therefore, resistance measurements can provide information 
about the influence of substrate temperature on film topography. 
Unfortunately this simp~e pictur~ is complicated by extrinsic processes 
and in particular carrier scattering at grain boundaries, which as 
mentioned in Chapter 1 can profoundly effect the electrical properties 
of polycrystalline samples. Some information about grain boundary 
scattering is available from previous conductivity studies on (TTF) (TCNQ) 
films and this will be reviewed prior to the presentation of the 
results of the present study. 
6.1.2 Electrical Properties of (TTF) (TCNQ) Films 
. ( 21) Chaudar~ et al. measured the in-plane electrical 
conductivity of both their singly and doubly positioned (TTF) (TCNQ) 
films (see Section 4.3.1) as a function of temperature. They observed 
-1 
room temperature conductivities (cr 300K) of 30 and 1 (Q.cm.) , 
respectively, with the former exhibiting metallic-like conductivity, 
i.e. a negative temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR) down to 
a broad maximum centred at 125°K. Below this temperature conductivity 
was activated. In contrast their bi-oriented films displayed 
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activated behaviour over the whole temperature range. Below lOOK both 
types of film had activation energies for conduction of ~o.o2 ev, 
which is similar to tha~'observed for single crystal samples in the 
. (22) . (23) insulating phase. Chen and Schectman, and Re~nhardt et al. 
found similar activation energies in their films, but somewhat higher 
-1 
conductivities with values of cr 300 between 16 and 26 (Q.cm.) and 
-1 5 and 65 (Q.cm.) , respectively. Unlike Chaudari et al. neither 
group observed metallic conductivity behaviour in their films at 
higher temperatures, but this perhaps is to be expected in view of the 
fact that their films were bioriented. 
Chen and Schectman noted that a value of 0.01 ev for the inter-
granular activation barrier could only account for a reduction in 
a300 to 2;3 of the single crystal b axis value, whereas the observed 
film/crystal ratio is of the order of 1:100. They proposed a simple 
model based upon a random orientation of crystallites. For those 
films in which the ab plane was parallel to the substrate they assumed 
a weighted average of the a and b-axis conductivities, such that the 
current path flowed, on average, 50% along the a axis and 50% along the 
b-axis. Crystallites in films can thus be considered as resistors in 
series, the observed conductivity being given by 
0
obs (6 .1) 
No allowance was made for the influence of grain boundary contributions 
to the conduction process. 
Reinhardt et al. considered a situation in which transport of 
carriers within grains occurs preferentially along the b direction, 
and assumed that transport between grain requires excitation across 
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grain boundaries, b I J b or b 1 b. Assuming a linear hopping model 
between grains, in which the carriers are in high concentration bb 
both sides of the boundary, they derived an effective carrier mobility 
= 
1 (6. 2) 
Where ~gb is the carrier mobility in the barrier region and ~g that 
within crystallites. S is the barrier width and L the average 
dimension (b-axis) of the crystallites. A constant carrier concen-
tration and a temperatur~ dependent ~eff' was assumed such that, 
(6. 3) 
here E d is the measured activation energy for conduction, obtained 
con 
by plotting ln cr(T) vs 1/T. They derived an expression relating the 
actual barrier due to grain boundaries (Eb) with the measured 
activation energy (E d) viz: 
con 
Egb = E d + kT + k d(lnv) 
con d(l/T) (6.4) 
In deriving this expression it was assumed·that ~eff << ~g· v is 
the mean electron velocity in the crystallites. Since the third term 
. t' (6 4) . b t d -kT ' b t kT d ~n equa ~on • var~es e ween 0 an 2 , Egb ~s e ween 2 . an 
kT higher thanE d" It follows from equation (6.4) that if Egbis 
con 
of the same order as kT the apparent or measured activation energy 
may be temperature dependent. In this event curvature in the 
lncr .vs 1/T curve should be observed, as was the case for the singly 
positioned epitaxial films prepared by Chaudari et al., although not 
for their bioriented films, or for those prepared by Chen and Schectman 
and Reinhardt et al. In deriving equation (6.4) Reinhardt et al. 
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assumed that the temperature dependence of the mobility within grain 
is negligible when compared to that within grain boundary regions of 
a film. 
To summarise, the results of previous studies of the electrical 
conductivity of (TTF} (TCNQ) films, have established the following: 
a) The value of E d is relatively insensitive to deposition 
con 
temperature and has a magnitude of the order of 0.01 to 0.02 eV. 
b) The magnitude of the measured film resistance is on the other 
hand, a sensitive function of deposition temperature and it is 
the high resistivity axis which dominates the measured 
resistance in a given direction. 
c) Grain boundary scattering begins to influence the measured 
resistance of a film when ~ ~ kT. 
Although some electrical measurements have been made on low 
temperature deposits of (TTF) (TCNQ), the emphasis of previous work 
was on films prepared at room temperature and above. The present 
study was concerned for the most part with the properties of films 
deposited below room temperature, with particular attention being 
paid to the so-called optimum substrate temperature (OST) region 
around 215K. The main objective of this work was to correlate film 
topography and electrical resistance in an attempt to separate out 
the contribution made by grain boundaries from crystallite orientation 
effects. The results of this study are described in Secti~n 6 .. 2. 5. 
Annealing of Films 
(24) . It is known from Vand's work on metal f1lms that the process 
of annealing can be followed very effectively by monitoring the 
change in the electrical resistance of films as a function of 
temperature. The infrared study of the previous chapter showed very 
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convincingly that the annealing of films deposited at low temperatures 
causes a considerable change in the electronic properties of (TTF) (TCNQ) 
films. Since these changes were thought to reflect a change in the 
fundamental character of the conduction process within films, further 
information about the nature of these changes was sought with the aid 
of annealing experiments. The results of this study are presented 
in Section (6.2.1). Analysis of these results was based largely upon 
the treatment used by Vand. Since this has already been fully 
documented only the final equations used in the analysis of the 
results are given in Section (6.2.1). However, it is worthwhile 
remarking at this stage that the more recent studies of Primak( 2S) 
and Kimmel and Uhlmann ' 26 ) have concluded that Vand' s treatment of 
annealing in metal films was essentially correct and furthermore it 
is applicable to other than first order kinetic processes. 
6.2 Results of Electrical Resistivity Measurements on (TTF) (TCNQ) 
Films 
Sample Preparation 
Deposition of (TTF) (TCNQ) films was carried out using the vacuum 
equipment described in Chapter 2. Substrate temperature was 
controlled with the CF104 cryostat described in Section 2.1.3. 
Details of the type of source used, source/substrate configuration 
etc., were given in Section 2.1.2. 
Electrical measurements were carried out on films grown on 
fused silica discs at a deposition rate of LR;sec ± 10%. ·A quartz 
crystal microbalance (QCM) was used to monitor film thickness and 
deposition rate. Film thickness was also determined independently 
using the optical absorbance technique described in Appendix 2. 
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The four probe conductivity measuring circuit used for electrical 
measurements on (TTF) (TCNQ) films was described in Section 2.2.1. 
Deposition was carried out with the current supply in the grounded 
position and the electrometer switched off to eliminate the effects 
of charge build up. The aforementioned is known( 2?) to cause changes 
in both the nucleation and growth behaviour of thin films. The 
dimensions of the (TTF) (TCNQ) films used for electrical measurements 
are given in Figure 2.8. (Chapter 2), which also shows the config-
uration of the electrodes. Annealed films were invariably ohmic 
up to a current of 10 IDA. As discussed in Section 2.1.3,'.-wat.er 
condensation was unavoidable below lSOK. However, it had little 
apparent effect upon electrical measurements on annealed films, 
although there was usually a small increase in signal noise when 
water began subliming above 170K. 
Samples were kept in a vacuum of less than 10-S torr. after 
deposition, to,avoid contamination prior to electrical measurements 
being carried out, although there was no apparent change in their 
room temperature conductivity after exposure to air for.short periods. 
When determining the temperature dependence of the resistivity (TOR) 
of films, heating and cooling rates of less than 2° min-l were used 
above lOOK. This minimised hysteresis effects due to poor thermal 
contact between the cryostat and the substrate. Below lOOK the 
(TOR) was usually determined by first cooling to the base temperature 
of the cryostat and then allowing the cryostat to warm up naturally 
-1 
at a rate which was less than 0.2 K min • Changes in film resistance 
were steepest in this temperature region and the slow rate of heating 
resulted in better measurement resolution. 
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6.2.1 Annealing Behaviour 
As-Deposited Films 
Films deposited at substrate temperatures below 220K generally 
-7 -1 had conductances of 10 (ohm.cm) , or less, in the as-deposited 
state and could not be examined using the four probe method. Two 
probe resistance measurements in the film plane, using the electro-
meter in the ohmeter mode, failed to give reproducible results at 
temperatures below lSOK because of changing effects and spurious 
voltages induced by the cryostat heater. Between 200K and 270K the 
resistance of many films deposited below about 235K were almost 
independent of temperature. Although the TDR of films were 
routinely examined in the as-deposited state, because of the poor 
quality of the results obtained and the apparent lack of any consistent 
pattern of behaviour they have not been included as part of the 
present study. 
Reproducible results were obtained from as-deposited films 
prepared at substrate temperatures of 235K and above. Curve a in 
.Figure (6.7) was obtained by plotting log10 p vs 
1/T for a film 
deposited at 235K and shows that the conductivity of the film was 
activated. 
The in-plane resistance (2 probe) of this film was monitored 
as a function of the thickness, which was measured during deposition 
with a QCM. The product of resistance and thickness, which is 
proportional to the resistivity, is plotted against film thickness 
in Figure (6.2). Measurement of film resistance was only made above 
900~ in order to reduce the effect of the applied field during the 
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early stages of nucleation and growth. Between 900~ and 2200~ the 
measured resistance remained above 108 ohms, but above 2200~ the 
resistance dropped by three orders of magnitude from a value of 
8 5 1.3 x 10 to 3 x 10 ohms. Figure (6.2) only includes data obtained 
for a film thickness of greater than 2500~. It shows quite clearly 
the marked dependence of resistivity upon film thickness for thin 
samples. Above 3500~ the resistivity tended toward a constant value. 
It was for this reason that film thickness of greater than 4000~ 
were deposited in subsequent studies. 
6.2.2 Tempering experiments 
The change in measured resistance of (TTF) (TCNQ) films, 
annealed at a constant rate of temperature increase of between 1 
and 2°C min-1 , is plotted as a function of temperature in Figure (6.3). 
The data show the effect of substrate temperature during deposition, 
upon the annealing behaviour of films. The most remarkable feature 
of the annealing curves is that they all exhibit a sudden and 
irreversible decrease in resistance, of between two and four orders 
of magnitude in the vicinity of 280K. Films deposited at 223 and 
197K exhibited a sharp increase in resistance immediately prior to 
Tt' whilst others (214, 180 and 170K deposits) displayed a more 
gradual but nonetheless significant upward trend. Not all curves 
showed this increase. Films deposited at 210 and 229K, for example, 
possessed a very weak temperature dependence below Tt. It was 
generally true that above 200K films exhibited an essentially 
temperature independent resistance at temperatures up to the 
transformation. With the exception of films deposited at 170 and 
223K the resistance decayed at approximately the same rate above Tt 
and in each case the transition was more than 99% completed within 
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3 to 4K. The final room temperature resistance of films deposited 
at 170K and 180K was approximately a factor of five greater than 
that of the other samples for the same nominal thickness of 4400R 
(as measured by quartz crystal oscillator). The data in Figure (6.3) 
were not normalised for film thickness. 
The temperature at which the transition from the high to the 
low resistance state occurred was characteristic of the temperature 
of the substrate during deposition. This is shown in Figure (6.4), 
where the temperature (T ) at which maximum rate of change in 
max 
resistance occurred, is plotted as a function of the temperature of 
the substrate during deposition. T increased to a maximum at a 
max 
substrate temperature of 214K and then decreased. A further increase 
in T was observed in going from 222K to 229K. 
max 
Films deposited between 220 and 240K showed two patterns of 
annealing behaviour. For example, Figure (6.5) shows two further 
annealing.curves for films deposited at 222 and 235K, which are 
unlike those shown earlier in Figure (6.3). In this case the 
resistance of both films began to decay immediately the deposition 
temperature was exceeded, but the decrease was much more gradual than 
was observed previously. The difference between the high and low 
resistivity states for both films was approximately the same as 
for the corresponding curve in Figure (6.3) i.e. four orders of 
magnitude. The other curves in Figure (6.5) were obtained for films 
deposited at 245K and 273K. In both cases the decrease in resistance 
followed a smooth curve and again unlike films included in Figure (6.3) 
no discontinuity was observed. The difference between the high and 
low resistance states for both films was less than an order of 
magnitude. 
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6.2.3 Stepwise annealing 
The data plotted in Figure (6.6) were obtained by annealing a 
film deposited at 235K in a stepwise manner at 270, 280 and 285K. 
After each step in the annealing procedure the film was cooled in 
order to determine the temperature dependence of the resistivity 
(TDR). lj The TDR data are plotted as log10 p vs T in,Eigure (6.6) 
for the film in the as-deposited state (235K), and after annealing 
at 270, 280, 285K and room temperature (298K). 
Between 235K and 286K the resistivity of the film decreased 
irreversibly by a factor of 25 and yet the slope of the TDR curves 
remained essentially constant over this temperature range. Each 
log p vs 1/T plot displayed a definite curvature at high temperatures, 
but approximated a straight line at low temperatures. The activation 
energy for conduction determined from the slope of these straight 
line portions varied between 0.0127 and 0.0143 eV. All curves departed 
from straight line behaviour at higher temperatures, particularly 
after annealing at room temperature, when the film resistivity was 
almost independent of temperature above 200K. 
The stepwise annealing behaviour of this film is contained in 
Figure (6.7), in which log10 R is plotted against time, where R is 
the measured film resistance. The resistance decreased only slowly 
at 235K (curve a) and below 270K, and approached a constant value 
for a given annealing temperature. At 280K (curve b) there was an 
increase in the rate of change of R with d log R/at decreasing slowly 
with time. By 285K (curve c) the rate of change had slowed 
significantly and also remained constant for much of the time interval 
studied. At longer times and higher annealing temperatures the 
resistance approached a constant value as the transformation neared 
completion. 
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The data presented in Figure (6.7) was obtained from a film 
whose conductivity was monitored during deposition and it is possible 
that the applied current was responsible for initiating the trans-
formation in this film at lower temperatures. The data shown in 
Figure (6.8) for a film deposited at 233K is perhaps more repre-
sentative of films deposited below 235K in the absence of an applied 
current. 
Annealing at a constant temperature of 280K (curve a) resulted 
in a very slow decrease in the resistance of the film. Over the first 
90 mins. at 280K, which is not shown, the film resistance hardly 
changed and then dropped suddenly by almost an order of magnitude 
from 108 ohms to 2 x 107• The decrease in Log R·was then linear with 
time for the next 20 mins, when a further sharp but smaller decrease 
occurred. Log R continued to decrease in a linear fashion for·a 
further 70 mins. at 280K. On increasing the annealing temperature 
to 285K, (curve b) the resistance decreased at a faster rate, 
Log R vs t becoming linear after about 5 mins. After 20 mins. at 
285K there was a sudden increase in d log10 R/dt, which signified 
the formation of the highly conducting phase of the complex. 
The result of annealing a film deposited at 210K, at a constant 
temperature of 298K is shown in Figure (6.9I). The residual resistivity 
was allowed for by plotting log R. vs t, where R. is the measured 
1 1 
resistance (R) of the film at time t minus the residual resistance 
after fully annealing the film at 298K. After an initial· induction 
period, the rate of decrease of Log R. remained constant (curve a). 
1 
A plot of Log R (curve b) is also given in Figure (6.9I) which shows 
that measured rate of change decreased to zero after about 24 mins. 
indicating that the transformation to the conducting phase was 
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essentially complete. After the initial period log R. vs t was a 
~ 
reasonable approixmation to a straight line which suggests that the 
transformation was occurring with constant activation energy over 
much of its range. 
Similar behaviour was observed for two other films deposited 
at lSOK and 220K respectively, and annealed at 280K. The annealing 
curves are given in Figure (6.9II) (CUrves c and d) for which log R 
rather than log Ri is plotted against t. 
6.2.4 Determination of the Activation Energy of the Annealing 
Process 
Constant Temperature Annealing 
According to Vand's treatment( 24 ), if log R. vs t can be fitted 
~ 
to a straight line, as the data in Figure 6.7, for the film deposited 
at 235K and annealed at 285K can, over a large proportion of the time 
interval studied, the process is occurring with a single activation 
energy E • The value of E was obtained from the slope of the 
ann ann 
line, which is equal to 11t
0
, where t 0 is given by equation (6.5), 
that is 
:: C exp (-E /kT) 
ann 
(6. 5) 
12 Assuming a value of 10 for the frequency factor (c), the slope of 
the line gives a value of 0.395 eV (38.17 kJ mole-1 ) for the activation 
energy. The error introduced by the assumed value of C is of the 
-1 
order of Oo05 eV (4.81 kJ mole ), for every two orders of magnitude, 
as shown in Table 6.1. 
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Table 6.1 
c E (eV) 
ann 
1014 0.445 (42.89 -1 kJ mole ) 
1012 0.395 (38 .17 -1 kJ mole ) 
1010 0.347 (33 .45 -1 kJ mole ) 
(28) (TTF) (TCNQ) has a Debye temperature of about lOOK, which 
corresponds to frequency (f) of about 2 x 1011 sec. Since C = 4fn, 
a value of 1012 for c is reasonable if an average distortion is 
composed of only a small number of molecules. 
Vand defined a function F0 which is characteristic of the 
number of defects N0 with decay energy E, and the contribution r 
each makes to the film resistivity. Thus 
F = r(E) N0 (E) 0 (6. 6) 
F0 (E) can be obtained from the experimental data using the following 
equation 
F (E, t) 
0 = 
dRi 
dt 
t 
kT (6. 7) 
Applying Vand's analytical procedure to the constant temperature 
annealing results of Figure (6.9), produces the curves shown in 
Figure (6.10). The function F0 (E) is plotted against annealing time 
and in each case gives an almost Gaussian curve, which represents the 
distribution in activation energies for defect decay within the 
respective film. In the case of the film deposited at 210K the maximum 
value of E0 occurs after approximately 5 mins at 298K with a full 
width at half the peak maximum (FWHM) of ±0. 7 mins. The pas it ion of 
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the other two curves is given in Table 6.2 below, along with the 
corresponding value of the activation energy calculated from 
equation (6.8) (again assuming C = 1012 ) which is, 
E = kT log Ct 
0 
Table 6.2 
(6 .8) 
Deposition Annealing Time to E0 eV Temperature K Temperature K Fa (max) sees 
150 280 530 ± 30 0.355 ± 
210 298 300 ± 40 0.372 ± 
220 280 510 ± 70 0.355 ± 
.001 
.001 
.002 
From the value of E0 , for each of the three curves, it is apparent 
that the transformation was occurring with virtually a single 
activation energy. The FWHM was only of the order of .002 to .004 eV 
which is well within the error introduced by Vand's approximations. 
The values of E0 were somewhat lower than the 0.396 eV estimated 
from the slope of the line of curve c in Figure 6.5, for the film 
deposited at 233K. 
From a qualitative point of view the distribution in activation 
energies as judged from the width of the three peaks for the film 
deposited at 220K appears to be greater than for either of the films 
deposited at 210K and 155K respectively. This observation is also 
supported by the more gradual decay in resistance noted for the film 
deposited at 223K which is given in Figure (6.2) and again for the 
222K deposit in Figure (6.2). In general, however, the decay in film 
resistance, as shown in Figure '(6.1), occurred at approximately the 
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same rate, once initiated, for most of the films studied. This 
indicates that the width of the distribution in the activation energy 
of defects was not a particularly sensitive function of the substrate 
temperature during deposition. 
Constant Rate Annealing 
The constant temperature or 'ageing' experiments demonstrated 
that at the point of the insulator to conductor transition the decay 
of defects was occurring with an activation energy which was 
effectively constant during the transformation. In analysing the 
data from 'tempering' experiments it is, therefore, reasonable to 
expect that the treatment of Vand for this case, with a constant 
value of E, is appropriate. With the exception of the film deposited 
at 223K the steepness of the slopes of curves in Figure (6.3) implies 
that the error introduced by assuming E to be constant will be <<kT. 
To a good approximation, the transition to the conducting phase is 
taken to be a step function with a point of inflexion whose coordinate 
on the energy axis is given by 
E/kat = ct exp (-E/kat) 
(6.9) 
(E/kat) + log(E/kat) log Ct 
from which the activation energy can be determined, where a is the 
rate of heating. In calculating the activation energy from equation 
(6.9), zero k was taken as the starting point and twas the time taken 
to reach the point of inflexion at a heating rate of 1.5 k/min. The 
results for the series of curves shown in Figure (6.3) are listed in 
the last column of Table 6.3. The variation in activation energy was 
-1 
very small, there being a difference of only 0.033 ev (3.2 kJ mole ) 
between the films deposited at 214K and 170K. This corresponded to a 
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Table 6.3 
Deposition T inflexion T X 30 log Ct E (eV) Temperature K K = t sees X 103 ann 
170 276 8.28 15.92 0.351 
180 278.5 8.36 15.922 0.354 
197 282 8.46 15.927 0.359 
210 288 8.64 15.937 0.367 
214 301 9.03 15.956 0.384 
217.5 295.5 8.87 15.947 0.376 
223 280.5 8.41 15.925 0.357 
229 293 8.79 15.944 ·o.373 
difference in transition temperature of approximately 25°C for these 
two films. The maximum activation energy for the transformation was 
observed for the film deposited at 214K. 
The activation energy estimated using the three different sets 
of data are reasonably self consistent in that approximately the 
same value was obtained in each case. The slightly higher value 
(0.396) calculated from the log R vs t data, in Figure (6.7) reflects 
the activation energy when the transformation is nearing completion, 
whereas the results obtained using the tempering method, correspond 
to the early stages of growth of the conducting phase. 
6.2.5 The Temperature Dependence of the Resistivity of 
Annealed Films 
The variation in resistance as a function of temperture 
of films annealed at room temperature for 24 hrs. is given in 
Figure (6.11) and (6.12). Samples were deposited at the substrate 
temperatures shown alongside each set of data. In both Figures the 
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logarithm of the resistivity is plotted against the reciprocal 
temperature. The data shown were taken from continuous curves, since 
the voltage generated across the two inner probes by a constant 
current of lO~A, was automatically monitored using an x-y or and 
x-t recorder. 
The data are well fitted by the usual expression (6.10) for 
conduction involving excitation of charge carriers over an energy 
. (29) barrJ.er. 
p = 
and (6.10) 
p
0 
is a sample dependent constant, and is the resistivity as T ~ ~, 
i.e. the intercept on the y axis; E d is the activation energy for 
con 
conduction. The activation energy was obtained from the slope of 
the log10 resistivity vs. reciprocal temperature plot which is equal 
to E d/2.3k. Three of the films, deposited at 180, 235 and 245K, 
con 
had virtually the same activation energy at 0.0135 eV, whilst that 
for the 272K sample was slightly lower at 0.0125 eV. 
Table 6.4 
Deposition E (eV) p (ohm. em.) Temperature K cond 0 
180 0.0135 0.089 
235 0.0135 0.19 
245 0.0135 0.062 
272 0.0125 0.055 
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For films deposited between l97K and 230K pronounced non-
linear behaviour was observed for the log10 resifotivity vs. reciprocal 
temperature data, as can be seen in Figure (6.12). The data for the 
228.5K deposit is tending toward straight line behaviour with an 
activation energy similar to those films given in Figure (6.11), 
but the remaining samples displayed a definite curvature, and in 
each case the resistance actually increased with temperature above 
250K. This is most clearly seen for the film deposited at l97K. 
Films deposited in the vicinity of 215K showed a similar temperature 
dependence, but the resistivity of the 217.5K deposit was about half 
that of the 2lOK and 214K samples. 
The Variation in Film Thickness with Substrate Temperature 
An estimate of film thickness was obtained from the extinction 
coefficient for the 845 nm absorption band, as described in Appendix 2, 
· 7 1 3 ( 22 > d f · l f assuming a dens~ty of l. g em an a ~ m sur ace area 
2 
of 2 em • Table 6.5 lists the thickness (column 2) of a series of 
films which were used for conductivity measurements. The film 
thickness measured during deposition, using the quartz crystal 
oscillator (QCM) was .44ooR (36ooR in the case of the higher 
resistivity 235K film). However, the (QCM) was maintained at room 
temperature during deposition and not at the temperature of the 
substrate. The thickness measured using the optical absorbance 
method should, therefore, reflect the variation in sticking co-
efficient with substrate temperature, as the (QCM) was located at 
precisely the same position for each film deposited. 
The variation in film thickness with substrate temperature is 
given by curve a in Figure (6.13). Although the thickness increases 
between 270K and 235K, to a maximum value of about lo,oooR, it then 
decreases again to a value of 4,5ooR at 170K. Between 235K and 210K, 
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Table 6.5 
The Variation in Resistivity and Film Thickness 
with Deposition Temperature 
Film Deposition Film Resistance/Resistivity 
Temperature K Thickness J( at 200K 
Q n.cm. 
150 ? 7.3 X 104 
170 4300 5.8 X lo2 0.13 
180 4500 6.4 X 102 0.144 
180 6140 5.7 X 103 Q.l75 
197 4650 9.4 X 102 0.218 
210 7600 1.2x 103 0.456 
214 5600' 1.5 X 103 0.42 
215 5376 
217.5 4700 7.9 X 102 0.185 
220 3550 1 X 103 0.18 
222 3700 1.4x 103 0.259 
222 3650 7.5 X 102 0.136 
228.5 1440 2.5 X 103 0.175 
233 6240 1 X 103 0.31 
235 8000 1 X 103 0.4 
235 10,000 1.8x 103 0.9 
245.5 8060 2.88 X lo2 0.115 
272 7300 2.57 X 102 0.092 
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the thickness decreased considerably, to about 1500~ at 228K, and then 
increased to a second maximum at 2lOK. Although some variation in 
thickness was observed be'tween films deposited at nominally the 
same substrate temperature, as shown by the vertical lines in Figure 
(6.13), this cannot account for the observed behaviour, and 
particularly the very large decrease in thickness between 220 and 
230K. 
HYsteresis Effects in Annealed Films 
A large proportion of the annealed samples examined displayed 
hysteresis effects which were not connected with poor heat transfer 
between the sample and cryostat heat exchanger. The effect was. 
particularly marked in, although not confined to, samples deposited 
at substrate temperatures below 200K, but was less pronounced in 
samples deposited in the vicinity of T t• In all cases in which 
op 
hysteresis was observed, the resistance of the sample measured 
during the heating cycle was higher than that observed at the same 
temperature on cooling down. The effect is illustrated in Figure 
(6.14) which was obtained for a film deposited at 170K. The curves 
shown were obtained by subjecting the sample to several temperature 
cycles, whilst measuring the resistance of the film continuously 
at a current of lO~A. A hysteresis was obtained on each occasion. 
Curve 1 was obtained on the third cycle, during which, the film 
was cooled from room temperature to 200K and then returned to room 
temperature. on the fifth cycle (curve 2) the sample was cooled to 
80K and then returned to 300K. A heating rate of 1°/min was used 
for both cycles. 
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Some of the more important results obtained from a study of 
the electrical properties of (TTF) (TCNQ) films are summarised be'low 
a) Films deposited at low temperatures have resistivities of the 
-7 
order of 10 ohm.cm. and undergo a transformation to the 
normally highly conducting phase of the complex around room 
temperature. 
b) The activation energy Eann for the transformation from the low 
to the high conductivity state was highest for films deposited 
in the vicinity of 215K. 
c) Two different patterns of annealing behaviour were observed 
for films deposited above and below 220K, respectively. 
d) There was an apparent reduction in the activation energy for 
conduction for films deposited between 197K and 220K. For 
films deposited outside this substrate temperature regime the 
activation energy appeared to be independent of temperature and 
had a value between 0.012 and 0.014 eV. 
e) Maxima in film resistivity were observed for film prepared at 
deposition temperatures of about 215K and 235K, which coincided 
with maxima in film thickness. 
f) There was a deep minimum in film resistivity for films deposited 
between 220K and 235K which coincided with a decrease in film 
resistivity. 
g) Resistance versus temperature curves exhibited hysteresis 
effects in the vicinity of room temperature. 
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6.3 Discussion 
6.3.1 The Annealing Behaviour of Films 
The lack of structural information and the difficulties 
encountered in making reproducible electrical measurements have 
prevented a detailed characterisation of films in the as-deposited 
state. However, it is a reasonable supposition, at least in the case 
of films deposited below 220K, that in the as-deposited state they 
no longer possess the regular quasi-1-dimensional metallic lattice 
of the conducting complex. This supposition is based largely upon 
the infrared evidence of the previous chapter, although it is supported 
to some extent by electrical measurements. Thus, films were shown 
to have a high resistance in the as-deposited state, which as 
Figure (6.3) reveals was only weakly temperature dependent between 
200 and 260K. 
The structure envisaged for films deposited below 220K is, 
therefore, one which lacks LRO and consists of isolated molecules 
(or dimers) held together by short range van der waals forces. 
Although requiring further confirmation it is probable that electrical 
conduction in these films occurs by localised, possibly phonon 
. d (JO) h . h h b b d ( 17 ) h d . ass~ste , opp~ng rat er t an y a an or c arge ens~ty 
h 
. (6) 
wave mec an~sm. 
Above a deposition temperature of 220K there appears to be a 
change in the nature of the as-deposited state which manifests itself 
in two ways, i.e. a decrease in film resistivity, particularly above 
235K, and by a change in the pattern of annealing behaviour. These 
differences can be readily discerned by comparing the experimental 
data in Figures (6.3) and (6oS). In films deposited above 235K, 
Figure (6.5), the decrease in resistance began immediately above the 
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temperature of deposition and continued until the annealing process 
was completed near room temperature. In contrast, the resistance 
of films deposited below 230K, Figure (6.3) remained high until near 
room temperature, when an almost discontinuous decrease occurred, 
which was completed within a few degrees. Films deposited at 
nominally the same substrate temperature in the interval 220K and 
235K exhibited both patterns of behaviour. 
This contrasting annealing behaviour points to a fundamental 
difference in the structure of deposits formed above and below 220K, 
and provides further evidence of the anomalous properties of films 
prepared between 190K and 220K. An explanation of the annealing 
results is provided within the framework of nucleation theory by 
postulating the existence of a boundary region between 220K and 235K, 
above which, nucleation of the conducting phase occurs during 
deposition of a film, and below which nucleation does not occur 
until films are annealed above some characteristic temperature (Tm) • 
A further distinction can also be made between films deposited 
below 220K, which relax to give a metastable structure, and those 
deposited above 235K, which are thermodynamically unstable toward the 
growth of the conducting phase of the complex. 
Metastability and Instability 
A schematic illustration of the difference between the terms 
metastable and unstable, as used in the present context, is given 
in Figure (6.15). Considering the metastable case first,.which is 
represented by the upper diagram in Figure (6.15). A (TTF) (TCNQ) 
film which is deposited at low temperatures (<190K) with a disordered 
G 
G 
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CRYSTALLINE 
Figure 6.15. Schematic of the difference between a film with a 
metastable structure (A) and one with an unstable 
structure (B) 
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structure will, when annealed above a temperature (ca. 200K), 
corresponding to the activation free energy ~G2 undergo a relaxation 
process to a lower energy state designated as SRO. In this state 
the film is assumed to possess a high degree of short range order. 
Subsequent relaxation to the LRO state is prevented by a second 
activation energy barrier ~G3 , but only if ~G3 > ~G1 • In this 
event the metastable state will exist over a temperature interval 
determined by ~G3 - ~G1 • If, however, ~G1 ~ ~G3 , then molecules 
which have sufficient energy to overcome the first barrier ~Gl can 
also overcome the second barrier ~G3 and consequently the intermediate 
SRO or metastable state is no longer viable. This is the situation 
depicted by the lower diagram of Figure (6.15). 
Although at first sight there is no distinction between a 
film which is deposited with a disordered structure and one which 
possesses SRO, in that they both appear to be metastable, in fact 
they differ in one important respect. Disordered films.deposited 
below 190K are thermodynamically unstable and are only prevented from 
relaxing to a more stable state by a purely steric or kinetic barrier 
to diffusion. On the other hand the structure of those films prepared 
between 190K and 220K is stabilised by virtue of short range inter-
molecular forces and is thermodynamically the most stable phase 
under the conditions prevailing during deposition. Now according 
to Ostwald's rule of stages, (3l) the relaxation mechanism for the 
disordered state proceeds via states of intermediate stability i.e., 
the SRO state, rather than transforming directly to the LRO or 
crystalline form of the complex on annealing. This explains why 
films deposited below 190K exhibit the same pattern of annealing 
behaviour as those deposited between 190K and 220K. Incidentally, it 
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is also the reason why the intensity of ag vibrational modes, which 
are characteristic of disordered films, is reduced to zero before 
electronic-exc±tation effects become noticeable in their infrared 
spectra. Electronic transition are, as discussed in Chapter 51 a 
characteristic feature of the LRO or crystalline state. 
When discussing the annealing of films deposited above l90K it 
is necessary to consider only the second activation energy barrier 
~G3 • The problem then becomes one of explaining why it is that films 
deposited between l90K and 220K have a metastable structure, whilst 
those prepared above 220K are apparently unstable toward the formation 
of the crystalline phase of the complex. 
The Formation of Metastable Films 
The infrared spectra of films deposited between 195K and 230K 
were shown in Section (5.3.3) to be consistent with a neutral 
van der Waals lattice. It was pointed out in the earlier discussion 
of these results that a combination of a number of factors, all of 
which depend for their existence upon LRO being established, are 
thought to be responsible for stabilising the normal structure of 
the complex. In the absence of LRO therefore, it is short range forces 
which are responsible for film stability and which determine the depth 
of the potential well ~G3 in Figure (6.15). 
As outlined in Chapter l, theory predicts that the rate of 
nucleation goes through a maximum and then decreases because of a 
reduction in the surface diffusion coefficient of adsorbed molecules 
at low temperatures. From the SEM results of section (4.2.2 ), it 
was concluded that in the case of (TI'F) (TCNQ) films the maximum rate 
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of nucleation occurred in the vicinity of 235K and underwent a rapid 
reduction below this temperature. Clearly at some lower deposition 
temperature the rate of nucleation will be reduced below the limit 
of detection and short range forces will determine film stability. 
At this point individual molecules may become part of a condensed 
film without being incorporated into growing nuclei of the conducting 
phase. Once formed, precipitation of a new phase, within this 
condensed film, can only take place if molecules are able to diffuse 
together to form stable nuclei, which as discussed in Chapter 1, have 
to achieve a certain critical size, rn. 
The diffusion coefficient D normally follows an Arrhenius type 
. (32) 
of behav~our· 
D = 00 exp (-Ediff/kT) (6.11) 
hence if the growth of the conducting phase within films of (TTF) (TCNQ) 
is solely determined by the rate of molecular diffusion one would 
expect to observe a similar exponential temperature dependence for 
the rate of transformation. The results of Figure (6.3), however, 
show convincingly that the transition is practical~y discontinuous 
for films deposited below 220K and is usually preceded by an increase 
in resistivity. At first sight this behaviour implies that some 
additional factor may be responsible for preventing nucleation in these 
films, even in the presence of molecular diffusion. A view supported 
by the isothermal and stepwise annealing results in Figures (6.9) and 
(6.8), respectively, which are typical of the behaviour of films 
deposited below 220K. They show that within a given film the 
transformation to the highly conducting form of the complex only 
takes place above some critical temperature T • The transformation 
m 
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rate is several orders of magnitude slower, only a few degrees below 
Similar behaviour has been reported previously for annealing 
(33) 
experiments on 1 amorphous 1 films of water, and the organic 
compounds dichloroethane and chloroform, which were prepared by 
vacuum deposition onto liquid nitrogen cooled substrates. The 
h . f d h k 11' . ( 3 4 ) d . p enomenon ~s re erre to as s oc crysta ~sat~on an ~t occurs 
when the growth of crystallisation centres is retarded because of 
the high viscosity of the parent phase. Because of the high viscosity 
the number of nuclei of critical size r increases very rapidly with 
n 
time, favouring the manifestation of non-stationary nucleation at 
11 h i d . k . (34 ) . d b sma eat ng rates. Accor ~ng to S r~pov, ~n or er to o serve 
shock crystallisation it is necessary to create an amorphous layer 
with the smallest possible number of active centres or nuclei and it 
is proposed that nuclei are also absent from films of (TTF) (TCNQ) in 
the metastable state. 
Non-stationary Nucleation in Metastable Films 
The non-stationary nucleation rate J' (t) at time t, for isothermal 
. (35) 
annealing is given approx~mately by 
Jl (t) J exp (--r0 /t) (6 .12) 
where J is the stationary nucleation rate and T is the time lag for 
0 
the establishment of the stationary nucleation rate. A value for -r0 
of 500 sees was obtained from the infrared study of annealing of a film 
deposited at 160K and annealed at 265K, by extrapolating the straight 
line portion of the curve in Figure (5.21) to intersect the t axis. (36 ) 
(35) Since T0 is itself exponentially dependent on temperature, 
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= (6.13) 
where n* is the number of molecules in the critical nucleus and 6 
the lattice frequency (2 x lo-11 sec for (TTF) (TCNQ)), ' 28 ) there 
is a very rapid change in J' with temperature. The number of 
4 
nucleation centres increases by a factor of 10 in a temperature 
interval ~T = o.SK, (34 ) which would cause the transformation to 
appear to be discontinuous in a non-isothermal annealing experiment. 
5 A value for n* of approximately 10 molecules was obtained by 
substituting the experimental values of T = 500 sees and E 'V 0.37 eV 
o exp 
in equation (6.13). This is some two or three orders of magnitude 
higher than value of n* typically encountered. Although a nUmber of 
simplifying assumption were made in deriving equation (6.13) it is 
k (34 ) t . ti f t d f . d nown o g~ve es mates o · T accura e to an or er o magn~tu eo 
0 
Nucleation in 1-Dimensional Systems 
A possible explanation for the unusually large value of n* is 
provided by the 1-dimensional nature of the (TTF) (TCNQ) lattice. 
Thermodynamics determines that a truly 1-dimensional lattice cannot 
possess long range order at finite temperatures( 3?) and, as a 
consequence, does not undergo a phase transition. Because of 
fluctuations it is energetically favourable for the chain to break up 
into domains, whose characteristic length 1 is given, in the Mean 
by (38) Field Approximation, 
1 (T) = 2A/kT a e (6.14) 
where a is the molecular spacing and A the interaction energy between 
nearest neighbours. At finite temperatures domains are formed in 
which there is strong SRO, but molecules separated by distances 
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greater than l are uncorrelated and hence there is no long range 
order. 
Now, although there is an interchain interaction A' between 
molecular stacks in ('ITF) (TCNQ), this is much weaker than the inter-
molecular interaction energy A, consequently the structure is more 
susceptible to thermal fluctuations than a lattice which interacts 
strongly in three dimensions. As a result, above a critical 
temperature Tc' the structure behaves essentially as an incoherent 
assembly of independent strands. On the other hand, if the interchain 
. (38) interaction is included, the mean f1eld approach predicts a 
transition temperature at 
(6 .15) 
i.e. the interaction between neighbouring stacks is proportional 
to the coherence length. This implies that, in the metastable 
state, which may consist of randomly oriented stacks of molecules, 
fluctuations of some critical length ln' which corresponds to rn for 
3-dimensional nucleation, must occur on several stacks simultaneously, 
before nucleation of the conducting phase can occur. Thus nucleation 
within a metastable film of weakly interacting 1-dimensional stacks of 
molecules, is likely to occur with lower probability than in an 
equivalent 3-dimensional structure, where the intermolecular inter-
action A is isotropic. 
A decrease in the probability of nucleation would be reflected 
in a higher apparent value of T • This proposal is consistent with 
0 
the Ising(39 ) model of phase transitions in 2-dimensions, which 
shows that the transition temperature, compared to an equivalent 3-
dimensional structure, is depressed by an amount which is proportional 
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to the interchain interaction A' 
i.e. = 2A/ln (2A/A') (6 .16) 
The,Nature of the Metastable ~ SRO Transition 
Since the correlation length 1 and hence the probability of 
nucleation increases with decreasing temperature, according to 
equation (6.16), presumably at low temperatures the formation of 
nuclei of the crystalline phase of the complex is prevented by an 
activation energy barrier associated with the motion of molecules 
in the low temperature or metastable phase. Furthermore, as 
emphasised by Landau and Lifshitz(40) the metastable state is one of 
partial equilibrium which is characterised by a certain relaxation 
time T, and within the framework of equilibrium statistical mechanics, 
th ff f th d . fl . ( 41 ) . 1 h dr . e e ect o ermo ynam1c uctuat~ons ~s a ways sue as to ~ve 
a system from a state of possible metastability to one of absolute 
stability. However, apparently there is no thermodynamic boundary 
(spinodal) with respect to continuous changes of state within a one 
(34) 
component metastable phase. Hence the metastable phase does not 
exhibit a tendency toward a reduction in stability, with respect to 
continuous long wavelength perturbations, i.e. phase transitions of 
second order. The lack of a spinodal implies that the transition 
from the metastable to the crystalline phase is in fact discontinuous, 
i.e. first order, such as that between a liquid and a' ·crystal. 
Continuity of energy flow at a first order phase transition 
'1 ( 34 ) . 1' 1 . h' h b . t . 1 d necessar~ y ~mp ~es a nuc eat~on process w ~c eg~ns a ~so ate 
points within the metastable phase. 
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The terms first and second order mentioned above are used 
according to the Ehrenfast Classification( 42 ) and refer to discon-
aG aG2 tinuities in entropy (~T), and heat capacity (---),respectively, at 
a dT2 
the transition. They should not be confused with the kinetic order 
of reaction which was referred to in Chapter 5. 
Hysteresis in Annealed Films 
In view of the apparently discontinuous nature of the 
transition, observed when films deposited below 220K were annealed, 
it is concluded on the basis of the above discussion that these 
films were initially obtained in a metastable state and underwent 
a non-equilibrium first-order phase transition to the highly conducting 
crystalline form of the complex near room temperature. Further 
support for this :canciasion was provided by the observation of a 
hysteresis in the conductivity of annealed films, when plotted as 
a function of temperature as in Figure (6.14). According to 
Landau's(4l) treatment, hysteresis effects of this type are 
characteristic of a first-order phase transition between an ordered 
and a disordered state. 
Similar hysteresis effects have been reported to occur in 
single crystals of other TCNQ salts. (43 ) n-Propyl thaizolium (NPTh) 
(TCNQ) , for example, undergoes a metal to insulator transition at 
X 
402K, on heating, which is accompanied by a crystalographic phase 
change. On cooling the reverse transition occurred at 330K. The 
resistivity changed by a factor of 200 on the first cycle. 
Yoshimura and Murakami (43 ) (Y & M) have shown that the hysteresis 
effect in (NPTh) (TCNQ) and other TCNQ salts is caused by a rate 
X 
determining nucleation step in the solid state phase transformation. 
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They (Y & M) proposed that the high temperature form was metastable 
below a temperature TH' because the increased surface energy a 
created at the interface between both phases acted as a barrier to 
nucleation. 
~H is 
of the 
cycle. 
. (44) An estimane of a can be obtained from the following express~on 
(6.17) 
3k (~H) 2 (~T) 2 
the latent heat accompanying the transition, TH the temperature · 
transition on the heating cycle and T 
c 
that for . ·the cooling 
~T = T - T and v is the molecular volume. (Y & M) obtained H c 
a value for a of 1.8 -2 for (NPTh) (TCNQ) x· Values of a of erg em 
similar magnitude were obtained for other TCNQ complexes. 
-2 A value of 0.8 erg em for the surface energy created at the 
interface between the resistive and conducting forms of (TTF) (TCNQ) 
was estimated using equation (6.17). The molecular volume was 
calculated assuming a density of 1.6 g/em3• ~H was taken as 1.6Kcal 
-1 
mole , based upon the results of Y & M, who found experimentally that 
~H for their materials were all of similar magnitude TH and ~T were 
obtained from Figure (6.14) and taken to be 280K and 25K, respectively. 
The magnitude of the hysterisis ~effect. in . (TTF} (TCNQ) films was 
much smaller than observed by (Y & M) in their single crystal studies. 
This suggests that it is not associated with a bulk transformation, 
but that it originates in grain boundary or defected regions of the 
film. It is presumably caused by a transition within small isolated 
groups of molecules which for statistical or steric reasons have not 
been incorporated into crystallites during growth. Its very 
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observation points to the importance of LRO in stabilising the high 
temperature form of (TTF) (TCNQ). 
Since the hysteresis occurs in the same temperature regime as 
the irr~versible transformation it is natural to assume that both 
involve similar molecular processes. However, unlike the hysteresis 
effect, the irreversible change in conductivity observed during 
annealing was almost certainly associated with ~ bulk process and was 
not confined to grain boundaries. This is borne out by infrared 
spectroscopy which established that films initially containing only 
neutral molecules are totally converted to the complex on annealing. 
Further information about the kinetic barrier to nucleation and its 
dependence upon substrate temperature within metastable films was 
provided by the magnitude of the experimentally determined activation 
energy for the metastable ~ SRO transfo~ation. 
Activation Energy of the Metastable ~ SRO Transition 
As discussed earlier in connection with the infrared study of 
annealing in the lower temperature regime, the magnitude of an . 
activation energy is a good indicator of the elementary ordering 
process responsible for a phase transition. From the annealing 
data on metastable films deposited below 230K, see for example 
Table (6.3), the transformation within these films takes place with 
an activation energy of the order of 0.35 to 0.4 eV. It is probable, 
therefore, that like the disorder ~ SRO relaxation process observed 
in the vicinity of 215K, the high temperature transformation to the 
crystalline phase also involves rotational diffusion about an axis 
perpendicular to the molecular plane. Since bulk and grain boundary 
translational diffusion, as well as out of plane rotation, require 
substantially higher activation energies it appears that these are 
not viable alternative processes even at room temperature. The 
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reasons for adopting this view have already been discussed in 
Chapter 5. 
It is reasonable to expect that an elementary ordering process 
involving molecular re-orientation should be sensitive to the 
magnitude of the nearest neighbour interaction potentials and hence 
to the details of sub-microscopic structure. The pronounced influence 
of substrate temperature upon film topography, particularly within 
the region 190K to 230K, was very apparent in the SEM studies on 
annealed films. Moreover, a link between topography and anisotropic 
molecular interaction potentials was clearly established in Chapter 4. 
Thus, it is probable that the observed changes in topography reflect 
changes in the underlying structure of films at a molecular level, 
and that these in their turn will influence annealing behaviour. 
Numerous studies of annealing in amorphous thin films, 
some of which were referred to in Chapter 1 have shown that 
experimentally determined activation energies for the transformation 
(E ) to a more ordered phase are very much a function of deposition 
ann 
-1 temperature. Although there is a spread of only 0.03 eV (~3 kJ mole ) 
in the experimentally determined activation energies listed in 
Table (6.3) there is a definite trend toward higher activation 
energies as the optimum substrate temperature is approached. This 
trend is very convincingly shown in Figure (6.4), where the temperature 
Tm at which the maximum rate of change in conductivity occurred on 
annealing, for a given film, is plotted against substrate temperature. 
Tm is related toE by equation (6.8), consequently there is a 
ann 
pronounced maximum in E for a substrate temperature of 215K. 
ann 
Norm~y it would be unwise to have absolute confidence that such 
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small changes in annealing activation energy were meaningful. 
However, because of the discontinuous nature of the transition it 
was possible to locate it in each case to within a few degrees; a 
change in the rate of heating by an order of magnitude( 34 ) is 
expected to cause a shift of only a few degrees in the experimental 
values of T • Since the heating rate used in the present tempering 
m 
0 -1 
experiments was nominally 1 C min and was accurate to ±10%, it 
appears probable that the trend observed in Figure (6.4) is a real 
effect. Furthermore, in view of the overwhelming evidence for an 
optimum at 215K, it is proposed that the value of E (T ) is 
ann m 
determined by the conditions prevailing during film deposition and 
particularly by substrate temperature. 
In the absence of quantitative measurments of, for example, 
molecular relaxation rate and average film density, it is only 
possible to speculate about the cause of the maximum in E • The 
ann 
conductivity/thickness data given in Table (6.5) and plotted in 
Figure (6.13) have a possible bearing on this question. Although the 
calculation of conductivity data was based upon film thickness, the 
visible absorption method used to determine the average thickness 
of films actually measured mass. Figure (6.13) shows that the mass 
of material deposited in unit time for precisely the same rate of 
deposition goes through a maximum at 210K to 215K. An alternative 
interpretation of this data is that this maximum in the mass of 
material deposited is due to a denser rather than a thicker deposit. 
This interpretation is supported by the SEM results of Chapter 4, 
Figures (4.13) and (4.14), which provide visual evidence that films 
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deposited at 210K to 215K have fewer grain boundaries and have dense, 
well packed structures compared to those produced at substrate 
temperature either side of this optimum. 
Free Volume and its Effect on Diffusion 
The influence of film density on the rate of rotational 
diffusion of moelcules may be explained qualitatively by an 
analogy with the free volume model of diffusion, developed by Cohen 
and Turnbull (4S) and others(4G) in connection with molecular ~ansport 
in liquids and glasses. The following equation (6.18) relates the 
diffusion coefficient D to the average free volume Vf 
(6.18) 
where Vf = Vf/N, Vf is the total free volume and N the number of 
molecules,_g is a geometric factor, U (JkT)~ andy is a numerical 
m 
factor with a value of between~ and l.introduced to correct for 
overlap of free volume. v* is a critical volume, such that D(V) is 
zero unless V exceeds v*. Vf increases as a function of temperature 
according to 
a V (T - T ) , 
m . o 
where a is the mean coefficient of thermal expansion and V is the 
m 
mean molecular volume and T0 is the temperature at which the free 
volume disappears. T0 may be identified approximately with the glass 
transition temperature Tg, which for simple van der waals liquids 
is usually 1; 4 to 1; 3 of the absolute normal boiling. In Chapter 3 it 
was pointed out that the optimum temperature may in fact correspond 
to Tg in hydrocarbon films and this may also be the case for (TTF) (TCNQ). 
Infrared experiments certainly establish that molecular rotation does 
not begin until near Topt' in films of (TTF) (TCNQ) deposited below 
190K, which were also shown to have a disordered structure. 
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At constant pressure, combining equations (6.18) and (6.19) gives 
(6.20) 
It is apparent from equation (6.20) that an increase in average film 
density, which corresponds to a decrease in V , will cause a 
m 
reduction in the diffusion coefficient D, for a given temperature. 
Thus, when annealing, the film with the greatest density should 
undergo the transition with the highest activation energy, other 
things being equalo 
Comparing equations (6.11) and (6.20) it is possible to write 
E 
I * - I eJCI) TV /aV (T - T ) = ~m o kT (6.21) 
If T is taken to be 215K and a transition temperature of 301K for 
0 
the film deposited at 215K is used, then from Table (6.3), E for 
e.xp 
this film is 0.384 ev. An approJCimate value for a of 1.4 JC 10-4 em K-l 
was obtained from the b-aJCis thermal eJCpansion measurements of 
Schaffer(47 ). Substituting into (6.21) gives a value of Ool8 for 
v* 
the term Tv· 
m 
Turnbull and Cohen( 4S) obtained estimates for this 
term of the order of 0.5 to 0.75 for several simple liquids. The 
free volume model predicts that TV* must be near the molar volume, 
however, their model was derived assuming translational rather than 
rotational diffusion and, as pointed out earlier, it is probable that 
in the case of (TTF) (TCNQ) molecular anisotropy plays an important 
part in determining the preferred aJCis of re-orientation. In-plane 
molecular rotation for eJCample might require a significantly smaller 
re-distribution of free volume than rotation about the other two 
principal aJCis'. 
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The Formation of Unstable Films 
When discussing the process of nucleation within metastable 
films, in order to explain the absence of a continuous transition, 
the metastable state was conside~ed to consist of a single component, 
a sort of orientationally disordered precursor state. The formation 
of this precursor state within a film with a disordered structure, 
must of course involve seggregation of TTF and TCNQ molecules into 
separate 1-dimensional stacks, which clearly involves molecular 
diffusion. In a binary solution at constant temperature and pressure 
the diffusion coefficient (D) of a component mole fraction x and 
mobility ~x may be written as( 4S) 
D llx x(l - x) 3
2G (6. 22) = -
NA d' 2 X 
Since both ~x and NA are positive the sign of D is determined by 
a
2G When a
2G 
> 0 then D is positive and diffusion can only take 
-2. 
ax2 ax 
place in the direction of the concentration gradient. This corresponds 
to the metastable situation since small composition fluctuation decrease 
with time due to the barrier to nucleation. On the other hand, when 
32G < o from equation (6.22), Dis positive and diffusion can occur 
ax2 , 
from regions of low to those of high concentration. In this event the 
nucleation barrier to growth of the new phase is removed, and in 
the presence of nuclei all fluctuations result in the decomposition 
of the parent phase. In the absence of nuclei it is known( 49 ) that 
only those fluctuations above a critical size are stable, even when 
a2G 
--- < 0, because of the need to take into account the strain energy 
ax2 
generated at the interface between the parent and precipitating phase. 
Once nuclei are formed within a condensed film, continued 
crystallisation can occur by either of two competing processes, 
i.e. growth of those nucleation centres already present, or secondary 
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nucleation. This is the situation envisaged for all films deposited 
above 235K and for some of those formed bet~een 220K and 235K. It 
is proposed that nuclei of the crystalline phase of (TTF) (TCNQ) are 
produced during the deposition stage, which removes the necessity of 
nucleus formation within the condensed film. The proposal is consistent 
with the view outlined in Chapter 1 that nucleation occurs more readily 
during deposition as a result of a reduced activation energy for 
diffusion. Because the activation energy associated with the barrier 
to nucleation is removed the growth rate of the crystalline phase is 
then determined simply by the activation energy.for diffusion within 
the condensed phase, at least at low temperatures. This explains 
why, in these films, changes in both the resistivity, Figure (6.5) and 
the infrared absorption spectra, Figure (5.20) begin immediately 
above the deposition temperature. However, it poses the question; 
If diffusion can occur in these films, why does it not occur at 
the same temperature in metastable films deposited below 220K? 
In order to answer this question it must be remembered that 
infrared spectroscopy showed that molecular relaxation occurs to 
give the metastable state when films deposited below 190K were 
annealed above about 200K, but that further relaxation was prevented 
until near room temperature. This implies that once molecules have 
achieved a minimum energy configuration with respect to nearest 
neighbours, and SRO is established, further movement requires the 
destruction of this SRO, which involves an additional activation 
energy. In the case of films deposited above 220K, however, the 
intercrystalline regions presumably contain molecules in a disordered 
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phase which must undergo relaxation into a more stable configuration, 
otherwise they would be lost from the film by re-evaporation. As 
already discussed in Chapter 5, molecular relaxation is likely to 
occur with a distribution of activation energies which is determined 
by the existence of a spectrum of local intermolecular interactions. 
Thus molecules located close to nuclei may be incorporated with low 
activation energy and undergo relaxation immediately above the film 
deposition temperature. The crystalline phase will continue to extend 
itself in this way until, at sufficiently high temperatures, secondary 
nucleation can occur within the bulk of the filmo This activation 
energy distribution distinguishes films which initially contain 
nuclei and are unstable from those which do not and are, therefore, 
metastableo 
Although the annealing results for films deposited above 235K 
can be satisfactorily explained within the framework of the above 
arguments, the behav~our of those prepared between 220K and 235K needs 
further clarificationo 
The Boundary Region between 220K and 235K 
The observation of both types of annealing behaviour in this 
region is not entirely unexpected since it evidently defines the 
boundary between two states of different thermodynamic stability. 
As such, the formation of nuclei may be particularly sensitive to 
changes in the experimental conditions employed during film formationo 
It does not, however, explain the marked reduction in T , which is 
m 
apparent in Figure (6o4), for films deposited between 215K and 235Ko 
A similar reduction in Tm was also observed in the data obtained from 
infrared annealing experiments, (Figure 5o20), It appears to be 
associated with minima in both the mass of material deposited and 
the resistivity, which. are a prominent feature of the results obtained 
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from annealed films, shown in Figure (6.3). These minima apparently 
have a common cause, which is considered in detail in Sectiono (6.3.2). 
Their observation indicates that films formed within this substrate 
temperature regime are disordered in the as-deposited state with a 
maximum in the amount of disorder occurring between 220 and 230K. 
This increased disorder is thought to be associated with intergranular 
regions of the film and is responsible for the observed decrease in 
the activation energy for the annealing process E and also for the 
ann 
wider distribution in the magnitude of E , apparent in the F0 vs E ann 
plot of Figure (6.10). Further discussion of this. point is deferred 
until Section (6.3.2). 
Before proceeding to a discussion of the electrical measurements 
obtained from the study of annealed films, it is worthwhile summarising 
the more important conclusions derived from annealing experiments. 
a) Below a deposition temperature of 235K nucleation of the 
conducting form of the complex gives way to formation of a 
metastable SRO phase between 220K and 190K. 
b) Growth of the normal crystalline phase of the complex within 
this metastable phase involves a first order transition and 
does not take place until near room temperature. 
c) The metastable ~ LRO transformation took place with a single 
activation energy which was a maximum for films deposited in 
the vicinity of Topt' because of their higher average density. 
d) Films deposited above 220K were spontaneously unstable toward 
the formation of the conducting phase. Growth of the crystalline 
phase within these films occurred with a distribution of 
activation energies. 
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6o3o2 The Electrical Properties of Annealed Samples 
Temperature Dependence of the Resistivity (TOR) 
The results of the present study of the electrical properties 
of annealed films differ in one important respect from those reported 
previously. For example, Chen and Schectman( 22 ) and Reinhardt et ala (23 ) 
found that the resistance of their films was exponentially dependent 
upon temperature and that their data were well fitted by an equation 
of the form of equation (6.10). 
or 
E 
p(T) = Po exp ( ~nd) 
ln p (T) = 
E 
ln Po + ( cond) 
kT 
(6.10) 
Although this simple behaviour was displayed by those samples included 
in Figure (6.11), a more complex TDR was observed in the case of 
films deposited between 197K and 230K, Figure (6ol2). The log p vs 1/T 
data for these latter films exhibited non-linear behaviour, particularly 
at temperatures above 200K, and in several cases had a negative 
temperature coefficient of resistanceo Moreover, the slope of the 
TDR for those films deposited in the vicinity of 210K also apparently 
decreased at low temperatures indicating a reduced activation energy 
for conduction (E d). Other things being equal, a reduction in 
con 
E d should have resulted in a smaller resistivityo However, from 
con 
Figure (6ol2), it appears that the opposite is true, i.eo there is a 
maximum in film resistivity coincident with a deposition temperature 
of 210 - 215Ko 
The values of E d and p0 , in Table (6o4), which were determined con 
from the experimental data of Figure (6.11), also support the 
observation that it is the magnitude of the resistivity and not the 
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activation energy which is sensitive to deposition temperatureo 
. (21) Furthermore, the results of Chaudar1 et alo show that E d is 
con 
constant at (0.02 eV) i.e. independent of film structure when measured 
in the linear region at low temperatures, even for films showing a 
negative temperature coefficient of resistance. Had the measurement 
of conductivity in the present study been extended to low temperatures 
it is possible that linear behaviour would also have been observed 
for the data plotted in Figure (6.12). Others referred to earlier have 
also measured E d for films of (TTF) (TCNQ) produced over a wide range 
con 
of substrate temperatures and find values of between 0.01 and Oo02 eV, 
again suggesting that activation energy for conduction is insensitive 
to film structure. 
Grain Boundary Scattering 
Activated behaviour of the type exemplified in Figure (6oll) 
is commonly observed in thin films and polycrystalline samples of 
semiconductors and is usually associated with scattering of change 
carriers within grain . (29) boundary reg1onso A grain boundary 
scattering mechanism as the origin of E d appears to be appropriate 
con 
in the case of (TTF) (TCNQ) films, because measurements on single 
crystals have shown that conductivity is metallic-like along the three 
principal axis of a crystal. On the other hand, if grain boundary 
scattering is responsible for the activated behaviour observed it is 
difficult to appreciate, in view of the marked effect that substrate 
temperature has on film topography, why the value of E d does not 
con 
also change. One possibility is that the energy barrier associated 
. (50) 
with grain boundary scattering is the result of multiple trapp1ng 
at molecular sites within the barrier region, rather than a simple 
direct thermal activation of carriers between neighbouring crystals 
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. (51) Such a mechan~sm has been proposed to explain the insensitivity 
of the activation energy for the mobility of carriers in anthracene 
to naphthacene impurities. 
Further evidence for a •multiple' trapping mechanism was 
obtained from the stepwise annealing of a film deposited at 235K,. 
The results of Figure (6.6) show that the value of E d remained 
con 
constant on annealing despite a 35-fold decrease in film resistivity. 
Since this increase conductivity has been shown to be associated 
with a transition from a disordered to a more ordered state it may 
be considered to be analogous to the solid to liquid transition of 
compounds such as benzene. In this latter case E d was found(Sl) 
con 
to remain constant an melting, although the resistivity decreased by 
a factor of ten. It was concluded that E was associated with the 
cond 
nature of molecules i.e. short range order of the system, rather their 
arrangement or the structure of the system.. It is proposed, therefore, 
that in (TTF) (TCNQ) films, the activation energy for conduction arises 
as a result of thermal activation over the potential energy barrier 
between molecules rather than that between crystallites. If correct 
this proposal implies that the perceived change in the E d is only 
. con 
apparent rather than a real effect. Since VBR considered that the 
OSTE may be associated with a minimum in the grain boundary scattering 
coefficient, it is important to determine the reason for the anomalous 
behaviour of (TTF) (TCNQ) films deposited in the vicinity of 210 - 21SK. 
Model for Conduction in Polycrystalline Films of (TTF) (TCNQ) 
Since the value of the activation energy determined from 
Figure (6.11) was approximately 0.013 eV and the value of kT at room 
temperature is 0.026 eV, it is important to consider if a simple 
relationship, such as equation (6.10), is appropriate for films of 
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(TTF) (TCNQ). Using Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics the number of 
carriers (n) excited over the activation barrier is given by(S 2 ) 
n = (6. 23) 
where me is the effective electron mass and Ef - Ec are the energies 
of the Fermi level and the bottom of the conduction band, respectively. 
In order for Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics to be applicable, 
Ef - Ec > SkT. This is clearly not the case for (TTF) (TCNQ) films 
prepared in the present study, and an accurate determination of n would 
11 . th f . . . . (53) norma y requ~re e use o Ferm~-D~rac stat~st~cs. 
CD 
n = ! 
Ec 
G(E) (E-E ) ~ dE 
c 
In which case, 
where G(E) = A(E-E )~and A= (4~/h3 ) (2m )~. As a consequence, at 
c e 
sufficiently high temperature (kT ~ (Ef- Ec)) the energy gap 
Eg = (Ec - Ev) is itself a linear function of temperature for most 
materials, and vari~s according to the equation 
Eg = Eg0 - aT 
where Eg0 is the value of Eg at T + 0 and a is a constant. 
A reduction of the energy barrier associated with grain 
boundaries is a possible cause of the observed change from a 
positive to a negative temperature coefficient of resistance with 
increasing temperature. However, the measured activation energy 
of 0.013 eV also applies to films which show a well defined linear 
log10 vs 
1/T plot. This suggests that the reduction in the activation 
barrier is not sufficient to cause the intrinsic properties of 
crystallites to dominate the conduction process in these films. 
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Departure from linear behaviour was observed but only around room 
temperature, for those films included in Figure (6.11) equation (6.10) 
would thus appear to be reasonable. An alternative explanation for 
non-linear behaviour is that, the barrier to conduction, introduced 
by grain boundaries, may be associated with an activated charge 
carrier mobility, rather than an activated charge carrier concentration, 
since 
cr = n e ll 
where ll is the charge carrier mobility. 
In the absence of impurities the mobility of many organic 
-n 
molecular solids depends on temperature as T , where o < n > 3. In 
such cases it is the lattice vibrations which limit the mean free 
time between collisions (1"). Mobility is related to 1" by the 
equation ( 6. 24) 
].l e 1"/m* (6.24) 
Imperfections and impurities can also dominate carrier 
scattering and if present in reasonable concentrations, scattering 
th (54) eory gives 
where E is the energy of an electron (or hole). Consequently for 
charged impurity scattering T varies as T 312 , and since the temperature 
dependence of 1" will determine the way in which carrier mobility 
varies with temperature, ll will scale as ~. where m (-3 ~ m ~ 312) is 
dependent on scattering mechanism. Additional factors such as phonon 
assisted transport may also make a contribution, causing a reduction 
in the temperature dependence of ll from its value of T3/2 for lattice 
scattering at higher temperatures. A detailed review of the temperature 
dependence of charge carrier mobility in molecular crystals is given 
in reference (SS), from which it transpires that any one, or indeed, 
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a combination of a number of scattering mechanisms may be operating 
in the films of (TTF) (TCNQ) under examination. 
Neglecting surface processes, the total cross section for 
carrier scattering in polycrystalline films is given by the sum of 
the reciprocal mean free paths(SG) 
1 
Tobs 
1 
T g 
+ 
where Tg and Tgb are the mean free paths between collisions within 
crystallites and grain boundary regions, respectively. Therefore, 
1 in order to explain the departure from linearity in the log p vs T 
plots, for films deposited near the optimum substrate temperature, 
it is necessary to define expressions for the temperature dependence 
of both Tg and Tgb• . 
1 th d d f S~ce - = n e ~. e temperature epen ence o p 
n must also be determined to give the complete expression for p. 
Alternatively as the total concentration of charge carriers is 
derived solely from within the crystalline regions of a film, it is 
unnecessary to derive separate theoretical expressions for n or 
T grain, since the temperature dependence of the resistance of grains 
can be approximated by experimental data obtained from single crystal 
measurements. This was the procedure adopted in developing a model 
for conduction in the (TTF) (TCNQ) films examined in the present study" 
As mobility is determined by scattering, it is usually assumed 
that different scattering modes additive, (57) so that are 
1;~ = 1;~ g + l;~gb 
where ~g and ~gb are carrier mobilities within the grain and grain 
boundary regions, respectivelyo Since cr = ne~ 
1 
crobs 
1 
n e~ g g 
+ 
1 
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the measured film resistance will be given by the sum of the 
resistances of both regions of the film i.e. 
= + (6.25) 
It should be possible, therefore, to reproduce the experimental TDR 
of films by superimposing the grain boundary contribution to the 
TDR upon the intrinsic TDR of a crystaL 
Previous measurements(SB) have shown that the temperature 
dependence of the intrinsic resistivity (pg) of a large number of 
(TTF) (TCNQ) crystals is fitted by a simple relationship of the form(Eil) 
(l p = p + pl T g 2 (6 .26) 
where p1 and a are sample independent constants and p2 is a sample 
dependent constant. The exponent a is a function of the crystal 
direction and is 2.33 for conduction along the b-axis. (SS) A value 
for a of 1.5 for conduction along the a-axis was obtained by 
replotting a-axis resistivity data taken from the literature( 4?) as 
3f2 . 
shown in Figure (6.16) from which it can be seen that p vs T ~s 
well fitted to a straight line between 75K and 325K. The measured 
value of resistivity at a given temperature will thus depend upon 
the average crystallite orientation within a film. 
In the region of the optimum substrate temperature for (TTF) (TCNQ) 
(210-214K) the structural evidence discussed in Section 4.3 is 
consistent with an alignment of the b-axis of the crystallites 
perpendicular to the plane of the film, with the a and c axis' 
parallel. Conduction in the plane for films deposited at this 
temperature should, therefore, be dominated by the resistance in the 
direction of the 'a' and 'c' axis' of individual crystallites. In 
a film consisting of crystallites the film resistivity, to a first 
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approximation the grain resistivity (pg) will be given by addition of 
the individual a and c axis resistivities. 
= 
Since pa is approximately lOx Pc' Pg will be dominated by former 
and should exhibit a temperature dependence similar to that of the 
'a' 
3j2 
axis i.e. T • 
If conduction within grain boundary regions of the film is 
assumed to be limited by a thermal activation of carriers over a 
barrier of height ~' then the grain boundary resistivity is given by, 
= (6.27) 
1 . 
where p0 is the value of pasT+ Oo The use of this expression is 
suggested by the simple exponential dependence upon temperature for 
the resistivity of films given in Figure ( 6 .11). 
Combining equations (6.25), (6.26) and (6.27) and setting 
a. = 
3/2 gives 
(6. 28) 
An equation of similar form was used by Feldman (Sg) to describe 
conduction in thin metal filmso At low temperature (kT ~ Eb) the 
term associated with the activation of carriers across grain 
boundaries predominates but gives way to the normal temperature 
coefficient of crystalline material at high temperatures i.e. kT >> Eb. 
Since both terms exhibit opposite temperature dependent behaviour a 
maximum in the conductivity is expected. 
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A Comparison with the Experimental Results 
Equation (6.28) was used to simulate the TDR of (TTF) (TCNQ) 
films for a series of values of activation energy Egb between 0.0025 
and 0.025 ev, and values of Po from 0.01 to 0.5 ohm em. The values 
of p were obtained from the temperature dependence of the a-axis g 
single crystal conductivity data plotted in Figure (6.16), which was 
derived from data in the thesis of Schafer. (47 ) (60) An APL computer 
routine was used to produce a series of curves of the logarithm of 
the calculated film resistivity as a function the reciprocal of the 
absolute temperature. The data rep:tt.oduced in Figures (6.17) and 
(6.18), are respectively; the effect of changing Eb whilst keeping 
p= constant at 0.1 ohm em; (6.17) and changing P
00 
whilst keeping ~ 
constant at 0.01 eV (6.18). 
1 A change in either Egb or p 0 caused the shape of the log p vs T 
plot to change, making it impossible to assign a unique value to 
either Egb or p 0 for any of the films examined which did not show 
straight line behaviour. However, the simple model does provide a 
reasonable, qualitative description of the observed electrical 
behaviour, in that the departure from straight line behaviour becomes 
more pronounced as the magnitude of Egb decreases. At a value of 
Egb similar to that observed experimentally the model also correctly 
predicts that the resistivity will exhibit a minimum, which occurs at 
a temperature which varies with activation energy. A theoretical 
curve for a value of p 0 of 0.1 ohm em and ~ equal to 0.0125 eV is 
replotted in Figure (6.12) for comparison with the experimental 
results. In view of the assumptions made, there is excellent agreement 
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with the experimental curves for the two films deposited at substrate 
temperatures of 210 and 214K. In addition to reproducing a curve of 
very similar shape the model also successfully predicts the actual 
magnitude of the measured film resistivity. The predicted resistivity 
minimum, however, occurs 25K lower than the observed minimum and the 
fit to the experimental data is less satisfactory at high temperatures. 
A better fit might have been achieved had values of Egb intermediate 
between .0125 eV and .01 ev been used to simulate film behaviour. 
However, no attempt was made to find the optimum value of Egb" 
At substrate temperatures away from T· t agreement with the 
op 
experimental results is not as good, the main difference being that 
the resistivity was significantly lower than predicted by Equation 
(6.28). Also, a linear dependence of the experimental log pobs vs 1/T 
data was observed over a much wider temperature range than was 
expected from the model results. The latter exhibited curvature 
below room temperature, even for activation energies as high as 
0.025 ev, and particularly at lower values of p0 • These differences 
probably arise because the a-axis conductivity doesn't properly 
reflect the intrinsic resistivity of crystallites which make up the 
film, i.e. there will also be a contribution from the b and c-axis 
of crystallites to the in-plane resistivity of the film. 
Whatever the orientation of crystallites the exponential 
temperature dependence of the resistivity of films deposited at 
substrates temperatures away from T· tis consistent with a grain 
op 
boundary dominated conduction process. The model used also indicates 
that the value of Eb for films deposited at Topt (0.0125 eV) is 
virtually the same as for those prepared at other substrate temperatures, 
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which suggests that the pronounced curvature observed is primarily 
due to a crystallite orientation effect and not to a reduction in 
If the assumption that pg and pgb are the only two contributions 
to p b is correct, and Equation (6.28) is valid, then 
0 s 
= 
and log(pobs - pg) vs 1/T should give a straight time of slope Egb/K, 
where Egb is the barrier activation energy. This was found not to be 
the case for films deposited at Topt' when pg was taken to be the 
temperature dependent 'a'-axis resistivity. However, a straight 
I Oo 5 line fit was obtained for 1 (p b - p ) = a b vs T over a wide 0 s g g 
temperature range (70K- 300K), as shown in Figure (6.19)o This 
suggests that the assumed activated process is not appropriate for 
film deposited at Topt" As discussed earlier films deposited at 
T contain the largest a-axis contribution and should have provided 
opt 
the clearest test of the validity of Equation (6.28). 
From the earlier discussion of the temperature dependence of 
h · b · li · T0 • 5 lt t th · b · 1 · t f c arge carr~er me ~ t~es, a resu sugges s e pass~ ~ ~ y o 
a phonon assisted transport mechanism in the grain boundary regiono 
Viljan(6l), for example has shown that mobility in the 'c' direction 
for anthracene is determined by an electron transfer integral which 
is sensitive to rotations in the molecular plane. In this case the 
phonon assisted current was large and increased with temperature as 
A similar approach to that outlined above was adopted by 
Epstein et al., (SS) in their analysis of the temperature dependence 
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of the intrinsic conductivity of a number of TCNQ salts, including 
the N methyl pbenazinium (NMP) and quinolinium compounds. They 
-a 
assumed a temperature dependent charge carrier mobility, ~ a T 
and an energy gap 2~ associated with the generation of charge 
carriers. The concentration of charge carriers (n) at temperature 
T being given by the usual expression 
n a exp (-~/T) 
Since a = ne~, they obtained the following expression 
-a 
cr(T) =AT exp(-~/T) (6.29) 
Where A is a constant. Equation (6.29) predicts a maximum in the 
conductivity at Tm = ~/a, since ~ is a monotonically decreasing 
function of temperature while n is a monotonically increasing function 
of temperature. 
Epstein et al. interpreted their results on the basis of a 
scattering mechanism involving optical phonons which they associated 
with the totally symmetric <ag> or intramolecular modes of TCNQ. 
Similar ideas were applied to scattering within crystals of (TTF) (TCNQ) 
and may also be appropriate to scattering of charge carriers by 
molecules of TTF and TCNQ present in grain boundary regions of films. 
The infrared results of Section (5.2ol) certainly established the 
existence of strong coupling to the ag vibrational modes of charge 
transfer dimer species, in as deposited films of the complex, prepared 
below 190K. However, values of the exponent a where found by 
Epstein et al. to be much larger (2 to 4) and opposite in sign to that 
obtained for grain boundary scattering (T~) in films deposited near 
Topt" It is possible that the observed temperature dependence of 
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P gb i..e. p gb o( T 1:1 may be related to an activated carrier generation 
mechanism. 
The 'a'-axis conductivity scales as T-3/2 for (TTF) (TCNQ), and 
the number of charge carriers per unit chain length for a 1-d tight 
binding band is given by, (6 l) 
n = C Tl:! exp (6. 30) 
where C = (2/a) (Ka/7re:
0
) \ Ef the Fermi energy and Ec that of the 
conduction band. a is the spacing between adjacent molecules along 
the b axis of a 1-d stack. Since cr = n e ~ a T- 312 and ~a~, the 
following expression may be written for cr, 
(6. 31) 
In (TTF) (TCNQ) above 60K Ef - Ec = 0, (S4 ) therefore Equation (6. 31) 
reduces to 
and m = -2. 
Now, since it was shown that for films deposited at Topt' 
cr a Tl:! gb· 
if carrier generation occurs within crystallites rather than grain 
boundary regions, we can also write 
(6. 32) 
and therefore, 
{TJ:! = TJ:!. ~} 
If as before (Ef - Ec) is assumed to be zero then 
n = 0 
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This result implies that in films deposited at T t the grain 
op 
boundary contribution to the resistivity is associated with the T~ 
factor required for the generation of charge carriers, and that the 
mobility.in the grain boundary region is essentially temperature 
independent. Such weakly temperature dependent mobilities have been 
(62) 
reported for several aromatic hydrocarbons including naphthalene. 
" (63) 
and p-terphenyl and are thought to be associated with phonon 
assisted currents which cancel out the contribution due to acoustic 
(lattice) modes. 
It is also possible, indeed probable, that a crgb a T~ dependence 
is entirely fortuitous and is the result of an inadequate assumption 
that conduction in the film plane is dominated by the 'a axis' 
resistivity. Clearly a larger contribution from the higher 
conductivity b or c axis introduces diff€rent values of p and a 
0 
in equation (6.28), and in the model would cause a'reduction in the 
importance of carrier scattering within grains relative to that within 
grain boundary regions of a film. On balance the experimental 
results are consistent with this latter suggestion and support the 
view that conduction in the barrier region is exponentially dependent, 
irrespective of film deposition temperature. 
The Effect of Substrate Temperature upon Film Resistivity 
The magnitude of the resistivity of films provides additional 
information about the orientation of crystallites within deposits and 
also abou~ the mechanism of growth. The temperature dependence of 
the conductivity in the direction of the three principle axis' was 
given in Figure 6.1. The room temperature conductivities of the 
a, b and c axis, scale approximately as 1 : 500 : 10. The analysis 
of Chen and Schectmann, ' 22 ) presented in the introduction to this 
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Chapter established that the lowest rather than the highest conduc-
tivity axis determines resistance, because current is carried in 
series by the grains within a filmo In the absence of grain 
boundaries the value of the in plane film resistivity is obtained 
using ~quation (6.33) 
1 
Pobs = 
0 film = 1/cr + 1/cr X y = (6. 33) 
where x and y denote the crystal directiono This equation assumes 
a particular crystallite orientation, with one of the principle axis 
directed out of the plane, the other two axis being equally 
distributed in the film plane. The following conductivity values 
were obtained for the orientations shown, using the ratio of the 
room temperature conductivities given above, assuming a crystal 
aspect ratio of unity and a random distribution of crystals in the 
film plane 
Orientation 
(Q em) -1 0 RT = l = 
a be 'VlQ 
b ac 'Vl 
c ab 'Vl 
These figures will of course increase as the crystallite aspect 
ratio increases in favour of the higher conductivity axiso 
From the measured in plane conductivity it should be possible 
to distinguish between crystallite orientations in which the a axis 
is perpendicular or parallel to the surface of the filmo Neglecting 
the crystallite bOundary contribution to the resistivity should not 
significantly alter the relative values of crRT because equation (6.34) 
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shows that Pgb is directly related to Pg' if the mobility of carriers in 
the grain boundary region (~gb) is insensitive to deposition temperature. 
1 
n ~ be g g 
(6.34) 
The value of p at 200K is tabulated, along with the measured 
thickness, for a number of films deposited at the substrate temperature 
indicated in column 1 of Table (6.5). Data were obtained for films 
previously annealed at 300K and the measurement temperature of 200K 
was arbitrarily chosen. Film resistivity is plotted as a function of 
the substrate temperature during fiLm deposition (curve b) in Figure 
(6.13). There is a remarkable correlation between film resistivity 
and thickness, (curve a), i.e. the resistivity increases with film 
thickness. Other things being equal film resistivity should of course 
remain constant with increasing film thickness. The two resistivity 
maxima at 235K and 210K coincide exactly with the maxima in film 
thickness. There is also a resistivity minimum between 220K and 
230K which corresponds to the minimum in film thickness. 
. (21) It ~s known from X-ray data that (TTF) (TCNQ) crystallites 
are oriented with their OOn i.e. their ab planes parallel to the 
plane in films deposited at 310K. This is confirmed by the study 
presented in Section 4.2.4 for films deposited at room temperature. 
However, films deposited between 273K and 245K would appear (Figure 
6.11) to have a different orientation, since the low value of 
resistivity observed is consistent with a large contribution from the 
be plane of crystallites to the in plane resistivity. The a-axis 
contribution is clearly largest at 235K and (210-214K), and the SEM 
evidence suggests that in the region of 210K crystallites are aligned 
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with their b-axis perpendicular to the film surface. A similar 
orientation effect, with the strong growth axis perpendicular to the 
film plane was also observed (Figure 4.10) for films deposited in 
the vicinity of 235K. The effect of substrate temperature upon the 
morphology of films is discussed in detail in Chapter 4. 
It appears, therefore, that high values of resistivity are 
associated with strong orientational effects of crystallites, 
implying a large contribution from the a axis in the film plane. 
At low deposition temperatures (<200K) the resistivity once 
more returns to a low value, probably because crystallites adopt a 
random orientation in these films. The increase in conductance 
coincides with a decrease in film thickness. This type of behaviour 
was also observed between 220 and 230K. In this latter case, however, 
the low resistivity was accompanied by a very sharp drop in film 
thickness. SEM micrographs of films deposited at this temperature 
(Figure 4.10) revealed an unusual growth pattern, with large gaps 
between crystallites which were oriented with their strong growth 
axis out of the film plane. These crystallites grew out of an 
underlying film in which crystallites were apparently randomly 
oriented. 
The observed variation in both film thickness and resistivity, 
with substrate temperature, is consistent with the Periodic Bonding 
Ch . (62) a1n 
Chapter 4. 
(PBC) model of crystallite growth, which was discussed in 
This model predicts that the growth rate in a particular 
crystal direction, under equilibrium conditions, is determined by 
the relative bond strengths between adjacent molecules along the 
three principal axis. Since the attractive interaction between 
adjacent molecules in crystals of (TTF) (TCNQ) scales as b > a > c, the 
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b axis is the strongest bonding direction, i.e. the direction of 
fastest growth. 
A detailed account of the way in which the anisotropic bonding 
properties of molecules determine film morphology was given in 
Chapter 4. In the earlier discussion it was mentioned that there 
is a correlation between, the orientation of molecules relative to 
the substrate, and film thickness. Thus, if the molecular b-axis is 
perpendicular to the film plane molecules require a higher activation 
energy for desorption, than they would if the a or c axis were 
perpendicular, and under identical conditions of growth the former 
situation would result in thicker films. However, with the b-axis 
being the high conductivity axis of crystallites this will result in 
a low resistance perpendicular to the film plane, but a high resistance 
in the parallel direction. 
In cases where the b-axis adopts an orientation parallel to the 
film surface the activation energy for desorption of ad-molecules 
is determined by either the a or c axis bond strength and is therefore 
smaller, which results in an increase in the number of molecules 
possessing sufficient energy to desorb and consequently to thinner 
films. Since the b-axis lies in the plane of the film the measured 
resistance is decreased, particularly if the a axis has a perpendicular 
orientation. 
In conclusion, electrical measurements on annealed films of 
(TTF) (TCNQ) show that it is unnecessary to assume a reduction in the 
influence of grain boundary scattering for films deposited in the 
vicinity of T t" On the contrary the reduction in activation 
op 
energy is only apparent and is due to a pronounced alignment of 
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crystallites with their b-axis perpendicular to the film plane. 
Put differently, it is the orientation of crystallites which changes 
with deposition temperature not the activation energy associated 
with grain boundary scattering. Non-linear behaviour in the 
log p vs 1/T data occurs when scattering within grains begins to 
dominate the conduction process at higher temperatures. Scattering 
within grains, in a direction parallel to the film plane, reaches 
a maximum at 215K and 235K when the out of plane b-axis alignment is 
most pronouncedo In view of the maxima in film thickness observed at 
both 215K and 235K it appears that the optimum temperature effect 
in (TTF) (TCNQ) is associated with the molecular anisotropy, and in 
particular with the strongest bonding direction, i.e. the b-axis of 
crystallites. 
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CHAPTER7 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND THE DIRECTION OF FUTURE WORK 
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Although the important conclusions derived from each part of 
the experimental programme were summarised at the end of the appro-
priate section, in this final chapter the various facets of the work 
are collected together to emphasise the importance of the metastable 
state and its role in the observation of the OST effect. 
The thesis is concluded with a brief account of an investigation 
currently in progress into the effects of substrate temperature upon 
the structure and electrical properties of very thin (ca. 2cR) metal 
films on oxide supports. This latter section is included to demon-
strate the usefulness of the combined techniques of vacuum deposition, 
electrical conductivity and electron microscopy in studying important 
technological problems associated with the de-activation of hetero-
geneous catalysts. 
7.1 The Optimum Substrate Temperature Effect and the Formation of 
a Metastable State 
Topographical studies of (TTF) (TCNQ) have shown that a pronounced 
alignment of the b-axis of crystallites occurs in films deposited 
at a substrate temperature of 235K. This structural singular! ty is 
thought to coincide with the boundary between the crystalline and a 
disordered phase of (TTF) (TCNQ) and is, therefore, consistent with 
VBR's proposals concerning the cause of the CST effect. However, a 
second region was identified with similar characteristics at substrate 
temperatures in vicinity of 213K. The available evidence suggests that 
it is this low temperature singlarity which is the CST for (TTF) (TCNQ). 
This conclusion is based primarily upon the observation that a meta-
stable phase is formed at the CST, which provides a natural explan-
ation for the relationship between film topography and normal boiling 
point (or critical temperature), in terms of fundamental dispersion 
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forces which exist between molecules, and is entirely consistent with 
the Ostwald Rule of Stages (Chapter 6) • The following evidence is 
cited as providing support for the idea of a metastable state at the 
OST in films of (TTF) (TCNQ) and the aromatic hydrocarbons, anthracene, 
pyrene and perylene. 
i) Infrared spectroscopy confirmed the existence of a neutral 
lattice in (TTF) (TCNQ) films deposited between 195K and 220K. 
Since charge transfer between (TTF) and (TCNQ) molecules is 
energetically unfavourable in the absence of LRO, this obser-
vation is consistent with the idea that films deposited at the 
OST only possess SRO. 
ii) Crystallisation of films deposited between 195K and 230K was 
only observed above some critical temperature which was 
determined by the temperature of the substrate during deposition; 
unlike films deposited above 220K, which displayed a continuous 
increase in conductivity on annealing above the deposition 
temperature. This behaviour suggests that the SRO ~ LRO trans-
ition within 'metastable' films was quasi-first order and involved 
a nucleation step. 
iii) Changes in fluorescence lifetime and intensity were observed 
when films of the aromatic hydrocarbons anthracene, pyrene and 
perylene were annealed in the vicinity of their respective 
OST's. These changes suggest that the activation barrier to the 
formation of the crystalline state, within disordered films 
deposited at low substrate temperatures, is associated with an 
increased repulsive interaction between molecules in the ground 
state. However, having overcome this barrier, crystallisation 
does not proceed until much higher temperatures suggesting that 
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the intermediate state is metastable as in (TTF) (TCNQ). 
The structural singularity observed in (TTF) (TCNQ) at 213K and 
by VBR in anthracene and pyrene is therefore a consequence of the 
thermodynamic requirement that short range interaction forces are 
minimised at equilibrium. It must be emphasised that films either 
deposited at the OST, or deposited at low temperature and then 
annealed at the OST, are metastable and possess SRO. They are not 
disordered in the accepted sense of the term, neither do they contain 
nuclei of the crystalline phase, otherwise they would be thermo-
dynamically unstable, as were films of (TTF) (TCNQ) deposited above 
220K. Thus it was shown in the case of (TTF) (TCNQ) that introduction 
of disorder into films causes enforced dimerisation, resulting in 
anomalous infrared activity. The lack of such activity in film 
deposited above l90K defines the upper limit of the low temperature 
disordered phase. 
It was proposed that molecules deposited onto substrates at the 
OST have sufficient kinetic energy to overcome the activation barrier 
which prevents them from minimising short range interaction forces 
but insufficient kinetic energy to overcome the barrier to nucleation. 
This, it is believed, produces a minimum in molecular volume which is 
responsible for the observed structural singularity; a proposal which 
is supported by the observation of a maximum in the activation energy 
for crystallisation of films of (TTF) (TCNQ) deposited at 213K. 
The step change increase in conductivity observed when films 
deposited below 220K were annealed near room temperature, indicates 
that shock crystallisation was occurring in these films and that 
there were very few if any nuclei of the crystalline phase present 
in the as-deposited state. In view of this observation it is necessary 
to distinguish between those materials in Table 1.1 which have OST's 
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below room temperature, viz. anthracene and pyrene, and which 
subsequently crystallise on annealing, and the remainder whose OST's 
are higher than room temperature. Clearly, if the latter are cooled 
to room temperature, after deposition and without being annealed, 
they should still retain their metastable form, which having a glass 
or liquid like structure will contain few, if any, grain boundaries. 
Furthermore, if like (TTF) (TCNQ), films of these materials deposited 
immediately above and below the OST have disordered structures, then 
it is possible· to explain why the electrical and electro-optical 
properties of films deposited at 0.33 T8 are optimised. Because the 
metastable phase possesses SRO a modified electronic energy band 
description is still appropriate(!), in that there are gaps in the 
density of states distribution. If, however, as Makinson and 
Roberts( 2) show, short range order is disrupted, eventually these 
gaps will disappear and electronic states will become localised, 
leading to a reduction in carrier mobility either side of the OST. 
It is possible then to explain why the electrical properties 
and in particular the activation energy for conduction of (TTF) (TCNQ) 
fi~ were only weakly influenced by substrate temperature during 
deposition. Annealing experiments demonstrated that (TTF) (TCNQ) films 
crystallised on annealing at room temperature and were, therefore, no 
longer in the metastable state. If, as discussed in Section 6.3.2 
the activation barrier to conduction in polycrystalline materials is 
associated with multiple scattering at molecular sites then there is 
no reason to expect a marked variation in Econd even when the concen-
tration; of scattering sites within the grain boundary region changes 
with deposition conditions employed, i.e. it is the nature of the 
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scattering site not the number which determines E • Thus in 
cond 
annealed films of (TTF) (TCNQ) the topographical parameter which most 
influenced the electrical properties was crystallite orientation 
because of the extremely anisotropic properties of crystallites. 
In conclusion, this examination of the influence which substrate 
temperature has upon the structure and properties of vacuum deposited 
films has confirmed many of the essential features of the proposed 
explanation of the OST effect. In addition it has been established 
that the most important single criteria for the observation of a 
singularity, in both the structure and properties of vacuum deposited 
films at 0.33 TB, is the formation of a metastable, liquid or glassy, 
phase under quasi-equilibrium conditions, in the absence of nuclei of 
the ceystalline phase. The lower and upper limits of existence of 
this metastable phase are defined by the temperature at which films 
become disordered and the activation energy for nucleation of the 
crystalline phase, respectively. 
Although the experimental programme was restricted to a study 
of planar aromatic molecules for which the intermolecular interaction 
is dominated by Van der Waals forces the above criteria should be 
universally applicable. Thus provided conditions of substrate 
temperature and rate of deposition can be identified which guarantee 
the existence of metastable state at the phase boundary between the 
liquid and vapour phase all materials should exhibit an OST effect, 
but not necessarily at 0.33 TB. 
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7.2 Future Work 
7.2.1 Introduction 
Many ~ important large scale chemical process employ 
metal catalysts to increase the rate of reaction. Since the activity 
of these catalysts is determined by the surface area available for 
the adsorption of reactants it is necessary to maintain a high 
dispersion (surface area/mass) of the metal phase. This is normally 
achieved by dispersing the metal phase as small particles (ca. 1ooR 
diameter) on an 'inert' support, which is usually an oxide such as 
silica or alumina. Under reaction conditions these small particles 
(3) 
of metal are able to grow either by migration and coalescence , or 
by a thermodynamically driven process known as Ostwald ripening( 4 ~. 
This process,which is normally referred to as sintering, causes a 
reduction of the metal dispersion and a consequent loss of activity 
and is a major cause of catalyst de-activation. The. rate at which 
a catalyst loses activity determines its effective operating lifetime, 
which is a significant factor in determining the economics of a chemical 
process. It is important, therefore, to increase our knowledge of 
the mechanism of metal particle sintering and to discover ways of 
preventing its occurrence. 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is a very powerful 
(5) technique for studying supported metal catalysts and has been used 
extensively(G) to study their sintering behaviour. However, because 
of the particulate nature of supports used for commercial catalysts 
it is usually a difficult problem to distinguish between particles of 
the support and those of the active metal phase, or even to detect. 
smaller particles with diameters of 3oR or less. Since a detailed 
understanding of the mechanism of sintering depends upon being able 
to make a quantitative analysis of the metal particle size distribution, 
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particula.te supports are far from ideal substrates for this purpose. 
On the other hand, in recent years thin films of oxides prepared by 
techniques ranging from, electrolytic anodisation of metals, to vacuum 
evaporation have been used very successfully to study heterogeneous 
nucleation and growth of metal particles deposited from the vapour 
phase. The use of thin films enables high resolution TEM to be used 
to study the structure of these metal particles, and furthermore, 
since all particles are in the same plane, a quantitative determination 
of particle size distribution becomes routine. 
Stimulated largely by results described in the main body of the 
report, which demonstrate that it is possible to produce materials 
with a very wide range of structures (Chapter 4) in a reproducible 
way, techniques were developed for producing thin films of metal 
oxides and other refractory materials which are of interest as 
catalyst supports. The main technique used for this purpose was 
Electron Beam Reactive Evaporation (EBRE). A description of the 
equipment, which was developed by the author as part of this programme, 
and a brief outline of the (EBRE) technique were given in Chapter 2, 
Section (2.1.4). When thin films of metals (<6oR thick) are 
deposited onto these supports they break up to give small metal islands 
with diameters of the order of 1ooR or less which can be used as 
realistic models for studying sintering of supported metal catalysts. 
As a first step in the study of particle migration and sintering, 
TEM and electrical conductivity measurements have been used to study 
discontinuous films of silver and gold on amorphous alumina. Some 
preliminary results obtained from this work will now be described. 
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7.2.2 The Preparation of Films for TEM and Electrical 
Conductivity Measurements 
Alumina (Al2o3) films (<3ooR thick) were deposited by 
-4 (EBRE) in an atmosphere of 10 Torr of oxygen, onto a freshly cleaved 
mica substrate previously covered with 1ooR of carbon from an arc 
source. 
.o -1 A rate of deposition of approximately LA sec was employed 
and a high purity source (99.99%) of Al2o3 was used. Electron 
diffraction has shown that films of alumina deposited at room 
temperature, in this way, are amorphous. They were not observed 
to crystallise on annealing to temperatures in excess of 6oo0 c and 
their lack of structure makes them ideal for TEM purposes. 
Silver (99.99%) was deposited onto these composite substrates 
under different conditions of rate and substrate temperature using 
the evaporator described in Section (2.1.1). After deposition of 
the metal the film was removed from the mica substrate by immersion 
in distilled water, the carbon film acting as a release layer for 
the alumina/silver film. This latter film was picked up from the 
surface of the water on an electron microscope grid and examined 
using the Phillip SEM 300 described in Section (2.4.2). 
When carrying out conductivity measurements the oxide film was 
prepared as described above on a silica substrate and silver electrodes 
were then deposited in the same pump down cycle as described in 
Section (2.2.2). The sample was transfe~red to the birvac evaporator 
for deposition of the discontinuous metal film, which was carried 
out with the silica substrate cemented to the Oxford Instruments 
Cryostat, as discussed in section (2.2.2). 
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7.2.3 TEM of Discontinuous Metal Films 
As the four micrographs in Figure (7.1) show thin films 
of metal when deposited onto a surface break up to give an island 
structure. The average diameter of these islands was observed to 
increase in size with increasing film thickness. Metal films were 
deposited at Ji min-l at room temperature and had the thicknesses 
indicated in Figure (7.1), as measured by quartz crystal oscillator. 
The particle size distribution was generated from a number of micro-
graphs taken of the same sample, using the image analyser described 
in Section (2.4.2). Figure (7.2) shows two such distributions for 
films deposited at 1R sec-l (Figure 7.2(a)) and 1R min-l (Figure 
7.2(b)), respectively. In both cases the width of the distribution 
was relatively narrow for the Ji thick films. The distribution 
broadened with increasing film thickness and·became bimodal and 
eventually trimodal at 2oR. An interesting feature, which is most 
.0 -1 
clearly seen in the LA sec film, is the reduced concentration of 
small particles (<4oR> at a film thickness of loR and yet the 
relative proportion of these particles has increased again in the 
2oR thick film. 
The effect of substrate temperature during deposition of the 
silver films (lOR thick) is shown in Figure (7.3) for two series of 
films deposited at lR sec-l (Figure 7.3(a)) and 1R min-l (Figure 
7.3(b)), respectively. A marked decrease in the concentration of 
silver particles was observed on increasing the substrate temperature 
during deposition of the silver film from 20°C to 40°C. Above 40°C 
the particle size increased to a maximum at l00°C and then decreased 
again above this temperature. The increase in particle concentration 
was accompanied by a decrease in mean particle size and vice versa. 
A 
c 
Figu r e 7.1 . 
B 
D 
Micro2raphs of silver deposited at lR/min rate onto 
a 150~ Alumina substrate at 20°C. A) 1R, B) sR, 
C) 10R and D) 20R thick. 
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Figure 7.2. Particle size distributions for silver films of 
thicknesses 1, S, 10 and 20~ deposited out on 
alumina film at 1R sec-l (7.2a) and~ min-1 (7.2b) 
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7.2.4 Electrical Conductivity Measurement on Discontinuous 
Metal Films 
Electrical conductivity measurements were carried out 
on discontinuous metal films deposited at low substrate temperatures 
onto oxide coated silica slides using the equipment described in 
Section (2.2.2). The results in Figure (7.4) were obtained for gold 
deposited onto alumina. Curve (a) was obtained for a gold film 20~ 
thick deposited at 200K. The film was cooled to 160K after deposition 
and the current generated by an applied voltage of IV was monitored 
as a function temperature on the re-heating cycle (heating rate 
1.25K min-1 ). A rapid decrease in conductance was observed near 300K. 
Curve (b) was recorded on the second heating ~zcle after the film 
had been re-cooled to 160K. The decreased conductance on the second 
heating cycle suggests that an irreversible change in the particle 
distribution had taken place. Curves (c) to (e) were obtained after 
further successive depositions of gold of 5~, 10~ and lSR. The sample 
was cooled to 200K prior to each deposition. Attention is drawn to 
the fact that the conductance of the sample remained lower after the 
second and third depositions than it was after the initial deposit 
of 20~. Furthermore, the conductance decreased irreversibly above 
about 200K in both cases. After the fourth deposit of 15~ the 
conductance at low temperatures was only slightly higher than that 
of the first 2oR deposit, although it did increase very rapidly above 
250K. 
The results shown in Figure (7.5) were obtained for a discon-
tinuous film of silver on alumina. Curve (a) shows the conductance 
change on annealing a 3oR thick film, deposited at 200K, to 220K. 
UJ 
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Figure 7.4. Effect of annealing upon the electrical conductance of 
a discontinuous gold film, deposited onto an alumina 
support at 200K. (see text for curve designations) 
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Figure 7.5. Effect of annealing upon the electrical conductance of a 
discontinuous silver film, deposited onto an alumina support 
at 200K. (see text for curve designations) 
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Curve (b) is the conductance of the same sample after cooling to about 
170K and the re-heating to 268K. The sample was then cooled a second 
time to 180K and gave curve (c) on re-heating. The conductance of the 
film decreased very rapidly above 280K. Curve (d) was obtained after 
depositing a further 2oR of silver onto the sample at 200K. As with 
gold on alumina the conductance of the film after the second silver 
deposition of 2oR was much lower than that obtained after the first 
deposit of JoR. 
7.2.5 Discussion of the Results Obtained from the Study of 
Discontinuous Metal Films 
Theoretical treatments of nucleation and growth of metal 
films such as the classical model outlined in Chapter 1 assume that 
nucleation is a homogeneous process. However, a great deal of 
experimental work with metals deposited onto freshly cleaved surfaces( 7) 
has shown that nucleation probably occurs preferentially at kink 
sites and steps. Furthermore, electron bombardment, which causes an 
increase in the density of defects on surfaces is known(S) to increase 
the rate of nucleation. Thus, it is probable that nucleation on 
defected surfaces occurs heterogeneously rather than homogeneously. 
This appears to provide a basis for explaining the results described 
in the previous section. 
It is proposed that ad-atoms impinging on a surface diffuse to 
defects where they become trapped if the temperature of the surface 
is kT < E is a binding energy characteristic of a particular type trap 
of defect and is probably distributed. Subsequent ad-atom arrivals 
will lead to the formation of a stable nucleus and eventually to 
particle growth, thus in very thin films and for kT < E the trap 
site of attachment of ad-atoms on the surface is determined by the 
defect distribution on that surface. This is the situation which is 
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thought to be represented by micrograph (a) in Figure (7.1) resulting 
in the mono-modal distribution of particle size shown in Figure (7.2), 
for the lR thick film. 
As the amount of material deposited increases so to does the 
particle size, causing a reduction in the binding energy per atom at 
a defect site. Once a particle has grown beyond a certain size, 
random thermal fluctuation( 9 ) may give it sufficient kinetic energy 
to overcome the potential energy binding it to its nucleation site, 
allowing it to migrate on the surface and collide with other 
particles. This would explain the disappearance of small particles 
in the 1oR thick film, micrograph (c), Figure (7.1). As further 
material is deposited ad-atoms are able to fill up the vacated defect 
sites leading to a second increase in the concentration of small 
particles as observed for the 20~ thick deposit micrograph (d). The 
various stages in this process are represented schematically in 
Figure (7.6). 
The electrical conductivity measurements can also be explained 
on the basis of the above mechanism. Thus, deposition at a low 
temperature (T) will lead to defect sites with binding energies less 
than kT being populated. Now if an island structure is obtained at 
(10) low temperatures , the conduction process is activated and, as 
(ll) . 
shown by Abeles and Sleng , the magn~tude of the activation energy 
will be proportional to the distance between particles. If, as 
discussed, on annealing,particles are detached from defect or 
nucleation sites and are able to migrate and coalesce with other 
particles, the distance between metal islands will be increased, 
'· ----------- -----------(1) nucleation at defects 
(3) Thermal dissociation of 
nuclei from site of attachment 
(5) Stable crystallite absorbs 
monomers by surface diffusion 
---• .._.. 
(2) monomer absorption by nuclei 
(4) Migration and coalescence 
(6) Secondary nucleation 
Figure 7.6. Schematic of the early stages of nucleation and growth 
at surface defect sites 
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leading to a larger activation energy and an irreversible decrease 
in conductance, as was observed in both the examples shown in 
Figures (7.4) and (7.5). 
Once the film has been annealed and particles in the initial 
deposit allowed to grow, during subsequent deposition these particles 
can compete with defect sites for adsorbed atoms, so that the latter 
are less effectively populated. This, as shown in Figures (7.5) and 
(7.6), leads to an initial decrease in the conductance of films as 
a function of thickness, when deposited in a. stepwise fashion. 
H h d 't' . . d t t' 1 (l2 ) th' d owever, w en epos~ ~on ~s carr~e ou con ~nuous y ~s oes not 
occur. The increased conductance recorded after depositing 65R of 
gold, curve (e); Figure (7.5), is probably associated with fact 
. 
that particles have grown to a size where the distance between them 
pas begun to decrease rapidly as the film changes from being 
discontinuous to become semi-continuous. 
The decrease in conductance observed above 280K in the case of 
silver deposited on alumina, Figure (7.5), is consistent with the 
observation that the particle concentration decreases rapidly above 
a deposition temperature of 293K as shown in Figure (7.3). It is 
not clear why there should be an increase in particle concentration 
between 313K and 373K, although it may be associated with a decrease 
in supersaturation. 
These preliminary results obtained from the study of discon-
tinuous metal films are the first step in a continuing study of 
sintering in supported metal catalyst. They have shown that thin 
film deposition techniques when used in conjunction with TEM and 
electrical conductivity measurements can furnish detailed information 
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about changes in particle size distribution, and furthermore provide 
strong evidence for a support metal interaction. The latter is an 
. f d . . th 1 . . f 1 (!3) umportant parameter or eterm~n~ng e se ect~v1ty o cata ysts . 
Since the strength of this interaction determines the temperature at 
which migration of particles begins to occur, electrical conductivity 
measurements may be able to quantify the role of the support in 
determining selectivity, and lead to an improved understanding of 
supported metal catalysts. 
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MATERIALS PREPARATION 
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A.l Preparation and Purification of Tetrathiofulvalene tetracyano-
quinodimethane (Tl'F) (TCNQ) 
At the time the work on TTF TCNQ reported in this thesis ·was 
being carried out, a collaborative study of crystal growth with the 
University of Strathclyde, Chemistry Department (l) was also underway. 
The combined requirements for TTFTCNQ were substantial (>40g) and 
there was at that time no commercial supplier of (TTF), although TCNQ 
was available. Both are now available from Aldrich Chemicals. (TTF) 
and (TCNQ) were, therefore, synthesised by several people, including 
the author on a scale large enough to meet these requirements. 
A.l.l Preparation of (TTF) 
(TTF) was prepared using a method similar to that 
(2) described by Melby et~al . The reaction scheme is shown in figure 
A.l. Dimethyl acetylene dicarboxylic ester (I) was reacted with 
ethylene trithiocarbonate (II) to give 1,3-dithiole-2-thione-4,5-
dicarboxylic acid methyl ester (III) in 65% yield. Compound (III) 
was demethylated in glacial acetic acid and concentrated hydrochloric 
acid to give 1,3-dithiole-2-thione-4,5-dicarboxylic acid (IV) in 
almost quantitative yield (95%). Decarboxylation of (IV) using 
pyridine gave 1,3-dithiole-2-thione (V) in 28% yield. Melby's 
method for preparing' (Tl'F) involved coupling the hexafluorophosphate 
salt of V using triethylamine which gave only poor yields. A 
higher yield of pure product was, however, obtained by coupling 
1, 3 di thioli um fluoroborate (VIII) with triethylamine. Compound 
(3) 
(VIII) was prepared by methylation of (V} using methyl iodide, 
followed by sodium borohydride reduction of 2 methylthio-1,3-
di thioloylium iodide (VI) , and cleavage of the thio-methyl .group 
Figure A.l. The Reaction Scheme for the Preparation of (TTF) 
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-----:. 
in toluene 
(II) 
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HCl/acetic acid 
v 
pyridine 
<:----
(V) 
v· 
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' I -
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H 4 
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Figure A.2. Reaction Scheme for the Preparation of TCNQ 
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with fluoroboric acid. The last three reaction steps were carried 
out without isolating the intermediates. 
A.l.2 Preparation of (TCNQ) 
(TCNQ) was prepared using the method described by 
Acker and Hertler(4 ), which is shown in the reaction scheme of 
Figure A.2. 1,4-Cyclohexanedione (IX) and malononitrile were reacted 
together to give 1,4-bis(dicyanomethylene)cyclohexane (X) which was 
dehydrogenated with N-bromosuccinimide in pyridine to give the 
product (TCNQ) (XI) • 
A.l.3 Preparation of (TTF) (TCNQ) Complex 
Starting with the purified precursors, all operations 
involved in the preparation of the complex were carried out inside 
a large nitrogen glove box. Immediately prior to use both precursors 
were purified by double recrystallisation, under nitrogen from dried 
solvents. (TTF) was recrystallised from a mixture (7.5 to 4.5) of 
cyclohexane and hexane which had been dried over Mgso4 for 4 hrs, 
followed by drying over P2o5 for 3 days. The solvent was then 
distilled from P2o5 under nitrogen. TCNQ was recrystallised twice 
from ethyl acetate which had also previously been dried over Mgso4 
followed by distillation from P2o5 . At each stage of the recrystal-
lisation solutions of both materials were boiled with activated 
charcoal prior to filtering. This was effective in removing the 
green colouration (due to radical anion) from solutions of (TCNQ) . 
Rust coloured crystals separated from TCNQ solutions. (5) Coleman et.al, 
have claLmed that pure TCNQ is bright yellow, however, it was found 
that the rust coloured crystals obtained in the present study gave 
a bright yellow powder when finely ground. When filtered and dried 
under vacuum TCNQ, M.pt. 299°C gave the following chemical analysis. 
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C, 70.59; H, 1.97; N, 27.44 
Found C, 69 .68; H, 2.02; N, 27.13. 
TTF was obtained in the form of orange needle crystals, which in 
certain cases were 4 or 5 em long, and on drying under vacuum had a 
0 M.pt. 120 C and gave the following chemical analysis: 
Calculated for c6s4H: c, 35.29; H, 1.97; S, 62.74 
Found C, 35.77; H, 1.81; S, 62.30. 
The complex was prepared by mixing together hot solutions of the 
precursors in equimolar amounts in acetonitrile, which was dried 
by double distillation from P2o5 under nitrogen. (TTF) (TCNQ) 
separated out as microcrystals from the solution and gave a purple 
almost black solid when dry, which had the chemical analysis shown 
in Table A.l. All experiments were ,carried out in pyrex glassware. 
A.l.4 Purification of TTFTCNQ Complex 
Studies of TTFTCNQ reported in the literature have been 
primarily concerned with its properties when in single crystal form. 
Because of its poor solubility in most solvents, single crystals of 
the complex are normally grown by diffusing the two precursors 
together, either from solution or in the vapour phase. Consequently, 
most effort has, in the past, been directed toward purification of 
the precursors rather than trying to purify the complex after precipi-
. k . umb ab . (6 ) h . d abl tation. Wor ers ~n a n er of L orator~es ave gone to cons1 er e 
1 b in . hi hl f d 1 . ( 7 ) engths to o ta the precursors ~n a g y pure orm an c a1m 
to have achieved a purity of 99.99% for both materials. However, 
occluded solvent (acetonitrile) is reported(8 ) to be present in 
crystals of the complex prepared by solution diffusion techniques. 
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For the present study, absolute levels of purity were not 
considered to be of paramount importance, as they are, for example, 
in the study for sing1e crystals, where their electrical properties 
have been shown to be sensitive to impurity levels and the presence 
of defects. The controversy which surrounds the conditions used to 
prepare TTFTCNQ is primarily concerned with the effect of impurities 
and defects on the b-axis conductivity of single crystals (see 
Chapter 6 ) , at and around the metal to insula tor transition. In 
(6) 
a recent publication the conductivity of single crystals of 
TTFTCNQ prepared in sixteen institutions by different wor~ers, were 
compared. At room temperature the b-axis conductivities of all but 
2 -1 -1 
one group fell within the region 2.5·- 7.5 x 10 ohm em , and 
values of conductivity observed at the maximum were between 0.3 
4 -1 -1 1.5 x 10 ohm em , indicating that the method of preparation has 
little effect upon conductivity. (8) It has also been stated , that 
most of the variation in conductivity among samples of TTF-TCNQ is 
due to lattice imperfections rather than chemical purity. 
The electrical properties of polycrystalline films of TTFTCNQ 
have been shown to be effected by the presence of grain boundaries, 
and are, therefore, expected to be much less sensitive to low concen-
trations of impurities than are single crystals. Consequently, whilst 
great care was taken in purifying the precursors TTF and TCNQ, this 
was restricted to double recyrstallisation from pure solvents in a 
nitrogen glove box as described earlier. Gradient Sublimation of the 
precursors was not carried out. However, it was particularly 
important for the present work to confirm reports that the complex 
. (10) subl~med unchanged . 
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A.l.4(i) Gradient Sublimation 
Purification of the complex was carried out using a 
gradient sublimation technique which has been used by other workers(S) (ll), 
to purify the precursors (TTF) and ·(TCNQ), although its use for 
purifying the complex does not appear to have: >been reported previously. 
The gradient sublimer used in the present work was similar to that 
. (11) described by McGh~e It consisted of a thick, brass tube 
40 em long, 4 em outside diameter, with an observation slit along 
most of its length. Both ends of the tube were mounted in holes in 
two square Sandanyo blocks (1 x 15 x 15 em) which were held rigid 
with four steel rods. One end of the tube was heated by a coiled 
heating element, powered by aSO>volt mains operated, regulated power 
supply, with a maximum current output of 10 amps. The other end was 
water cooled with a constant flow of water (0.5 litres/min), a 
copper coil braised to the brass tube. Since the cooling rate was 
constant, the temperature gradient was determined by the heater 
current. The gradient was calibrated at atmospheric pressure, using 
a chromel/alumel thermocouple to determine the temperature at various 
positions inside the silicon tube, and was found to vary linearly 
with distance from the heater. 
Sublimation was carried out from silica boats capable of holding 
3g. of material, inside a 2.8 em O.D. silica tube, sealed at one end, 
which was lined internally with a PTFE sheet. The silica tube was 
located inside the brass tube, the temperature in the region of the 
heater being high enough to cause the materials to sublime, and was 
wrapped in a woven glass mat to prevent the development of hot spots. 
The open end of the silica tube was connected directly to the metal 
vacuum system with a viton 'O' ring, which enabled it to be evacuated 
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-5 to a base pressure of less than 10 Torr prior to carrying out a 
sublimation. The vacuum system consisted of an air cooled 2" oil 
diffusion pump (Edwards E02) backed by an oil trapped mechanical 
pump which produced a backing pressure of 5 x 10-2 Torr. 
Normally gradient sublimation was carried out at a pressure of 
10-3 Torr of nitrogen. The system was initially evacuated to a 
-5 pressure of about 10 Torr, and back filled to a pressure of 
10-3 Torr with white spot nitrogen, using a needle valve. Evacuation 
was then continued under a constant leak of nitrogen. 
In order to establish that TTFTCNQ complex sublimed unchanged 
the crude material, prepared by precipitation from solution, was 
-3 
sublimed at a pressure of 10 Torr at a crucible temperature of 
18Q-200°C over a period of about 4 hrs. Sublimed material was 
~eposited as smail black shiny crystallites along the length of the 
PTFE tube, but a large proportion of the deposit occurred in a band 
which started at about seven em from the heater and was approximately 
4 em wide. This material was resublimed two further times. A spongy 
fibrous residue was left in the crucible after the first sublimation 
which would not sublime even after prolonged heating at temperatures 
in excess of 220°C. Chemical analysis. was carried out after each 
sublimation and the results are shown in Table A.2. 
Analytical Results 
The results in Table A.2 show that the composition of TTFTCNQ 
does not change appreciably upon evaporation at reduced pressure. 
The observed variation in composition could easily be accounted for as 
being due to the error involved in the method of chemical analysis. 
Table A.2. The Effect of Repeated Sublimation on the 
Chemical Analysis of TTFTCNQ 
Sample Designation % c % H % N % s 
calculated for TTFTCNQ 52.92 1.97 13.71 31.39 
Crude material precipitated 53.52 2.02 13.84 30.92 
from acetonitrile 
1 x Gradient Sublimed 52.75 1.99 13.82 31.56 
2 x Gradient Sublimed 53.18 1.96 13.78 31.46 
3 x Gradient Sublimed 52.97 1. 96 13.60 31.23 
Residue remaining in crucible 48.06 1.25 10.69 28.28 
after 1 x Sublimation 
Pure Single Crystal Data 52.83 1. 94 13.67 31.46 from Reference (12) 
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A.2 Purification of Aromatic Hydrocarbons 
Three of the four aromatic hydrocarbons used in the fluorescence 
study described in Chapter 3, anthracene, tetracene and perylene 
were obtained in the purified form from sources within Imperial 
Chemical Industries (PLC). Anthracene from a commercial source has 
. (13) been doubly vacuum subl~ed . Perylene had been doubly vacuum 
sublimed and zone refined(l3). Tetracene was prepared synthetically(l4 ) 
and twice recrystallised from trichlorobenzene followed by vacuum 
sublimation. Pyrene was obtained from Aldrich Chemicals Ltd, and 
purified by triple gradient sublimation using the equipment described 
in the previous section. All four materials gave chemical analyses 
(C, H) which corresponded within experimental error to those calculated 
from their respective empirical formulae. Both absorbance and 
fluorescence spectroscopy of propanol solutions of all four compounds 
were used to confirm the absence of major impurities. 
The purity of samples prepared by vacuum sublimation as shown 
by elemental analysis also compares favourably with results reported 
in the literature for TTFTCNQ complex single crystals grown from 
(12) 
solution from highly purified precursors 
APPENDIX 2 
THICKNESS MEASUREMENT OF TTFTCNQ FILMS 
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An independent estimate of thickness was obtained by dissolving 
films in Analar acet~ne and recording the spectrum of the solution 
between 350 - 900 nm using a Beckmann Model 25 spectrometer. A 
typical spectrum is shown in Figure A.3(a). There were three main 
series of bands which had maxima located at 400, 745 and 845 nm. A 
-5 
solution concentration of approximately 10 g moles/litre was used, 
to minimise the formation of dimerised species. As discussed in 
Chapter 5 dimerisation of the TCNQ radical ion(l5 ) occurs in aqueous 
solution at room temperature, the concentration of dimer increasing 
with that of the monomer. TTF radical cations also dimerise in solution, 
(16) but only at low temperatures . Absorption bands characteristic 
of TCNQ and TTF radical ion dimers occur in the region of 640 nm 
and 710 nm, respectively. Although a weak absorption was observed 
in the vicinity of 710 nm it was assigned to the monomer TCNQ 
species. In fact the two series of bands located at 745 and 845 nm 
are highly characteristic of the TCNQ radical ion monomer and the 
intensity of the latter was used for estimating film thickness. 
A known amount of the complex was evaporated onto a well 
2 defined area (0.12 em ) of a quartz crystal mass monitor. It was 
removed by dissolution in acetone and the spectrum obtained was used 
to calibrate solutions produced from other films. Time dependent 
changes in the solution spectra of a type shown in Figure A.3(b), (c) 
were observed for a number of samples. The initial spectrum (curve b) 
taken several minutes after dissolution contained an intense band 
located at 394 nm in addition to bands at 745 and 845 nm due to 
TCNQ • After allowing the sample to stand for a period of 24 hrs the 
intensity of the band at 394 had decreased considerably whilst those 
at 745 and 845 nm were observed to increase (curve b). The small 
shoulder at 488 nm wh±ch ~can be seen in Curve b ,, increased on 
- 9 -
standing for a further 48 hrs, while those at 745 and 845 registered 
a substantial decrease over this period. 
The band at 395 nm is consistent· with neutral TCNQ being ·· 
present in some films prior to dissolution. On standing this may 
have been converted first to the radical ion monomer, causing an 
increase in the 745 and 845 nm bands, and then subsequently reduced 
2-to the doubly charged CTNQ species. This latter species has 
(17) been generated electrochemically by Jonkmann and Kommandeur and 
possesses an absorption band at about 500 run. An alternative explan-
ation of the band at 488 run is that it may be assigned to the 
(TTF) (TCNQ) complex, since a band was observed in the same region 
(580 run) in spectra of thin film deposits, Figure (5.22). Torrance 
et.al (l8 ) have shown from single crystal studies that this band is 
polarised primarily in the molecular plane and can therefore be 
considered to be intramolecular. 
Films which were stored for long periods before dissolution 
gave a spectrum of the type shown in Figure (A. 3), (curve d). The 
band at 488 run was in this case the largest in the spectrum and only 
very weak bands were observed at 745 and 845. OVer a period of about 
10 mins the band at 488 increased in intensity whilst all the others 
decreased, until the former was the only one remaining. This change 
occurred very rapidly compared to those already discussed and 
indicates that after deposition films continue to age for some 
considerable time at room temperature. The solution spectra of a 
number of films were examined weeks or months after deposition. 
These only gave bands which could be attributed to TCNQ-, initially 
there was no band present at all at 488 run. Those films which gave 
an initially high intensity 488 nm absorptions in solution had been 
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stored for 6 months before being dissolved and examined. 
In view of the observed changes· in the solution spectra of 
TTFTCNQ from the thin film deposits, estimates of the concentration 
of species in solution were from spectra taken obtained immediately 
upon dissolution. It was assumed that TTF and TCNQ were present in 
the original film in the ratio of 1:1 although no direct evidence 
of TTF species was obtained from the solution spectra. When 
solutions contained species other than TCNQ- anion, an estimate of 
their concentration was obtained by comparing the change in the 
relative intensities of the two bands at 395 (TCNQ0 ) and 488 nm 
(complex) with that at 845 and the total amount of TCNQ in the film 
was used to compute the film thickness. An extinction coefficient 
4 -1 -1 for the band at 845 nm of 5. 2 7 x 10 litre mole em , was obtained 
by dissolving the known weight of complex from the quartz crystal. 
- 11 -
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APPENDIX 3 
'd' SPACINGS FOR (TTF) (TCNQ) SINGLE CRYSTALS, 
COMPUTED FROM PUBLISHED DATA (REFERENCE ( 1) CHAPTER 4) 
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